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INTRODUCTION

Hebe we have the last lap of our labours in the translation 
of the Third Nikaya or Collection of the Sutta Pitaka, and I 
with many others heartily congratulate my able colleague, 
the translator of the major portion,1 on its completion. The 
total work has taken intervals of fourteen years, and we (as 
anicca and, as such, no less bhavanta and bhaventa) have come 
to learn much over it, and elsewise, that we had not learnt 
before. Translation and forewords should testify to this. 
Woe unto us if they do n o t! Mr. Woodward is good enough 
to wish me, as before, to write something of inaugural comment. 
And I take the opportunity of inviting the reader straight
away to see what an interesting sidelight on the much-buried 
story of Buddhist evolution he can get from the series (apart 
from the contents) of subjects, according to which, in this 
volume, the Suttas are grouped.

The main divisions in the whole Nikaya are Five Vaggas. 
This word, like so many in Pali, is a blend (or a breaking 
down into one) of two opposed Sanskrit words: it may, as from 
varga, refer to massed contents, or it may, as from vyagra, refer 
to division from other contents. The fifth and last Vagga, 
filling this volume, of grouped or 4 kindred5 Sayings, is 
known, presumably from its bulk, as the Great Vagga.

In this Vagga the first seven subjects are as doctrines very 
venerable, very important. Together they form a list which 
in time came to be known as the 37 Bodhipakkhiya Dhamma: 
the things or states belonging to Enlightenment or Wisdom. 
I believe that, in the Pitakas themselves, they occur very 
rarely as so-called, are never numbered as 37, and never refer 
to the 37 as a whole, but only to this or that section of them,2

1 Vols.III,IV,V.
2 Vibhanga, 249; cf. my Preface, ibid. xiv-xvi.



or to practices not included in them.1 Even here it is only 
the states under ‘ Books ’ II and IV which, are so called. 
There is a quasi-historical reference to the 37, which gitfes 
some ground for believing that some such sets or categories 
were compiled during the lifetime of the Founder. In the 
Book of the Great Decease, before he finally bade farewell to 
Vesall, Gotama is said to have charged his church there to 
practise and teach such a list.2 It is not called Bodhipakkhiya, 
and the word Dhamma is freely translated as ‘ truths.’3 

The contents of that list are the same as in our ‘ Books ’ 
I-VII, but the order is very different. I give both versions:

Digha, II, Suttanta XVI. Saijyutta, V, Maha-vagga.
(4) stations of mindfulness. (8) the Way.
(4) right efforts. (7) limbs of wisdom.
(4) stages to psychic power. (4) stations of mindfulness.
(5) powers. (5) faculties.
(5) faculties. (4) best efforts.
(7) kinds of wisdom. (5) powers.
(8) eightfold way. (4) bases of psychic power.

Can we from this interesting derangement form any worthy 
hypotheses as to evolution in values which had been going 
on in the Sangha, not so much between the lifetime of the 
founders of the Sakya movement and the completion of the 
Pitakas:—we are not, alas! justified in going back so far— 
but between the compilation and authoritative sanction of a 
certain book in the middle of the First Nikaya (Digha) and the 
compilation and authoritative sanction of a book at the end 
of the Third Nikaya (Sarjyutta) ?

Could we assume that the Four Nikayas had been compiled 
in consecutive order, the difference in order would be more 
markedly significant. It is surmised—we can scarcely do 
more—that in the ‘ Long ’ and the ‘ Middling ’ Collections 
we have records which were at least begun, as records in fixed 
oral form, before any others.4 Especially in the Digha

1 Anguttara, iii, 70. 2 Digha, ii, 120. 3 Dialogues, ii, 128.
4 1 do not doubt there was a RajagalA Congress, but I do not believe 

•we must accept the Culla-vagga details as accurate.



Nikaya do we find, as Franke insisted,1 a plan that amounts 
to the setting forth of a definite gospel— so to speak— or 
systematized religious teaching. In the third and fourth 
Nikayas we do seem to come up against a number of 
sweepings-in of miscellaneous memorized Sayings, and a 
number of pickings-over of such Sayings respectively. Now 
the orthodox tradition according to the Digha Commentary is 
that, at the first Recital, such of the contents of each of all 
four of the Nikayas as were then collected were handed over 
to the school (nissitakd) of the predeceased Sariputta, and to 
three other Theras respectively, as the stock of sayings each 
was, not so much to complete (for Commentators, history in the 
making was non-existent), but to keep intact and alive, as 
brahmans did with their mantras. This tidy piety we must 
put on one side.

That each Nikaya did form the Smrti, or formulated 
tradition of separate groups in the Order:— so much is in
cidentally and therefore more truthfully revealed by the 
frequent Commentarial allusions to Dlgha-repeaters. Majjhima- 
. . . Sagyutta- and Anguttara-repeaters (-bhdtyaka). And for 
each of these groups the Smrti in their own Nikaya will have 
been a teaching differing considerably in subject-matter, in 
wording, but chiefly in emphasis from those in which the 
other groups were proficient.

But the question of precedence in time is an obscure and 
probably a very untidy one. In this way: Whereas it is 
perhaps probable that the first two Nikayas, especially the 
first, were, as definite finished compilations, begun before the 
latter two, both those and these bear fairly clearly marks of 
being works of accretion— i. e.s of having had sayings appended 
most likely at different dates. In this way there will have 
been much overlapping in their various stages of progress. 
Further into this I cannot here go.

But it needs not a great stretch of imagination to picture 
these accretions as having been largely carried out under the

1 Dlgha-NiJcaya (a partial translation), xiv: ‘ das Heilwegschema eines 
T athagata’s.’
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Pax Maurica of the third century B.C. Not only was travel 
safer, but the prestige of the Sangha was growing, while the 
felt need of a corresponding peace and unity in a Sangha 
much disorganized and demoralized was, if we may so far 
trust the Commentaries, being widely felt. Revision and 
standardization may well have been in the air.

The accretions were to a large extent (1) either new materials, 
or the different versions of already incorporated materials, 
garnered in by messengers to or from this or that vihdra or 
dvdsa in North India; (2) they were also central rewordings and 
further systematizing of doctrinal matter. Instances of the 
latter (2) we may see in the last two Suttantas of the Digha. 
Instances of the former (1) we may, I think, find m the present 
volume. Thus we get here supplementary variants of the 
sort of parables used in the Anamatagga of Volume II, as 
well as of the 4 Ganga-repetitions5—and the reader can easily 
find others. In the book on ‘ Stream-winning ’ too, among 
variants of sayings in Volume II, we come upon possible 
genuine early memories persisting at Kapilavatthu of the 
Founder’s kinsmen, such as Mahanama, and others of Anatha- 
pindika (also variants of Majjhima and Anguttara Sayings), 
and of the independent-minded thinker Kappina, once more 
pointed out by his brother aristocrat Gotama.1 The Sayings 
too here are less concerned with a mysterious short-cut out of 
the way of life in 4 nirvana/ and more with the practically 
important matter for the Many of the next step, the immedi
ately hereafter, as I conceive the genuine teaching of the First 
Men to have been, namely, what guarantee had a man against 
calamity in the next life ? The subject is in this part much 
formalized and edited by the monotonous reference to the 
later formula: Buddha, Dhamma, Sangha, etc. But the 
fact that this bunch is not included in the similar bunch in 
the second volume is for me no weak evidence that it was 
the result of this later harvest gathered in late in time, during 
or preceding the long work of revision alleged to have taken 
place in Asoka’s reign. It was my husband who reminded

1 Cf. Vol. II, p. 193/.
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us that in the Vinaya such garnerings were held as, at least 
at one time, so urgent that rules of residence were suspended 
to expedite them.1

I suggest that we do get some sort of clue to half tidy, half 
untidy procedure in the Nikaya compilations, if we bear the 
foregoing remarks in mind thus: a selection of chief doctrinal 
teaching-matter as the absolute beginning of fixed wordings 
in the first two Nikayas. Next a beginning of a series of 
collections according to a certain subject, which would allow 
easily of later incorporating of items and again of new subjects: 
and finally, when the early limits had become more rigid 
and traditional, the appending of bunches either relating to 
subjects already treated of, or relating to subjects which 
changes of ideas had invested with new importance. A 
similar process of accretion is to be considered as going on in 
the first two Nikayas. And with regard to the Fourth 
Nikaya, when we welcome Mr. Woodward’s translation of 
that, it will then be time to concentrate on the growth we 
there find.

I have spoken of ideas as coming to b e 4 4 invested with a new 
importance. ’ ’ The arrangement of topics in this volume affords 
a very suggestive instance of it. Few things in the growth of 
Sakya are so important. I refer to the strange emergence of 
a long Collection on the 4 four truths 5 at the very end of the 
work, coupled with the fact of the equally long Collection on 
the 4 W ay ’ at the beginning of this, the Great Vagga. What 
does that mean % Of what is it the now mute indicator ?

The inspired message of Gotama the Sakyan was given 
to men in the figure of the 4 W ay.’ It was so given for 
reasons I have suggested elsewhere. And I would here thank 
Mr, Woodward’s courtesy and appreciation in consenting to 
drop the almost classic term 4 Path ’ and use 4 W ay.5 First, 
W ay is more literally correct, corresponding, in its first and 
second ‘ intentions,’2 to ‘ magga.5 Secondly, the way to the use 
of e W ay ’ by European readers is familiarized by an often

1 Buddhist India, p. 112: Vinaya, i, Mahavagga, iii, 5, 9.
2 An event or phenomenon in space and time, and also a means.
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similar noble use of the word in the Christian tradition. 
‘ Path ’ has a byway sound. Gotama’s words: magga, patipada, 
refer to the going of each and every man when he has ceased to 
drift {saYjsarati). We who are concerned about the lost implica
tions in this great figure have to salve it from much: from 
the contraction of it into an ‘ eightfold ’ course in ethics, from 
the much worse suggestion that it was originally only a refer
ence to loose or strict monk-life, and lastly and chiefly from 
its deposition from the place of honour by Buddhists them
selves. During Gotama’s day, if only out of respect for him, 
it was the very central Sakyan gospel; long after his day the 
word still reverberated on as the chief idea. In Buddhaghosa’s 
phrases it is still an impressive echo. And here we have 
it put first, and not last, in the Bodhipakkhiya series. The 
old tradition anyway was still going strong.

It is true that in the list, as given in the Book of the Decease, 
it is deposed and put at the very end, a distortion which per
sisted and became classical, as may be seen in the manual we 
have translated as Compendium of Philosophy (VII, 6). But 
this need not baffle us. It is but one more sign of the glaring 
evidences of editing which so mar the otherwise impressive 
passages of the Decease-Book of the Digha. When it is true 
to its great theme, it can be moving; when it wavers off into 
hotchpotch, it is exasperating. The work was probably 
finished very late, to puff the relic-cult that was springing up 
(we'have seen that phenomenon in other creeds), as an integral 
part of the Buddha-cult. The book as a whole is a flagrant 
example o f£ gloss.’ And when a set sermon for the aged man 
of genius, tottering on a last tour, was put into his mouth, 
with no WAY in it at all, and a set list of things, so different 
from the few live words he said which have been left in, was 
also put into his mouth as a dying charge, the order in the 
list had at the time of editing become just a matter of 
arithmetical progression, as elsewhere: first the fours, then 
the fives, the sevenfold, the eightfold (e/. p. vi supra).

But what are we to think of the startling omission -from 
that list, whatever be its order ? I am not referring to the 
fourfold Brahmavihara category. True, the omission of that
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is not without significance. But I judge, and have tried to 
show elsewhere, partly on evidence we get in this present 
volume (pp. that the Brahmavihara cult was a rival
reformed teaching annexed by the Sakyan Founders.1 Great 
play has been made with it since, as Buddhist teaching, in 
unconscious response to modern religious ideals, but for 
monastic Buddhism it never was central. No Collection was

*

formed about it in this Nikaya, or elsewhere. It was not 
Nirvana-cultus. No, it is of course to the omission of the 
c Four Truths 5 that I am referring.

Anyone who is conversant with the procedure in which 
this category, in scholastic Buddhism, is seen ousting the 
Way as the centre of the teaching, anyone who has noted the 
consigning the Way to the fourth and last place in them, 
anyone who knows how this monkish diagnosis of life as 111, 
as only to be cured by the suppression of the will or desire, 
submerged in the 4 dog-with-a-bad-name 5 of 4 craving,’ leaving 
no other spring from which betterment can come,—how this 
is still harped upon as the true centre of Buddhism, cannot 
but be amazed when he comes to find (when at last he studies 
the records!), that in the so-called final injunctions of the great 
Teacher the four truths are not mentioned at all.

There will certainly have been a cause for this silence. And 
I suggest the Great Vagga is dumbly trying to tell it. Thus: 
the Way, when the first seven “  Books ” were made, was 
still nominally central and chief. (In Indian, or at least in 
Buddhist method, what is chief comes first. I cannot recollect 
any instance of leading up to a last as climax.) By the time 
the Vagga was completed and being closed, the teaching of 
the Truths had come to loom very large, and either at or before 
the day of the Patna revisions, it was felt incumbent to remedy 
the omission by an inclusive treatment in the Nikaya where 
this might most conveniently be done. And so we find a great 
sweeping in of allusions to the truths from other records—i.e., 
that at Kotigama from Digha and Vinaya—much application 
of sayings and similes applied differently elsewhere, and

1 1927: ‘ The Co-Founders of Buddhism: a Sequel.’
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chief of all the First Utterance itself,—the Way-word made 
into a Four-Truths word,—where I for one1 see the editorial 
hand at work rewording and weighting the Founder’s reference 
to life’s sorrows into a rigid formula.

It may be said that this is scanty straw wherewith to make 
the bricks of history. But the alternative is either an 
acquiescence in historical ignorance, or an acquiescence in 
taking the Pitakas at the Buddhists’ estimate as history, or 
the wrong-headed view of a German Neobuddhist lately 
defunct that Buddhism has no history—a view which is only 
worth mentioning that it may be dropped as irrational. 
Ancient documents are not concerned to record developments 
in the making; they tell us mainly of what has become, of what 
is made. To a certain extent we can between the lines read 
the becoming. Very little has yet been attempted in this 
way of historical criticism; more may yet be done should this 
literature once more attract intellects now drawn away by 
the lure of the Further East. Sir Charles Eliot gave us an 
excellent start in much of his Hinduism and Buddhism, re- 
minding us of the snowball gathering accretions as it is 
propelled. The figure is very apt, and is not left unapplied. 
But in my judgment, it might have been yet more applied, 
namely, to accretions which are credited as being original.

As briefly as possible I now touch on a few points also of 
historical interest. I see on p. 373 one of the references to 
the claim of Sakya to attain happiness by happiness (sukhay 
sukhena adhigantabbay), which was probably directed against 
the growing vogue, at its start, in tapas or asceticism. The 
Nigarrfchas or Jains were addicted to this, in the belief that 
by painful methods happiness could more quickly, more 
surely be won. Gotama went into all that when he left his 
home, coming to an opposite conclusion. The Saying here 
has probably suffered in its long transmission; nevertheless

1 ‘ . . .  the form of the first sermon . . . betrays that the four truths 
have been unorganicaUy appended to a possibly historical first part ’ 
jDeussen, Qeschichte der Philosophie, ii, 156).
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the conclusion: 41 would not deem the full comprehension 
of truth to be won with sorrow and woe but with joy and 
gladness/ is kindred to such Sayings as sulchen5 anvdgatay 
suhhay:

happily
Has happiness been sought after and won, 

of the tfheragatha (63 and 220), Anguttara, II, 3; Majjhima, I, 
93, etc.

An interesting development of this original concern of the 
Founders as being more (as I think) with happiness than 
with multitudinous ill, and which is practically an anticipation 
of what we were lately calling Coueism, is in the Sutta called 
Dussllya (p. 331). Sariputta treats with efficacy the sick 
and depressed Anathapindika by making him fix his thought 
not on ill, but on the right wayfaring towards the utterly 
Well and on his worthy efforts therein. From this to 4 day 
by day in every way I become better and better5 is a step 
more in form than in substance. It seems to me a real 
survival of the glad message of goodwill given by Gotama 
and his men, so much of which was submerged m the growing 
vogue of world-ill and the monastic fleeing from it.

It is again in the Suttas of what I have called the appended 
Collections (p. 320) that there comes another instance of the 
way of speaking of the 4 man 5 which is neither good original 
Sakyan nor good later Buddhism. The man namely is 
spoken of as if he were just body and mind, as was the case 
in Volume III (p. 1 / . )  in the Nakulapitar Saying. Gotama’s 
day was not that of the completed Pitakas, but 300 years 
earlier, when the brahman teaching of the man as atman was 
paramount. He would have said: 4 The body may smk away 
breaking up like the butterpot, but like the butter 44 You 55 
will arise to the surface persisting.5 This Sutta says 4 the 
m ind5 will arise. The Buddhism of the Milinda and 
Buddhaghosa said: 'Neither just You nor ]ust 44the m ind55 
will arise.5 It is an interesting historical knot which here I 
pass by. But not before pointing out how we find Sariputta 
using the simile (pp. 58, 59) which he is said to have used in 
the Gosinga Wood (Majjhima, i, 215) when commending the
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man 'who is master of his heart (or mind), not under its 
mastery.9 It seems to me that no teacher, holding that 
* the manJ was an-atta, was not absolutely real, could possibly 
have used such language to his fellow-teachers.

I will not here repeat, lest I be too lengthy, what I have 
said elsewhere concerning chanda in the first of the four 4 bases 
of psychic power/1 and concerning chanda in the description 
(p. 243/.) ascribed to Ananda of the object of the holy life as 
the putting away of chanda.2 Ananda was anything but an 
out-and-out recluse and probably never said anything of the 
sort, any more than Sariputta will ever have said that Nirvana 
was the stopping of becoming (Vol. IV, p. vii, n. 2). But it is 
a frequent disutility in the career of a pioneer to have alien 
children imputed to him.

The appendix-book No. X , on attention to respiration, m 
the belief that more than a warding of bodily health could 
thereby be fostered, does not, I judge, belong to the original 
Sakya. It is also touched upon in the Digha and Majjhima, 
and must certainly have come in as a growing vogue. It: 
does not occur with any mention of the word Yoga, let alone 
such late terms as Raja- or Ashta-Yoga, nor is there any 
allusion to abnormal fakir practices. Nor is there any sign 
that it was to be cultivated on hygienic grounds. After all, 
the monk was in a bookless world and only the minority were 
teachers; he had to fill m his day somehow. The treatment 
is very mechanical and barren; we are left at the end no 
further.

I close in raising a point about the subject of Book III 
which is of etymological interest. The curious and tedious 
form of early introspection known as the Satipatthanas is 
treated with immense respect in the Pitakas. It is quite 
possible that, when systematic introspection was in its cradle, 
when the Sankhya leaven, slowly spreading, was accustoming 
the Indian mind to the new fascination of distinguishing 
between the very man (atman, purusa) and his mind, the

Gotarm the Man, p. 221.
‘ Man as Wilier,’ Bulletin Sch. Or, Studies9 iv, 1,1926.
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category appeared less naif, and more worthy than it does 
today. The breaking down from the loftier Indian stand
point was going on, and the Sakyan monks were coming to 
seek to know the man only in body and mind, disregarding 
the Founder’s advice and warning. I am, however, only 
pausing oyer it to call attention to the scholastic change in the 
definition of the compound name. Sati is the broken-down 
Prakrit and Pali form of the old Smrti— 'th e Tradition,5 
literally the remembering. Sakya had to break away from 
this and create a new Smrti of its own. Sati, with it, came to 
mean introspection: the finding within one’s self the equiva
lent of what, for the brahman, was already in fixed form and 
virtually externalized as Veda.

Now the verb for the introspective act is always upatthapeti, 
to make present, to call up, and occurs in the Pitakas in this 
connexion. Sati-upatthana is thus the act of introspection. 
Nevertheless the Commentaries agree in treating the word, 
never as satyupatthdna, as is the reading in Buddhist Sanskrit 
texts, but always as sati plus ‘ 4 patthdna”  a word which has no 
independent existence, save in that very late appendix to the 
Abhidhamma Pitaka: the seventh Book, and for which, in 
this connexion or in that, a laboured and unhappy definition 
has had to be sought. We see this, for instance, in the late 
Ledi Sayadaw5s definition of patthana as cause or paccaya- 
par-excellence (J.P.T.S., 1919). The book Patisambhida- 
magga reads upatthdna (ii, 232), but Buddhaghosa (Digha and 
Majjhima Com.), though citing this, recognizes only patthana.

My sincere thanks I here utter to Mr. Woodward for under
taking, with the table of errata, etc., in his own volumes, to 
make a table of those in mine. I have added a few to the 
latter, and have supplied one or two omissions to which he 
referred me.

C. A. P. RHYS DAVIDS.
July, 1929



NOTE.

Mr. Woodward resides in Tasmania. By some inexplicable 
miscarriages, postal or extra-postal, lie has failed to receive 
revises of the first eight sheets. To avoid further delays I 

" have revised these myself. For oversights in them he must 
therefore not be held responsible.

C. A. F. RHYS DAVIDS, 
General Editor P T.S.



PREFACE

T his volume, concluding tlie translation of Sayyutta-Nikdya, 
is aptly called Mahdvagga (Great Chapter), for it contains no 
less than 1,208 Sayings, which, if fully translated, would fill 
a volume twice the size of this. It is partly due to the 
numerous repetitions (peyydlas), the proper arrangement of 
which gave much trouble to the editor of the text, M. Leon 
Peer, as Burmese and Sinhalese MSS. differ in this respect. 
To put it briefly, a number of similes are selected: then each 
quality (virtue or vice) to be illustrated is to be expanded 
accordingly. Here even the original Pali editors are content 
to  abbreviate by pe  or la.

The greater number of Suttas in this collection are labelled 
fi Savatthi/  and many of these ‘ S dvatth i-n iddnaiwhich I 
have translated 4 Savatthi was the occasion (for the discourse)/ 
As it seems improbable that so many incidents should have 
happened at one spot, I  think it likely, as Mrs. Rhys Davids 
has conjectured (see Introd. to Vol. IV of this series and that 
to  the Majjhima-NiJcdya-Index volume), that the whole collec
tion was stored and systematized at Savatthi. W e should 
thus read nidhdna (store-house) for niddna (context or con
nexion), and picture to  ourselves a sort of college or centre 
for receiving notes of discourses and fitting them into an 
arbitrary framework, which is about all we have left to-day. 
For it is obvious, even to the superficial reader, that no teacher 
would repeat his words so often and use strict formulas to  
present his message. To the more careful reader many 
curiosities of editing will present themselves.

For the use of those who would go further into conjecture 
on this subject I have taken pains to go through the whole 
of the Four Great Nikayas searching for Savatthi discourses. 
I  tabulate the result very briefly.

v  xvii
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Those given at Savatthi are thus labelled in the introductory 
preface to each: fiAt Savatthi, in Jeta Grove, at Anatha- 
pindika’s Park (or Hermitage).5 This is generally given in 
full at the beginnings of chapters (vaggas), but is not always 
so given. Then it is abbreviated to f Savatthi . . .  in the 
Park5: then again to ‘ Savatthi5 alone. Other places, at 
•or near Savatthi, are also mentioned—viz., East Park, Dark 
Wood, etc. Other abbreviations are Savatthiyay (at S.) or 
Savatthiyay viharati. It would seem that the repeaters or 
scribes (later) tired of all this and wrote simply Savatthi- 
niddnay (? or nidhdnay). The Savatthi discourses, then, are 
thus distributed:

At Jeta At East In m * i 
Grove. Park. Suburbs. J om '

In Digha-N. 5 1 — 6
In Maj jhima-N. . . 6 9  6 — 75
In Saqyutta-N. 723 9 4 736
In Anguttara-N. 47 7 — 54

Total . .  844 23 4 871

Thus we can see at a glance the preponderance of those at 
Savatthi. Of this total 70 are labelled S. niddnay, and these 
latter again, except two in Anguttara-N., are all in Say yutta-N. 
I also noticed that the word nidana is attached to the follow
ing places: Rajagaha (once), Benares (thrice), Pataliputta 
(twice), Kapilavatthu (six times); all of these instances being 
in Sayyutta-N., mostly in Yols. I and Y. Thus I conclude 
that this particular Nikaya was made up at this centre; that 
some of the discourses happened there; that the words nidana 
and nidhdna have been confused; that nidana refers to the 
collection or source, and not to the locality, of events.

Another point of interest to me is the great variety of 
similes in this volume. There are no less than 70 (for which 
see Index), some of which occur in other collections. The 
popularity of this method of teaching by parables is of course 
widespread, and an interesting comparison might be made 
with those in the Old and New Testaments. A full*list of 
similes in the Nikayas will be found in the J.P.T.S.9 1906-7-8.

We have also several picturesque tales and incidents of local
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colour, such as the Jataka Tale of the Falcon and the Quail; 
that of the hunter, the monkey and the pitch-trap; the bamboo- 
acro*bat; the wonderful archery of the Licchavi youths; the 
parable of the blind turtle and the yoke-hole; the tale of 
the two chamberlains or equerries; Moggallana’s miraculous 
display;^ an instance of faith-cure; also the First Sermon at 
Benares; and the sickness of the Master.

As to the use of terms, I  have not felt bound to follow those 
I have generally used in other volumes. As to this I may 
quote from the Introduction to Dialogues o f the Buddha, 
vol. ii, p. 324:

4 W e need ourselves to be mindful lest, in interpreting them, 
we follow too closely European points of view. In trying to 
avoid this danger, we do not consider that our choice of terms 
leaves nothing to be desired or to be explained.’

Thus, on further consultation with Mrs. Rhys Davids, I 
have uniformly adopted ‘ m onks’ for bhiJckhu; ‘ W a y ’ for 
magga; e desire ’ for chando, often translated 4 will ’ previously 
(for it is certain that our word 4 w ill5 had no satisfactory 
equivalent in those days); also c arisings ’ for satipatthdna, 
instead of ‘ stations ’ (of mindfulness), though in the earlier 
pages of this volume I had already printed ‘ stations.’ This 
word patthdna will be found discussed in the volume of 
Dialogues quoted above.

To conclude: the Pali Text will be found unusually full of 
misprints, to the chief of which I have referred in the notes. 
Also, in several passages I have preferred commentarial or 
other readings, which M. Leon Feer might have done too, had 
he not been unfortunate in having no copy of the Commentary, 
except for Books I, II  (Sagdthd- and Nidana-Vaggas). I 
should further add that several of the points I  have discussed 
here are dealt with in Mrs. Rhys Davids’s lately published 
book Gotama the Man (Luzac).

F. L. WOODWARD.
W est  T a m a r , T asm an ia ,

* June, 1929.
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THE BOOK 
OF THE KINDRED SAYINGS

(SAtyYUTTA N I K A Y A )

PART V
THE BOOK CALLED M A H  A  VAGGA OR GREAT 

CH APTER , CONTAINING KINDRED SAYINGS ON 
THE W AY AND OTHER METHODS OF PURIFI
CATION

H on ou r to him , the E xalted  O ne, A rahant,
Buddha Suprem e

B O O K  I [CHAPTER  XLV]
KINDRED SAYINGS ON THE W AY

I. On I g n o r an ce .

(i) Ignorance.
T h u s  have I heard: Once the Exalted One was staying near 
Savatthi, at Jeta Grove, m Anathapindika’s Park. Then the 
Exalted One addressed the monks, saying: M onks/1

4 Yes, lord / replied those monks to the Exalted One. The 
Exalted One said:

4 W hen ignorance leads the way,2 by the reaching of states 
unprofitable, shamelessness and recklessness follow in its tram. 
In one who is swayed by ignorance and is void of sense, wrong 
view has scope.3 Wrong view gives scope for wrong aim,

1 In this volume I revert to the use of the word fi monks * (bhikkhu)
in preference to 4 brethren,’ as being less misleading. See Mrs. Rhys 
Davids’s remarks on the subject in the Introduction to Vol. I l l  of this 
series.

3 Lit. ‘ goes before.’ 3 Pahoti —uppzjjati. Corny.
v 1
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wrong aim for wrong speech, wrong speech, for wrong action, 
wrong action for wrong living, wrong living for wrong effort, 
wrong effort for wrong mindfulness, and wrong mindfulness 
gives scope for wrong concentration.

But, monks, when knowledge leads the way, by the attain
ment of profitable states, the sense of shame and self;restraint 
follow in its train. In one who is swayed by knowledge and 
has good sense, right view has scope. Right view gives scope 
for right aim, right aim for right speech, right speech for right 
action, right action for right living, right living for right effort, 
right effort for right mindfulness, and right mindfulness gives 
scope for right concentration/

(ii) The half.1
Thus have I heard: Once the Exalted One was staying 

among the Sakyans at Sakkara, a Sakyan township.
. Then the venerable Ananda came to the Exalted One, 
saluted him and sat down at one side. So seated the vener
able Ananda said this:

‘ The half of the holy life,2 lord, it is friendship with what is 
lovely,3 association with what is lovely, intimacy with what is 
lovely! 9

4 Say not so, Ananda! Say not so, Ananda! It is the 
whole, not the half, of the holy life,—this friendship, this asso
ciation, this intimacy with what is lovely. Of a monk who 
is a friend, an associates an intimate of what is lovely we may 
expect this,—that he will develop the Ariyaneightfold way, 
that he will make much of the Ariyan eightfold way.

And how, Ananda, does such a monk develop and make 
much of the Ariyan eightfold way ?

1 At 8 . i, 87 (Kosalasayyutia), to which Corny, refeis here, the 
Buddha relates this incident to Pasenadi, rajah of Kosala. Cj\ K.S. i, 
112-3 %.

2 Brahmacariya-ariya-magga, Corny.
3 Kalyana,. The word ‘ lovely 5 was originally suggested by Mrs.

Rhys Davids {K.S. 1,112 n.) to express c beauty, physical and moral,’
being exactly what is meant by oaa Trpoafak-rj in the Bible at N.T., Phil
iv, 8 (‘ whatsoever things are lovely ’ ).
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Herein,1 Ananda, lie cultivates right view, which, is based 
on detachment, on dispassion, on cessation, which ends in 
self-surrender. H e cultivates right aim, which is so based 

' and concerned: likewise right speech, right action, right 
living, right effort, right mindfulness and right concentration, 
which iŝ  based on detachment, on dispassion, on cessation, 
which ends in self-surrender. That, Ananda, is how a monk 
who is a friend, an associate, an intimate of what is lovely, 
cultivates and makes much o f the Ariyan eightfold way.

This is the method, Ananda, by which you are to under
stand how the whole of this holy life consists in friendship, 
in association, in intimacy with what is lovely. Indeed, 
Ananda, beings liable to rebirth are liberated from rebirth; 
beings liable to decay, liable to death, liable to grief, woe, 
lamentation and despair, are liberated therefrom because of 
m y friendship with what is lovely.2

It is by this method, Ananda, that you are to understand „ 
how the whole o f this holy life consists in friendship, in asso
ciation, in intim acy with what is lovely.5

(iii) Sariputta.
Savatthi (was) the occasion (for this discourse) . . .
Now the venerable Sariputta came to visit the Exalted One, 

and on coming to him saluted him and sat down at one side. 
So seated he said this:

‘ The whole o f the holy life, lord, consists in friendship, 
in association, in intimacy with what is lovely /

* Well said ! Well said, Sariputta ! It is as you say . . . 
o f a monk who is a friend , . . (as above) . . .  we may expect 
that he will make much of the Ariyan eightfold way.

And how, Sariputta, does a monk who is a friend . . . (as 
before to the end) . .

1 Idha, ‘ here,9 as usually, imasmir) sdsane (m this teaching). Corny.
2 Mamar) kalydnamittarj dgamma (which last word Corny. takes as

arabbhdy sandhaya, paticcci, 1 beginning with, concerned with, owing to #
me). Corny. remarks that the above-mentioned statements could not
be known as facts by Ananda, who was sekha, learner, only; whereas
Sariputta, an adept (in the next sutta), knew them well.
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(iv) The Brahmin.
Savatthi (was) the occasion1 (for this discourse) . . .
Then the venerable Ananda, robing himself in the forenoon 

and taking bowl and outer robe, entered Savatthi on his beg
ging round. <*

Now the venerable Ananda saw Janusso$i52 the brahmin, 
driving out of Savatthi in his car, drawn by pure white mares.3 
White were the steeds harnessed thereto and white the trap
pings, white the car. White were the fittings, white the reins, 
the goad, the canopy, his turban, his clothes and sandals, and 
by a white fan was he fanned. And when folk beheld it they 
cried ou t:‘ Aha ! There’s the best of cars ! There’s the best 
of cars for beauty !’

Now the venerable Ananda, after going his begging round, 
came back and ate his meal and went to visit the Exalted One, 

.came to him, saluted him and sat down at one side. So 
seated he said this to the Exalted One:

* Here, lord, robing myself in the forenoon and taking bowl 
and outer robe, I entered Savatthi on my begging round. 
Then, lord, I saw Janusoni, the brahmin, driving out . . . 
(and he described him as above). , . . And when folk beheld 
it they cried out: “  Aha ! There’s the best4 of cars ! There’s 
the best of cars for beauty !”  Pray, lord, can one point out 
the best of cars in this Norm and discipline V 

‘ One can, Ananda,’ said the Exalted One. “  Best of cars,”  
Ananda, is a term that may be applied to this very Ariyan 
eightfold way—“ best of cars/’ “ Norm-car/’5 “  unsurpassed 
for its conquest in the fight,” 6

1 Nidamr), source ? See Mrs. Rhys Davids’s remarks in the Introduc
tion to Kindred Sayings, Vol. IV, on this subject. I have generally 
translated 4 occasion,’ but there are many instances where the word 
does seem to mean 4 source 5 (nidham), or at any rate 4 centre.’

2 Cf. K.S. ii, nr, A. i, 36,
3 Four, according to Corny. The fittings were of silver.
4 Brahna = settha. Corny.
5 Cf. S. i, 33; K.S. i, 45; S. iv, 291; K.S. iv, 199.
6 4 With the passions.’ Corny.
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Right view, Ananda, if cultivated and made much of,
ends in the restraint of lust, ends in the restraint of hatred,
ends* in the restraint of illusion. Right aim, Ananda, . . .
right speech . . . right action . . . right living . . . right
effort . . . right mindfulness . . . right concentration,
Ananda, if cultivated and made much of, ends in the restraint %
of lust, ends in the restraint of hatred, ends in the restraint 
of illusion.

By this method, Ananda, you are to understand the words 
“ best of cars/5 “ Norm ca r/’ “ unsurpassed for its conquest 
in the fight,”  are terms that may be applied^ to this same 
Ariyan eightfold path.’

Thus spake the Exalted One. So saying, the Happy One 
added this further as Teacher:

Whoso hath Faith and Wisdom,—these two states 
For ever yoked together lead him on:
Conscience the pole, and Mmd the yoke thereof,
And Heedfulness his watchful charioteer.
The car is furnished forth with Righteousness,
Rapture its axle, Energy its wheels,
And Calm, yokefellow of the balanced mind, 
Desirelessness1 the drapery thereof,
Goodwill and Harmlessness his weapons are,
Together with Detachment of the mind.
Endurance is his leathern coat of mail :2 
And to attain the Peace this car rolls on.
’Tis built by self, by one’s own self becometh 
This best of cars, unconquerable (in battle).
Seated therein the sages leave the world,
And verily they win the victory.3

1 Text anicchd; Corny. aninja.
2 Text dhamma-sannaho. Comys. vary between camma and vamma 

(both meaning armour).
3 Cf, the other chariot-simile, K.S. i, 45.
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(y) To ivhat purpose ?l 
At Savatthi was the occasion . . .
Then a number of monks came to visit the Exalted One 

. . . and sat down at one side. So seated those monks said 
this to the Exalted One:

‘ Here, lord, the wanderers holding other views ask us this 
question: “  What is it, friends, for which the holy life is lived 
under Gotama the recluse V9 Thus questioned, lord, we thus 
reply to those wanderers holding other views: “  It is for the 
full understanding of 111, friends, that the holy life is lived 
under Gotama the recluse.”

Thus questioned, lord, and thus replying, do we state the 
views of the Exalted One, without misrepresenting the Exalted 
One by stating an untruth ? Do we answer in accordance 
with his teaching, so that no one who agrees with his teaching 
and follows his views could incur reproach V 

( Truly, monks, thus questioned and thus replying, ye do 
stale my views . . .  in stating that it is for the full under
standing of HI that the holy life is lived under my rule,2 

But if, monks, the wanderers holding other views should 
thus question you: “  But, friends, is there any way, is there 
any practice for the full understanding of this 111 —thus
questioned, monks, thus should ye reply to those wanderers 
of other views: “ Friends, there is indeed a Way, there is 
indeed a practice for the full understanding of this HI.”

And what, monks, is that Way, what that practice ? It is 
this very Ariyan eightfold way; to wit, right view, and the 
rest. . . . This, monks, is the Way. . . . Thus questioned, 
monks, thus should ye reply to those wanderers holding 
other views/

(vi) A certain monk (a).
Savatthi was the occasion . . .
Then a certain monk came to visit the Exalted One. . . 

Seated at one side that monk said this to the Exalted One:

1 Text kimaUha. Title kimattM, Uddana kimattluyo.
3 As at K.S, iv, 27, SI; Dialog, i, 192 5 M il P., 49,101.
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* “  The holy life ! The holy life !”  lord, is the saying. 
Pray, lord, what is the holy life, and what the ending of the 
holy life V

c The holy life, monk, is just this Ariyan eightfold way; 
to wit, right view, and the rest . . . right concentration. 
Whatsoever destroys lust, destroys hatred, destroys illusion, 
monk, is this holy life.’

(vii) A  certain monk (b).
Savatthi was the occasion . . .
Then a certain monk . . . said this to the Exalted One:
4 “  The restraint o f lust, the restraint of hatred, the restraint 

of illusion /7 lord, is the saying. Pray, lord, what does this 
restraint imply V

6 It implies, monk, the realm of Nibbana.1 B y it is meant 
the destruction of the asavas/2

At these words that monk said to the Exalted One:
* “  The deathless ! The deathless!”  lord, is the saying. 

Pray, lord, what is the deathless, and what the way to the 
deathless V

4 That which is the destruction of lust, the destruction of 
hatred, the destruction of illusion, monk,— that is called tf< the 
deathless.”  TMs same Ariyan eightfold way is the way to 
the deathless; to wit, right view . . . and the rest . . . right 
concentration/

(viii) A n a lysisy
Savatthi was the occasion . . . (The Exalted One said:)
‘ I w ill teach you, monks, the Ariyan eightfold way. I 

will analyze it for you. Do ye listen. Give careful heed 
and I  wiU speak.’

‘ Yes, lord / said those monks in assent to the Exalted One. 
The Exalted One then said:

* W hat, monks, is the Ariyan eightfold way ? It is right 
view, and the rest. And what, monks, is right view ? It is 
the knowledge of HI, knowledge of the arising of 111, knowledge

1 Nibbana-dhatu. Nothing spatial is implied.
2 —Arahattar). Corny.
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of the ceasing of 111, and knowledge of the practice leading to 
the ceasing of 111. That, monks, is called “ right view.”

Anri what, monks, is right aim ? It is the aim to renounce, 
the aim to be free from malice, the aim to be harmless. That, 
monks, is called right aim.

Anri what, monks, is right speech ? It is the avoiding of 
lying speech, the avoiding of calumny, of cutting speech, of 
wanton speech. That, monks, is called “ right speech.”

And what, monks, is right action ? It is the avoiding of 
taking life, of stealing, of unchastity. That, monks, is called 
“  right action.”

And what, monks, is right living 1 Herein, monks, the 
Ariyan disciple, by abandoning a wrong way of life, gets his 
living by a right way of life. That is called “ right living.” 

And what, monks, is right effort 1 Herein a monk puts 
forth desire [to do], makes an effort, begins to strive, applies 
his mind, lays hold of his mind to prevent the arising of ill, 
unprofitable states not yet arisen. As to ill, unprofitable 
states that have arisen, he puts forth desire to destroy them. 
As to profitable states that have not yet arisen, he puts forth 
desire for their arising. As to profitable states that have 
already arisen, he puts forth desire, makes an effort, begins 
to strive, applies his mind, lays hold of his mind for their con
tinuance, for their non-confusion,1 for their more-becoming, 
increase, culture and fulfilment. That, monks, is called 
“  right effort.” 2 

And what, monks, is right mindfulness ?3 Herein a monk 
abides contemplating body in body (as transient), ardent, 
self-possessed, mindful, by restraining the dejection in the 
world that arises from coveting. He abides contemplating 
feelings . . . mind . . . mind-states, ardent, self-possessed, 
mindful, by restraining the dejection arising in the world from 
coveting. This, monks, is called “  right mindfulness.”

1 Asammosaya.
* These are called the ‘ four right efforts ’ (sammappadhanani). 

Cf. infra, Book V.
* Cf. E.8. iv, 160#
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And what, monks, is right concentration ? Herein a monk, 
aloof from sensuality, aloof from evil states, enters on the 
first trance, which is accompanied by thought directed and 
sustained, born of solitude, easeful and zestful, and abides 
therein. By the calming down of thought directed and sus
tained, he enters on the inward calm, that one-pointedness of 
mind, apart from thought directed and sustained, that is born 
of mental balance, zestful and easeful, that is the second 
trance.

Then, by the fading out of zest, he abides indifferent, mind
ful and composed, and experiences ease through the body. 
Having entered on the third trance, which the Ariyans describe 
in these terms: “ he who is indifferent and mindful dwells 
happily,551 he abides therein.

Then, by the abandoning of ease, by the abandoning of 
discomfort, by the destruction of the happiness and unhappi
ness that he had before, having entered on that state which 
is neither pleasant nor painful, that utter purity of mindful
ness reached by indifference, which is the fourth trance, he 
abides therein. This, monks, is called 4‘ right concentra
tion.55 5

(ix) Bearded wheat?
Savatthi . . . (The Exalted One said:)
‘ Suppose, monks, the spike of bearded wheat or bearded 

barley be wrongly aimed,3 when pressed by hand or foot will 
it pierce4 hand or foot, will it draw blood % It cannot be so. 
Why not ? Because the spike is wrongly aimed. Just s o ,' 
monks, it cannot be that the monk whose view is wrongly 
aimed, whose way-culture is wrongly aimed, can pierce through 
ignorance, draw knowledge and realize Nibbana. Why not ? 
Because his view is wrongly aimed.

1 Similar phrases are in the Ufanishads {e.g., hatha-).
2 Buka (text sulca throughout). Cf, A. i, 8; Dhp. 311 {kuso yathd 

duggahito); KhpA. 86.
3 Miccha-panihitar) (‘ so as not to pierce.’ Corny.).
* Text here and below bhindissati (v.l. chijjati); but A. and Corny s. 

bhecchati (fut. of bhindati), chijjati; DhpA. checchatL



But, monks, suppose that the spike of bearded wheat or 
bearded barley be well aimed. When pressed by hand or foot, 
it is certain1 that it will pierce hand or foot and draw blood. 
Why so ? Because, monks, the spike is well aimed*

Just so, monks, it is certain that the monk whose view is 
well aimed, whose way-culture is well aimed, c^n pierce 
through ignorance, draw knowledge, and realize Nibbana. 
Why so ? Because, monks, of the right aim of his view.

And how does a monk by well aimed view, by well aimed 
way-culture, so pierce through ignorance, draw knowledge 
and realize Nibbana ?

Herein, monks, he cultivates right view, which is based on 
detachment, on dispassion, on cessation, which ends in self
surrender. That is how this monk, by well aimed view, by 
well aimed path-culture, pierces through ignorance, draws 
knowledge and realizes Nibbana.’

(x) Nandiya.
Savatthi . . .
Then N adiya2 the wanderer came to the Exalted One, and 

on reaching him greeted him courteously, and after the 
exchange of greetings and courtesies sat down at one side. 
So seated, Nandiya the wanderer said this to the Exalted One:

4 What conditions are there, master Gotama, which when 
cultivated and made much of, lead to Nibbana, have Nibbana 
for their goal, end in Nibbana V

‘ There are eight conditions, Nandiya, which when cultivated 
and made much of . . . end in Nibbana, to wit, right view 
. . . and the rest . . . right concentration. These eight 
conditions, Nandiya, when cultivated and made much of, 
lead to Nibbana, have Nibbana for their goal, end in 
Nibbana.’

At these words Nandiya the wanderer said this to the- 
Exalted One:

l t f  The Great Chapter [ t e x t  v, io

1 Tkdmrf mjjati.
2 Name of a bhihhhu at if . i, 205,462; iii, 155. Here Corny, calls him 

* channa- (? secret) paribbajako.
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4 Wonderful, master Gotama ! Wonderful, master Gotama ! 
May the worthy Gotama accept me as a lay disciple, as one who 
has gone to him for refuge from this day forth, so long as I 
have life /1

CHAPTER II.— DWELLING

(i) Way of dwelling (a).2
Savatthi was the occasion (for this discourse). . . . The 

Exalted One said:
4 Monks, I desire to dwell in solitude for half a month. I 

am not to be visited by any save by him alone who brings my 
food.’3

4 So be it, lord / replied those monks to the Exalted One, 
Thus no one visited the Exalted One save the one who brought 
his food.

Now at the end of that half-month the Exalted One, leaving 
his solitude, addressed the monks, saying:

‘ Monks, I have been dwelling partly4 in the same maimer 
as I did after I first attained enlightenment. Thus I came to 
know what is experienced as a result of wrong view, and what 
as a result of right view and so on . . . what is experienced 
as a result of wrong concentration and right concentration: 
likewise what is experienced as a result of desire,5 as a result 
of directed thought,6 as a result of perception.

When desire is not suppressed, directed thought is not 
suppressed, perception is not suppressed. Owing to these 
there is experience.7 (When desire is suppressed, but directed

1 I omit the translation of the Uddanas or summaries at the end of 
each chapter, as the titles appear as headings to each sutta.

a I follow Corny, in the numbering of suttas. Text calls this section 
§1L
* 3 Pinda-pata-nlharaka. Cf. infra on text 320.

* Padesena. Cf. AsL 30; Expos. i, 38. It seems to mean partim, 
i.e. for two weeks he examined certain states, and for three months 
(is below) certain other states.

5 The eight kinds of lustful thoughts. Corny.
6 The first trance. 7 Vedayitar).
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thought and perception, are not suppressed, owing to these 
there is experience. When desire and directed thought are 
suppressed, but not perception, then there is experience.)1 
When all three are suppressed, owing to that there is 
experience.

For one who has not attained there is the effort to do 
so.2 When that state is attained, owing to that there is 
experience.’3

«r

(ii) Way of living (b).

Savatthi . . . (The Exalted One said:) . . .
‘ Monks, I desire to live in solitude for three months. . . .’
Now at the end of those three months the Exalted One, 

leaving his solitude, addressed the monks, saying:
‘ I have been dwelling partly4 in the same manner as I did 

after I first attained enlightenment.
Thus I came to know what is experienced as a result of 

wrong view, and what is experienced as a result of suppressing 
wrong view: what is experienced as a result of right view and 
what as a result of suppressing right view, and so forth . . . 
so also as regards concentration, right and wrong, and its 
suppression. Likewise I came to know what is experienced 
as a result of desire, what as a result of suppression of desire: 
what is experienced as a result of directed thought and its 
suppression: also what is experienced as a result of perception 
and the suppression thereof.

When desire and directed thought and perception are not 
suppressed, there is experience as a result . . . (the rest as in 
previous section). . . .

For one who has not attained, there is the effort to do 
so. When the state is attained, owing to that there is 
experience/

1 Text brackets parts not found in Burmese MSS. 1-2.
2 Text atthi ayama\)9 but Corny. myaman ti—mriyar).
3 Corny. ‘ Super-worldly experiences of the fourth path.’
4 Cf. Expos, loc. tit, supra: Padesena, as above.
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(iii) Learner}
Savatthi . . .
Then a certain monk came to visit the Exalted One. . . . 

Seated at one side that monk said this to the Exalted One:
4 44 A teamer, a learner !”  lord, is the saying. Pray, lord, 

how far is one a learner V
4 Herein, monk, a monk is imperfectly2 possessed of right 

view, and the rest. He is imperfectly possessed of right con
centration. Thus far, monk, he is a learner.’

(iv) By the uprising (a).3
Savatthi . . .
4 These eight conditions, monks, not having yet arisen, when 

cultivated and made much of, come into being, but only on 
the arising of the Tathagata, an arahant, a fully enlightened 
one. What eight ?

Right view, and the rest, and right concentration. These 
are the eight conditions, monks, which not having already 
arisen . . . are so made manifest.5

(v) By the uprising (b).
Savatthi . . .
4 These eight conditions, monks, not having yet arisen, when 

cultivated and made much of, come into being, but only under 
the rule o f the Happy One. What eight ? Right view and 
the rest, right concentration. These, monks, are the eight 
conditions which, not having yet arisen, come not into being 
save under the rule of the Happy One.5

(vi) Utterly pure (a),
Savatthi . . . The Exalted One thus addressed the monks:
4 These eight conditions, monks, utterly pure, stainless, 

void of sin, not having yet arisen, come into being only on the

1 Cf. Nid. i, 493, etc.; sikkhztl ti sekho.
2 Sekhaya. ' & Cf. K.S. in, 34 n. 3.
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appearance of a Tathagata, an arahant, a fully enlightened one. 
What eight ? They are these: Right view, and the rest . . . 
right concentration. These eight conditions . . .’

(vii) Utterly pure (b).
Savatthi . . . The Exalted One thus addressed tte  monks :
4 These eight conditions, monks, utterly pure . . . (as above) 

. . . come not into being save under the rule of the Happy 
One.9

(viii) Cock’s Pleasaunce (a).
Pataliputta was the occasion (for this incident). . . .
Thus have I heard: Once the venerable Ananda and the 

venerable Bhadda1 were staying at Cock’s Pleasaunce at 
Pataliputta.2

Then the venerable Bhadda, rising from his solitude at 
eventide, came to see the venerable Ananda, and on coming to 
him greeted him courteously, and after the exchange of greet
ings and courtesies sat down at one side. So seated the vener
able Bhadda said this to the venerable Ananda:

6 44 The unrighteous life ! The unrighteous life !”  friend 
Ananda, is the saying. Pray, friend, what is the unrighteous 
life r

4 Well said, well said, friend Bhadda !3 Welcome is your 
penetration,4 welcome your ready wit, and goodly is your

1 The same couple converse at the same place, infra text 171.
2 Capital of Magadha. Cf. Rhys Davids’s Buddhist India, pp. 203, 

262; UdA. 416-9.
3 At Brethren, 231 n. Mrs. Rhys Davids calls him Faustus (‘ lucky ’). 

He puns on the name, as below loc. cit and A. ii, 177. For bhaddalco 
cf. Yin. v, 144, bhzddaho te ummango (sic.), yomso panpuechasL At 
K.S. iv, 178, the same reply is given to another questioner, not Bhadda. 
So the fact of the pun is doubtful, or, as seems more probable, the facts 
are muddled m recording. For in a collection of this size (7,762 suttas ?) 
learned by heart, some confusion is inevitable.

4 Ummagga (lit. a tunnel, an underground way, a boring into). I11 

bad sense, i.e. when contrasted as vama-maggo (left-hand path) with 
dzhkhina-maggo it means 4 wrong path,’ as at Thig. 94, 1174; JA. v, 
260, etc. Corny. defines as pznna-ummagga, panna-vimaysatta, panna-

c (javesanay.



question. You ask me the meaning o f the unrighteous life, do 
you not V 

e I*do, friend/
4 Well, friend, it is just that wrong eightfold way, to wit:

Wrong view, wrong aim, wrong speech, wrong action, wrong
living, wrong effort, wrong mindfulness and wrong concentra
tion.’ "

(ix) Cock’s Pleasaunce (6).
Pataliputta was the occasion . . .  So seated the venerable 

Bhadda said this to the venerable Ananda:
4 44 The righteous life, the righteous life !”  is the saying, 

friend Ananda. Pray, friend, what is the righteous life, and 
in what does it end V 

4 Well said, well said, friend Bhadda . . .  (as above). . . . 
Well, friend, it is just that Ariyan eightfold way, to wit: Right 
view, and the rest . . . right concentration. The destruction 
of lust, the destruction of hatred, the destruction of illusion, 
friend,—that is what this righteous life ends in.9

(x) Cock’s Pleasaunce (c).
Pataliputta was the occasion . . .  So seated the venerable 

Bhadda said this to the venerable Ananda:
4 44 The righteous life, the righteous life !”  is the saymg, 

friend Ananda. Pray, friend/ what is the righteous life, and 
in what does it end V 

4 Well said, well said, friend Bhadda ! . . .  (as before) . . . 
right concentration. Whoso, friend, is possessed of this 
Ariyan eightfold way, he is called a 44 righteous liver.” 1 The 
destruction of lust, the destruction of hatred, the destruction 
of illusion, friend,— that is what this righteous life ends in.’

xlv, i, ii, x] Kindred Sayings on the Way *15

1 Brahnacann, often mistranslated and understood (especially in the 
East) as 6 celibate.5
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C H A P T E R  I I I

Pebversion 
(1) Perversion.1

Savatthi was the occasion . . . The Exalted (tere said:
4 I will teach you, monks, both perversion and perfection.2 

Do ye listen to it.
And what, monks, is perversion ? It is as follows: Wrong 

view, and the rest . . . wrong concentration. This, monks, 
is perversion.

And what, monks, is perfection ? It is as follows: Right 
view, and the rest . . . right concentration. This, monks, is 
called 44 perfection.”  ’

(ii) Unprofitable states.
Savatthi . . . The Exalted One thus spake:
41 will teach you, monks, both unprofitable states and 

profitable states. Do ye listen to it. And what, monks, are 
unprofitable states? They are as follows: Wrong view, and 
the rest . . . wrong concentration. These, monks, are called 
44 unprofitable states.”

And what are profitable states ? They are as follows: 
Right view, and the rest . . . right concentration. These, 
monks, are called 44 profitable states.”  3

(iii) Practice (a).3
Savatthi . . . The Exalted One addressed the monks, 

saying:
41 will teach you, monks, both wrong practice and right 

practice. Do ye listen to it. And what, monks, is wrong 
practice ? It is as follows: Wrong view and the rest . . .

1 As before, I follow the enumeration of Corny. This section is 
No. 21 in text.

2 Micchattar) and sammattar}.
3 Patipada, progress, approach, practice, etc.
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wrong concentration. This, monks, is called “  wrong prac
tice.”  And what, monks, is right practice ? It is as follows: 
Right* view and the rest . . . right concentration. This, 
monks, is called “  right practice.”  9

«. (iv) Practice (6).
Savatthi . . . The Exalted One addressed the monks, 

saying:
‘ Monks, whether in householder or recluse, I praise no 

wrong practice. If a householder or recluse practise per
versity, then in consequence of and because of his practice 
of perversity he is no winner1 of the Method, the Norm and 
the good.2 And what, monks, is wrong practice ? It is as 
follows: Wrong view and the rest . . . wrong concentration. 
This, monks, is called “  wrong practice.”  Whether in house
holder or recluse, monks, I praise not wrong practice. For 
if a householder or recluse . . , practise perversity . . .

But, monks, I do praise right practice, whether in house- 
holder or recluse. If a householder or recluse be given to right 
practice, then in consequence of and because of his right 
practice he is a winner of the Method, the Norm and the good. 
And what, monks, is right practice ? It is as follows: Right 
view, and the rest . . . right concentration. This, monks, 
is called “  right practice.”  Whether in householder or recluse, 
monks, I praise right practice. For, monks, whether a man 
be householder or recluse, if he be given to right practice, 
then in consequence of and because of his right practice he 
is a winner of the Method, the Norm and the good/

1 Arddhako.
2 Nay ay, dhammar), kusalay. Corny, defines as ariya-magga, dhammay. 

This passage is quoted by the rajah Milinda to Nagasena, M.P. 243.
At Dialog. ii, 327 n ,4 Practical Buddhism is summed up (M. i, 181,197) 
as exertion in naya, dhamma and kusala, the Method, the Norm and 
the good. Naya is defined at S. v, 388 as what comes pretty much to 
our **method”  in philosophy.’ Cf. Mrs. Rhys Davids’s Buddhism
(1912), p. 90.
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(v) The unworthy (as).1
C

Savatthi . . . Then the Exalted One addressed the monks, 
saying:

‘ I will teach you, monks, both the unworthy man and the 
worthy man. Do ye listen to it. And who, mojjks, is the 
unworthy man ?

Herein, monks, a certain one has wrong view, wrong aim, 
wrong speech, wrong action, wrong living, wrong effort, 
wrong mindfulness, and wrong concentration. This one, 
monks, is called “ unworthy.”  And who, monks, is the 
worthy ?

Herein, monks, a certain one has right view, and the resl 
. , . right concentration. This one, monks, is called “  the 
worthy.”  ’

(vi) The unworthy (b).
Savatthi . . . The Exalted One addressed the monks, 

saying:
‘ I will teach you, monks, both the unworthy and the still 

more unworthy than he. I will teach you, monks, both the 
worthy and the still more worthy than he. And who, monks, 
is the unworthy ? . . . (As before.) . . .

And who, monks, is the still more unworthy than he ?
Herein, monks, a certain one has wrong view, and the rest 

. . . wrong concentration: but he has also wrong knowledge 
and wrong liberation. This one, monks, is called “  one who 
is still more unworthy than the unworthy,”

And who, monks, is the worthy and the still more worthy 
than he ?

Herein, monks, a certain one has right view and the rest 
. . . right concentration; but he has also right knowledge and 
right liberation. This one, monks, is called “  he who is still 
more worthy than the worthy.”  ’

1 Asappurisa (= asawi+purisa).
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Savatthi . . .  The ? ° L
c Just as, monks, a pot without support1 is easily upset,2 

and one with support is hard to upset, even so, monks, the 
mind that is without support is easily upset, the mind that 
has supjjgrt is hard to upset.

And what, monks, is the support of mind ? It is just this 
Ariyan eightfold way, to wit: Right view and the rest. . . 
right concentration. This is the mind’s support.

Just as, monks, a pot that is without support is easily upset, 
and a pot with support is hard to upset, even so, monks, the 
mind that is without support is easily upset, the mind that has 
support is hard to upset/

(viii) Concentration.
Savatthi . . . Then the Exalted One thus addressed the 

monks:
‘ I will teach you, monks, the Ariyan right concentration 

which is associated and equipped.3 Do ye listen to it.
And what, monks, is the Ariyan right concentration which 

is associated and equipped % It is (associated with) right 
view, right aim, right speech, right action, right living, right 
effort, right mindfulness and right concentration.

Now, monks, the one-pointedness4 of mind which is equipped 
with these seven limbs is called “  the Ariyan right concen
tration on which is associated, likewise which is equipped.”  9

(ix) Feeling.
Savatthi . . . Then the Exalted One thus addressed the 

monks:
4 There are these three feelings, monks.5 What three ? 

Feeling that is pleasant, feeling that is painful, feeling

1 Anddhdro,
2 Suppavattiyo. Corny. reads suppavattamyo, £ rolls at random.’
8 Sa-upanisay sa-parikkharar). Cf. K.S. ii, 25 n. Corny. paraphrases 

thus: sappacayay saparivdrarj.
4 Cf. A . i, 198 (of puggala). 5 Cf. K.S. iv, 136, etc.
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that is neither pleasant nor painful. These are the three 
feelings.

By the comprehension, monks, of these three feelings the 
Ariyan eightfold way must be cultivated. What Ariyan 
eightfold way ? That which is right view and the rest . . . 
right concentration. By the comprehension, of these three
feelings . . .

S inM K  . . .  (I) ^
Now the venerable Uttiya1 came to see the Exalted One.

. . . Seated at one side the venerable Uttiya said this to the 
Exalted One:

4 Here, lord, when I was secluded in solitude, this discursive 
thought came to me; Five sensual elements2 were spoken of 
by the Exalted One. I wonder what are those five sensual 
elements so spoken of by the Exalted One.9

‘ Well said, well said, Uttiya ! Five indeed are the sensual 
elements spoken of by me. What five ?

There are objects cognizable by the eye, objects desirable, 
pleasant, delightful and dear, passion-fraught, inciting to lust. 
There are sounds cognizable by the ear, objects desirable . . . 
there are scents cognizable by the nose . . . savours cogniz
able by the tongue . . . tangibles cognizable by the body, 
objects desirable, pleasant, delightful and dear, passion-fraught, 
inciting to lust. These, Uttiya, are the five sensual elements 
of which I spoke.

Now, Uttiya, it is by abandoning these five sensual elements 
that the Ariyan eightfold way is to be cultivated. What 
Ariyan eightfold way? It is right view and the rest . . . 
right concentration. By abandoning these five sensual 
elements, Uttiya, this Ariyan eightfold way must be 
cultivated.5

1 Cf. infra,) 166; A. v, 193; Brethren, 34 n. Doubtless the same as 
there. Text v.l. Uttika. Corny, does not notice this sutta (see note on 
next section).

2 Cf. K.S. iv, 56//., etc.
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C H A P T E R  I V

O n  C o n d u c t

(i) Conduct1
Savattjii was the occasion . . . The Exalted One thus 

addressed the m onks:
‘ Monks, I  will teach you wrong conduct and right conduct. 

Do ye listen to it.
And what, monks, is wrong conduct ? It is as follows: 

W rong view and the rest . . . wrong concentration. This, 
monks, is called 44 wrong conduct.”

And what, monks, is right conduct ? It is as follows: 
Right view and the rest . . . right concentration. This, 
monks, is called “  right conduct.”  5

(ii) Conducted.
Savatthi . . . The Exalted One thus addressed the monks.
4 Monks, I will teach you both the wrongly conducted and 

the rightly conducted. Do ye listen to it. And who, monks, 
is the wrongly conducted ?

Herein, monies, a certain one has wrong view and the rest 
. . . wrong concentration. This one is called “ wrongly 
conducted,”  And who, monks, is rightly conducted ?

Herein, monks, a certain one has right view and the rest 
. . . right concentration. This one is called “  rightly con
ducted.”  5

Savatthi (^ ) Neglected and undertaken.

4 By whomsoever, monks, the Ariyan eightfold way is 
neglected,2 by them is neglected the Ariyan eightfold way 
that leads to the utter destruction of 111.

1 Corny, does not number the following suttas till p. 45 of text, which 
is unusual. Leon Feerof (Introduction, p. vi vol. v) discusses the matter 
at length, and concludes that the next two chapters were ‘ inserted, 
apparently, as a lengthening of the fourth chapter.’ I have therefore, 
numbered them as sub-sections of cap. 4. Text calls them Nos. 31-148.

2 Viraddho (virajjhati) as opposed to araddho. Cf. infra, pp. 82, 179,
254, 294 of text.
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By whomsoever the Ariyan eightfold way is undertaken, 
by them is undertaken the Ariyan eightfold way that leads 
to the utter destruction of 111. And what, monks, is the 
Ariyan eightfold way ?

It is as follows: Right view . . . right concentration. By 
whomsoever . . .’

Statth! . . . ,iT) ° rmdnS 0“ r'1
'These eight conditions, monks, if cultivated and made 

much of, conduce to that state in which no further shore and 
no hither shore exist.2 What eight ? They are as follows: 
Right view and the rest . . , right concentration. These, 
monks, are the eight conditions.5 Thus spake the Exalted One. 
So saying the Happy One added this further as Teacher:3

Few are they of mortal men 
Who have reached the further shore :4 
But the crowd of other folk 
On this side fare up and down.
They who follow in the teaching 
Of the Norm expounded well,
They shall reach the shore and pass 
The realm of Death so hard to cross.6

Giving up the state of darkness6 
Let the wise pursue the light :7 
Giving up home for the homeless,
In solitude where joys are rare,8

1 Pdrangamo. Cf. text, pp. 81,180.
2 A-para-aparc^Nibbdna.
3 Dhp. v, 85-9; A. v, 232.
4 Tirar). At A. v, 233 the Buddha says the two shores are breaking 

and keeping the precepts. At A. v, 232 (as here) it is the right and 
wrong eightfold way.

s Cf. Itiv. 57; S. iv, 157.
6 Kanha-dhammar). Cf. Sn. v, 526. Corny, ahusala-dhammarj.
7 Read suhlcarj for Tcanhay of text.
8 Cf. Dhp. 99, yatha m  ramati jano. (Fausboll seclusions difficili 

* delectatu).



Let him long for bliss unbounded.
Leaving lusts and owning naught 
Let the wise man cleanse himself 
From the passions of the heart.

They whose mind is rightly cultured 
In the wisdom’s (seven) limbs,1—
Glad to have surrendered clinging,2 
Glad to be from bondage loosed,3 
Canker-cured,4 they, all-resplendent,
E ’en in this world are at peace.5

(v) The life of the recluse (a).
Savatthi . . .
I will teach you, monks, both the life of the recluse6 and 

the fruits thereof. Do ye listen to it. And what, monks, 
is the life of the recluse ?

It is just this Ariyan eightfold way, to w it: Right view and 
the rest . . . right concentration. This is called 4 the life 
of the recluse.’

And what, monks, are the fruits of the life of the recluse % 
They are the fruit of stream-winning, the fruit of once return
ing, the fruit of not returning and the fruit of arahantship ' 
These, monks, are called tf the fruits of the life of the recluse.’ 14

(vi) The life of the recluse (b).
Savatthi . . .
I will teach you, monks, both the life of the recluse and the 

aim thereof. Do ye listen to it. And what, monks, is the 
life of the recluse ? . . .  (as above). . . . And what, monks, 
is the aim of the life of the recluse ?

The destruction of lust, the destruction of hatred, the 
destruction of illusion are called the aim of the life of 
the recluse.6

x l v , i, iv, iv] Kindred Sayings on the Way &3

1 Satta-bojyhangesu. 2 Cf. 8. i, 236, anddana.
3 Anupddaya rata (the substrate). 4 KhTn&savd.
6 Pannibbuta. 6 Cf. Pts. of Controv., p. 208.
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savatth i. . .  M  » >  M *  1*  <»>•
I will teach you, monks, both the highest life1 and the fruits 

thereof. Do ye listen to it. And what, monks, is the highest 
life?

It is just this Ariyan eightfold way, to w it: Right view and 
the rest . . . right concentration. This, monks, is called 
‘ the highest life.’

And what, monks, are the fruits of the highest life ? They 
are the fruit of stream-winning, the fruit of once returning, 
the fruit of not returning and the fruit of arahantship. These, 
monks, are called ‘ the fruits of the highest life.’

Savatthi . . . (viii)- The h^ heSt W* {h)-
I will teach you, monks, both the highest life and the aim 

thereof. Do ye listen to it. And what, monks, is the highest 
life ? It is just this Ariyan eightfold way, , . . And what, 
monks, is the aim of the highest life ? The destruction of 
lust, of hatred, of illusion is called 4 the aim of the highest 
life/

Sava*ttlii ^  Vra°tice (a)'
I will teach you, monks, both the best practice2 and the 

fruits thereof. Do ye listen to it. And what, monks, is the 
best practice ? It is just this Ariyan eightfold way. . . .

And what, monks, are the fruits of the best practice ? They 
are the fruit of stream-winning . . .  of arahantship. These, 
monks, are called ‘ the fruit of the best practice/

Savatthi (x) The best practice (b).

I will teach you, monks, both the best practice and the 
aim thereof. Do ye listen to it.

And what, monks, is the best practice ? . . . (as above). . . .

1 Brakmanwj.
2 Brahrmcariya. Cf. n. supra, and on cap. vi, 1, I also translate

elsewhere as ‘ the holy life/



And what, monks, is the aim of the best practice ? The 
destruction of lust, of hatred, of illusion is called 4 the aim 
of the best practice/

Of Other V iew s— R epetition

(i) Dispassion.
Savatthi was the occasion . . .
Then a great number of monks came to see the Exalted 

One . . . who said:
* Monks, if the wanderers holding other views should thus 

question you: “ What is it, friends, for which the holy life 
is lived under (the rule of) Gotama the recluse Vn Thus 
questioned, monks, ye should reply thus to those wanderers 
of other views: “ With dispassion for its aim, friends,2 the holy 
life is lived under the rule of Gotama the recluse.”

But if, monks, the wanderers of other views should thus 
question you: “  But, friends, is there a way,3 is there a practice 
leading to dispassion 1”—thus questioned, monks, thus should 
ye make reply to those wanderers of other views: “  Friends, 
there is indeed a way, there is indeed a practice leading to 
dispassion.”

And what, monks, is the way, what the practice leading to 
dispassion ? It is just this Aciyan eightfold way, to wit: 
Right view and the rest . . . right concentration. This, 
monks, is the way, this is the practice leading to dispassion. 
Thus questioned, monks, thus should ye make reply to those 
wanderers holding other views.’

(ii) jFetter.
e Monks, if the wanderers holding other views should thus 

question you: “  What is it, friends, for which the holy life is 
lived under the rule of Gotama the recluse ?”—thus questioned, 
monks, thus should ye make reply: “  With the aim of destroy
ing the fetters, friends, the holy life is lived under the rule of 
Gotama the recluse. . . . ”
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(iii) Tendency.
“  . . . with the uprooting of tendency1 for its aim, friends, 

the holy life is lived under the rule of Gotama the recluse. . .

(iv) The way out.
. . . “  with the thorough comprehension of the way out2 

for its aim, friends, the holy life is lived. . . . ”

(v) Destruction of the dsavas.

“ . . . with the destruction of the asavas for its aim, 
friends, the holy life is lived. . . .”

(vi) Release by knowledge.
“ . , . with the realization of the fruits of knowledge for its 

aim, friends, the holy life is lived. . .

(vii) Knowing.
“ . . . with knowing and seeing3 for its aim, friends, the 

holy life is lived. . . . ”

(viii) Without grasping.
e Monks, if the wanderers holding views should thus question 

you: “ What is it, friends, for which the holy life is lived 
under the rule of Gotama the recluse'?5’—thus .questioned, 
monks, thus should ye make reply: “  With final emancipation 
without grasping,4 friends, for its aim the holy life is lived 
under the rule of Gotama the recluse.”

But if, monks, the wanderers of other views should ask: 
“  But, friends, is there a way, is there a practice leading to 
final emancipation without grasping ?”—thus questioned, 
monks, thus should ye reply to those wanderers of other

1 Cf. 8. ii, 252; Compend. 20, Anusayar),
2 Addhana; text, infra, p. 236. Corny. saysar' addhanay^nibbanay.
3 Nam-dassana.
4 Ampada-parimbbana. Cf. K.S. iv, 25.



views: “ There is indeed a way, friends, there is indeed a 
practice leading to final emancipation without grasping.”

And what, monks, is that way, what that practice leading 
to final emancipation without grasping ?

It is just this Ariyan eightfold way, to w it: Right view and 
the rest .%. . right concentration. This, monks, is the way, 
this the practice so leading. Thus questioned, monks, thus 
should ye make reply to those wanderers holding other views/

T he Sun— Repetition

A ll with Savatthi as occasion.

I. (B ased ok Seclusion . . .)

(i) Friendship with the lovely.
Just as, monks, the dawn is the forerunner, the harbinger,1 

of the arising of the sun, so friendship with the lovely is the 
forerunner, the harbinger, o f the arising of the Ariyan eightfold 
way.

Of a monk who is a friend of the lovely, monks, it may be 
expected that he will cultivate the Ariyan eightfold way, 
that he will make much of the Ariyan eightfold way. And 
how, monks, does a monk who is a friend of the lovely cultivate 
and make much of the Ariyan eightfold way ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view, that is based on seclu
sion, that is based on dispassion, on cessation, that ends in 
self-surrender,2 and so on. . . . He cultivates right con
centration which is so based. . . , Even so does a monk 
who is a friend o f the lovely cultivate and make much of the 
Ariyan eightfold way.

(ii) Tirtue.
Just as, monks, the dawn is the forerunner, the harbinger, 

of the arising of the sun, even so possession of virtue3 is the 
forerunner, the harbinger, of the arising of the Ariyan eight
fold way.

Of a monk who is possessed of virtue it may be expected 
that he will cultivate . . . the Ariyan eightfold way.
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1 Pubba-mmittaT). 2 Vossagga. 3 Slla-sampada.
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(iii) Desire.
c

Just as the dawn . . . even so possession of desire1 is the 
forerunner. . . .

(iv) Self-possession.
Just as the dawn . . . even so self-possession2 i»  the fore

runner. . . .
(v) Insight.

Just as the dawn . . . even so insight3 is the forerunner. . . .

(vi) Earnestness.
Just as the dawn . . . even so possession of earnestness is 

the forerunner. . . .
(vii) Systematic.

Just as the dawn, monks, is the forerunner, the harbinger, 
of the arising of the sun, even so possession of systematic4 
thought, monks, is the forerunner, the harbinger, of the 
arising of the Ariyan eightfold way.

Of a monk who is possessed of systematic thought, monks, 
it may be expected that he will cultivate, that he will make 
much of the Ariyan eightfold way. And how, monks, does 
a monk so possessed cultivate and make much of the Axiyan 
eightfold way ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view, that is based on 
seclusion, that is based on dispassion, on cessation, that ends 
in self-surrender, and he makes much of it. . . . He culti
vates right aim, right speech, right action, right living, right 
effort, right mindfulness, he cultivates and makes much of 
right concentration, that is based on seclusion, on dispassion, 
on cessation, that ends in self-surrender. That is how a 
monk who is possessed of systematic thought cultivates and 
makes much of the Axiyan eightfold way.

1 Chando. £ Desire to do good ’ (husalay). Corny.
2 Attzsampzdz^sampznm-cittata. Corny.
3 DittMsampada^nam-sampztti* Corny. 4 Yomso.



II. R estkaint of Passion

(i) Friendship with the lovely.
Just as, monks, the dawn is the forerunner, the harbinger, of 

the arising of the sun . . . even so friendship with the lovely 
is the forerunner . . .  of the arising of the Ariyan eightfold 
way.

Of a monk who is a friend of the lovely it may be expected 
that he will cultivate and make much of the Ariyan eightfold 
way. How does he do so ?

Herein, monks, a monk cultivates right view, which ends 
in the restraint of passion, which ends in the restraint of 
hatred, which ends in the restraint of illusion . . .  so with 
the rest. . . .  He cultivates right concentration, which so 
ends. Thus, monks,does a monk who is a friend of the lovely 
cultivate the Ariyan eightfold way . . . and makes much 
of it.

(ii) Virtue.
Just as the dawn . . . even so possession of virtue is the 

forerunner . . .
(iii) Desire.

Just as the dawn . . . even so possession of desire is the 
forerunner . . .

(iv) Self-possession.
Just as the dawn . . . even so self-possession is the fore

runner . . .
(v) Insight.

■ Just as the dawn . . . even so possession of insight . . .

(vi) Earnestness.
Just as the dawn . . . even so the possession of earnest

ness is the forerunner . . .

(vii) Systematic thought.
Just as the dawn, monks, is the forerunner, the harbinger, 

of the arising of the sun, even so possession of systematic 
thought is the forerunner, the harbinger of the arising of the 
Ariyan eightfold way.
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Of a monk who is possessed of systematic thought it may be 
expected that he will cultivate and make much of the Ariyan 
eightfold way.

And how, monks, does a monk cultivate and make much 
of it ?

Herein, monks, a monk cultivates right view, and the rest 
. . . right concentration, which ends in the restraintfof passion, 
of hatred, of illusion. Thus, monks, does a monk who is a 
friend of what is lovely cultivate and make much of the 
Ariyan eightfold way.

The-On e -Condition-R epetition .— I

Savatthi was the occasion of the following . . .

I. B ased  on Seclusion1 

(i) Friendship with the lovely.
There is one condition, monks, that is most useful for the 

arising of the Ariyan eightfold way. What is that condition ? 
It is friendship with the lovely.

Of the monk who is a friend of the lovely, monks, it may be 
expected that he will cultivate and make much of the Ariyan 
eightfold way.

And how, monks, does a monk who is a friend of the lovely 
cultivate and make much of it ?

Herein, monks, a monk cultivates right view, which is based 
on seclusion, on dispassion . . .

(The same for ii-vii, viz.: Virtue, Desire, Self-possession, 
Insight, Earnestness, Systematic thought.)

II. R estraint op Passion

(Exactly the same for each of the above seven sections.)

The-O ne -Condition-R epetition .— II
Savatthi was the occasion . . .

1 No. 77 of text.
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I. B ase d  on Seclusion

(i) Friendship with the lovely.
I perceive, monks, no other single condition by which the 

Ariyan eightfold way, if not yet arisen, can arise, or by which, 
if arisen, the Axiyan eightfold way can reach perfection of 
culture, save (the condition of) friendship with the lovely.

Of a monk who is a friend of the lovely we may expect that 
he will cultivate . . . and make much of the Ariyan eightfold 
way.

And how does a monk cultivate and make much of the 
Ariyan eightfold way ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view which is based on 
seclusion . . .  he cultivates right concentration, which is 
based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, which ends in 
self-surrender. Thus, monks, does a monk who is a friend of 
the lovely cultivate . . . and make much of the Ariyan eight
fold way.

(The same for ii-vii as in previous sections.)

II. R estraint  of Passion

(i) Friendship with the lovely.
I perceive, monks, no other single condition . . .  (as above)
. . save that of friendship with the lovely.
Of a monk who is a friend of the lovely we may expect that 

he will cultivate and make much of the Axiyan eightfold way. 
And how ? . . .

Herein a monk cultivates right view, which ends in the 
restraint of passion, in the restraint of hatred, which ends in the 
restraint of illusion . . . and so forth. He cultivates right 
concentration which so ends. . . . Thus, monks, does a monk 
who is a friend of the lovely cultivate and make much of the 
Ariyan eightfold way.

(The same for ii-vii.)
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Ganga-R epetition

Savatthi was the occasion . . .

I. Based on Seclusion 

(i) Eastward (a).
Just as, monks, the river Ganges flows, slides and tends to the 

East, even so a monk who cultivates and makes much of the 
Ariyan eightfold way flows, slides, tends to Nibbana. And 
how, monks, by cultivating and making much of the Ariyan 
eightfold way does a monk flow, slide and tend to Nibbana ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view and the rest . . . right 
concentration which is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on 
cessation, which ends in self-surrender. Thus cultivating, 
thus making much of the Ariyan eightfold way a monk flows, 
slides and tends to Nibbana.

(ii-v) Eastward (b).
Just as, monks, the river Yamuna flows, slides and tends to 

the East, even so a monk who cultivates. . . Just as the 
river Aciravati . . .  Just as the river Sarabhu . . . Just 
as the river Mahi flows, slides and tends to the East, even so 
a monk who cultivates . . .

(vi) Eastward (c).
Just as, monks, whatsoever great rivers there be, such as 

the Ganges, Yamuna, Aciravati, Sarabhu and Mahi, all of them 
flow, slide and tend to the East, even so, monks, a monk who 
cultivates and makes much of the Ariyan eightfold way . . . 
tends to Nibbana.

(vii-xii) Ocean.
(The same with Oceanfor  East.)

II. Restraint of Passion

(In this section i-vi are termed e Eastward 9: vii-x iic Ocean.5)
. , . Herein a monk cultivates right view, which ends in the 

restraint of lust, hatred and illusion.
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III. Plunging- into  the  D eathless1 

(i-vi) Eastwards.
(As before.)

(vii-xii) Ocean 2
. . . Herein a monk cultivates right view, and the rest . . . 

right concentration, which plunges into the ^deathless, has its 
goal3 in the deathless, ends in the deathless.

IV. F lowing  to N ibbana  

(i-vi) Eastwards.
(As above.)

(vii-xii) Ocean.
. . . Herein a monk cultivates right view . . . right con

centration, which flows, slides and tends to Nibbana. Thus 
cultivating and making much of the Ariyan eightfold way a 
monk flows, slides and tends to Nibbana.

CHAPTER V.—EARNESTNESS

I. Tathagata4

(i) Seclusion.
Savatthi was the occasion . . .
Just as, monks, of all creatures, whether footless or having 

two, four, or many feet; whether having forms or formless, 
whether conscious or unconscious, or neither conscious nor 
unconscious,— of these the Tathagata, the Arahant, the fully 
Enlightened One, is reckoned chief;— even so, monks, of all 
profitable conditions which are rooted in earnestness, which 
join together5 in earnestness,— of those conditions earnestness 
is reckoned chief.

Of the earnest monk it may be expected that he will cultivate, 
that he will make much of the Ariyan eightfold way. And

1 Amafj)gadka. 2 Text, Nos. 115-126.
3 Parayana7 4 Text, No. 139.
5 Samosarand. For similar sections see below and K.S. iii, 132 Jf,
v. 3
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how, monks, does a monk who is earnest cultivate and make 
much of it ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view and the rest . . .* right 
concentration, which is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on 
cessation, which ends in self-surrender. Thus, monks, a monk 
who is earnest . . .

(Similarly treated are the other three sections on dispassion, 
etc )x

II. Ending in R estraint of Passion

. . . Herein, monks, a monk cultivates right view . . . 
right concentration, which ends in the restraint of passion, of 
hatred and illusion.

III. Ending in  the D eathless

. . . Herein, monks, a monk cultivates right view . . . 
right concentration, which plunges into the deathless, has its 
goal in the deathless, ends in the deathless . . .

IV. E nding in N ibbana  (i)
, . . Herein, monks, a monk cultivates right view . . . 

right concentration, which flows, slides and tends to Nibbana.

Savattli . . . (u)
Just as, monks, of all the foot-characteristics of such 

creatures as roam about3 are joined together in the foot of the 
elephant, and as the elephant’s foot in size is reckoned chief, 
even so, monks, of all profitable conditions which are rooted 
in earnestness, which join together in earnestness,—of those 
conditions earnestness is reckoned chief.

Of the earnest monk it may be expected that he will . . .
(Each section to be developed in four ways, as at § 1 above.)

1 So text. 2 No. 140 of text.
3 Jangamanay. Cf. M. 1, 184; S. i, 86; K.S. 1, 3. In both places 

S. Corny, reads jangaldnay (as at S. v, 231). P. Diet, omits; but 
Childers s.v. jangamati.
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Savatthi . . . (iii) The ^ eah}
Just as, monks, in a peaked house all the rafters whatsoever 

go together to the roof-peak, slope to the roof-peak, are joined 
together in the roof-peak, and of them the peak is reckoned 
chief,—even so, monks, of all profitable conditions . . .  (as 
above)

(iv) Wood.
Just as, monks, of all scented woods whatsoever the dark 

sandal-wood is reckoned chief,—even so of all profitable 
conditions . . .

(v) Heart-wood.
Just as, monks, of all scented heart-woods whatsoever the 

red sandal-wood is reckoned chief,—even so, monks, of 
all profitable conditions . . .

(vi) Jasmine.
Just as, monks, of all scented flowers whatsoever the 

jasmine2 is reckoned chief, even so, monks, of all profitable 
conditions . . .

(vii) Prime.
Just as, monks, all petty princes3 whatsoever follow in 

the train4 of the universal monarch, even so, monks, of 
all profitable conditions . . .

(viii) Moon.
Just as, monks, of all starry bodies whatsoever the radiance 

does not equal one-sixteenth part of the radiance of the m oon; 
just as the moon is reckoned chief of them, even so, monks, 
of all profitable conditions . . .

1 Cf. S. ii, 262; K.S. n, 175; S. m, 156; K.S. 111, 132.
2 Corny, swni'ina-pupphi-gandho.
3 Text, kuttx-rdjano; Corny, kudda-, but refers to a reading Lhudda, 

which seems preferable. Cf. JA. v, 102, where it is taken as equal to
p~ip:i-rdjd

4 v.l. anuyuUu (‘ subjcct to ’ ).
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(ix) Sun.1
Just as, monks, in the autumn season, when the sky is 

opened up and cleared of clouds, the sun, leaping up into the 
firmament, drives away all darkness, and shines and burns 
and flashes forth, even so, monks, of all profitable conditions . . .

(x) Cloth.2
Just as, monks, of all woven cloths whatsoever the cloth of 

Benares3 is reckoned chief, even so, monks, of all profitable 
conditions whatsoever which are rooted in earnestness, which 
join together in earnestness,— of them all earnestness is reckoned 
chief.

Of the monk who is earnest it may be expected that he will 
cultivate, that he will make much of the Ariyan eightfold way. 
And how, monks, does a monk who is earnest cultivate and 
make much of the Ariyan eightfold way ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view and the rest . . . right 
concentration, which is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on 
cessation, which ends in self-surrender.

Thus does the monk who is earnest cultivate and make much 
of the Ariyan eightfold way.

CHAPTER VI

D eeds requiring  Strength

(i) Strength.4
Just as, monks, whatsoever deeds requiring strength are 

done, all of them are done in dependence on the earth, with 
the earth for their support, even so a monk, depending on 
virtue, supported by virtue,5 cultivates the Ariyan eightfold

1 Cf. Itv. 20; K.S. i, 89; K.S. iii, 133 n.
2 Cf. J.P.T.S., 190G, p. 132. 3 Kasilca-vattkar).
4 No. 149 of text (repeated at text 135,246). Cf. M . i, 230 for these

two sections.
5 Cf. Mrs. Rhys Davids’s Buddhism, p. 154,
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way, makes much of the Ariyan eightfold way. And how does a 
monk cultivate and make much of the Ariyan eightfold way ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view, and the rest . . . right 
concentration, which is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on 
cessation, which ends in self-surrender. That is how a monk 
depending on virtue, supported by virtue, cultivates and makes 
much of it.

(ii) Seed1
Just as, monks, whatsoever species of seed and vegetation 

come to growth, increase and maturity, all of them depend on 
the earth, are supported by the earth; even so, monks, a monk 
who, depending on virtue, supported by virtue, cultivates and 
makes much of the Ariyan eightfold way, attains growth, 
increase and maturity of conditions. And how does a monk, so 
depending, so supported, in cultivating and making much of 
the Ariyan eightfold way, attain to growth, increase and 
maturity of conditions ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view . . . right concentra
tion . , . That, monks, is how he attains growth, increase 
and maturity of conditions.

(iii) The snake.2
Supported, monks, by Himalaya, lord of mountains, snakes 

grow a body and get strength. When they have grown a body 
and got strength there, they go down to the tarns,3 thence to 
the lakes, thence to the small rivers, thence to the great rivers, 
thence they go down to the sea, the mighty ocean. There 
they get great s'ze and growth of4 body.

1 Corny.1 Her© the five sorts of seed are called blja-gdmd. When they 
have attained greenness they are called bMta-gdmd.’

2 (Or eel?) Infra, Bk. II,i. Cf. Buddlv. India, p. 220 ff ,; Indian 
Serpent Lore (Vogel), 1927. Corny, describes the journey of the mothers 
from the ocean up to the Himalaya, by way of th© five great rivers, to 
bring" forth their young, safe from the attacks of boys, the violence of 
the sea-waves and garudas or garulas (? eagles, albatross, or rocs).

8 Cf. S. ii, 30. Kussubbhe (Sn. 720, leussobbhz), ku-s-sobb’ha; hu-n- 
nzdi; the prefix implies inierionty; hence Icupunso, a rogue; IcU’ditthi — 
miccha-diithi.

4 Corny. * A size of a hundred or a thousand fathoms !’
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Just so, monks, a monk who, depending on virtue, supported 
by virtue, cultivates and makes much of the Ariyan e’ghtfold 
way, attains growth, increase and maturity of condit ons. 
And how, monks, does he, so depending, so supported, so 
cultivate and so attain ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view . . .
That is how he attains growth, increase and maturity of 

conditions.1
(iv) The tree.

4 Suppose a tree, monks, that inclines to the east, slopes 
lo the east, tends to the east* When cut down at the root, in 
what direction would it fall V

6 As it slopes, as it inclines, as it tends, lord.5
4 Well, monks, even so a monk, cultivating and mak’ng much 

of the Ariyan eightfold way, inclnes to Nibbana, slopes to 
Nibbana, tends to Nibbana. And how does he so incline, slope 
and tend ?

Herein a monk cultivates . . .
That is how . . . he inclines, slopes and tends2 to Nibbana.’

(v) The pot.
Just as a pot, if overset, empties out its water, and cannot 

take it in3 again, even so a monk who cultivates and makes 
much of the Ariyan eightfold way, empties out ill, unprofitable 
states and cannot take them in again.4

And how, monks, can a monk, by cultivating and makng 
much of the Ariyan eightfold way, empty out ill, unprofitable 
states and not take them in again ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view . . . right concentra
tion, which is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation,

1 Corny, interprets thus: ‘ The Himalaya is the fourfold perfect purity 
of virtue. The young snakes are the earnest students (yogdvacard) 
The tarns, etc., are the Ariyan path. The Ocean is Nibbana. Growth, 
maturity, etc., are the abhinna.

8 Pabbhdro hoti (‘ gravitates ’).
8 Nikkujjo vamateva udalay, no paccdvamati. But cf. A, v, 337, 

where text reads niJchujjo ’va tam eva [udakarj] no vantay pacc.
4 Corny. na antopavesati.
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which ends in self-surrender. Thus cultivating and making 
much of the Ariyan eightfold way he empties out ill, un
profitable states and cannot take them in again.

(vi) Bearded wheat1
Suppose monks, the spike of bearded wheat or bearded 

barley be well aimed. When pressed by hand or foot, it is 
possible that it will pierce hand or foot and draw blood. Why 
so ? Because, monks, the spike is well aimed.

Even so, monks, owing to the right aim of way-culture it is 
possible that a monk will pierce ignorance, will draw knowledge, 
will realize Nibbana. Why so ? Because, monks, his view 
is well aimed. And how, monks, does a monk by view well 
aimed, by well aimed way-culture so pierce2 ignorance, draw 
knowledge and realize Nibbana ?

Herein a monk cultivates . . . (as above). Thus by well 
aimed view, by well aimed way-culture . . . he realizes Nibbana.

(vii) The sky.3
Just as, monks, divers winds blow in the sky,— some winds

blow from the east, some from the west, some from the north,
some from the south: winds dusty, winds dustless, cool wmds
and hot winds, winds soft and boisterous, even so, monks, %
when a monk cultivates the Ariyan eightfold way, makes much 
of the Ariyan eightfold way, then in him the four stations of 
mindfulness4 by culture reach fulfilment, the four best efforts, 
the four bases of psychic power, the five faculties, the five 
powers and the seven limbs of wisdom by culture reach 
fulfilment.

And how, monks, when a monk cultivates the Ariyan eight
fold way . . .  do the four stations of mindfulness, and the 
rest, by culture reach fufilment ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view . . . and the rest . . . 
right concentration.

Thus cultivating . . . the four stations of mindfulness, and 
the rest, by culture reach fulfilment in him.

1 Cf. supra. I, 9. 2 Text bhmdati here.
8 As at S. iv, 218; K.S. iv, 146 4 Cf. K.S. iv, 259 ff.
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(viii) The rain-cloud (a).
Just as, monks, in the last month of the hot season1 the 

dust and dirt fly up,2 and then out of due season a great rain- 
cloud in a moment3 lays and makes them vanish,— even so 
does a monk who cultivates and makes much of the Ariyan 
eightfold way lay and cause to vanish the ill unprofitable states 
that rise from time to time. And how does he do so %

Herein a monk cultivates . . .  So cultivating, so making 
much of the Ariyan eightfold way, he lays and causes to vanish 
the ill, unprofitable states that rise and rise again.4

(ix) The rain-cloud (b).
Just as, monks, from time to time a strong wind scatters 

and causes to vanish a great mass of clouds that has arisen, 
even so a monk who cultivates and makes much of the Ariyan 
eightfold way from time to time scatters and causes to vanish 
the ill, unprofitable states that rise and rise again. And how 
does he do so ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view, and the rest . . . right 
concentration, that is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessa
tion, that ends in self-surrender. Thus cultivating, thus making 
much of the Ariyan eightfold way does a monk from time to 
time scatter and cause to vanish the ill, unprofitable states that 
rise and rise again.

(x) The ship.5
Just as, monks, in the case of a sea-faring vessel rigged with 

masts and stays and stranded on the bank, for six months it 
is worn by the water,6 while in the dry season its rigging is

1 Cf. text 321 (gimhdnaT) pacchime mdse) —AsalM-mdse (our June- 
July). Corny.

2 Text uggatay. Corny. Hhatai% explained as uddhay gatay.
8 Thanaso (lit. there and then, on the spot); VM. i, 268, hhanen’ eva.
4 Cf. Expos., p. 90.
5 Cf. S. xii, 155; K.S. iii, 131, where Iwould correct as here; A. iv, 127.
6 Text panyendya (? pariydyena, whirling round and round); v.l,

pariyaddya (8. iii; A. iv). Corny. refers to previous comment on S. iii,
where it has mahdsamvdde pariydddnarj (the wasting away in the ocean) 
and rmhdsamvdd9 odakem khajjamdndnay khandhanay (the timbers

- being eaten away by the water).
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spoiled by wind and sun: then, overstrung1 by a shower in the 
rainy season, it is easily weakened and rots away,—just so, in 
a monk who cultivates and makes much of the Ariyan eightfold 
way right easily the fetters are weakened and rot away. And 
how, monks, in one so cultivating and making much of the 
Ariyan eightfold way are the fetters weakened and rot away ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view . . . right concentra
tion, that is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, 
that ends in self-surrender. That, monks, is how . . . the 
fetters rot away.

(xi) For all comers.2
Suppose, monks, a guest-house. Thither come folk from 

the eastern quarter, who take up residence therein. From 
the western, northern and southern quarters they come and 
dwell therein, noblemen and brahmins, commoners and serfs.3 
Even so, monks, a monk who cultivates the Ariyan eightfold 
way, who makes much of the Ariyan eightfold way, by full 
comprehension realizes those states which are by full com
prehension to be fully understood.4 Those states that are to 
be abandoned by full comprehension he so abandons: those 
states that are to be realized by full comprehension he so 
realizes: those states that are to be cultivated by full compre
hension, by full comprehension he cultivates.

What, monks, are the states to be realized by full compre
hension ?

To that question you must reply: 4 It is the five factors that 
have to do with grasping/5 What five? They are these: 
The body-factor that has to do with grasping, the factor 
of feeling that has to do with grasping, the perception-factor 
. . . the activities-factor . . . the consciousness-factor that 
has to do with grasping.
' And what, monks, are the states that are to be abandoned

1 Text abhipavuttham; at A. and 8. iii, -pavattani.
2 AgantuJca. Cf. 8. iv, 219; K.S. iv, 147 (where it represents the 

body). Corny. * built in the midst of a merit-desiring town.’
3 Vessd, sudda. 4 Cf. 8 . iv, 29. Abhmnd-parinneyya.
5 K.8. iii, 41; Compendp. 1 85.
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by full comprehension ? They are ignorance, and lust of 
becoming. These are the states to be abandoned bjr full 
comprehension.

And what, monks, are the states that are to be realized 
by full comprehension ? They are knowledge and release. 
These are the states to be realized by full comprehension.

And what, monks, are the states that are to be cultivated 
by full comprehension ? They are calm and insight. These 
are the state to be cultivated by full comprehension.

And how does a monk, cultivating and making much of the 
Ariyan eightfold way, realize, abandon, fully comprehend 
and cultivate (these states) ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view, and the rest . . . 
right concentration. Thus does he realize . . . abandon, 
fully comprehend and cultivate those states . . . that are to 
be cultivated by full comprehension.

(xii) The river}
1 Suppose, monks, the river Ganges, that flows, slides and 

tends towards the east, and there comes a great crowd of folk, 
armed with pick and basket, saying: “  We will make this river 
Ganges flow, slide and tend towards the west.”  What think 
ye, monks ? Would that great crowd of folk make the river 
Ganges flow, slide and tend towards the west V 

e Surely not, lord/ 
c And why not V
‘ Because, lord, the river Ganges flows, slides and tends 

towards the east, it were no easy thing to make it flow, slide 
and tend towards the west; insomuch that fatigue and vexa
tion would be the lot of that great crowd of folk.5

4 Just so, monks, if the rajah's royal ministers or his friends 
or boon companions or kinsmen or blood relatives were to 
come to a monk who is cultivating and making much of the 
Ariyan eightfold way, and were to seek to entice him with 
wealth, saying: ‘ ‘ Come, good man! Why should these yellow 
robes torment you ? Why parade about with shaven crown

1 Cf. S. iv, 191; v, 300; K.S. iv, 124.
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and bowl ? Come! Return to the lower life and enjoy 
possessions and do deeds of merit,” —for that monk so cultivat
ing and making much of the Ariyan eightfold way return to 
the life is impossible. Why so ? Because, monks, that 
monk’s heart has for many a long day been bent on detach
ment, inclined to detachment, turned towards detachment, 
so that there is no possibility for him to return to the lower 
life.

And how, monks, does a monk cultivate and make much 
of the Ariyan eightfold way ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view, and the rest . . . 
right concentration, that is based on seclusion, on dispassion, 
on cessation, that ends in self-surrender. That is how a monk 
cultivates and makes much of the Ariyan eightfold way.3

CHAPTER VII.—ON LONGING

Savatthi was the occasion [for the following] . . .

(i) Longing.1

(a) Full Comprehension

Monks, there are these three longings. What three ? 
The longing for sensual delights, the longing for becoming, 
the longing for the holy life.2 These, monks, are the three 
longings. It is for the full comprehension of these three 
longings, monks, that the Ariyan eightfold way must be 
cultivated. What Ariyan eightfold way 2

1 Esand; § 161 of text.
2 Corny, takes this to mean ‘holy life with wrong views but even 

to long for the s holy life ’ is a subtle fault, according to the Master’s 
tsaching. The word brahmacariya (best practice) had degenerated, by 
the time of Buddhaghosa (cf. VibhA. 504) to mean only * celibacy * or 
‘ chastity 5 (methuna-virati); but see above, I, 4, vii. At Vibh. 366 it is 
defined as holding contrary views (vipariyesa-gaho) such as ‘ the world 
is eternal,’ etc.! Or should we translate ‘ longings of (incidental to) 
the holy life ’ ?
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Herein a monk cultivates right view, which is based on 
seclusion. . . .  It is for the full comprehension of these 
three longings that the Ariyan eightfold way . . .

Herein a monk cultivates right concentration, which ends 
in the destruction of lust, of hatred, of illusion.

He cultivates . . . right concentration, whicfe plunges 
into the deathless,1 which has the deathless for its aim, which 
has the deathless for its end.

He cultivates . . . right concentration, which flows to 
Nibbana, which slides to Nibbana, which tends to Nibbana.

(b) R ealization

Monks, there are these three longings. What three ? The 
longing for sensual delights, the longing for becoming, the 
longing for the holy life. It is for the realization of (the 
meaning of) these three longings that the Ariyan eightfold 
way is to be cultivated. . . .

(All to the end of § 11 to be expanded as above).2

(c) W earing  Out

Monks, there are these three longings. What three ? . . . 
It is for the wearing out of these three longings that the Ariyan 
eightfold way . . .

(d) Abandoning

Monks, there are these three longings. . . .  It is for the 
abandoning of these three longings that the Ariyan eightfold 
way . . .

(ii) Conceits (a-d).
Monks, there are these three conceits.3 What three ? 

The ‘ better than I ’ conceit, the ‘ equal am I ’ conceit, the 
‘ worse am I ’ conceit. These are the three conceits. It is

1 Cf. Pts. of Go'itfr363.
2 So text of Burmese MSS. Sinhalese omit.
8 Yidha (modes or forms of false opinion and strife springing from 

mano). Cf. K.S. iii, 42 n.; Vibh. 367; Budd. Psych. Eih., 298.
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for the full comprehension of these three conceits, monks, 
that the Ariyan eightfold way is to be cultivated. What 
Ariyah eightfold way ?

Herein a monk cultivates and makes much of right view. . . .

* (iii) Asava (a d).
Monks, there are three asavas.1 What three ? The asava 

of sensual delight, the asava of becoming, the asava of nes
cience. These are the three. It is for the full comprehension 
of these three asavas that the Ariyan eightfold way is to be 
cultivated. . . .

(iv) Becoming (a-d).
Monks there are three becomings. What three ? Becoming 

in the sensuous world, becoming in the world of form, becom
ing in the formless world. These are the three. It is for the 
full comprehension of these three becomings that the Ariyan 
eightfold way is to be cultivated. . . .

(v) Suffering (a-d).
Monks, there are these three forms of suffering.2 What 

three ? The sort of suffering caused by pain, the sort caused 
by the activities, the sort of suffering caused by the changeable 
nature of things. These are the three. It is for the full com
prehension of these three forms of suffering that the Ariyan 
eightfold way is to be cultivated. . . .

(vi) Obstructions (a-d).
Monks, there are these three (mental) obstructions.3 What 

three % The obstruction of lust, the obstruction of hatred,

1 For this word, translated4 cankers ’ by Lord Chalmers in his Fwther 
Dialogues, see Introduction to K.S. iii. With the addition of ditthi 
there are sometimes four.

2 Dukhhatd. Cf. S. iv, 259; K.S. iv, 175; Pts. of C on tr316.
3 Khila, fallow or unploughed land. At Vibh. 377 five ceto-khUa,

viz.: Doubt and wavering in the Teacher, Norm, Order and training; 
peevishness, etc., to co-disciples. Not to be confused with kMla (bar 
or post).
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the obstruction of illusion. These are the three. It is for the 
full comprehension of these three obstructions that the Ariyan 
eightfold way is to be cultivated. . . .

(vii) 8 tain (a-d).
Monks, there are these three stains. What tteree ? The 

stain of lust, the stain of hatred, the stain of illusion. These 
are the three. It is for the full comprehension of these three 
stains that the Ariyan eightfold way must be cultivated. . . .

(viii) Pains (a-d).

Monks, there are these three pains.1 What three ? The 
pain of lust, the pain of hatred, the pain of illusion. These are 
the three. It is for the full comprehension of these three pains 
that the Axiyan eightfold way must be cultivated. . . .

Savatthi . . .  <“ > M ) '
Monks, there are these three feelings. What three? Feeling 

that is pleasant, feeling that is painful, feeling that is neither 
pleasant nor painful. These are the three. It is for the full 
comprehension of these three feelings that the Ariyan eightfold 
way must be cultivated. . . .

Savatthi . . .  W  0ro* »
Monks, there are these three cravings. What three ? The 

craving for sensual delights, the craving for becoming, the 
craving for ceasing to become.2 These are the three. It is 
for the full comprehension of these three cravings, for their 
realization, for their wearing down, for their abandoning that 
the Ariyan e.ghtfold way must be cultivated. What Ariyan 
eightfold way ?

1 NigM. Corny, explains thus: A  term for pams which destroy, in 
whomsoever they arise 9 (tar) purisarj nihanti).

2 Vibhzva (sometimes 4excessive wealth ’ =  ‘accentuated existence ').
Cf. Dialog, iii, 208 and compare with § 1, where its parallel is brahma-
tariya. Thus it would here mean an annihilationist m view.
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Herein a monk cultivates right view, which is based on 
seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, which ends in self- 
surrender. . . .  He cultivates right concentration which is 
based . . .

It is for the full comprehension, realization, wearing down 
and abandoning of these three cravings that the Ariyan eight
fold way must be cultivated.

(xi) Thirst (b-d).
Monks, there are these three thirsts.1 What three % (as 

above). It is for the full comprehension, realization, wearing 
down and abandoning of these three thirsts that the Ariyan 
eightfold way must be cultivated. What Ariyan eightfold 
way ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view . . . right concentra
tion, which is based on seclusion . . . which ends in the 
destruction of lust, of hatred, of illusion . . . which plunges 
into the deathless, which has the deathless for its goal, which 
ends m the deathless . . . which flows to Nibbana, which 
slides to Nibbana, which tends to Nibbana. It is for the full 
comprehension . . . that the Ariyan eightfold way must be 
cultivated.

CHAPTER VIII.— THE FLOOD 

Savatthi was the occasion (for the following). . . .

(i) The flood.2.
Monks, there are these four floods. What four ? The flood 

of sensual desire,3 the flood of becoming, the flood of view,4 
the flood of nescience.6 These are the four. It is for the full

1 Tasma (—tanha), cf. Dhp. 342. This is not m Smh MSS.
2 Ogha, cf. S. iv, 175; K.JS. iv, 110. Five at S. i, 126. Cf. Buddh. 

Psych. E t h p. 308 n.
3 Corny. ch%nd%-raga.
4 Corny. The sixty-two heretical views.
5 Corny. ‘ Of the four truths.5
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comprehension, realization, wearing down and abandoning 
of these four floods that the Ariyan eightfold way must be 
cultivated.

(ii) Bond.
Monks, there are these four bonds. What four ? The bond 

of sensual desire, the bond of becoming, the bond of view, the 
bond of nescience. These are the four. It is for the full 
comprehension . . .

(iii) Grasping-1
Monks, there are these four graspings. What four ? The 

grasping of2 sensual desire, the grasping of view, the grasping 
of rite and ritual, the grasping of the self-heresy. These are 
the four. It is for the full comprehension . . .

(iv) (Bodily) ties.
Monks, there are these four (bodily) ties.3 What four ? 

The bodily tie of covetousness, the bodily tie of malevolence, 
the bodily tie of contagion of rite and ritual, the bodily tie of 
tendency to dogmatic view.4 These are the four bodily ties. 
It is for the full comprehension . . ,

(v) Tendency.
Monks, there are these seven tendencies. What seven ? 

The tendency to sensual lust, the tendency to resentment, the 
tendency to view, the tendency to doubt and wavering, the 
tendency to conceit, the tendency to nescience. These are the 
seven. It is for the full comprehension of . . .

(vi) The sense-pleasures.
Monks, there are these five pleasures of sense.5 What five ? 

There are objects cognizable by the eye, objects desirable, 
desirable, pleasant, delightful and dear, passion-fraught, 
inciting to lust. There are sounds cognizable by the ear . . .

1 Yoga. 2 I.e. arising from.
3 Gardlid. Cf. Buddh. Psych. Etli., § 1139; As I. 377.

‘ 4 SaccdbMmveso. To say ‘ tins is the truth.9 Corny.
5 K.S. iv, 56.
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scents cognizable by the nose . . . savours cognizable by the 
tongue . . . contacts cognizable by  the body, desirable, 
pleasant, delightful and dear, passion-fraught, inciting to 
lust. These, monks, are the five pleasures of sense. It is 
for the full comprehension . .

(vii) Hindrances.
Monks, there are these five hindrances.1 What five ? 

The hindrance of sensual desire, the hindrance of malevolence, 
the hindrance of sloth and torpor, the hindrance of excitement 
and flurry,2 the hindrance of doubt and wavering.3 These 
are the five hindrances. It is for the full comprehension of 
these five . . .

(viii) Factors.
Monks, there are these five factors of grasping.4 What five ? 

The factor of grasping of5 body, the factor of grasping of 
feeling, the factor o f grasping of perception, the factor of 
grasping of the activities, the factor of grasping" of conscious
ness. These are the five. It is for the full comprehension . . .

(ix) The lower set (o f fetters).
Monks, there is this set of five lower fetters.6 What five ? 

The individual-group-view,7 doubt and wavering, contagion 
of rite and ritual, desire and lust, malevolence. These are the 
five. It is for the full comprehension . . .

(x) The higher set (of fetters).
Monks, there is this set of five higher fetters.8 What five ? 

Lust of form, lust of the formless, conceit, excitement, nescience. 
These are the five. It is for the full comprehension, the

1 NTvaranam. D. iii, 4&;Buddh. Psych. Eth,9 310.
2 Do. 119-20, lit. e fidgeting and nerves.9 8 Do. 121.
4 Cf. K.S. in, 16-18, 41-42. 5 I.e. dealing with.
6 OrambMgiya, those concerned with the lower stages of life.
* Of. K.S. m, 86 7i.

8 UddhambMgiya, the second five, by abandoning which the goal 
is reached.
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realization, the wearing out and abandoning of these five 
fetters of the higher sort that the Ariyan eightfold way must 
be cultivated. What Ariyan eightfold way ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view, that is based on se
clusion, on dispassion, on cessation, that ends in self-surrender. 
It is for the full comprehension, monks, of these five fetters 
of the higher sort that this Ariyan eightfold way must be 
cultivated.

Just as, monks, the river Ganges flows to the east, slides 
to the east, tends to the east . , ,1

There are these five fetters of the higher sort . . .  (as 
above). , . . And how does a monk cultivate the Ariyan 
eightfold way ?

Herein a monk cultivates right view . . . right concentra
tion, that ends in the restraint of lust, of hatred, of illusion; 
that plunges into the deathless, that has the deathless for its 
goal, that ends in the deathless; that flows to Nibbana, that 
slides to Nibbana, that tends to Nibbana.

It is for the full comprehension, for the realization, for the 
wearing out and abandoning of these five fetters of the higher 
sort, monks, that this Ariyan eightfold way must be cultivated.

1 Text abbreviates.
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KINDRED SAYINGS ON THE LIMBS OF WISDOM1

CHAPTER I

T h e  M o u n t a i n

(i) Himalaya.2
Supported , monks, by Himalaya, lord of mountains, snakes 
grow a body and get strength. When they have grown a body 
and got strength there, they go down to the tarns, thence to the 
lakes, thence to the small rivers, thence to the great rivers, 
thence they go down to the sea, they go down to the mighty 
ocean, and there they win to greatness and growth of body.

Just so, monks, a monk supported by virtue, fixed in virtue, 
cultivating the seven limbs of wisdom and making much of 
them, wins to greatness and growth in conditions.3 And how 
does a monk, so supported, so fixed in virtue, cultivating the 
seven limbs of wisdom, and making much of them, win to 
greatness and growth in conditions ?

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mindful
ness, which is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, 
which ends in self-surrender.

He cultivates investigation of the Norm, the limb of wisdom 
that is so based. He cultivates the limb of wisdom that is 
energy and is so based. He cultivates the limb of wisdom that 
is tranquillity that is so based. He cultivates the limb of 
wisdom that is concentration that is so based. He cultivates 
the limb of wisdom that is equanimity, that is based on seclu
sion, on dispassion, on cessation, that ends in self-surrender.

That is how a monk, supported by virtue, fixed in virtue, by

1 Text, pp. 63-140. 2 Cf. supra, I, 6, in. Are nag a here eels ?
3 Corny, refers to Kosala-Sarjyubta ; S. i, 68-102; K.S. i, 93 ff.

51
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cultivating the seven limbs of wisdom, by making much of 
the seven limbs of wisdom, wins to greatness and growth in 
conditions.

(ii) Body.

Savatthi . . .  ^
Just as this1 body, monks, is supported by material food 

and stands in dependence on it, stands not without it,— even so, 
monks, the five hindrances are supported by (their own) 
material food, stand in dependence on it, stand not without it.

And what, monks, is food for the arising of sensual lust not 
yet arisen, or for the increase and growth of sensual lust that 
has arisen ? It is the alluring feature2 of things. Un
systematic attention to that is the food for the arising of sensual 
lust not yet arisen, and for the increase and growth of sensual 
lust that has already arisen.

And what, monks, is food for the arising of malevolence not 
yet arisen, or food for the increase and growth of malevolence 
that has already arisen ? It is the repulsive feature3 of things. 
Unsystematic attention to that is this food for the arising of 
malevolence not yet arisen. . . .

And what, monks, is food for the arising of sloth and torpor 
not yet arisen, or for the increase and growth of sloth and 
torpor that has already arisen? It is regret, drowsiness, 
languor, surfeit after meals, torpidity of mind.4 Un
systematic attention to that is this food for the arising of 
sloth and torpor. . . .

And what, monks, is food for the arising of excitement and 
flurry not yet arisen, or for the increase and growth of excite
ment and flurry that have already arisen ? It is non-tran

1 Cf. Expos., 204.
2 Svh'ha-nimiUar); infra, text 103. Cf. Pts. of Contr., App. 387, ‘ The 

alluring feature (which to one who does not practise systematic thought 
(ayoniso 'inamsikarontassa) is a snare and danger) K.S. i, 239. The 
threefold sign is the deceptive appearance of permanence, happiness 
and soul, to be abolished by the cultivation of the signless (animitta\?)*

3 Patigha-nimitta?) (at A. i9 3, asubha-mmittar}).
4 Arati, tandi, vijambhitd, bhatta-sammzdo, cetaso llnattarj. See 

Vibli. 352; Vibh. 272, 478; SA. on 8. i, 7; JA. vi, 57, etc.



quillity of mind. Unsystematic attention to that is this food 
for the arising of excitement and flurry. . . .

And what, monks, is food for the arising of doubt and 
wavering not yet arisen, or for the increase and growth of 
doubt and wavering that have already arisen ? It is things 
which are based on1 doubt and wavering. Unsystematic 
attention to that, monks, is this food for the arising of doubt 
and wavering that have not yet arisen, and for the increase 
and growth of doubt and wavering that have already 
arisen.

Just as this body, monks, is supported by material food and 
stands in dependence of it, stands not without it,— even so, 
monks, the jive  hindrances are supported by (their own) 
material food, stand in dependence on food, stand not without 
food.

II
Just as this body, monks, is supported by material food, 

and stands in dependence on it, stands not without it,— even 
so, monks, the seven limbs of wisdom are supported by (their 
own) material food, stand in dependence on it, stand not 
without food.

And what, monks, is food for the arising of the limb of wisdom 
that is mindfulness not yet arisen, or for the cultivation and 
fulfilment of the limb of wisdom which is mindfulness that has 
already arisen ? There are, monks, things that are based on the 
limb of wisdom which is mindfulness. Systematic attention 
thereto, if made much of, is this food for the arising of . . .

And what, monks, is food for the arising of the limb of wisdom 
which is searching of the Norm not yet arisen, or for the cultiva
tion and fulfilment of it if already arisen ? There are, monks, 
things good and bad, things blameworthy and things not blame
worthy, things mean and things exalted, things resembling 
darkness and things resembling light.2 Systematic attention 
thereto, if made much of, is this food for the arising . . .

And what, monks, is food for the arising of the limb of

ii ,  i ,  ii  (ii)] Kindred Sayings on the Limbs of Wisdom 53

1 Thdniyd.
2 Cf. Dialog. i, 225; D . ii, 215. Corny, sadisa-vijpdka-kotthasd.
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wisdom which is energy not yet arisen, or for the cultivation 
and fulfilment thereof if already arisen ? There is, monks, 
the element of putting forth effort,1 the element of exertion,2 
the element of striving.3 Systematic attention thereto, if 
made much of, is this food for the arising . . .

And what, monks, is food for the arising of the limb of 
wisdom which is zest if not yet arisen, or for the cultivation 
and fulfilment thereof if already arisen ? There are, monks, 
things based on the limb of wisdom that is zest. Systematic 
attention thereto, if made much of, is this food for the 
arising . * .

And what, monks, is food for the arising of the limb of 
wisdom which is tranquillity if not yet arisen, or for its cultiva
tion and fulfilment if already arisen ? There are, monks, 
tranquillity of body and tranquillity of mind. Systematic 
attention thereto, if made much of, is this food for the 
arising . . .

And what, monks, is food for the arising of the limb of 
wisdom which is concentration if not yet arisen, or for its 
cultivation and fulfilment if already arisen? There are, 
monks, sights that calm, that bewilder not.4 Systematic 
attention thereto, if made much of, is this food for the 
arising . . .

And what, monks, is food for the arising of the limb of 
wisdom which is equanimity if not yet arisen, or for its cultiva
tion and fulfilment if already arisen ? There are, monks, 
things based on the limb of wisdom6 that is equanimity. 
Systematic attention thereto, if made much of, is this food

1 Arambha-dhatu. Cf. Expos., 192. Corny. pathama-vinya (dhatu=  
source, seed).

2 Nikkama. Cf. S. i, 194; FJf. i, 1Z2+Corny. kosajjato mkkhan- 
tattd tato balavatarar).

3 Parakkama. VM.+Comy. paray thdnay akkamanato pi bala
vatarar).

4 Samatha- and avyagga-nimittar) (lit. the mark of calm and non- 
distraction). Cf. S. i, 96, abyagga-manaso naro. The latter, according 
iso Cornya synonym of the former. For details cf. VM. 1,134.

5 Corny. ‘ Things of middle state, indifference.*



for the arising of the limb of wisdom which is equanimity if 
not yet arisen, or for the cultivation and fulfilment thereof 
if it has already arisen.

(iii) Virtue.1

Monks, Vhatsoever monks are possessed of virtue, possessed 
of concentration, possessed of insight, of release, of release 
by knowledge and insight—the very sight of such brings much 
profit, I declare.

The very hearing about2 such monks brings much profit,
I declare. To visit such, to sit beside3 them, to remember 
such,4 to follow such in giving up the world5 brings great 
profit, I declare.

What is the cause of that ? On hearing the teaching of such 
monks one dwells aloof in two forms of aloofness, to wit: of 
body and of mind. Such an one, so dwelling aloof, remembers 
that Norm-teaching and turns it over in his mind.

When a monk, so dwelling aloof, remembers and turns over 
in his mind the teaching of the Norm, it is then that the limb 
of wisdom which is mindfulness is established6 in that monk. 
When he cultivates the limb of wisdom which is mindfulness, 
then it is that the monk’s culture of it comes to perfection. 
Thus he, dwelling mindful, with full recognition7 investigates 
and applies insight8 to that teaching of the Norm and comes 
to close scrutiny of it.

Now, monks, at such time as a monk, dwelling thus mindful, 
with full recognition investigates and applies insight to that
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1 For this section see Vibh. 227; VibhA. 310.
2 According to Corny. ‘ not listening to, but having good report of 

such and such.’
3 Corny. " questioning them about the Norm.’
4 Cf. Pugg, iii, 13, iv, 23; Itiv., p. 106, anussaranay.
5 Anupabbajjay. Corny. mentions the Elders Mahakassapa, Chanda- 

gutta, Suriyagutta, Assagutta, Yonakadhammarakkhita,Tissa (younger 
brother of Dharmasoka) and Mahinda.

6 Afaddho.
7 Pannaya, is to be taken as gerund, not as a noun.
8 Pavicarati. Corny, tattha nanarj carapeti.
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teaching of the Norm, then it is that the limb of wisdom, which 
is Norm-investigation is established in that monk. It is 
when he cultivates the limb of wisdom which is Notm-in- 
vestigation that, as he comes to close scrutiny of it, by his 
culture of it, it comes to perfection. As with full recognition 
he investigates and applies insight to that Norn^-teaching, 
then unshaken energy1 is established in him.

Now, monks, at such time as unshaken energy is established 
in a monk who with full recognition is investigating, applying 
insight and coming to close scrutiny of that Norm-teaching, 
then it is that the limb of wisdom which is energy is established 
in him. When he cultivates this limb of wisdom, at such time, 
by culture of it, does it come to perfection in that monk. In 
him who has energy established there arises zest, which is free 
from carnal taint.2

Now, monks, when zest free from carnal taint arises in a 
monk who has energy established, then it is that the limb of 
wisdom which is zest is established in him. When he culti
vates this limb of wisdom, at such time, by culture of it, does 
it come to perfection in him. Of one who is zestful body is 
tranquil and mind is tranquil.

Now, monks, when a monk who is zestful has body and 
mind tranquillized, then it is that the limb of wisdom which 
is tranquillity is established in him. When he cultivates this, 
at such time, by his culture of it, it comes to perfection in him. 
Happy is he whose body is tranquillized. Of him that is 
happy the mind is concentrated.

Now, monks, when the mind is concentrated in a monk 
whose body is tranquillized, at such time the limb of wisdom 
which is concentration is established in that monk. When 
he cultivates this limb of wisdom, by his culture of it does it 
come to perfection. He is now thorough overseer of his 
mind thus calmed.

Now, monks, when he becomes a careful looker-on of his 
mind thus calmed, then it is that the limb of wisdom which is

1 Asalllnay. Cf. D. ii, 157; S. iv, 125.
2 Cf. S. iv, 219; K.S. iv, 147. Niramisa piti.



equanimity is established in a monk. When he cultivates it, 
at such time by his culture of it does it come to perfection.

Now, monks, when the seven limbs of wisdom are thus 
cultivated, thus made much of, seven fruits, seven advant
ages1 may be looked for. What seven ?

In this #very life, beforehand, lie establishes realization2: 
and if lie do not so beforehand,3 in this very life, at any rate 
he establishes realization at the time of his death.

And if in this very life, beforehand, he do not establish 
realization, nor do so at the time of death, then, through 
having worn down the five fetters of the lower sort, he wins 
release midway.4

But if he do not establish perfect insight, beforehand, in this 
very life, nor yet at the time of death, and if he, by wearing 
down the five fetters of the lower sort, win not release midway, 
—then at any rate, after having worn down the five fetters 
of the lower sort, he wins release by  reduction of his (allotted) 
time.6

But if he (do none of these) . . .  at any rate, by having 
worn down the five fetters of the lower sort, he wins release 
without much trouble.6

Again, if he (do none of these) . . .  at any rate, by having

1 Text infra, 237.
2 Annar) =gnosis, realization of arahantship.
3 Text patihacca; probably influenced by upahacca following. This 

should be (as v.ll.) patihacca (see Pali Diet. and K.S. i, 319), which is 
equal to pubbe, yeva or pathamarf yeva. Cf, UdA. 347. Corny, reads 
patigacca, explaining e before his time of death has reached him ’ he 
knows for certain. Again at text 204-5. (Patihacca would mean 
‘ knocking against ’ [?]).

4 Antara-parimbbayi (infra, text 201). He is a non-returner and 
completes his course of existence in Brahma-loka, where time is beyond 
our conception or computation, before half his life there is finished.

5 Upahacca-parinibbayl. XJf. Pts. of Contr., p. 158. Canny. ‘ He 
spends another five hundred halpas(\) and so attains arahantship.’

6 Cf, PuggA, (p. 199 of J.P.T.S., 1914); Expos. 207. Asankhara, lit.
without sanhhdra, activities or aggregates (? without a residue of karma);

?

but according to Corny, appayogena, without effort (cf. Dialog, m, 221); 
but it would seem to be more like an-upadi-sesa-mbbana. So also 
with regard to the following term.
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worn down the five fetters of the lower sort, then he wins 
release with some trouble 1

Again, if he (do none of these) . . .  at any rate, by having 
worn down the five fetters of the lower sort, then he is 4 one 
who goes upstream,’2 and he goes to the Pure Abodes.3

Thus, monks, when the seven limbs of wisdoip are thus 
cultivated, these seven fruits, these seven advantages may be 
looked for.

(iv) Practice.
On a certain occasion the venerable Sariputta was staying 

near Savatthi, at Jeta Grove, in Anathapindika’s Park.
Then the venerable Sariputta addressed the monks, saying:

‘ Brother monks!’
4 Yes, friend,’ replied those monks to the venerable Sari

putta.
The venerable Sariputta said this:
'Friends, there are these seven limbs of wisdom. What 

seven 2 The limb of wisdom that is mindfulness, that which 
is Norm-investigation, that which is energy . . . zest . . . 
tranquillity . . . concentration, and the limb of wisdom 
which is equanimity. These are the seven. Of these seven 
limbs of wisdom, friends, in whichsoever I desire to abide 
during the early part of the day, in that limb of wisdom I 
abide. In whichsoever limb of wisdom I desire to abide 
in the middle of the day, in that I abide. In whichsoever 
limb of wisdom I desire to abide in the evening, m that I 
abide.

If, friends, it is the limb of wisdom that is mindfulness, in 
such case I fully know that it is boundless in me, or that it is 
well begun in me, or, when it is established in me, I fully 
know that it is so.

Again, if it fails me, I fully know that it is owing to this or

1 Sa-sanhMra (where Corny, takes it to be sappayogena).
2 Uddhay-soto.
3 AkanifiM-{brahmalokay)gdmi. Cf. Pts. of Contr., p. 78, n. 2.

‘ Stream* is ‘natural desire* or ‘ the round of rebirth* or 4 path- 
stream.*



that cause. So also with regard to the other limbs of wisdom, 
(down to) the limb of wisdom that is equanimity. If it fails 
me I fully know that it is owing to this or that cause.

It is just like the wardrobe of a rajah or great nobleman, 
full of garments of various hues- Whatsoever suit he desires 
to don in £he forenoon, that he dons in the forenoon. What
soever suit he desires to don at midday, that he dons at mid
day. Whatsoever suit he desires to don at eventide, that he 
dons at eventide. Even so, friends, in whichsoever of these 
seven limbs of wisdom I desire to abide in the forenoon, or at 
midday, or in the evening, in such do I abide . . .  (as above, 
down to) . . . owing to this or that cause.’1

(v) The monk.

Then a certain monk came to visit the Exalted One, saluted 
him and sat down at one side. So seated that monk said this 
to the Exalted One: <c< Wisdom limb! Wisdom limb !”  
is the saying, lord. Pray, lord, how far is this name applic
able?’

4 They conduce to wisdom, monk, That is why they are 
so called.

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind
fulness, which is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessa
tion, which ends in self-surrender . . . He cultivates the 
limb of wisdom that is equanimity, that is so based and so ends. 
As he cultivates these seven limbs of wisdom he frees his 
heart from the asava of sensuality, from the asava of becoming, 
from the asava of nescience. The knowledge comes to him:
“  Freed am I by being freed ” : so that he fully knows: “  Cut 
off is rebirth, lived is the holy life, done is the task, there is 
no more of being here for me.”

They conduce to wisdom, monk. That is why they are so 
called.’
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1 Cf. M. i, 215 (of Sariputta), where the passage aims at showing 
that a monk rules his own mind, is not ruled by it. Cf. Min. 254.
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(vi) Kundall.1
Once the Exalted One was staying at Saketa,2 in Anjana 

Grove, in Antelope Park.
Now on that occasion Kundaliya the wanderer came to visit 

the Exalted One, and on coming to him he greeted him court
eously and, after the exchange of the compliments of friend
ship and courtesy, sat down at one side. So seated, Kunda
liya the wanderer said this to the Exalted One:

4 Master Gotama, I live near the Park and am a frequenter 
of companies.3 Well, Master Gotama, this is my practice 
when I have had my morning meal. I roam and wander from 
park to park, from garden to garden. There I behold certain 
recluses and brahmins debating on the profit of freedom 
from controversy4 and the profit of wrangling. But what 
profit is there in the worthy Gotama’s way of living V

‘ A Tathagata, Kundaliya, lives enjoying the profits of the 
fruit of release by knowledge.’

4 Pray, Master Gotama, what are the conditions which, 
when cultivated and made much of, complete the release by 
knowledge V

e There are seven limbs of wisdom, Kundaliya, which, when 
cultivated and made much of, complete the release by 
knowledge.5

‘ What conditions, Master Gotama, are these which, culti
vated and made much of, complete the seven limbs of wis
dom V

4 Four stations of mindfulness, Kundaliya, if cultivated and 
made much of, complete the seven limbs of wisdom.5

4 But, Master Gotama, what conditions, if cultivated and 
made much of, complete the four stations of mindfulness V

1 One who wears ear-rings.
2 In Ondh, once the capital of Kosala. Cf. infra, text 219; K.S. 

i, 77 n.; Buddk. India, 39, 103.
‘ 3 Parisdvacaro (A. v, 10 ). 4 One who attended gatherings where 
views are aired (“ debating societies *’ ).' Corny.

4 The £ thns-talk5 of views. Iti-vada-pamolclcha. Cf. M . i, 133;
A. ii, 26; Dial. i, 13 n.



‘ The three virtuous habits,1 Kundaliya . . . complete the 
four stations of mindfulness.’

‘ But, Master Gotama, what are the conditions which, if 
cultivated and made much of, complete the three virtuous 
habits V

€ Control of the sense faculties, Kundaliya, if cultivated and 
made much of, completes the three virtuous habits. But how 
cultivated and how made much of, Kundaliya, do they com
plete the three virtuous habits %

Herein, Kundaliya, a monk, seeing a delightful object with 
the eye, does not hanker for it, does not thrill2 thereat, does 
not develop lust for it. His body is unmoved, his mind is un
moved, inwardly well established and released. If with the 
eye he behold an object repulsive, he is not shocked3 thereat, 
his mind is not unsettled4 or depressed6 or resentful because 
of that, but his body is unmoved, his mind is unmoved, in
wardly well established and released.

Again, Kundaliya, a monk, hearing a delightful sound with 
the ear6 . . . smelling a delightful scent with the nose . . . 
tasting a delightful savour with the tongue . . . contracting 
with body a delightful touch . . . with mind cognizing a 
delightful state, does not hanker for it, does not thrill thereat, 
does not develop lust for it. His body is unmoved, his mind 
is unmoved, inwardly well established, well released. If with 
the mind he be conscious of a repulsive state, he is not shocked 
thereat, his mind is not unsettled or depressed or resentful 
because of that, but his body is unmoved, his mind is unmoved, 
inwardly well established and released.

Now, Kundaliya, since on seeing an object with the eye, 
whether objects are delightful or repulsive, his body is un
moved, his mind is unmoved, but inwardly well established

i i ,  i, vi] Kindred Sayings on the Limbs o f Wisdom 01

1 A . i, 49: Kaya-9 vaci-, mano-caritani.
2 Text abhihaysati (? to bristle or tingle with, delight), but Corny. 

abhihasati.
3 Manku—desole. 4 Apatitthita-citto (Corny, atittha-).
5 Adlna-m^naso. Corny. Domanassa vasena adina-cifto {adHna =not

depressed).
6 C f K.S. iv, 63, 69, 71, 105, etc.
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and released; since on hearing a sound with the ear . . . 
smelling a scent with the nose . . . tasting a savour with the 
tongue . . . with body contacting a tangible . . . since 
with mind cognizing a mental state, whether mental states 
be delightful or repulsive, his body is unmoved, his mind is 
unmoved, but inwardly well established and released,— 
restraint of faculties thus cultivated, thus made much of, 
completes the three virtuous habits (of body, speech and 
mind).

And how cultivated, Kundaliya, how made much of, do 
the three virtuous habits complete the four stations of mind
fulness ?

Herein, Kundaliya, a monk, by abandoning vicious habit 
of body, cultivates virtuous habit of body. Abandoning 
vicious habit of speech, he cultivates virtuous habit of speech. 
Abandoning vicious habit of mind, he cultivates virtuous 
habit of mind. Thus cultivated, Kundaliya, thus made much 
of, the three virtuous habits complete the four stations of 
mindfulness.

And how cultivated, Kundaliya, how made much of, do the 
four stations of mindfulness complete the seven limbs of 
wisdom ?

Herein, Kundaliya, a monk abides in body contemplating 
body1 (as transient), ardent, self-possessed and mindful, by 
restraining the dejection in the world that arises from covet
ing. He abides in feelings contemplating feelings (as tran
sient), ardent . . .  He abides in mind-states contemplating 
mind-states (as transient), ardent, self-possessed and mindful, 
by restraining in the world the dejection that arises from 
coveting. Thus cultivated, Kundaliya, thus made much of, 
the four stations of mindfulness complete the seven limbs of 
wisdom.

And how cultivated, Kundaliya, how made much of, do the 
seven limbs of wisdom complete the release by knowledge 1

Herein, Kundaliya, a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom 
that is mindfulness, that is based on seclusion, on dispassion,

i K.S. iv, 259.



on cessation, that ends in self-surrender . . . and the rest. 
He cultivates the limb of wisdom that is equanimity . . . 
that ends in self-surrender. Thus cultivated, Kundaliya, 
thus made much of, do the seven limbs of wisdom complete 
the release by  knowledge.’

At these words the wanderer Kundaliya exclaimed:
4 Excellent, lord ! Excellent, lord ! Just as if one should 

lift up the fallen, discover the hidden, point out the way to the 
bewildered, show a light in the gloom, saying: “ Now they that 
have eyes to see can see objects,” — even so in divers ways has 
the Exalted One expounded the truth. I, even I, lord, do go 
for refuge to the Exalted One, to the Norm and to the Order 
of monks. May the Exalted One accept me as his follower, 
as one who from this time forth even to life’s end hath gone to 
refuge m him.’1

# (vii) Peak.2
Just as, monks, in a peaked house all rafters whatsoever go 

together to the peak, slope to the peak, join in the peak, and of 
them all the peak is reckoned chief, even so, monks, the monk 
who cultivates and makes much of the seven limbs of wisdom, 
slopes to Nibbana, inclines to Nibbana, tends to Nibbana.

And how, monks, does a monk who cultivates and makes 
much of the seven limbs of wisdom so slope, incline and tend %
' Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind

fulness . . .

(viii) Upavana.
On a certain occasion the venerable Upavana3 and the 

venerable Sariputta were staying near KosambI m Ghosita 
Park.4

On that occasion the venerable Sariputta, rising at eventide 
from his solitude, went to visit the venerable Upavana, and

1 Text abbreviates the usual formula.
2 Cf. supra, text 43; K.S. iii, 132.
3 K.S. i, 220, ii, 32, iv, 21. He was personal attendant on the 

Buddha before Ananda.
4 Cf. K.S. iv, 62,102.
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on coming to him greeted him courteously, and after the 
exchange of greetings and courtesies, sat down at one side. 
So seated the venerable Sariputta said this to the venerable 
Upavana:

‘ Pray, friend Upavana, could a monk thus know of himself:1 
“  The seven limbs of wisdom, by systematic attention to them,2 
being well established in me, conduce to pleasant living ? ”  ’

‘ He could thus know of himself, friend Sariputta. By 
striving to start3 the limb of wisdom that is mindfulness he 
knows: “  My heart is well released. Sloth and torpor in me 
are well abolished. Excitement and flurry are well restrained. 
Resolute energy is mine. By making it my object,4 I give 
it my attention. It is not slack5 m me.”  And so of the other 
limbs of wisdom. . . . By striving to start the limb of wisdom 
that is equanimity he knows: “  My heart is well released. . . . 
Resolute energy is mine. . . .  It is not slack in me.”

Thus, friend Sariputta, a monk could know of himself: 
“  By systematic attention to them, thus well established in 
me, the seven limbs of wisdom conduce to pleasant living.”  *

(ix) Arisen (or Arising) (a).
Monks, these seven limbs of wisdom, not having yet arisen, 

if cultivated and made much of, do arise, but not without the 
manifestation of a Tathagata, an Arahant, a fully enlightened 
one. What seven ? The limb of wisdom that is mindfulness 
. . . the limb of wisdom that is equanimity. These seven 
limbs of wisdom, monks, . . . arise not without the manifesta
tion of a Tathagata, an Arahant, a fully enlightened one.

(x) Arisen (or Arising) (b).
Monks, these seven limbs of wisdom, if not yet arisen, 

when cultivated and made much of, do arise, but not without

1 Paccattay.
2 Text mamsilcara, but MSS. and Corny, -icdro.
3 Text arctmbhamdno. Corny. drabbhamdno==kurumdno.
4 Cf. 8. ii, 120; K.S. ii, 149 (atthilcatvd, manasikatvd); infra, text 95.
5 Limy. Cf. text 64 (linatta) ; infra, text 112 (linay cittay hoti); 

lit. ‘ stuckfast.’



the rule of the Happy One. What seven ? The limb of 
wisdom that is mindfulness . . . that which is equanimity. 
These seven lims of wisdom. . . .

CHAPTER II.— THE SICK MAN 

(1) Creatures?-

Just as, monks, whatsoever creatures adopt the four 
postures, now going, now standing still, now sitting, now 
lying, all do so in dependence on the earth; even so, monks, 
dependent on virtue, supported by virtue, does a monk 
cultivate the seven limbs of wisdom, make much of the seven 
limbs of wisdom.

And how does a monk, dependent on virtue, supported by 
virtue, cultivate and make much of the seven limbs of wisdom ?

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind
fulness, which is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessa
tion, which ends m self-surrender . . .  he cultivates the limb 
of wisdom that is equanimity, so based and so ending. That, 
monks, is how a monk, dependent on virtue, supported by 
virtue, cultivates and makes much of the seven limbs of 
wisdom.

(ii) The simile of the sun (a).
Just as, monks, the dawn is the forerunner, the harbinger, 

of the sun’s arising, even so friendship with what is lovely is 
the forerunner, the harbinger of the arising of the seven limbs 
of wisdom in a monk. Of a monk who is a friend of what is 
lovely this may be expected: that he will cultivate the seven 
limbs of wisdom, that he will make much of the seven limbs 
of wisdom. And how does a monk who is a friend of what is 
lovely cultivate and make much of the seven limbs of wisdom %

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind
fulness . . . and the rest. That is how a monk who is a 
friend . . . cultivates and makes much of , . .

i i ,  i i ,  n] Kindred Sayings on the Limbs o f Wisdom 65
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(iii) The simile of the sun (b).
Just as, monks, the dawn . . . even so systematic atten

tion is the forerunner, the harbinger of the arising of the 
seven limbs of wisdom in a monk. And how does a monk 
who is possessed of systematic attention cultivate* and make 
much of the seven limbs of wisdom ?

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind- 
fulness. . . . That is how . * .

(iv) Sick (a).
Thus have I heard: Once the Exalted One was staying near 

Rajagaha m Bamboo Grove at the Squirrels5 Feeding-ground.
Now at that time the venerable Kassapa the Great was 

staying in Pepper Tree Grotto,1 and was sick, afflicted, stricken 
with a sore disease.

Then the Exalted One, rising from his solitude at eventide, 
went to visit the venerable Kassapa the Great, and on coming 
to him sat down on a seat made ready. So the Exalted One 
as he sat said to the venerable Kassapa the Great:

c Well, Kassapa, I hope you are bearing up. I hope you 
are enduring. Do your pains abate and not increase ? Are 
there signs of their abating and not increasing V%

6 No, lord. I am not bearing up. I am not enduring. 
Strong pams come upon me. There is no sign of their abating, 
but of their increasing.’3

1 Of. Ud. i, 4 ; UdA. 59; DhpA. 427.
2 K.S. iii, 102 m (sdnay —etesar). Corny.).
3 A good example of the reduction to formulae. Cf. S. iii, 119; 

iv, 46=K.S. iv ,23, 30. It seems unlikely that on such an occasion the 
Master would thus expound to this old follower teachings which he 
must have known by heart. In this Collection the sick man is generally 
introduced to serve as an occasion for emphasizing a fresh doctrine. 
Corny, adds: ‘ He had (it is said) carefully listened to this teaching 
about the seven limbs of wisdom, and seven days from his taking the 
robes he penetrated the truth about them, and they were manifested 
to him. Now, as he pondered on the profit of the Master’s teaching, 
his blood was calmed, his system purified, and the sickness fell away 
like a drop of water from a lotus leaf.’



c Kassapa, these seven limbs of wisdom fully expounded by 
myself, when cultivated and made much of, conduce to full 
comprehension, to the wisdom, to Nibbana. What seven ? 
The limb of wisdom, Kassapa, that is mindfulness, fully 
expounded by myself, if cultivated . . . The limb of wisdom 
that is investigation of the Norm, fully expounded by myself 
. . . The limb of wisdom that is energy, fully expounded 
by myself . . . The limb of wisdom that is tranquillity, 
fully expounded by myself . . . The limb of wisdom that 
is concentration, fully expounded by myself . , . The limb 
of wisdom that is equanimity, fully expounded by myself, if 
cultivated and made much of, conduces to full comprehension, 
to the wisdom, to Nibbana. These seven limbs of wisdom, 
Kassapa, fully expounded by myself, if cultivated, and made 
much of, conduce to full comprehension, to the wisdom, to 
Nibbana.9

‘ Verily, lord, they are limbs of wisdom ! Verily, 0  Happy 
One, they are limbs of wisdom V

Thus spake the Exalted One, and the venerable Kassapa 
the Great was delighted thereat, and took pleasure in what 
was said by the Exalted One. And the venerable Kassapa 
the Great rose up from that sickness. There and then that 
sickness of the venerable Kassapa the Great was abandoned.

(v) Sick (6).
Once the Exalted One was staying near Rajagaha, in 

Bamboo Grove, at the Squirrels9 Feeding-ground.
Now on that occasion the venerable Moggallana the Great 

was staying on the hill Vulture’s Peak, and was sick, afflicted, 
stricken with a sore disease.

Then the Exalted One, rising from his solitude at eventide, 
went to visit the venerable Moggallana the Great, and on 
coming to him sat down on a seat made ready . . . (exactly 
the same as before. Corny. abbreviates thus). There and then 
that sickness of the venerable Moggallana the Great was 
abandoned.
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(vi) Sick (c).

Once the Exalted One was staying near Rajagaha, in 
Bamboo Grove, at the Squirrels’ Feeding-ground.

Now on that occasion the Exalted One was siclj, afflicted, 
stricken with a sore disease.

Then the venerable Cunda the Great1 came to visit the 
Exalted One, and on coming to him saluted him and sat down 
at one side. As he thus sat the Exalted One said to the 
venerable Cunda the Great:

‘ Cunda, call to mind2 the limbs of wisdom.’
‘ These seven limbs of wisdom, lord, fully expounded by 

the Exalted One, if cultivated and made much of, conduce 
to full comprehension, to the wisdom, to Nibbana. What are 
the seven ? The limb of wisdom, lord, that is mindfulness, 
fully expounded by the Exalted One . . . and the rest . . . 
the limb of wisdom that is equanimity. These seven limbs 
of wisdom, lord, fully expounded by the Exalted One, if 
cultivated and made much of, so conduce . . .

4 Verily, Cunda, they are limbs of wisdom ! Verily, Cunda, 
they are limbs of wisdom !’

Thus spake the venerable Cunda the Great, and the 
Master was approving of it. Then the Exalted One rose up 
from that sickness. There and then that sickness of the 
Exalted One was abandoned.

(vii) Crossing over or No more.

e These seven limbs of wisdom, monks, if cultivated and 
made much of, conduce to no more going to the hither or the 
further shore.3 What seven ? . . .  (as before).’ Thus spake 
the Exalted One. So saying, the Happy One added this 
further as Teacher:

1 Younger brother of Sariputta, and one of the chief Elders. Cf. 
Brethren, 119; K.S. iv, 30.

2 Patibhant% tar), lit. ‘ let them occur to you* (cf. vol., i., 241, 243, 
245; Ud., p 39: patibhati may —upatthati may. Corny.),

3 Supra, text 24 (Nibbana).



Few are they of mortal men 
Who have reached the further shore:
But the crowd of other folk 
On this side fare up and down. . . .

They whose mind is rightly cultured 
• In the seven wisdom limbs,

Glad to have surrendered clinging,
Glad to be from bondage loosed,
Canker-cured, they all-resplendent,
E ’en in this world are at peace.1

(viii) Neglected and undertaken.
By whomsoever, monks, the seven limbs of wisdom are 

neglected, by them is neglected this Ariyan eightfold way 
for the utter destruction of 111.

By whomsoever, monks, the seven limbs of wisdom are 
undertaken, by them is undertaken this Ariyan eightfold 
way for the utter destruction of 111. What are the seven ? 
They are the limb of wisdom that is mindfulness and the rest 
* . . the limb of wisdom that is equanimity.

By whomsoever, monks, the seven limbs of wisdom are 
neglected or undertaken, by them is neglected or undertaken 
this Ariyan eightfold way for the utter destruction of 111.

(ix) Ariyan.
These seven limbs of wisdom, monks, if cultivated and made 

much of, are the Ariyan profitable things.2 For him that acts 
in accordance therewith they conduce to the utter destruction of 
111. What seven ? The limb of wisdom that is mindfulness . . .

(x) Revulsion.
These seven limbs of wisdom . . . conduce to downright 

revulsion, to dispassion, to cessation, to calm, to full com
prehension, to the wisdom, to Nibbana. What seven ? The 
limb of wisdom that is mindfulness . . . and the rest.

1 The verses are m full, supra, text 24.
2 Niyydmka (leading to salvation); cf. infra, text 255 (of the Four 

Bases of Psychic Power).
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CHAPTER III.— UDAYI

(i) Knowing.1

Now a certain monk came to see the Exalted One, and on 
coming to him saluted him and sat down at on& side. So 
seated that monk said this to the Exalted One:

4 They say “  Limb of wisdom ! Limb of wisdom,” lord. 
Pray, lord, how far is this name applicable V%

6 They conduce to the wisdom, monk. That is why they 
are called ££ limbs of wisdom.”  Herein a monk cultivates 
the limb of wisdom that is mindfulness . . . the limb of 
wisdom that is equanimity, that is based on seclusion, on 
dispassion, on cessation, that ends in self-surrender. They 
conduce to the wisdom, monk. That is why they are so 
called.’

(ii) Instruction.

I will teach you, monks, the seven limbs of wisdom. Do 
ye listen to it. And what, monks, are the seven limbs of 
wisdom ? They are . . .  (as before).

(iii) Conditions.

Sensual desire,3 monks, that has not yet arisen, arises 
owing to much attention being given to conditions based upon 
lust and passion: and, when it has already arisen, sensual 
desire conduces to the still more-becoming and growth thereof.

Malevolence, monks, that has not yet arisen, arises owing 
to much attention being given to conditions based upon 
malevolence: and, when it has already arisen, malevolence 
conduces to the still more-becoming and growth thereof.

Sloth and torpor, monks, (in like manner) . . .
Excitement and flurry, monks, . . .
Doubt and wavering, monks, . . .

1 Bodhand. 2 As at I, § 5 of this part.
3 Kama-cchando. Cf. Buddh. Psychology, p. 123.



The limh of wisdom that is mindfulness, monks, which has 
not yet arisen, arises owing to much attention being given 
to conditions based upon mindfulness, and, when it has 
already arisen, the limb of wisdom that is mindfulness, by 
the cultivation thereof, goes to fulfilment.

So also with regard to the other limbs of wisdom . . . the 
limb of wisdom that is equanimity, by the cultivation thereof, 
goes to fulfilment.

(iv) Unsystematic.1

In one who gives unsystematic attention, monks, sensual 
desire which has not yet arisen, arises; and, when arisen, 
sensual desire conduces to the still more-becoming and growth 
thereof.

Likewise, monks, malevolence which has not yet arisen . . .
Likewise sloth and torpor . . . excitement and flurry . . . 

doubt and wavering, which have not yet arisen, arise; and, 
having arisen, conduce to the still more-becoming and growth 
thereof.

So also, monks, the limb of wisdom that is mindfulness, 
not having arisen, does not arise; and, if it has already arisen, 
it fades away.

So with the other limbs of wisdom . . . and that which is 
equanimity . . .  it fades away.

But, monks, in one who gives systematic attention, sensual 
desire which has not arisen does not arise, and, if it has arisen, 
it is abandoned.

So with malevolence . . . sloth and torpor . . . excitement 
and flurry . . . doubt and wavering,—they arise not: and, if 
they have arisen, they are abandoned.

But, monks, the limb of wisdom that is mindfulness, not 
having yet arisen, does arise, and having done so, by cultiva
tion thereof, it goes to fulfilment. So it is with the other 
limbs of wisdom . . , and that which is equanimity . . .  by 
cultivation thereof it  goes to fulfilment.

ii, iii, iv] Kindred Sayings on the Limbs o f Wisdom 71
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(v) Undeclining.1

I will teach you, monks, seven conditions that decline not. 
Do ye listen to it. And what, monks, are those seven condi
tions that decline not ?

They are the seven limbs of wisdom. Which seven ? The 
limb of wisdom that is mindfulness, that which is investigation 
of the Norm, that which is energy, that which is tranquillity, 
that which is concentration, and the limb of wisdom that is 
equanimity. These, monks, are the seven conditions that 
decline not.

(vi) Destruction.
‘ The way, monks, and the practice leading thereto which 

conduces to the destruction of craving,— do ye cultivate that 
way and practice.

And what is the way, monks, what the practice that so 
conduces ? It is the seven limbs of wisdom. What seven ? 
That which is mindfulness and the rest, and the limb of 
wisdom that is equanimity.’

At these words the venerable Udayi2 said to the Exalted One:
e Pray, lord, how are the seven limbs of wisdom cultivated ? 

How, if made much of, do they conduce to the destruction of 
craving V

‘ Herein, Udayi, a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is 
mindfulness, which is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on 
cessation, which ends in self-surrender: which is far-spreading, 
lofty, boundless, free of malevolence. As he cultivates the 
limb of wisdom that is mindfulness, which is based on seclusion 
. . . craving is abandoned. By the abandoning of craving 
action (that is rooted in craving) is abandoned. By the 
abandoning of action (rooted in craving) 111 is abandoned.

So it is with regard to the other limbs of wisdom.
He cultivates the limb of wisdom that is equanimity, which 

is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, which ends

1 Apanhani; cf. K.S. ii, 139.
2 Cf. K.S. iv, 77 ff. and n. Corny, imagines the Buddha to think: 

This Udayi is good at drawing conclusions (anusandhi-lcusalo).



in self-surrender; which is far-spreading, lofty, boundless, free 
of malevolence. As he does so, craving is abandoned By the 
abandoning of craving, action (rooted in craving) is abandoned. 
By the abandoning of action (rooted in craving) 111 is abandoned. 
Thus, Udayi, by the destruction of craving (comes) destruction 
of action (sooted in craving).1 By destruction of action comes 
destruction of 111.’

(vii) Cessation,
The way, monks, and the practice leading thereto, which 

conduce to the cessation of craving,—do ye cultivate that way 
and practice.

And what is the way, monks, what the practice that so 
conduces ?

It is the seven limbs of wisdom. What seven? That which 
is mindfulness and the rest, and the limb of wisdom that is 
equanimity.

And how cultivated, monks, how made much of, do the 
seven limbs of wisdom conduce to the destruction of craving ?

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mindful
ness . . . that ends in self-surrender . . .  So of the others, 
and the limb of wisdom that is equanimity . . . that ends in 
self-surrender. Thus cultivated, monks, the seven limbs of 
wisdom conduce to the destruction of craving.

(viii) Penetration. 
f I will teach you, monks, the way concerned with penetra

tion.2 Do ye listen to it. And what, monks, is that way ? 
It is the seven limbs of wisdom, mindfulness and the rest and 
equanimity.’

At these words the venerable Udayi said this to the Exalted 
One:

c Pray, lord, how cultivated, how made much of, do these 
seven limbs of wisdom conduce to penetration V 

‘ Herein, Udayi, a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that

1 Words m brackets express Comy.'s def. of kamma. To say that 
action as such should be abandoned would be contrary to the Buddha’s 
4 doctrine of the deed.’

2 Nibbedha-bhagiycbrj—nibbijjzni-koithasikar); cf. VM. 15.
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is mindfulness, that is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on 
cessation, that ends in self-surrender: that is far-spreading, lofty, 
boundless, free of malevolence. He, with mind that has 
cultivated the limb of wisdom which is mindfulness, pierces 
through, breaks down the great mass of lust that hitherto had 
not been pierced through or broken down.1 In like manner 
he pierces through, breaks down, the great mass of hatred . . . 
the great mass of illusion that hitherto had not been pierced 
through or broken down. (And so he does in the case of the 
other limbs of wisdom )

Thus cultivated, Udayi, thus made much of, the seven limbs 
of wisdom do conduce to penetration/

(ix) The one condition.
I behold not, monks, any other single condition which, thus 

cultivated and made much of, is so conducive to abandon
ment of the conditions that bind as the seven limbs of wisdom. 
What seven ? That of mindfulness and the rest, and the limb 
of wisdom that is equanimity.

And how cultivated, monks, how made much of do the seven 
limbs of wisdom conduce to the abandonment of conditions 
that bind ?

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mindful
ness . . .

And what, monks, are the conditions that bind ?
The eye, monks, is a condition that binds. Herein spring 

up attachments that bind and cleave to one. The tongue is a 
condition that binds. Herein spring up . . . The mind is 
a condition that binds. Herein spring up attachments that 
bind and cleave to one. These, monks, are called ‘ conditions 
that bind/2

(x) Udayi.
On a certain occasion the Exalted One was staying among 

the Sumbha, at Desaka,3 a district of the Sumbha.

1 Cf. Pts. ii, 201. 2 Cf. K .S. iv, passim.
3 At JA . i, 893 (the only place where I find it mentioned) Desaka 

(text here Setaka ? v.l. Sedaka) is a district of Sumbha-rattha, the scene 
of §§ infra, (text), 168-70.



Now the venerable Udayi came to visit the Exalted One, and 
on coming to  him saluted him and sat down at one side. So 
seated the venerable Udayi said this to the Exalted One :

‘ Strange it is, lord ! A wonder it is, lord I how strongly the 
affection and respect for the Exalted One, the modesty and 
delicacy of,feeling for him, have worked1 in me.

Formerly, lord, when I was living the life of a householder, 
I was not much concerned about the Norm, not much concerned 
about2 the Order. But, lord, when I beheld the affection, the 
respect, the modesty and delicacy of feeling for the Exalted 
One, I went forth from home to the homeless. To me it was 
that the Exalted One taught the Norm, to w it: “  Thus is body, 
thus the arising of body, thus the perishing of body. Thus is 
feeling, thus the arising of feeling, thus the perishing of 
feeling. Thus is perception, thus the arising of perception, 
thus the perishing of perception. Thus are the activities . . . 
thus is consciousness, thus its arising and its perishing.”

Now, lord, when I had gone into solitude, while pondering 
over the rise and fall3 of these five factors of existence, I fully 
realized, as in truth it is, the meaning of “  This is 111: this is the 
arising of 111: this is the ceasing of 111.”  I fully realized, as in 
truth it is, the meaning of “  This is the practice that leads to 
the ceasing of 111.”

Then, lord, I fully grasped the Norm. I laid hold of4 the 
way, which, cultivated and made much of, will lead me, thus 
and thus abiding, to the attainment of being such: so that I shall 
come to know : “ Cut off is rebirth: lived is the holy life: done 
is the task: there is no more of being here for me.”

Then, lord, I laid hold of the limb of wisdom that is mindful
ness, which, cultivated and made much of, will lead me on, 
thus and thus abiding, to the state of being such: so that I 
shall come to know: “  Cut off is rebirth.”

1 Bahukato. 2 Ahaliukato—akata-bahumano. Corny.
3 Ukkuff avakujjay, lit. ‘ topsy-turvy.’ Corny. udayo and vayo

(udayabbaya).
4 Text Abfoisamito. Perhaps the v.l.abhisameto of text, which Corny. 

follows, is the better reading. Corny, —vipassana dhammo abhisama- 
gato. Thus he was now sotdpanno according to Corny.
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I laid hold of the other limbs of wisdom and that which is 
equanimity, which, culitivated and made much of, will lead me 
on to such knowledge. Indeed, lord, I have laid hold of this 
path, which, cultivated and made much of, will lead me on, 
thus and thus abiding, to the state of being such1: so that I 
shall come to know . . . “ there is no more life in these 
conditions.”  ’

4 Well said! Well said, U dayi! Indeed you have laid hold 
of this way, which, cultivated and made much of by you, 
will lead you, thus and thus abiding, to the state of being 
such: so that you will come to know: “  Cut off is rebirth: lived 
is the holy life: done is the task: there is no more of being here 
for me.” ’

CHAPTER IV.— ON HINDRANCES

(i) The good (a).
Whatsoever conditions, monks, are the constituent parts of 

good and bad,2 but are on the side of3 goodness, all of them 
have their root in earnestness, converge in earnestness; earnest
ness is reckoned the chief of those conditions.

Of the monk who is earnest we may expect that he will 
cultivate the seven limbs of wisdom, that he will make much 
of the seven limbs of wisdom. And how does the earnest monk 
cultivate and make much of the seven limbs of wisdom ?

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind
fulness, which is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, 
which ends in self-surrender. . . .  He cultivates the limb of 
wisdom that is equanimity, which is so based and so ends. 
That, monks, is how a monk who is earnest cultivates the seven 
limbs of wisdom, makes much of the seven limbs of wisdom.

1 Tathittiya —tathdbhdvaya. Corny Cf. infra, text 213; iv, 202; 
M. 1,301. A term for Nibbana commonly used m Sanskrit Buddhism,
* thusness.’ Cf. itthzttay, ‘ hereness,’ the present state, this world 
or life, of the next phrase.

2 For the kusaldkusald cf. M . i, 489.
3 Pakkhikd or pakkhiyd {infra, text 97); lit, ‘ the wings or sides.’ 

Cf. Compendium, 179 n.; Dialog. iii, 93.
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(ii) The good (b).
Whatsoever conditions, monks, are the constituent parts of 

good and bad, but are on the side of goodness, all of them have 
their root in systematic attention, converge in systematic 
attention. • Of those conditions systematic attention is 
reckoned chief.

Of a monk who possesses systematic attention we may expect 
that he will cultivate the seven limbs of wisdom, that he will 
make much of the seven limbs of wisdom

And how, monks, does a monk who is possessed of systematic 
attention cultivate and make much of the seven limbs of 
wisdom ?

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mindful* 
ness . . . and the rest. He cultivates the limb of wisdom,, 
that is equanimity. That is how a monk . . .

(iii) Corruptions (a).1
Monks, there are these five corruptions of gold,2 tainted by 

which corruptions gold is neither soft, nor pliable, nor gleaming, 
nor easily broken up, nor fit for perfect workmanship. What 
are the five ?

Iron, monks, is a corruption of gold, tainted by which cor
ruption gold is neither soft nor . . .

Copper3 . . . tin . . . lead . . . silver,4 monks, is a cor
ruption of gold, tainted by which corruption gold is neither 
soft, nor pliable, nor gleaming, nor easily broken up, nor fit 
for perfect workmanship. These, monks, are the five corrup
tions of gold. . . .

In like manner, monks, there are these five corruptions of 
the heart,5 tainted by which corruptions the heart is neither

1 Cf. Buddh. Psych. E t h 251, 281. We may call them ‘ depravities.’ 
Upakkilesa here means the other metals which are mixed with gold as 
alloy. See the talk to Visakha, A. i., 205-15, esp. 210.

2 Jatarupa is unworked gold, as opposed to suvanna.
3 Lit. 4 red metal/ iron being kala-loha.
4 Sajjhu=rajatar).
5 Cxtta; cf. Expos, ii, 488. The word khla (supra, text 57) expresses 

the hard crust of individuality which has to be broken through.
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soft, nor pliable, nor gleaming, nor easily broken up, nor 
perfectly composed for the destruction of the asavas. What 
are the five ?

Sensual desire, monks, is a corruption of the heart, tainted 
by which the heart is neither soft, nor pliable, nor gleaming, 
nor easily broken up, nor perfectly composed for the clestruction 
of the asavas

Malevolence . . . sloth and torpor . . . excitement and 
flurry . . . doubt and wavering, monks, are corruptions of 
the heart, tainted by which . . .  of the asavas.

(iv) Corruptions (6).
Monks, these seven limbs of wisdom, which are without 

check and hindrance, if cultivated and made much of with 
uncorrupted heart, conduce to realizing the fruits of liberation 
by knowledge. What are the seven ?

The limb of wisdom which is mindfulness, if unrestrained 
by check and hindrance . . . the limb of wisdom which is 
equanimity. . . . These are the seven.

(v) Systematic (a).
Monks, in him who practises unsystematic attention,1 sensual 

desire, if not already risen, arises: and, if already arisen, 
sensual desire conduces to the more-becoming and growth 
thereof.

So also malevolence, sloth and torpor, excitement and 
flurry, doubt and wavering, if not yet arisen, do arise: and, if 
arisen, conduce to the more-becoming and growth thereof.

(vi) Systematic (b).
But, monks, in him who gives systematic attention, the 

limb of wisdom which is mindfulness, if not yet arisen, arises: 
and, if already arisen, by cultivation it goes to fulfilment. So 
also with the other limbs of wisdom.

x Cf. Expos, ii, 490; supra, 71, n.
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(vii) Increase or Not decrease.
These seven limbs of wisdom, monks, if cultivated and made 

much of, conduce to increase and not to decrease. What 
seven ?

The limB of wisdom which is mindfulness, and the rest.
. . . These seven . . .

(viii) Restraint and hindrance.
Monks, there are these five checks, hindrances and corrup

tions of the heart, which weaken insight.1 What five ?
Sensual desire, monks, is a check and hindrance, a corrup

tion of the heart, that weakens insight. Malevolence . . „ 
sloth and torpor . . . excitement and flurry . . . doubt and 
wavering . . . These five . . . weaken insight.

The seven limbs of wisdom, monks, if unrestrained, un
hindered, if cultivated and made much of with uncorrupted 
heart, conduce to realizing the fruits of liberation by know
ledge. What seven ? (as before) . . .

Now, monks, at the time when the Ariyan disciple makes 
the Norm his object,2 gives attention to it, with all his mind 
considers it, with ready ear listens to the Norm,—at such time 
these five hindrances exist not in him: at such time the seven 
limbs of wisdom by cultivation go to fulfilment. What five 
hindrances at such time exist not ?

The hindrance that is sensual desire at such time exists not. 
The hindrance which is malevolence . . . sloth and torpor 
. . . excitement and flurry . . . that which is doubt and 
wavering at such time exists not. In that man the five 
hindrances at such time exist not.

And what seven limbs of wisdom by cultivation at such time 
go to fulfilment ?

1 Cf. infra, text 160; Buddh. Psych. E t h p. 310 n.
2 At$hikatva {supra, text 76); quoted KhpA. 148. Cf. S. l, 112, 

ii, 220; J .P .T .S , 1886, p. 107; A. iii, 162,402 (where the context implies 
‘ giving close attention to ’ ) reads sabbar) cetasd for sabbacetaso of our 
text. (Read samawn- for sammannahantva.)
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At the time, monks, when the Ariyan disciple makes the 
Norm his object, gives attention to it, with all his mind con
siders it, with ready ear listens to the Norm,— at such time 
the five hindrances exist not in him, at such time these seven 
limbs of wisdom by cultivation go to fulfilment.

(ix) The tree.
There are mighty trees, monks, grown from tiny seeds, of 

mighty bulk, which overspread1 (other) trees. The trees thus 
overspread2 break up, break down, fall to the ground and so lie.

What mighty trees, monks, are they that do so ? Trees 
such as the bo-tree, the banyan, the wave-leafed fig, the 
bunched fig, the cedar,3 the wood-apple tree.4 These are the 
mighty trees, monks, grown from tiny seeds, of mighty bulk, 
which overspread other trees: by which being overspread, these 
trees break up, break down, fall to the ground and so lie.

Just in the same way, monks, here maybe is such and such 
a clansman, who, whatsoever lusts he abandons and goes forth 
from home to the homeless, just by such lusts, or by lusts still 
worse than these, is broken up, broken down: down he falls 
and so lies.

Monks, there are these five checks, hindrances which over
spread the heart, which weaken insight. What five ? Sensual 
desire, monks, is a check, a hindrance which overspreads 
the heart and weakens insight. Malevolence . . . sloth and 
torpor . . . excitement and flurry . . . doubt and wavering: 
each of these, monks, is a check, a hindrance which over
spreads the heart and weakens insight.

1 Ajjharuha or -rulhd. Corny. —abhirHhakd (parasitic growths).
2 Ye hi of text should read yehi.
8 Kacch%ko (Corny. =atthi-gacchako; ? cof bone-like growth.’ ) 9 Cedar. 

These trees appear m several lists, e.g. at V in. iv, 35.
4 Text kapitthako. Corny, kapitthano ; Vm. lcapifhano, DA. i, 81

kapitthano; VM. 183, kapitthako (v.l.-no), given as examples of khandha-
bija. But whether it is of the fig-tree family or a wood-apple I cannot
say. Corny, says it produces pilaklchd. Dictionaries call it Feroma
elephantum. Cf. Brethren, p. 333 nr, Mil. 189 (kapittho)= Trans.,
vol. 1. 262; also JA . v, 132, v.l. kavifthar).



These seven limbs of wisdom, monks, which are without 
check and hindrance, which overspread not the heart, if cul
tivated and made much of, conduce to realizing the fruits of 
liberation by knowledge. What are the five ? They are the 
limb of wisdom which is mindfulness, and the rest; the limb 
of wisdom vwhich is equanimity, which is without check and 
hindrance, which overspreads not the heart, which, if cul
tivated and made much of, conduces to the realization of the 
fruits of liberation by knowledge.

(x) Hindrance.
Monks, there are these five hindrances which cause blindness, 

loss of sight and ignorance; which obstruct insight, consort with 
pain1 and conduce not to Nibbana. Which five %

The hindrance of sensual desire, monks, causes blindness.
. . . Malevolence . . . sloth and torpor . . . excitement 
and flurry . . . doubt and wavering, monks, these are the five 
hindrances which cause blindness, loss of sight and ignorance; 
which obstruct insight, consort with pain and conduce not to 
Nibbana.

These seven limbs of wisdom, monks, cause sight, know
ledge, growth of insight: they consort not with pain, and 
conduce to Nibbana. What are the seven ? They are the 
limb of wisdom that is mindfulness, which causes sight, know
ledge, growth of insight . . . and the other limbs of wisdom. 
These are the seven limbs of wisdom, monks, which cause 
sight . . . which conduce to Nibbana.

CHAPTER V.— ROLLER OF THE WHEEL

(i) Conceits.
Savatthi was the occasion (for the following). . . . The 

Exalted One said: e Monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins 
in past times have abandoned the three conceits,2 all of them

1 M, i, 115, vigMta-pakkhika (cf. supra, text iv, 1); Itiv. 81. Corny. 
=  dukhha-pakkhika.

2 Tisso vidM. Cf, supra, text 56. Corny. Tayo mana-kotthasa.

ii v , i] Kindred Sayings on the Limbs of Wisdom 8 1
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did so by the fact of cultivating and making much of the 
seven limbs of wisdom. Whatsoever recluses or brahmins in 
future times shall abandon the three conceits, all o f them will 
do so by the fact of cultivating and making much of the seven 
limbs of wisdom. Whatsoever recluses or brahmins, monks, 
do now abandon the three conceits, all of them do so by the 
fact of cultivating and making much of the seven limbs of 
wisdom. What seven limbs of wisdom ? The limb of wisdom 
that is mindfulness, and the rest . . . the limb of wisdom that 
is equanimity. Whatsoever recluses or brahmins have aban
doned, shall abandon, or do now abandon the three conceits, 
monks, all of them do so by the fact of cultivating and making 
much of the seven limbs of wisdom.’

(ii) Roller of the wheel.
Monks, together with the appearance of a monarch who 

rolls the wheel1 there is the appearance of the seven treasures. 
What seven treasures ? The treasure of the Wheel, the 
Elephant, the Horse, the Jewel, the Woman, the Housefather, 
and the treasure of the Heir Apparent. These, monks, are the 
seven treasures that appear along with the appearance of a 
monarch who rolls the wheel.

Likewise, monks, together with the appearance of a Tatha
gata who is Arahant, a fully Enlightened One, there is the 
appearance of these seven treasures. What seven ?

There is the appearance of the seven treasures of wisdom; 
the treasure of wisdom that is mindfulness, that which is 
searching the Norm, that which is energy, zest, tran
quillity, concentration, and the treasure of wisdom that is 
equanimity.

Monks, together with the appearance of a Tathagata 
. . . there is the appearance of these seven treasures of 
wisdom.

1 Cakka-vatti, a term for the ideal monarch. Cf. Dialog. ii, 327; 
M. i, 55; Pts. of Contr.9 107. Corny. refers to Mahdsudassana Suita, 
D. ii, 169.
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(iii) Mara.
I will teach you, monks, a way for crushing Mara’s host. 

Do ye listen to it. And what, monks, is that way ?
It is the seven limbs of wisdom. What seven ? The limb 

of wisdom ̂ that is mindfulness, and the rest. This, monks, 
is the way for crushing Mara’s host.

(iv) Witless.
Now a certain monk came to visit the Exalted One. . . .  As 

he sat at one side that monk said this to the Exalted One:
‘ “  A  witless imbecile I1 A witless imbecile !”  is the saying, 

lord. Pray, lord, how far is this name applicable V
6 By tlie fact, monk, of not cultivating, not making much 

of the seven limbs of wisdom, one is called “  a witless imbecile.”  
What seven ? . . . (as before). . . .  It is for this reason that 
one is so called, monk.’

(v) Intelligent.2

(A certain monk said to the Exalted One):
‘ “  Intelligent, no imbecile ! Intelligent, no imbecile!” 

is the saying, lord. Pray, lord, how far is this term applic
able V

‘ By the fact, monk, of cultivating and making much of the 
seven limbs of wisdom one is so called. What seven ? The 
limb of wisdom that is mindfulness, and the rest, and that 
which is equanimity. It is by cultivating . . *

(vi) Wretched.
(A certain monk said to the Exalted One):
‘ “  A poor wretch ! A poor wretch !”  is the saying, lord. 

Pray, lord, how far is this term applicable V

1 Ela-muga (often with dupanno), generally translated ‘ deaf and 
dumb,9 but, as Rhys Davids shows at Milinda ii, 71 n.9 there is no 
authority for this. Cf. M. i, 20: ‘ dummies,’ or elamuhM; M. i, 527 
(App. 7i.); A .ii,252  (‘ dribbling at the mouth’). Comys. give the 
literal interpretation (? the meaning of ‘ drivelling idiot5). Corny. 
asampanna-vacano (.DA. i, 282), of indistinct speech.

2 Pannavd.
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4 By the fact, monk, of not cultivating and making much of 
the seven limbs of wisdom one is so called. What seven ? 
The limb of wisdom that is mindfulness, and the rest. . .

(vii) Well-to-do.
(A certain monk said to the Exalted One): #
‘ “ Well-to-do! W ell-to-do!”  is the saying, lord, 

lord, how far is this term applicable V
e By the fact of cultivating, by making much of the 

limbs of wisdom, monk, one is so called. What seven ? 
limb of wisdom that is mindfulness, and the rest. . . .’

(viii) The sun.1
Just as, monks, the dawn is the forerunner, the harbinger 

of the arising of the sun, even so friendship with what is lovely 
is the forerunner, the harbinger of the arising of the seven 
limbs of wisdom in a monk.

Of a monk who is a friend of what is lovely we may expect 
that he will cultivate, that he will make much of the seven 
limbs of wisdom. And how does a monk, who is a friend of 
what is lovely, cultivate and make much of them ?

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind
fulness, which is based on seclusion . . . the limb of wisdom 
which is equanimity, that is based on seclusion, on dispassion, 
on cessation, that ends in self-surrender. That, monks, is how 
a monk, who is a friend of what is lovely, cultivates and makes 
much of the seven limbs of wisdom.

(ix) Factor (a).
As a matter concerning one’s own self,2 monks, I see no other 

single factor so potent for the arising of the seven limbs of 
wisdom as systematic attention.

1 Supra, text 29.
2 AjjhattiJcay angan ti haritvd (the personal factor), as opposed to 

bdhiray angay of next §. B. does not comment here, but at A . i, 16 
he says: I  day vuttay hoti: Bhikkhave, ajjhattay paccattay attano san- 
tdn& samuffhitayh atanan ti hatvd na annay ehay kdranan p i passdm? 
ti. Cf. infra, text 110.

Pray,

seven
The



Of a monk who is possessed of systematic attention we may 
expect that he will cultivate, that he will make much of the 
seven limbs of wisdom. And how does a monk so possessed 
cultivate . . . ?

Herein monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind
fulness . . .

(x) Factor (b).
As a matter concerning the outside,1 monks, I see no other 

single factor so potent for the arising of the seven limbs of 
wisdom as friendship with what is lovely.

Of a monk who is possessed of systematic attention we may 
expect that he will cultivate the seven limbs of wisdom, that 
he will make much of the seven limbs of wisdom. And how 
does a monk who is a friend of what is lovely cultivate . . . % 
(as before) . . .

CHAPTER VI.—PERSEVERANCE IN THE LIMBS
OF WISDOM2

(i) Food.
I will teach you, monks, what is food and what is no 

food for the five hindrances and for the seven limbs of 
wisdom. Do ye listen to it.

I . T he  F ood of th e  H in d r an ces

And what, monks, is food for the arising of sensual lust 
that has not yet arisen, or for the more-becoming and growth 
of sensual lust already arisen ? It is, monks, the alluring 
feature of things.3 Unsystematic attention to that is this

n, vi, i] Kindred Sayings on the Limbs of Wisdom 85

1 Corny, seems to regard the difference thus: Your own person, 
hair, nails, or cleanliness is ajjhattiJcar); your robe, lodging, etc., is 
baMrar).

2 Text has for chapter-heading and tailpiece Bojjhanga•sakaccar). 
? for sakkaccar) = sa&hukar) or sataccay, perseverance in. Corny, does 
not help here.

8 Cf, II, 1, i, for a similar section on Food.
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food for the arising of sensual lust that has not yet arisen, or 
for the more-becoming and growth thereof, if arisen.

And what, monks, is food for the arising of malevolence not 
yet arisen, or for the more-becoming and growth thereof, if 
already arisen ? It is, monks, the repulsive feature of things. 
Unsystematic attention to that is this food for the arising of 
malevolence that has not yet arisen . . .

And what, monks, is food for the arising of sloth and torpor 
not yet arisen, or for the more-becoming and growth thereof, 
if already arisen ? It is, monks, regret, drowsiness, languor, 
surfeit after meals, torpidity of mind.1 Unsystematic atten
tion to that, monks, is this food for the arising of sloth and 
torpor . . .

And what, monks, is food for the arising of excitement and 
flurry not yet arisen, or for the more-becoming and growth 
thereof if already arisen ? It is non-tranquillity of mind. 
Unsystematic attention to that, monks, is this food for the 
arising of excitement and flurry not yet arisen . . .

And what, monks, is food for the arising of doubt and waver
ing not yet arisen, or for the more-becoming and growth thereof, 
if already arisen ? It is things which are based on doubt and 
wavering. Unsystematic attention to that, monks, is this 
food for the arising of doubt and wavering not yet arisen, or 
for the more-becoming and growth of doubt and wavering 
that have already arisen.

II. T he F ood  o f  th e  Limbs o f  W isdom

And what, monks, is food for the arising of the limb of wisdom 
that is mindfulness not yet arisen, or for the cultivation and 
fulfilment thereof, if already arisen ?

There are, monks, things based on the limb of wisdom that 
is mindfulness. Systematic attention thereto, if made much 
of, is this food for the arising of mindfulness.

And what, monks, is food for the arising of Norm-investiga- 
tion which has not yet arisen, or for the cultivation and fulfil
ment thereof if already arisen ?

1 Cf. A* i, 3; supra, text 64 n.



There are, monks, things good and bad, things blameworthy 
and things not blameworthy, things mean and things exalted, 
things that are constituent parts of darkness and light. 
Systematic attention thereto, if made much of, is this 
food for the arising of the limb of wisdom which is Norm-in- 
vestigation' if not yet arisen (or for the more-becoming and 
growth thereof), for its cultivation and fulfilment, if already 
arisen.1
< And what, monks, is food for the arising of the limb of 
wisdom that is energy not yet arisen, or for the cultivation 
and fulfilment thereof, if already arisen ?

There is, monks, the element of putting forth effort, the 
element of exertion, the element of striving.2 Systematic 
attention thereto, if made much of, is this food . . .

And what, monks, is food for the arising of the limb of 
wisdom that is zest which has not yet arisen, or for the cultiva
tion and fulfilment thereof, if already arisen ?

There are, monks, things based on the limb of wisdom that 
is zest. Systematic attention thereto, if made much of, is 
this food for the arising . . .

And what, monks, is food for the arising of the limb of 
wisdom that is tranquillity which has not yet arisen, or for the 
cultivation and fulfilment thereof, if already arisen ?

There is, monks, tranquillity of body and there is tran
quillity of mind. Systematic attention thereto, if made much 
of, is this food for the arising of the limb of wisdom that is 
tranquillity which has not yet arisen, (or for the more-becoming 
and growth thereof), for its cultivation and fulfilment, if 
already arisen.3

And what, monks, is food for the arising of the limb of 
wisdom that is concentration which has not yet arisen, or 
for . . .

1 Quoted VM . i, 131, where the words m brackets are added.
2 Arambha-dhatu. Cf, Expos, i, 192. The initial effort of striving. 

Cf. MA, 284. Nikkama-dhatu, the same, grown stronger by casting 
off sloth. Parakkama-dhdtu, the same, still stronger as it draws nearer 
and nearer to the goal.

3 VM. i, 133, brackets as above.
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There are, monks, sights that calm, that bewilder not. 
Systematic attention thereto is this food for the arising of 
concentration . . .  or for its cultivation and fulfilment, if 
already arisen.

And what, monks, is food for the arising of the limb of wisdom, 
that is equanimity not yet arisen, or for its cultivation and 
fulfilment, if it has already arisen?

There are, monks, things based on the limb of wisdom that is 
equanimity. Systematic attention thereto, if made much of, 
is this food for the arising of the limb of wisdom that is equa
nimity not yet arisen, or for its cultivation and fulfilment, if 
it has already arisen.

III. No F ood  f o r  th e  H in d ra n c e s

And what, monks, is no food for the arising of sensual lust 
not yet arisen, or for the more-becoming and growth thereof, 
if already arisen ?

There is, monks, the repulsive feature of things. Systematic 
attention thereto, if made much of, is no food for the arising 
of sensual lust, if not yet arisen, or for its more-becoming and 
growth if already arisen.

And what, monks, is no food for the arising of malevolence 
not yet arisen, or for the more-becoming and growth thereof, 
if already arisen ?

It is a heart released by goodwill.1 Systematic attention 
thereto, if made much of, is no food for the arising of malev
olence, if not yet arisen, or for its more-becoming, if already 
arisen.

And what, monks, is no food for the arising of sloth and 
torpor not yet arisen, or for the more-becoming and growth 
thereof, if already arisen ?

It is the element of putting forth effort, the element of exer
tion, the element of striving. Systematic attention thereto 
if made much of, is no food for the arising of sloth and torpor 
not yet arisen . . .

1 Metta-ceto-vimutti.



And what, monks, is no food for the arising of excitement 
and flurry not yet arisen, or for the more-becoming and growth 
thereof, if already arisen ?

It is tranquillity of mind. Systematic attention thereto, 
if made much of, is no food for the arising of excitement and 
flurry not yet arisen or for the more-becoming thereof, if already 
arisen.

And what, monks, is no food for doubt and wavering not yet 
arisen, or for the more-becoming and growth thereof, if already 
arisen ?

There are, monks, things good and things bad, things blame
worthy and things not blameworthy, things mean and things 
exalted, things that are constituent parts of darkness and light. 
Systematic attention thereto, if made much of, is no food for 
the arising of doubt and wavering not yet arisen, or for the 
more-becoming and growth thereof, if already arisen.

IV. No F o od  f o r  th e  Limbs o f  W isdom

And what, monks, is no food for the arising of the limb of 
wisdom that is mindfulness, if not yet arisen, or for the cultiva
tion and fulfilment of mindfulness that is already arisen ?

There are, monks, things based on the limb of wisdom that 
is mindfulness. Unsystematic attention thereto, if made 
much of, is no food for the arising of the limb of wisdom that 
is mindfulness not yet arisen, or for the cultivation and fulfil
ment thereof, if already arisen.

And what, monks, is no food for the arising of the limb of 
wisdom that is Norm-investigation, if not yet arisen, or for the 
cultivation and fulfilment thereof, if already arisen 2

There are, monks, things good and things bad, things blame
worthy and things not blameworthy, things mean and things 
exalted, things that are constituent parts of darkness and light. 
Unsystematic attention thereto, if made much of, is no food for 
the arising of the limb of wisdom that is Norm-investigation, 
or for the cultivation and fulfilment thereof, if already arisen.

And what, monks, is no food for the arising of the limb of 
wisdom that is energy not yet arisen . . . ?

ii, vi, i] Kindred Sayings on the Limbs of Wisdom 89
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There is, monks, the element of putting forth effort, the 
element of exertion, the element of striving. Unsystematic 
attention thereto, if made much of,— this is no food for the 
arising of the limb of wisdom that is energy . . .

And what, monks, is no food for the arising of the limb of 
wisdom that is zest not yet arisen, or for the cultivation and 
fulfilment thereof if arisen. There are, monks, things based 
on the limb of wisdom that is zest. Unsystematic attention 
thereto, if made much of,—this is no food for the arising of the 
limb of wisdom that is zest. . . .

And what, monks, is no food for the arising of the limb of 
wisdom that is tranquillity not yet arisen, or for the cultiva
tion and fulfilment thereof, if already arisen ?

There is, monks, a tranquillity of body and a tranquillity 
of mind. Unsystematic attention thereto, if made much of,— 
this is no food for the arising of the limb of wisdom that is 
tranquillity not yet arisen.

And what, monks, is no food for the arising of the limb of 
wisdom that is equanimity not yet arisen, or for the cultiva
tion and fulfilment thereof if already arisen ?

There are, monks, things based on the limb of wisdom that 
is tranquillity. Unsystematic attention thereto, if made much 
of,—this is no food for the arising of the limb of wisdom that 
is tranquillity not yet arisen, or for the cultivation and fulfil
ment thereof, if already arisen.

(ii) The metJwd.
Now a number1 of monks, robing themselves in the fore

noon, and taking bowl and outer robe, set off for Savatthi to 
beg for food.

And it occurred to those monks: 4 It is full early to go to 
Savatthi to beg. Suppose we pay a visit to the Park of the 
Wanderers2 who hold other views.5

1 Sainbahuld. Corny. as at VmA. i, 1 says: According to the Vinaya 
method three folk are called ‘ a number5; more than that is a company. 
According to the Svtianta method three is just ‘ three above that, ‘ a 
number.5 Here we are to understand it according to the latter.

2 Not far from Jeta Grove. Corny.



So those monks went there and on coming to them 
courteously greeted the. Wanderers of other views, and after the 
exchange of greetings and civilities, sat down at one side. 
As they thus sat the Wanderers of other views said this to 
those monks:

6 Friends, Gotama the recluse teaches his disciples doctrine 
thus:

“  Come ye, monks, Abandoning the five hindrances, the 
corruptions of the heart, which cause weakening of insight, do 
ye cultivate the seven limbs of wisdom.”  Now, friends, we 
also thus teach doctrine to our disciples, saying: 44 Come ye, 
friends ! Abandoning the five hindrances, the corruptions of 
the heart which cause weakening of insight, do ye cultivate the 
seven limbs of wisdom.5’1 Now herein, friends, what is the 
distinction,2 what the peculiarity3 of, what is the difference 
between Gotama the recluse’s teaching of doctrine and our 
teaching, between his instruction and our instruction V 

Thereupon those monks made no reply, either of approval 
or of disapproval to those Wanderers holding other views; but, 
without expressing either approval or disapproval, they rose 
up and went away, saying: * We will learn the meaning of this 
saying from the Exalted One.’

So those monks, after wandering through Savatthi for alms, 
on returning from their alms-round and eating their meal, 
went to visit the Exalted One, and on coming to him saluted 
him and sat down at one side. So seated those monks said 
this to the Exalted One:

‘ Lord, here in the forenoon we robed, and taking bowl and

i i , v i ,  ii] Kindred Sayings on the Limbs of Wisdom 91

1 Corny, thinks these Wanderers hung about gatherings when the 
Buddha was teaching and, while pretending to be otherwise engaged* 
picked up these doctrines and put them into practice in their own 
teachings. I am of opinion, however, that similar doctrines prevailed 
among other teachers than the Buddha. For this subject see Mrs* 
Rhys Davids’s article in J.R.A.S., April, 1927, entitled The Unknown 
Co-founders of Buddhism, and Indian Hist. Quarterly, December, 1927, 
Dhyana in Early Buddhism.

2 Cf. K.S. ii, 19, iii, 58, iv, 141. Fiseso=moreness.
3 Adhippayo =extra practice.
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outer robe we set off for Savatthi to gather alms. Then, lord, 
it occurred to us thus. “  It is full early • . . (and they described 
in detail what had happened). So, lord, we made no reply to 
those Wanderers holding other views, either of approval or of 
disapproval, but without expressing approval or disapproval, 
we rose up and came away, saying: “ We will learn the meaning 
of this saying from the Exalted One.”  5

‘ Monks, when the Wanderers of other views say this, they 
should be answered thus: “ But there is a method,friends, 
following which the five hindrances are ten in number, and the 
seven limbs of wisdom fourteen.”  When questioned as to 
this, monks, the Wanderers of other views will be unable to 
explain themselves, and further will come to an ill pass.1 Why 
so ? Because, monks, it is beyond their scope. For I behold 
not, monks, anyone in the world, with its devas and its Maras, 
its Brahmas, with its host of recluses and brahmins, with its 
devas and mankind, who could satisfy the mind2 with an 
answer to these questions, save only a Tathagata or a Tatha- 
gata’s disciples, or at any rate after hearing it of them.3

I. T h e  F iv e  ar e  T e n

4 And what, monks, is the method of explanation according to 
which the five hindrances are ten ?

Sensual lust of the personal,4 monks,—that is a hindrance. 
Sensual lust of the external, monks,—that is a hindrance. 
So when we speak of the hindrance of personal lust, that is 
what is meant.5 Therefore, according to this method it is 
twofold.

1 They would fail miserably. Cf. K.S. iv, 8, 39. Corny, as at 
DA. 1, 117, samptidelvd katheturj no, sakkhissanti , . . asampayanato 
uttanm pi duhkhar) dpajjanti. DA. adds (of vighdtarj) ‘ trouble of 
dryness of lip, palate, tongue and throat.’

2 Cf. D . 1, 118, veyydkaranena cittam aradheyya. (Corny. =pa?ito- 
seyya).

3 Ito vci pana sutvd.
4 As usual, Corny. explains ‘personal’ as one’s own panca-kkhandha; 

< external9 as that of others.
6 Cf. Ash 145; Expos. 1,192, uddesay (—ganoMiar)) agacchati.



One’s own personal malevolence, monks,—that is a hin
drance. The malevolence of others,— that is a hindrance. 
When we speak of the hindrance of malevolence, that is what 
is meant. Therefore, according to this method it is twofold.

Sloth, monks, is a hindrance. Torpor is a hindrance. So 
when we sp#eak of the hindrance of sloth and torpor, that is 
what is meant. By this method it is twofold.

Excitement,1 monks, is a hindrance. Flurry is a hindrance, 
So when we speak of the hindrance of excitement and flurry 
that is what is meant. By this method it is twofold.

Doubt and wavering in one’s own conditions,2 monks, is a 
hindrance. Doubt and wavering as to externals3 is a hindrance. 
Thus when we speak of the hindrance of doubt and wavering, 
that is what is meant. By this method it is twofold.

This, monks, is the method of explanation according to which 
the five hindrances are ten.

II. T h e Seven  a r e  F o u r te e n

‘And what, monks, is the method of explanation according 
to which the seven limbs of wisdom are fourteen ?

Mindfulness, monks, as to one’s own personal conditions— 
that is the limb of wisdom that is mindfulness. Mindfulness, 
monks, as to external conditions,—that is the limb of wisdom 
that is mindfulness. So in speaking of the limb of wisdom 
which is mindfulness, that is what is meant. So by this 
method it is twofold.

The limb of wisdom that is Norm-investigation,4 in the 
sense of searching, investigation, scrutinizing, for insight into 
one’s own personal conditions, is so called. And it is the same 
as regards externals. So when we speak of the limb of wisdom 
that is Norm-investigation, that is what is meant. Thus by 
this method it is twofold.

1 Cf. Buddh, Psych. Eth., 120 n.
2 Ajjhatta-dhammesu vicikiccha—attano khandhesu vimati. Corny.
3 Bahiddhd dhammesu vicikiccha= bahiddhd atthasu thdnesu mahdv, 

Cf. VM. ii, 431 (atthasu drammanesu); Expos, ii, 457.
4 Cf, Expos. 195; vicaya— search; pavicaya =research.
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Now, monks, that which is bodily1 energy, is energy as a 
limb of wisdom. That which is mental2 energy, that also is 
energy as a limb of wisdom. So when we speak of the limb of 
wisdom which is energy, that is what is meant. So by this 
method it is twofold.3

Now, monks, zest that is accompanied by thought directed 
and sustained,4—that is zest as a limb of wisdom. Zest un
accompanied by thought directed and sustained,—that also 
is zest as a limb of wisdoms So when we speak of the limb 
of wisdom that is zest, that is what is meant. Thus by this 
method it is twofold.

Now, monks, tranquillity of body,—that is a limb of wisdom 
that is tranquillity. Tranquillity of mind,—that also is a 
limb of wisdom that is tranquillity. So when we speak of the 
limb of wisdom that is tranquillity, that is what is meant. 
Thus by this method it is twofold.5

Again, monks, concentration accompanied by thought 
directed and sustained,—that is concentration as a limb of 
wisdom. Concentration unaccompanied by thought directed and 
sustained,—that also is a limb of wisdom that is concentration. 
Thus when we speak of the limb of wisdom that is concentration, 
that is what is meant. Thus by this method it is twofold.

Now, monks, equanimity as to one’s own personal conditions, 
—that is equanimity as a limb of wisdom. Equanimity as to 
external conditions,—that also is equanimity as a limb of 
wisdom. So when we speak of the limb of wisdom that is 
equanimity, that is what is meant. Thus by this method it 
is twofold.

So, monks, this is the method of explanation according to 
which the seven limbs of wisdom are fourteen.’

1 Corny, kayikar) =  bodily energy which comes to one who practises 
walking up and down. Tranquillity of the hdya (the three aggregates 
of feeling, perception and activities) is the calming of the three groups 
of mental factors.

2 Cetasikarj. Corny. 41 will not abandon thi§ sitting posture till my 
mind be absolved from the asavas without grasping.’ Tranquillity of 
consciousness (citta) is the calming of mind.

3 Expos, 192. 4 Savitakka-savicard pitl. 5 Expos. 171-2.
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(iii) Fire.
Now a number of monks, robing themselves in the forenoon 

and taking bowl and outer robe set off to Savatthi for alms.
. . . (As in the previous section.1 They go to the Exalted 

One, who said): 
e When the Wanderers of other views thus speak, monks, 

thus should they be answered: “  Whenever, friends, the mind 
is sluggish,2 at such time which of the limbs of wisdom is 
it unreasonable to cultivate ? To cultivate which limb of 
wisdom is it reasonable ?

Again, friends, when the mind is elated,3 at such time which 
of the limbs of wisdom is it unreasonable to cultivate I To 
cultivate which is reasonable ?”

Thus questioned, monks, the Wanderers of other views will 
be unable to explain themselves, and further will come to an 
ill pass. Why so ?

Because, monks, it is beyond their scope. For I behold not, 
monks, anyone in the world, with its devas and Maras, its 
Brahmas, with its host of recluses and brahmins, with its 
devas and mankind, who could satisfy the mind with an 
answer to these questions, save only a Tathagata or a Tatha
gata5 s disciples, or at any rate only after hearing it of them.’

I . W rong  Seaso n

4 At such time, monks, as the mind is sluggish,4 then is the 
wrong season for cultivating the limb of wisdom that is tran
quillity, then is the wrong season for cultivating the limb of 
wisdom that is concentration, or for cultivating that which is 
equanimity. Why so ? When the mind is sluggish, monks, 
it is hard to raise it up5 by these conditions.

1 Text abbreviates.
2 Lina, ‘ stuck fast,’ adhering. Cf. infra, text 263.
3 Uddhata, 4 puffed up, inflated.’
4 I.e. atisithila-viriyadihi llnay.
5 DussamutthdpayaT).
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Suppose, monks, a man wants to make a little fire blaze up. 
If lie heap thereon wet grass, wet cowdung and wet sticks; if 
he expose it to rain and wind and1 sprinkle it with dust,2 pray 
would that man be able to make a little fire blaze up V

‘ Surely not, lord.5
4 Just so, monks, at such time as the mind is sluggish, that 

is the wrong season for cultivating the limb of wisdom that is 
tranquillity, that which is concentration, or that which is 
equanimity. Why so ? Because, monks, when the mind is 
sluggish it is hard to raise it up by these conditions.

II. Season

But at such time, monks, as the mind is sluggish, then is the 
season for cultivating the limb of wisdom that is Norm- 
investigation, the season for cultivating the limb of wisdom 
that is energy, the season for cultivating the limb of wisdom 
that is zest. Why so ? Because, monks, the sluggish mind 
is easily raised by up such conditions.

Suppose, monks, a man wants to make a little fire blaze up. 
If he heap thereon dry grass, dry cowdung and dry sticks; if 
he blow it up with his mouth,3 if he sprinkle it not with dust, 
pray, would that man be able to make a little fire blaze up V

‘ Surely, lord.’
4 Just so, monks, at such time as the mind is sluggish, then 

is the season for cultivating the limb of wisdom that is Norm- 
investigation, the season for cultivating the limb of wisdom 
that is energy, for cultivating the limb of wisdom that is 
zest. Why so ? Because, monks, the sluggish mind is easily 
raised up by such conditions.

1 Udaka-vdtay (? read udaka-cdtiy); ? wet wind as opposed to suhhha- 
vata. Cf. infra; VM . 1, 130, 248.

2 Text pzysukdna (?). VM. paysukena; but correct in next §.
3 Mukha'Vdta (‘ mouth wind ’ ). VM. has v.l. sukka-v. (a bright,

clear, not ramy wind), or should it be sukkha, dry? The balance of
the two phrases suggests that one of these two is the right reading.
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III. W r o n g  Season

At such time, monks, as the mind is elated, then is the 
wrong season for;cultivating the limb of wisdom that is Norm- 
investigation, thê  wrong season for cultivating the limb of 
wisdom that is energy, or the limb of wisdom that is zest. 
Why so 2 Becaufee, monks, the elated mind is hard to be 
calmed by such conditions.

Suppose, monks, \a man should want to quench a great fire. 
If he heap thereon <Wy grass, dry cowdung, dry sticks; if he 
blow it with his moutli* if he sprinkle no dust thereon, would 
that man be able to quench a great fire V

6 Surely not, lord.’
4 Just so, monks, at such time as the mind is elated, then is 

the wrong season for cultivating the limb of wisdom that is 
Norm-investigation, the limb of wisdom that is energy, or the 
limb of wisdom that is zest. Why^sjo ? Because, monks, the 
elated mind is hard to be calmed by suc&,conditions,

N,

IV. Season

At such time, monks, as the mind is elated, then is tthe 
season for cultivating the limb of wisdom that is tranquillity, 
for cultivating that which is concentration and that which is 
equanimity. Why so ? Because, monks, the elated mind is
easily raised up by such conditions.

Suppose, monks, a man should want to quench a great fire. 
If he heap on it wet grass, wet cowdung, wet sticks, and expose 
it to rain and wind; if he sprinkle dust thereon, would that 
man be able to quench a great fire V

6 Surely, lord.’
‘ Just so, monks, at such time as the mind is elated, then is 

the season for cultivating the limb of wisdom that is tranquillity, 
for cultivating that which is concentration, that which is
equanimity. Why so ? Because, monks, the elated mind is
easily calmed1 by such conditions.

1 Correct text’s sumpasamayar) to suv-, and bhiklchavi of next line, 
v 7



But as to mindfulness, monks, that is profitable on alli
occasions,1 I declare.’ ‘

(iv) Goodwill.2, I
On a certain occasion the Exalted One wa& staying among 

the Koliyans,3 at Haliddavasana,4 a township of the Koliyans.
Now a great number of monks, robing fchemselves in the 

forenoon and taking bowl and outer robe,/entered Halidda
vasana for alms. /

And it occurred to those monks thus: Ift is yet full early to 
quest for alms in Haliddavasana. How/ii we paid a visit to 
the Park of the Wanderers of other vi^ws 2

So those monks did so, and on reaching them courteously 
greeted those Wanderers of other^/iews, and after the exchange 
of greetings and courtesies thstrj sat down at one side. So 
seated the Wanderers of other/ views said this to those monks:t

* Friends, Gotama the rerfiuse thus teaches doctrine to his 
disciples: f

“  Come ye, m onks^ abandoning the hindrances that are 
corruptions of tfe^ heart, that weaken insight, do ye abide 
suffusing on^/quarter of the world with a heart possessed of 
goodwill: so also as to the second, third and fourth quarters: 

in like manner above, below, across, everywhere, for all 
sorts and conditions,—do ye abide suffusing the whole world 
with a heart possessed of goodwill that is widespread, grown 
great and boundless, free from enmity and untroubled.5 . . .

1 Sabbatthikar). Corny, ‘ like salt seasoning, is desirable on all 
occasions, just as an “ all-round ” royal minister can also fight or 
counsel or do special service equally well.’

2 Cf. Buddh. Psych,. 104; VM . i, 293, 308 (to which Corny, here 
refers).

3 Cf. K.S. iv, 244.
4 This name does not occur elsewhere, so far as I  know. It would 

mean ‘ turmeric-clothing,5 or ‘ turmeric-place,’ and may refer to the 
occupation of the inhabitants as dyers, for the similes here given are 
those of dyeing (infra).

5 The brahma-viharas or ‘ best modes of life,’ or ? ‘ dwelling with 
Brahma.’ Cf. K.S. iv, 204 n,; Mrs. Rhys Davids’s article m J.R.A.S., 
Part II, 1928, entitled The Unknown Co-founders of Buddhism: a 
Sequel, where she discusses this passage and similar ones m the Canon,
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So do ye also . . . with heart possessed of compassion 
. . . possessed of sympathy . . . possessed of equanimity, 
that is widespread, grown great and boundless, free from enmity 
and untroubled. . . . ”

Now, friends, we also thus teach doctrine to our disciples, 
Herein, friehds, what is the distinction, what is the peculiarity 
of, what is the difference between Gotama the recluse’s 
teaching of doctrine and this of ours, between his instruction 
and our instruction v

Thereupon those monks could make no reply, either of 
approval or of disapproval, but without expressing either 
approval or disapproval they rose up and went away, saying:
4 We will learn the meaning of this saying from the Exalted 
One 9

So those monks, after going their begging-round in Halid
davasana and returning and eating their meal, went to visit 
the Exalted One, and on coming to him, saluted him and sat 
down at one side. So seated those monks said this to the 
Exalted One:

‘ Here, lord, robing ourselves in the forenoon we took bowl 
and outer robe and set out for Haliddavasana to beg for alms 
. . . (and they related what had happened, as above)? . . . The 
Exalted One replied:

‘ Monks, when the Wanderers of other views say this they 
should be answered thus: “ But, friends, how is the heart’s 
release by goodwill cultivated ? What is its goal,1 wherein 
is its excellence ? What is its fruit and its ending ? Likewise 
how is the heart’s release by compassion cultivated. . . . How 
is the heart’s release by sympathy cultivated . . .  by equani
mity ? What is its fruit and what its ending ?”  Thus 
questioned, monks, the Wanderers of other views will be 
unable to explain themselves, and further will come to an ill 
pass. Why so ?

and thinks, as I do, that we have here an example of a doctrine added 
to his own by the Buddha. Cf. supra, n. on text 109. This passage 
seems worked up and put into the mouths of the Wanderers to fit this 
particular section. Maybe some of the Wanderers were ex-bhikkhus.

1 Text misprints kingatika. Corny. ~ki7j nibbatti hoti.
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Because, monks, it is beyond their scope. For I behold 
not anyone in the world, with its devas, its Maras, its Brahmas, 
with its host of recluses and brahmins, with its devas and 
mankind, who could satisfy the mind with an answer to those 
questions, save only a Tathagata or a Tathagata’s disciples, 
or at any rate after hearing it of them.

And how, monks, does one cultivate the heart’s release by 
goodwill ? What is its goal, wherein its excellence, what is 
its fruit and its ending I1

Herein, monks, a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that 
is mindfulness, accompanied by goodwill . . . and the other 
limbs of wisdom in like manner. He cultivates the limb of 
wisdom that is equanimity, accompanied by goodwill, which 
is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, which ends 
in self-surrender. If he desires: Let me abide conscious of 
repugnance2 in what is not repugnant; he so abides conscious 
of repugnance. If he desires: Let me abide unconscious of 
repugnance in what is repugnant; he so abides. . . .  If he 
desires: Let me abide conscious of repugnance both in what 
is repugnant and in what is not repugnant; he so abides. . . . 
If he desires: Let me abide unconscious of repugnance both in 
what is repugnant and in what is not repugnant; he so abides. 
. . .  If he desires: Avoiding3 both the repugnant and the non- 
repugnant, let me abide indifferent, mindful and self-possessed; 
he so abides indifferent, mindful and self-possessed. Or, attain
ing the release called “  beautiful57 he abides therein.

Monks, the heart’s release by goodwill has the beautiful for 
its excellence, I declare. Herein comes insight for the monk 
who has not penetrated to a still higher release.4

And how, monks, does one cultivate the heart’s release by 
compassion ? What is its goal, wherein its excellence, what is 
its fruit and ending ?

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind

1 Cf. K.S. ii, 176.
2 Patikkula-sanm. Cf. Pts. ii9 212 (ref. to by Corny.).
3 Abhmivajjetva. Cf. J.P.T.S., 1886, p. 137; A. iii, 1, 2 ; Itiv. 81.
4 VM. i, 324. It is still lokiya (mundane). Transcendental is 

lokuttara.



*

fulness accompanied by compassion . . .  he cultivates the 
limb of wisdom that is equanimity accompanied by compassion, 
that is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, that ends 
in self-surrender. If he desires: Let me abide conscious of 
repugnance in what is not repugnant; conscious of repugnance 
he abides .* . . (as above) . . . indifferent, mindful and self- 
possessed, Or, by passing utterly beyond all consciousness of 
object, by putting an end to consciousness of reaction,1 by 
disregarding consciousness of diversity, thinking “  Infinite is 
space ’ 9 he attains and abides in the sphere of infinite space. 
Monks, the heart’s release by compassion has the infinity of 
space for its excellence, I declare. Herein comes insight to 
a monk who has not penetrated to a higher release.

And how, monks, does one cultivate the heart’s release by 
sympathy ? What is its goal, wherein its excellence, what is 
its fruit and ending ?

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mindful
ness, accompanied by sympathy . . . the limb of wisdom 
that is equanimity, accompanied by sympathy, that is based 
on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, which ends in self
surrender. If he desires: Let me abide conscious of repugnance 
in what is not repugnant; he so abides . . .  (as above). If he 
desires: Avoiding both the repugnant and the non-repugnant, 
let me abide indifferent, mindful and self-possessed; in
different he abides. Or, by passing utterly beyond the sphere 
of infinite space, with the idea of “  consciousness is infinite,”  
he attains and abides in the sphere of infinite consciousness* 
Monks, the heart’s release by sympathy has the sphere of 
infinite consciousness for its excellence, I declare.

And how, monks, does one cultivate the heart’s release by 
equanimity ? What is its goal, wherein its excellence, what is 
its fruit and ifcs ending ?

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mindful
ness, accompanied by equanimity, and the other limbs of 
wisdom so accompanied; he cultivates the limb of wisdom that 
is equanimity, accompanied by equanimity, which is based on

i i ,  v i ,  iv ] Kindred Sayings on the Limbs of Wisdom 101
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seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, which ends in self
surrender. If he desires: Let me abide conscious of repugnance 
in what is repugnant, he so abides. If he desires: Let me abide 
unconscious of repugnance in what is repugnant; he so abides 
If he desires: Let me abide conscious of repugnance both in 
what is non-repugnant and what is repugnant; he so abides. 
If he desires: Avoiding both the repugnant and the non- 
repugnant, let me abide indifferent, mindful and self-possessed; 
he does so.

Or, passing utterly beyond the sphere of infinite conscious
ness, he attains and abides in the sphere wherein he is conscious 
of the existence of nothing.

Monks, the heart’s release by equanimity has for its excellence 
the sphere wherein nought exists. Herein there is insight for 
the monk who has not penetrated to a further release.’1

Savatthi . . .  (V)
Now the brahmin Sangarava2 came to visit the Exalted One, 

and on coming to him greeted him courteously, and after the 
exchange of civil courtesies, sat down at one side. So seated 
the brahmin Sangarava said this to the Exalted One:

4 What is the reason, Master Gotama, what is the cause why 
the chants which I once learned by heart for many days do 
not recur to me, not to speak of those I have not learned by 
heart. And again, Master Gotama, what is the reason, what 
is the cause why the chants I once did not learn by heart, do 
recur to me, not to speak of those I did learn by heart V

I

4 Well, brahmin, when one dwells with heart possessed by 
sensual lust, overwhelmed by sensual lust, and knows not in 
very truth any refuge from sensual lust that has arisen,— at 
such time he neither knows nor sees in very truth his own

1 There are still two more stages before Nibbana.
2 Cf. tS. i, 182; K.S. i, 231. He was a 4 Purity-by-water * man, had

a large following, and was converted by the Master at S. i Igc. c it.



profit; lie neither knows nor sees in very truth the profit of 
others: at such time he knows not, he sees not in very truth the 
profit both of himself and of others. Then it is that chants 
learned by heart even for a time long recur not, not to speak 
of those not so learned.

Suppose,* brahmin, a bowl of water1 mixed with lac or 
turmeric or blue or yellow dye, and suppose a man with good 
sight should look closely therein for the reflection of his own 
face. He would not know or see it as it really is. Just so, 
brahmin, when one dwells with his heart possessed by sensual 
lust, overwhelmed by sensual lust, and knows not in very 
truth any refuge2 from sensual lust that has arisen,—at such 
time he neither knows nor sees m very truth his own profit. . .

Then again, brahmin, when one dwells with heart possessed 
by malevolence, overwhelmed by malevolence . . .  at such 
time he knows not, he sees not in very truth his own profit.3 
He knows not, he sees not in very truth the profit of others: 
he knows not, he sees not in very truth the profit both of 
self and others. Then it is, brahmin, that chants learned by 
heart even for a long time recur not, not to speak of those 
not so learned

Suppose, brahmin, a bowl of water heated on the fire, 
boiling up and bubbling over: and suppose a man with good 
eyesight should look closely therein for the reflection of his 
own face. He would not know or see it as it really is. Aist 
so, brahmin, when one dwells with heart possessed by malevo
lence . . .  at that time he sees not, he knows not in very 
truth the profit both of self and of others. Then it is, brahmin, 
that chants even long learned by heart do not recur, not to 
speak of those not so learned

Then again, brahmin, when one dwells with heart possessed 
by sloth and torpor, overwhelmed by sloth and torpor . . . 
chants even long learned by heart do not recur. . . .

Suppose, brahmin, a bowl of water overspread with mossy

1 The same occurs at A. in, 230 ff,
2 Nissaranay, i.e. c shaking up and rooting out.’ Corny
3 Attatthay. For parables of a mirror cf. D. i, 80; M, i, 100; A. v, 

92, etc.
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water-plants,1 and suppose a man with good eyesight should 
look closely therein for the reflection of his own face. He 
would not know or see it as it really is Just so, brahmin, 
when one dwells with heart possessed by sloth and torpor, 
overwhelmed by sloth and torpor, . . .  at such time chants 
even long learned by heart recur not. . . .

Again, brahmin, when one dwells with heart possessed by 
excitement and flurry, overwhelmed by excitement and flurry 
. . . chants even long learned by heart recur not. . . .

Suppose, brahmin, a bowl of water ruffled by the wind, 
stirred up, whirlmg round and rippling with waves: and 
suppose a man with good eyesight should look closely therein 
for the reflection of his own face. He would not know or 
see it as it really is. . . . At such time chants even long 
learned by heart recur not. . . .

Once more, brahmin, when one dwells with heart possessed 
by doubt and wavering, overwhelmed with doubt and waver
ing, and knows not in very truth any refuge from doubt and 
wavering that has arisen,—at such time he neither knows nor 
sees in very truth his own profit: he neither knows nor sees 
in very truth the profit of others: he neither knows nor sees 
in very truth the profit both of self and of others. Then it is 
that chants even long learned by heart recur not, not to speak 
of those not so learned.

Suppose, brahmin, a bowl of water stirred up, troubled and 
muddied, set in the dark: and suppose a man with good 
eyesight should look closely therein for the reflection of his 
own face. He would not know it, would not see it as it really 
is. Even so, brahmin, when one dwells with heart possessed 
by doubt and wavering, overwhelmed by doubt and wavering, 
and knows not in very truth any refuge therefrom,— at such 
time he knows not, sees not in very truth his own profit; he 
knows not, he sees not the profit of others; he knows not, he 
sees not in very truth the profit both of self and of others. 
Then it is, brahmin, that chants even long learned by heart 
recur not, not to speak of chants not so learned.

1 Cf VM  i, 261.



This, brahmin, is the reason, this is the cause why chants 
even learned by heart for many a day do not recur, not to 
speak of chants not so learned.

II1
•

But, brahmin, when one dwells with heart not possessed 
by sensual lust . . . (the negative of the passage at § I) . . . 
then even chants not long learned by heart do recur, not to 
speak of those learned by heart.

Suppose, brahmin, a bowl of water unmixed with lac or 
turmeric or blue or yellow dye, and suppose a man with good 
eyesight should look closely therein for the reflection of his 
own face,—he would know, he would see it as it really is. Just 
so, brahmin, when one dwells with heart not possessed by 
sensual lust, not overwhelmed by sensual lust, then indeed 
he knows in very truth the refuge from sensual lust that has 
arisen.

Again, brahmin, when one dwells with heart not possessed 
by malevolence . . . then even chants not long learned by 
heart do recur, not to speak of those learned by heart.

Suppose, brahmin, a bowl of water not heated on the fire, 
not boiling up, not bubbling over. Then a man with good 
eyesight looks therein for the reflection of his own face: he 
would know, he would see it as it really is. Just so, brahmin, 
when one dwells with heart not possessed by malevolence 
. . . then even chants not long learned by heart do recur, 
not to speak of those learned by heart.

Again, brahmin, when one dwells with heart not possessed 
by sloth and torpor, not overwhelmed by sloth and torpor . . . 
then even chants not long learned by heart do recur. . . .

Suppose, brahmin, a bowl of water not overspread with 
mossy water-plants, and a man with good eyesight should 
look closely therein for the reflection of his own face. He 
would know, he would see it as it really is. Just so, brahmin, 
when one dwells with heart not possessed by sloth and torpor
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. . . even chants not long learned by heart do recur, not to 
speak of those so learned.

Again, brahmin, when one dwells with heart not possessed 
by excitement and flurry, not overwhelmed by excitement 
and flurry . . . then even chants not long learned by heart 
do recur . . .  •

Suppose, brahmm, a bowl of water not ruffled by the wind, 
not stirred up, not whirling round or rippling with waves: 
and suppose a man with good eyesight should look closely 
therein for the reflection of his own face. He would know it, 
he would see it as it really is. Just so, brahmin, when one 
dwells with heart not possessed by excitement and flurry . . . 
then even chants not long learned by heart do recur. . . .

Once more, brahmin, when one dwells with heart not pos
sessed by doubt and wavering, not overwhelmed by doubt 
and wavering, and knows in very truth the refuge from doubt 
and wavering that have arisen: at such time he knows, he 
sees in very truth the profit of himself: he knows, he sees in 
very truth the profit of others: he knows, he sees in very 
truth the profit both of self and of others. At such time even 
chants not long learned by heart do recur to him, not to speak 
of chants he has long learned by heart.

Suppose, brahmm, a bowl of water, translucent and un
troubled, not muddied, but set forth in the light. Then a 
man with good eyesight looks closely therein for the reflection 
of his own face He would see it, he would know it as it really 
is1 Just so, brahmin, when one dwells with heart not pos
sessed by doubt and wavering, not overwhelmed by doubt 
and wavering, and knows in very truth the refuge from doubt 
and wavering,—at such time he knows, he sees his own profit 
in very truth: he knows, he sees in very truth the profit of 
others: he knows, he sees in very truth the profit both of 
himself and of others. Then it is that even chants not long 
learned by heart do recur, not to speak of those long learned 
by heart.

This, brahmin, is the reason, this is the cause why even

1 At Milindx 35 saddM is called ‘ the water-clearing gem.’



chants not long learned by heart do recur, not to speak of 
those long learned by heart.

Brahmin, there are these seven limbs of wisdom, which are 
without let or hindrance, without corruption of the heart, 
which, if cultivated and made much of, conduce to realizing 
the fruits o f  release by knowledge. What seven ? They 
are, brahmin, the limb of wisdom that is mindfulness, and the 
rest . . . the limb of wisdom that is equanimity. . . . These 
seven limbs of wisdom, which are without let and hindrance 
. . . conduce to the realization of the fruits of release by 
knowledge.5

At these words Sangarava the brahmin said to the Exalted 
One:

e Wonderful, Master Gotama! Marvellous, Master Gotama !
. . . Let the worthy Gotama accept me as a disciple, as one 
who from this day forth, so long as life shall last, has gone 
to him for refuge.5

(vi) Abhaya.
Thus have I heard: Once the Exalted One was staying near 

Rajagaha, on the hill Vulture’s Peak. Then Prince Abhaya1 
came to visit the Exalted One, and on coming to him saluted 
him and sat down at one side. So seated, Prince Abhava 
said this to the Exalted One:

‘ Lord, Krajia^Ka.sgajpa? says this: “  There is no condition, 
there is no cause of not lmowing and not seeing. Not knowing 
and not seeing are without condition, without cause. There 
is no condition, there is no cause of knowing and seeing. 
Knowing and seeing are without condition, without cause.5’ 
Herein what says the Exalted One V

‘ There is condition, prince, there is cause of not knowing, 
of not seeing. Not knowing and not seeing have a condition, 
have a cause. There is indeed a condition, prince, there is 
indeed a cause of knowing and seeing, Knowing and seeing 
have a condition, have a cause.5

1 A i, 220, ii, 200. One of the Licohavi. At M. 1,392 he is sent by 
Nata’s son, the Unclothed, to confute the Buddha.

2 He taught that deeds have no result. Cf. K.S. i, 90 n., iii, 61 n., 
iv, 279. He is ahetu-vado.
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I

‘ But, lord, what is the condition, what the cause of not 
knowing and not seeing ? How do not knowing and not 
seeing have a condition and cause %?

£ At such time, prince, as one dwells with heart possessed and 
overwhelmed by sensual lust, and knows not, sees not m very 
truth any refuge from sensual lust that has arisen,— this, 
prince, is the cause of not knowing, of not seeing. Thus not 
knowing, not seeing have a condition, a cause.

Then again, prince, at such time as one dwells with heart 
possessed and overwhelmed by malevolence . . .  by sloth and 
torpor . . .  by excitement and flurry . . .  by doubt and 
wavering, and knows not, sees not in very truth any refuge 
therefrom,— this, prince, is the condition, this is the cause 
of not knowing, of not seeing. Thus, prince, not knowing 
and not seeing have a condition, have a cause.5

* What, lord, is this method of teaching called V
‘ These, prince, are called “  the hindrances.55 5
‘ Verily are they hindrances, Exalted One ! Verily are 

they hindrances, 0  Happy One ! Why, lord, if overpowered 
even by one single hindrance, one could not know, one could 
not see in'very truth,—not to speak of being overpowered by 
five hindrances.

II

But, lord, what is the condition, what the cause of knowing 
and seeing ? How do knowing and seeing have condition 
and cause V

c Herein, prince, a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that 
is mindfulness, that is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on 
cessation, that ends in self-surrender. With mind that is 
cultivated he knows, he sees as it really is the limb of wisdom 
that is mindfulness. This, prince, is the condition, this is 
the cause of knowing and seeing. Thus, knowing and seeing 
have a condition, have a cause. So with regard to the other 
limbs: of wisdom, and that which is equanimity, which is 
based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, which ends



in self-surrender. With mind that is cultivated he knows, he 
sees as it really is the limb of wisdom that is equanimity. 
This, prince, is the condition, this is the cause of knowing and 
seeing. Thus knowing and seeing have condition, have cause. ’ 

‘ What, lord, is this method of teaching called V 
‘ These, prince, are called “  the limbs of wisdom.”  ’
* Verily, lord, they are limbs of wisdom ! Verily are they 

limbs of wisdom, 0  Happy One ? Why, lord, possessed only 
of one limb of wisdom, one might both know and see,—not 
to speak of being possessed of all seven limbs of wisdom. 
Lord, the fatigue of body and mind that I had in climbing up 
the hill Vulture’s Peak is all allayed, and I have fully grasped 
the Norm.’1

CHAPTER VII.— IN-BREATHING AND OUT-
BREATHING

(i) The skeleton.2
I . Gr eat  th e  F r u it  a n d  Gr e a t  th e  P rofit

Savatthi (was the occasion for the following). . . .
Monks, the idea of the skeleton, if cultivated and made 

much of, is of great fruit and great profit. And how culti
vated and made much of is the idea of the skeleton of great 
fruit and great profit ?

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind
fulness, accompanied by the idea of the skeleton, that is based
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1 Dhammo ca me abhisameto
2 For these methods of concentration see Manualofa Mystic, p. 70, 

etc.; A. 1, 42; VM. i, 112; Warren, Buddhism in Translation, 353; 
Buddh. Psych. Eth, 69-70 (the jhdna of foul things). This procedure 
was ‘ prescribed for such as were proved to be passionately affected by 
the beauty of the body ’ . . . ‘ the essential procedure lay m getting 
a clear and courageous grasp of the transience of any living organism/
Corny, refers to Vis. M aggloc . cit., quoted at Expos, i, 92. ‘ Here 
sahagata should be understood as “ dependence.” The meaning is:
“ depending on the notion of the skeleton and developing the idea of
mindfulness as a factor of wisdom has been obtained.5* *
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on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, that ends in self
surrender. . . .  So of the other limbs of wisdom. . . .  He 
cultivates the limb of wisdom that is equanimity, that is so 
based and so ends.

Thus cultivated, monks, thus made much of, the idea of 
the skeleton is of great fruit and great profit.

II. R e a l iza t io n  or N o R e t u r n

Monks, from the cultivation and making much of the idea 
of the skeleton, of two fruits one may be looked for even in 
this very life, to wit: realization,1 or, if there be any substrate 
left, the state of non-return.

How should it be cultivated, monks, how should it be made 
much of that one may expect these fruits ?

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind
fulness, accompanied by the idea of the skeleton . . . the 
limb of wisdom that is equanimity, so accompanied, that is 
based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, that ends in 
self-surrender.

If the idea of the skeleton be thus cultivated, thus made 
much of, one may look for one of two fruits even in this very 
life, to wit: realization, or, if there be any substrate left, at 
any rate the state of non-return.

III. Gr eat  B e n e f it

Monks, the idea of the skeleton, if cultivated and made 
much of, conduces to great benefit. . . . How should it be 
cultivated ? . . . Herein . . . non-return,

IV. Gr e a t  Pe ace  from  B o n d ag e

Monks, the idea of the skeleton, if cultivated . . . conduces 
to great peace from bondage.2 . . .

1 Anna, sah vd upadisese andgdmitd (anna =arahantsliip).
2 Yoga-kkhema.
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V. A  Great T h r ill .

Monks, the idea of the skeleton . . . conduces to a great
thrill.1 How should it be cultivated . . .? Herein . . . non
return. .

VI. G r e a t  P l e a san tn e ss  of L iv in g

Monks, the idea of the skeleton . . . conduces to great
pleasantness of living.2

(11) Worm-eaten.

(The following are developed as above, i-vi, in each case.) 
Monks, the idea of the worm-eaten corpse, if cultivated and 

made much of, is of great fruit and great profit . . .

(iii) Discoloured.

Monks, the idea of the discoloured3 corpse, if cultivated and 
made much of . . .

(iv) The fissured.

Monks, the idea of the fissured4 corpse, if cultivated and 
made much of . . .

(v) The Inflated.
Monks, the idea of the inflated5 corpse, if cultivated and 

made much of . . .

1 Say vegan; lit. ‘ agitation, stirring up’ ; generally used with dtapin,
e.g Dhp. 144 (cf. K .S . i, 13, § 8):

5so yatha bhadro kasdnmttho
Atdpino sayvegmo bhavatfta.

The particular emotion aroused by this process would seem to be horror 
of instability and keenness to get out of it.

2 Phdsu-vihdra.
3 Vmllaka, 4 turned bluish.’
4 Vicchiddaka.
5 Uddhumdtaka. Of. uddhumdytko, M . i, 23 (like ‘ a bladder5). 

The usual number of these asubhas, ‘ foul things,’ contemplated 
is ten.
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(vi) Goodwill.
Monks, the idea of goodwill, if cultivated and made much of, 

is of great fruit and great profit . . .

(vii) Compassion.
Monks, the idea of compassion, if cultivated and made 

much of . . .
(viii) Sympathy.

Monks, the idea of sympathy, if cultivated and made much 
of . . .

(ix) Equanimity.
Monks, the idea of equanimity, if cultivated and made much 

of . . .
(x) Inbreathing and outbreathing.

Monks,the idea of inbreathing and outbreathing, if cultivated 
and made much of, is of great fruit and great profit . . .

CHAPTER VIII.— CESSATION1

(Each of the following to be developed as above.)

(i) The foul.
Monks, the idea of the foul, if cultivated and made much of, 

conduces to great fruit and great profit . . .

(ii) Death.
Monks, the idea of death2 . . .

(iii) The repulsive.
Monks, the idea of the repulsiveness of food3 . . .

1 Lit., stopping, making to cease (nirodha).
2 Corny. ‘ By thinking: Surely my life must end, my life is bound 

to death.’
3 Corny. e the absorption of rice and gruel, etc.’
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(iv) Distaste or All thewortd.
Monks, the idea of distaste for all the world1 .

(v) Impermanent.
Monks, tBe idea of impermanence . . ,

(vi) III
Monks, the idea of 111 . . .

(vii) Not self.
Monks, the idea of not self .

(viii) Abandoning.
Monks, the idea of abandoning . .

(ix) Dispassion.

Monks, the idea of dispassion . . .

(x) Cessation.

I . Of  Gr e a t  F r u it  a n d  Gr e a t  P rofit

Monks, the idea of cessation,2 if cultivated and made much of, 
is of great fruit and great profit.

And how cultivated, monks, is . . .  ?
Herein a monk cultivates the idea of mindfulness 

accompanied by the idea of cessation . . .  (as above). . . 
Thus cultivated . . .

II. R e alizatio n  or No R e tu r n

Monks, from the cultivating and making much of the idea 
of cessation, of two fruits one may be looked for even in this 
very life, to wit: realization, or, if there be any substrate left, 
the state of non-return.

1 Corny. ‘ The idea that arises in one who conceives distaste for all 
the world.’

a In the sense of 6 stopping, making to cease.’
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And how cultivated . . . ?
Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind

fulness, accompanied by the idea of cessation  Thus
cultivated . . .

III -V L  Gr e a t  B e n e f it , P eace  from  B o n d a g e , T h r il l , 
Great  P lea sa n tn e ss  of L iv in g

Monks, the idea of cessation, if cultivated and made much of, 
conduces to great benefit, great peace from bondage, a great 
thrill and great pleasantness of living.

And how cultivated, monks, how made much of, does the 
idea of cessation so conduce ?

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind
fulness, accompanied by the idea of cessation . . . and so 
with the other limbs of wisdom. He cultivates the limb of 
wisdom that is equanimity, accompanied by the idea of 
cessation, that is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessa
tion, that ends in self-surrender.

Thus cultivated, monks, the idea of cessation conduces to 
great benefit, to great peace from bondage, to a great thrill, 
to great pleasantness of living.

CHAPTER IX .— GANGA-REPETITION1 

(1) Eastward.
Just as, monks, the river Ganges flows, slides and tends to the 

east, even so a monk who cultivates and makes much of the 
seven limbs of wisdom flows, slides and tends towards Nibbana. 
And how . . . ?

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is 
mindfulness . . . the limb of wisdom that is equanimity, 
that is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, that

1 C f. text, p. 38.
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ends in self-surrender. Thus cultivating . . .  a monk 
flows, slides and tends to Nibbana.

(li-xii) (Longings.)
(To be similarly developed.)

CHAPTER X .— EARNESTNESS1

(i-x) (Seclusion.)
Just as, monks, all creatures whether footless or having two, 

four or many feet . . .
(The whole as before, by way of the Seven Limbs o f Wisdom.)

CHAPTER X I.— DEEDS REQUIRING STRENGTH2

(i-xii) (Seclusion.)
Just as, monks, whatsoever deeds requiring strength are 

done, all of them are done in dependence on the earth. . . . 
(The whole as before, by way of the Seven Limbs of Wisdom.)

CHAPTER X II.— LONGING3

(i-xii) (Seclusion.)
There are these three longings, monks. What three ? The 

longing for sensual delights, the longing for becoming, the 
longing for the holy life. . . .

(The whole as before, by way of the Seven Limbs of Wisdom.)

1 Text, p. 41. 2 Text, p. 45. 3 Text, p. 54.
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CHAPTER X III.— THE FLOOD1

(i-ix) (Seclusion.)

SavatthI was the occasion . . .
There are these four floods, monks. What four? The 

flood of sensuality, the flood of becoming, the flood of view, 
the flood of nescience.

(The whole as before, by way of the Seven Limbs of Wisdom.)

(x) The higher (sort of) fetters.

There are these five fetters of the higher sort, monks. What 
five ? The lust of form, the lust of the formless, conceit, 
excitement, nescience. These, monks, are the five fetters 
of the higher sort. It is by the full comprehension, realization, 
wearing out and abandoning of these five fetters of the higher 
sort that these seven limbs of wisdom must be cultivated. 
Of what five 1

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind
fulness . . . which ends in self-surrender. . . .

CHAPTER XIV.— GANGl-REPETITION2

(i) (Restraint o f lust.)

Just as, monks, the river Ganges flows to the east . . . 
even so a monk tends to Nibbana. And how ?

By cultivating the seven limbs of wisdom. What seven ?
Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind

fulness, which ends in the restraint of lust, the restraint of 
hatred, the restraint of illusion. . . .

(ii-xii).
(In the same way for the Longings.)

1 Text, p. 59.
2 121 of text. As stated above, I  follow the enumeration of Corny*, 

which disregards these higher numbers.
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CHAPTER XV.—EARNESTNESS

(i-x) (Restraint of lust.)
(So also for The Foot, Peak, Wood, Heartwood, Jasmine, 

Prince, Modn, Sun and Cloth, of Pt. I, to be developed under 
the title (/Restraint of Lust.)

CHAPTER XVI.—DEEDS REQUIRING STRENGTH

(i-xii) (Restraint of lust.)
(So also for Strength, Seed, Snake, Tree, Pot, Bearded 

Wheat, Sky, Raincloud (2), Ship, For All Comers and The 
River, all to be developed under the title Restraint of Lust.)

CHAPTER XVII.— LONGINGS

(i-x) (Restraint of lust.)
(So also for Longings, Conceits, Asava, Becoming, Suffering, 

Obstacles, Stain, Pains, Feelings, Craving, Thirst, as above.)

CHAPTER XVIII.— THE FLOOD

(i-ix) (Restraint of lust.)
Savatthi was the occasion (for the following). . . .
Monks, there are these four floods. What four ? The 

flood of sensuality, the flood of becoming, the flood of view, 
the flood of nescience. . . .

(x) The higher sort (of fetters).
There are these five fetters, monks, of the higher sort. 

What five ? The fetter of sensual lust, lust for the formless, 
pride, excitement, nescience. These are the five. The seven 
limbs of wisdom, monks, are to be cultivated for the full
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comprehension, realization, wearing out and abandoning of 
these five fetters of the higher sort. What seven ?

Herein a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that is mind- 
fulness . . . the limb of wisdom that is equanimity, for the 
restraint of lust, hatred and illusion, (the limb of wisdom) 
which plunges into the Deathless, has its goal in the Deathless, 
ends in the Deathless, which flows to Nibbana, slides to 
Nibbana, tends to Nibbana.

It is for the full comprehension, realization, wearing out 
and abandoning of these five fetters of the higher sort, monks, 
that these seven limbs of wisdom are to be cultivated.



BOOK III

KINDRED SAYINGS ON THE STATIONS OF
MINDFULNESS

C H A P T E R  I.—AMBAPALI

(i) Ambapdh.
T hus have I heard: On a certain occasion the Exalted One 
was staying at Vesali, in Ambapalfs Grove.1

Then the Exalted One addressed the monks, saying 
‘ Monks.’

‘ Lord/ replied those monks to the Exalted One. The 
Exalted One said:

4 This, monks, is the sole way2 that leads to the purification 
of beings, to the utter passing beyond sorrow and grief, to the 
destruction of woe and lamentation, to the winning of the 
Method,3 to realizing Nibbana, to wit: The four stations of 
mindfulness. What are the four ?

Herein a monk dwells, as regards body, contemplating body4 
(as transient), by having restrained5the dejection in the world6

1 AmhapMi-vana; D . ii, 94. For Ambapdli (mango-guard), a 
courtezan, who presented this grove to the Buddha, see D. ii, 95-8; 
Dialog. ii, 102 ff. : Sisters, 120 ff,

2 Ekdyano (text misprints twice as ekdya no). Corny, reads ekayana- 
ya y ; below there is a vl. ekdyanvayay. Cf. M. i, 55, ekdyano ay ay 
maggo; l, 74; D. xii, 221; Pts. of Contr. 105, 107, ‘ the sole conveying 
path’ ; MaMnidd. i, 455. Corny, ekdyano—eka maggo; maggassa hi 
maggo pantho patho pajjo anjasay vatumdyanay, etc. . . . na dvedha- 
patha-bhuto (not divergmg).

3 2sdya =anyo atihangiko maggo. Corny.
4 Cf. K.S  iv, 142 n.
5 Vmeyya. Corny, tzdznga-vinayena vd vihkJiambhana-vinayena vd 

vmayitvd.
6 Loke—kdye. Corny. which refers to Vibhanga s.v.

119



arising from coveting. He dwells, as regards feelings . . . 
He dwells, as regards mind, contemplating mind (as transient), 
ardent, composed and mindful. . . . He dwells, as regards 
mind-states,1 contemplating mind-states (as transient), ardent, 
composed and mindful, by having restrained the dejection in 
the world arising from coveting.

This, monks, is the sole way that leads to the purification 
of beings, to the utter passing beyond sorrow and grief, to the 
destruction of woe and lamentation, to the winning of the 
Method, to realizing Nibbana, to wit: The four stations of 
mindfulness.5

(ii) Mindful.
Once the Exalted One was staying at Vesali, in Ambapalfs 

Grove. Then the Exalted One addressed the monks, saying: 
‘ Monks ’ . . . (The Exalted One said): ‘ A monk should 
dwell mindful and composed This is our instruction to 
you. And how does a monk dwell mindful ?

Herein a monk dwells, as regards body, contemplating 
body (as transient), ardent, composed and mindful, by having 
restrained the dejection in the world arising from coveting. 
He so dwells as regards feelings . . .  as regards mind . . .  as 
regards mind-states. . . . Thus is a monk mindful.

And how is a monk composed ?2
Herein a monk, in his going forth and in his returning, acts 

composedly. In looking m front and looking behind he acts 
composedly. In bending or relaxing (his limbs) he acts com
posedly. In wearing his robe and in bearing bowl and outer 
robe he acts composedly. In eating, drinking, chewing and 
tasting he acts composedly. In easing himself, in going, 
standing, sitting, in sleeping, waking, in speaking and keeping 
silence he acts composedly. Thus is a monk composed.

A monk should dwell mindful and composed, monks. This 
is our instruction to you.53

120 The Great Chapter [t e x t  v, 141

1 Dhammesu. 2 jjialog. 1, 81.
3 Corny*discusses this section at great length and repeats DA A, 196,
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(iii) Monk.
Once the Exalted One was staying near Savatthi, at Jeta 

Grove, in Anathapindika’s Park.
Then a certain monk1 came to visit the Exalted One, and 

on coming to him saluted him and sat down at one side. So 
seated, that monk said this to the Exalted One:

‘ Well for me, lord, if the Exalted One would teach me a 
doctrine in brief, such that, on hearing it, I might dwell re
mote, earnest, ardent and aspiring. And thus maybe some 
silly fellows2 here may inquire of me, and when I preach them 
doctrine they may think it worth their while to follow after 
me. Let my lord the Exalted One teach me doctrine m brief! 
Let the Happy One teach me doctrine in brief! Surely I 
could understand the meaning of the Exalted One’s words ! 
Surely I should become an heir3 to the Exalted One’s words

4 Well then, monk, you must purify the rudiments m good 
states.4 And what are the rudiments in good states ? They 
are virtue that is truly pure, and straight view.

Now, monk, when your virtue shall be truly pure and your 
view straight, thenceforward, monk, leaning on virtue, estab
lished m virtue,3 you can cultivate the four stations of mind
fulness in a threefold way. What four ?

Herein, monk, as regards your own self, in body contemplating 
body (as transient) do you abide ardent, composed and mindful, 
having restrained the dejection in the world that arises from 
coveting. Or, as regards externals, in body contemplating body 
(as transient) do you abide ardent, composed and mindful, 
having restrained . . .  or, both as regards your own self and as 
regards externals, 111 body contemplating body. . . . Next,

1 Corny. This monk had neglected his concentration-lesson (ham- 
matthana) and had failed to attain.

2 Mogha-purisa. 3 Day ado. Cf. K.S. iv, 42.
4 Quoted at VM. i, 4: ‘ virtue is the beginning of the religion.5 

Cf. Dhp 183, Sabbapapassa, etc., and infra, text 165; Brethren, p. 35,
4 virtue (habit =sUa) is habitual good conduct.’

5 S. i, 13 (the text with which Visuddhi Magga or Path of Purity 
begins) sila-pztitthaya naro sappunno, etc.
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as regards your own self, in feelings, and as regards externals 
in feelings. . . .  Or as regards both, your own self and ex
ternals, in feelings contemplating feelings (as transient) do you 
abide ardent, composed and mindful. . . . Then as regards 
mind in your own self, or as regards mind in externals. . . . 
Or as regards both your own self and externals, in mind con
templating mind (as transient) do you abide ardent, composed 
and mindful. . . . Then as regards your own self, in mind- 
states contemplating mind-states (as transient) do you abide 
ardent . . or as regards externals, in mind-states . . .  or 
as regards both your own self and externals, in mind-states 
contemplating mind-states (as transient) do you abide ardent, 
composed and mindful, having restrained the dejection that 
arises in the world owing to coveting.

Now, monk, when you, leaning on virtue, established in 
virtue, shall have cultivated these four stations of mindfulness 
in this threefold manner, then, monk, you may look for that 
growth in good states which shall come to you, whether by 
night or by day, and not for falling away in good states.’ 

Thereupon that monk was delighted with the words of the 
Exalted One, and was glad of them. And he rose up, saluted 
the Exalted One by the right and went away.

And that monk, dwelling solitary, remote, earnest, ardent 
and aspiring, in no long time attained that goal for which the 
clansmen rightly leave home for the homeless, even that 
unrivalled goal of right living,— attained it even in this very 
life, and knowing it for himself, realizing it for himself, abode 
therein, so that he came to know: Destroyed is rebirth, lived 
is the holy life, done is the task, for me there is no more of 
being here.

And that monk was yet another of the Arahants.

(iv) Sala.1
Thus have I heard. Once the Exalted One was staying 

among the Kosalans at Sala, a brahmin village.

1 Text gives as title Sallay (? barb) and infra, text 227, Sdlay, So 
also Uddana ad fin,; but B. v.ll. Kosaldyar)t Kosdldyarj, Kosalldyay* 
Cf, M, i, 285. We must read Sala.
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Then the Exalted One addressed the monks, saying: 
‘ Monks 5 . . . and said this:

‘ Monks, those who are novices, not long gone forth (from 
home), late-comers into this Norm and Discipline,1—such 
monks should be roused2 and admonished for, and established 
in, the cultivation of the four stations of mindfulness. Of what 
four and how ? (Ye should say this:)

“  Come ye, friends, do ye abide in body contemplating 
body (as transient), ardent, composed and one-pointed,3 of 
tranquil mind, calmed down, of concentrated mind,4 for insight 
into body as it really is.

In feelings do ye abide contemplating feelings (as transient), 
ardent, . . . for insight into feelings as they really are.

In mind do ye abide contemplating mind (as transient), 
ardent, . . .  for insight into mind as it really is.

In mind-states do ye abide contemplating mind-states (as 
transient), ardent, composed, one-pointed, of tranquil mind, 
calmed down, of concentrated mind, for msight into mind- 
states as they really are.”

Monks, those monks who are imperfect,5 who have not 
attained their goal, who abide aspiring for the peace from 
bondage unsurpassed,6—they also abide m body contemplating 
body (as transient), ardent, composed, one-pointed, of tranquil 
mind, calmed down, of concentrated mind, for the comprehen
sion of body. . . .  So also do they abide . . .  for the com
prehension of feelings, of mind and of mind-states.

Monks, those monks who are Arahants,7 destroyers of the 
asavas, who have lived the life, done what was to be done,

1 Cf. K.S. m, 77.
2 Sampddetabbd^ganhdpetabbd. Corny. Cf. DA . 300; UdA. 242; 

infra, text, 155.
3 Ekodi-bhuta. Khamha-samadlbind eJcagga-bhutd samahta, ‘ by a 

momentary concentration become one-pointed and tranquillized.’ 
Corny. Cf VM. 144; Manual of a Mystic (passim).

4 Ehagga-cittd means much the same. Corny upacdr’ appana- 
vasena, ‘ by way of the preliminary processes.’

5 SelM. Cf. M. i, 4 ; S. i, 121, and below, text 326 n.: A  i, 231 ff\
6 Anuttarar) yoga-hkhemar). 7 M. i, 4 ; K.S. iv, 80.
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who have removed the burden, who have won their highest 
good,1 who have utterly destroyed the fetters of becoming, who 
by perfect knowledge have become free,2—they also abide 
in body contemplating body (as transient), ardent, composed, 
one-pointed, of tranquil mind, calmed down, of concentrated 
mind, with respect to body being released.

So also in feelings, they are released from feelings . . . 
and m mind, they are released.

In mind-states they abide contemplating mind-states (as 
transient), ardent, composed, one-pointed, of tranquil mind, 
calmed down, of concentrated mind, in respect of mind-states 
they are released.

(For such reasons), monks, those who are novices, not long 
gone forth, late-comers into this Norm and Discipline,— such 
monks should be roused, admonished for, and established m, 
the cultivation of these stations of mindfulness.’

(v) A heap of merit.
Savatthi . . . Then the Exalted One said this:
‘ “ A heap of demerit,”  monks. If any one should thus 

name the five hindrances, rightly would he do so: for indeed 
one entire mass of demerit are the five hindrances. What 
five ?

The hindrance of sensual desire, the hindrance of malevo
lence, the hindrance of sloth and torpor, that of excitement 
and flurry, and the hindrance of doubt and wavering. “ A 
heap of demerit,”  monks. If any one should thus name them, 
rightly would he do so.

“  A heap of merit,”  monks. If any one should thus name 
the four stations of mindfulness, rightly would he do so: for 
indeed one entire mass of merit are the four stations of mind
fulness. What four ?

Herein a monk abides in body contemplating body (as 
transient), ardent, composed and mindful, having restrained 
the dejection in the world that arises from covetousness. So 
also with regard to feelings and mind and mind-states, In-

1 AnupxMa-sadaftha, 2 Samma-d-anna vimuttd.
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deed, monks, if one named the four stations of mindfulness 
“  a heap of merit,”  rightly would he so name them: for one 
entire mass of merit are these four stations of mindfulness/

(vi) The falcon?'
Once upon a time, monks, a she-falcon suddenly swooped 

down upon and seized a quail. Then, monks, the quail, upon 
being seized by the falcon, thus lamented: e Just my bad luck, 
and lack of m erit! (It serves me right) for trespassing out
side my own pastures into others’ property. If I had kept 
my own native beat today, this she-falcon would have been no 
match for me, if it came to a fight.’

* Why, quail,’ said the falcon,4 what is your own native beat ? ’
‘ ’Tis a field turned up by the ploughshare,2 a place all 

covered with clods.’
Well, monks, the she-falcon relaxed her efforts,3 did not 

increase her grip,4 and let the quail go free.
So, monks, the quail went off to a ploughed field, to a place 

all covered with clods, perched on a great clod, and stood 
challenging the falcon thus: c Now come on, you falcon ! Now 
come on, you falcon !’5

Well, monks, the she-falcon, putting forth her effort,6 not

1 Cf. JA. ii, p. 58, No. 8. Editor of text remarks (p. 192) that 
reference to this Sutta occurs frequently. See Milinda (Pah, p. 365); 
Julien’s Avadanas, N. 9; Lane’s Arabian Nights, ii, 58. Dialog. in, 60 n. 
The Pali here is much corrupted, as m an oft-told tale, and I have 
had to emend the text by copying JA. and Corny.

2 Text, mngalena-kattha-haranaT). Corny, nangaUna-hasiha-haranarj.
8 Text apatthaddha (lit. ‘ not persisting m her strength ’ ); vd. apath-;

JA. atthaddhd (same v.l.) as opposed to thaddha below of JA. Corny. 
does not notice it.

4 Text asarjvadamaiid (for B. avadamand, evidently by confusion 
with vadamano m next §. JA. omits phrase. But Corny, has avaca- 
mana-vadamdnd, attano balassa sutthu-vanna-vadamand ti (i.e., cajoled 
or flattered about her strength). I should read here avaddhamand. 
Apparently both text and Corny are wrong, the passage being already 
corrupt, for the repetition below lacks point.

5 Text adds me, omitted by JA .
6 Reading with JA. thaddha for text’s apatthaddha (which has no 

sense).
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relaxing her effort and folding1 both her wings, swooped swiftly
down upon the quail.

As soon as the quail saw this he thought: Here comes the 
falcon full tilt upon me; and slipped inside the clod. But the 
falcon, monks, shattered her breast thereon.

So it is, monks, with one who goes roaming out of his own 
range in others’ property. Wherefore roam ye not outside 
your range in others’ property. To those, monks, who so roam 
Mara gets access, Mara gets opportunity.

And what, monks, is not one’s own range, but belongs to 
others ? It is the five sensual elements. What five ?

There are, monks, objects cognizable by the eye, objects 
desirable, pleasant, delightful and dear, passion-fraught, in
citing to lust. There are sounds cognizable by the ear . . . 
scents cognizable by the nose . . . savours cognizable by the 
tongue . . . tangibles cognizable by the body, objects desir
able, pleasant, delightful and dear, passion-fraught, inciting to 
lust. This, monks, is not one’s own range but belongs to 
others.

Do ye range your own pasture-ground. Keep to your own 
native beat.2 To those who range their own pasture-ground, 
who keep their own native beat, Mara gets no access, Mara gets 
no opportunity of them.

And what is a monk’s own pasture-ground ? WTiat is his 
own native beat ?3 It is the four stations of mindfulness. 
What four ?

Herein a monk abides in body contemplating body (as 
transient), ardent, composed and mindful. . . .  So with 
regard to feelings, mind and mind-states, contemplating mind- 
states (as transient), ardent, composed and mindful, having 
restrained the dejection in the world that arises from coveting. 
This, monks, is a monk’s own pasture-ground, this is his native 
beat.

1 Text sanndyha, v.L JA. and Corny. Sandhdya —sandhahitva, suithu 
tkapetvd.

2 Pettiko visayo, ‘ one’s ancestral range.5
3 Quoted VM, i, 19.
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(vii) The monkey.1
In Himalaya, king of mountains, monks, there is a tract 

of land that is rough and hard to cross, where neither monkeys 
nor humans do resort. Likewise there is a tract of land where 
monkeys do resort, but not humans.

There are tracts, monks, in Himalaya, tracts of level country, 
delightful spots, where both monkeys and humans do resort.

In those spots, monks, a hunter2 sets a trap of pitch3 in the 
monkeys’ tracks to catch the monkeys. Now those monkeys 
who are free from folly and greed, on seeing that piteh-trap 
keep far away from it. But a greedy, foolish monkey comes 
up to the pitch and handles it with one paw, and his paw 
sticks fast in it. Then, thinking: Fll free my paw, he seizes it 
with the other paw: but that too sticks fast. To free both 
paws he seizes them with one foot, and that too sticks fast. 
To free both paws and the one foot, he lays hold of them with 
the other foot: but that too sticks fast. To free both paws 
and both feet he lays hold of them with his muzzle: but that 
too sticks fast.

So that monkey thus trapped in five ways4 lies down and 
howls,5 thus fallen on misfortune, fallen on ruin, a prey for 
the hunter, to work his will upon him. So the hunter spits 
him and prepares him (for eating) there and then over a 
charcoal fire,6 and goes off at his pleasure.

Just so it is, monks, with one who roams in wrong pastures 
that belong to others. Wherefore do not ye so roam. For to

1 Translated Buddh. Psych, p. 35, where the resemblance to Brer 
Rabbit and the Tar Baby is pointed out.

2 Here text and Sinh. MSS. have plural. Corny, and Burmese MSS. 
singular.

3 Lepa, apparently a sort of bird-lime or plaster. Corny. says it is 
made from vata-khlra-rukkha (fig-and-sap-tree), etc. So it may include 
pitch and tar.

4 Pane’ oddito (Corny, uddito), strung up for carrying on a pole o t  
pingo.

5 Text thunay seli. Corny. thanay —thananto.
6 Text is doubtful here. Sinh. MSS. would seem to mean ‘ trussing 

him up and carrying him off on a stick.’ Corny, has no remark.
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those who so roam Mara gets access, of them Mara gets 
opportunity.

And what, monks, is not one’s own range, but belongs to 
others ? It is the five sensual elements. What five ?

There are, monks, objects cognizable by the eye, objects 
desirable, pleasant, delightful and dear, passion-fraught, 
inciting to lust. . . . There are sounds cognizable by the 
ear . . . scents cognizable by the nose . . . savours cogniz
able by the tongue . . . tangibles cognizable by the body, 
objects desirable, pleasant, delightful and dear, passion- 
fraught, inciting to lust. This, monks, is the range that is 
not yours, but belongs to others. Do ye range your own 
pasture-ground, keep to your own native beat, monks. To 
those who so range Mara gets no access, of them Mara gets no 
opportunity.

And what is a monk’s own pasture-ground ? What is his 
own native beat ? It is the four stations of mindfulness. 
What four ?

Herein a monk abides in body contemplating body . . .  (as 
above). . . . This is a monk’s own pasture-ground, this is 
his own native beat.

(viii) The cook.1 
I

Suppose, monks, a foolish, inexperienced, unskilful cook of 
r ijahs or royal ministers, put in charge of the various sorts 
of soup,2 to wit: soups to be classified as sour,3 bitter, pungent, 
sweet, alkaline, non-alkaline, salt or otherwise.

Now, monks, that foolish, inexperienced, unskilful cook does 
not take proper note4 of his master’s5 taste, thus: 4 Today my

1 Comm, at VM. i, 150.
2 Nand-ccayeht (not accayehi)= nana-sayehi, nana-vidhehi. Corny.
3 AmbiV aggehi, etc. =ambila-kotthasehi, Corny.
i For nimiUa-gahi, cf. Dialog, i, 80 n.; Buddh. Psych. Eth.,p. 353.
5 Text bhnttassa throughout, but Sinh. MSS. bhaitussa. VM ♦ 

Bhattu- (gen. of bhattar, ‘ supporter, employer,’ not ‘ husband’ as 
generally translated. Thus in the same sentence we should read 
bhiitu supeyya7) for bhatta-s).
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master likes this soup/ or ‘ he reaches out for that/ or ‘ he 
takes a good helping of this/ or * he praises this one ’ , o r 4 today 
master likes sour soup/ or ‘ today he reaches out1 for sour 
soup/ or fi today he takes a good helping of sour soup/ or 
‘ today he praises sour soup.’ And so on with regard to the 
other sorts of soup, whether bitter, pungent or sweet, or 
alkaline, non-alkaline, salt or otherwise,—m each case he does 
not take note of his master’s likes and dislikes.

Therefore, monks, that foolish, inexperienced, unskilful cook 
gets no perquisites of clothing or gratuities or offerings.2 Why 
so ? Because, monks, that foolish . . . cook does not take 
note of his master’s tastes.

Just in the same way, monks, here some foolish, inex
perienced, unskilful monk abides in body contemplating body 
(as transient), ardent, composed, and mindful, by restraining 
the dejection in the world arising from coveting, but, though 
he abides in body contemplating body, his mind is not concen
trated, the corruptions3 of mind are not abandoned, he takes 
no proper note of that. So as regards feelings . . mind and 
mind-states . . . though he abides in mind-states contem
plating mind-states, yet his mind is not concentrated, the cor
ruptions of mind are not abandoned, he takes no proper note4 
of that matter.

Thus that foolish, inexperienced, unskilful monk gets no 
perquisites of pleasant living in this very life, he has no per
quisites of mindfulness and composure. Why so ? Because 
that foolish, inexperienced, unskilful monk takes no note of 
his own mind.

II
But suppose, monks, that there is a wise, experienced, skilful 

cook of rajahs or royal ministers, put in charge of the various 
sorts of soup, to w it: soups that are classed as sour, bitter, 
pungent, sweet, alkaline or non-alkaline, soups salt or otherwise.

1 Abhiharati^gahan5 atthdya hattliar) pasdreti. Corny.
2 AbJhihdranar)=ddydnar}. Corny.
3 The five hindrances. Corny
4 As above on mmitta. He takes no note of the progiess or stages of 

his lesson (kammatthanar)). Corny.
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Thus, monks, that wise, experienced, skilful cook takes 
proper note of his master’s tastes, thus: ‘ Today master likes 
this soup/ or 'h e  reaches out for that/ or e he takes a good 
helping of this/ or 'he praises this soup/ or again 4 today 
master likes sour soup ’ and so on.

Well, monks, that wise, experienced, skilful cook has per
quisites of clothing, gratuities and offerings. Why so ? 
Because the wise fellow studies his master’s tastes.

Just in the same way, monks, here we may have some wise? 
experienced, skilful monk. He abides m body contemplating 
body (as transient), ardent, composed and mindful, by re
straining the dejection in the world that arises from coveting. 
As he thus abides, his mind is concentrated, the corruptions 
are abandoned, he takes proper note of that matter So also 
with regard to feelings . . . mind and mind-states, in con- 
templating mind-states his mind is concentrated, the corrup- 
tions are abandoned, he takes proper note of that matter.

Thus, monks, this wise, experienced, skilful monk gets the 
perquisites of pleasant living even in this very life, he has the 
perquisites of mindfulness and composure. What is the cause 
of that ? It is because this wise, experienced, skilful monk 
takes proper note of his own mind.

(ix) Sick.

Thus have I heard: Once the Exalted One was staying near 
Yesali at Beluva village.1 Then the Exalted One addressed 
the monks, saying:

‘ Come ye, monks ! Go ye and spend the rainy season round 
about Yesali, where are your friends, acquaintances and 
bosom friends.2 I myself will spend the rainy season just here. ’3

1 Cf. D. u9 98. 4 A village on a slope at the foot of a hill near Vesali.’ 
Corny. Cf. Dialog 11,106; Buddhist Suttas, p. 34. Beluva is the vilva 
tree.

2 Texts, both here and at D., read mittar), etc., but Corny. MSS. 
mitta, sandittha, sambhattd.

8 Corny, says there was poor accommodation at Beluva, and the 
Master said this for their comfort; also that they might be at hand when 
he was to pass away, ten months later.



‘ Very well, lord / replied those monks to the Exalted One, 
and went to spend the ramy season round about Vesall, where 
dwelt their friends, acquaintances and bosom friends. But 
the Exalted One passed the ramy season at Beluva village.

Now wThen the Exalted One had begun to spend the rainy 
season, there arose in him a sore sickness. Strong pains came 
upon him, like to end m death Thereupon the Exalted One 
endured them, mindful and composed, without complaint.

Now it occurred thus to the Exalted One: It is not fitting 
that, without addressing my supporters, without taking leave 
of tbe Order of monks, I pass finally away. What if I should 
by  effort bend down this sickness and remain holding fast to 
m y sum of life ?x

So the Exalted One bent down that sickness, and remained 
holding fast to the sum of his life.

And the Exalted One rose up from that sickness; and not 
long after he had arisen therefrom he went forth from his 
lodging, and sat down in the shade behind the lodging on a 
seat made ready.

Then the venerable Ananda came to the Exalted One, and 
on reaching him saluted and sat down at one side. So seated, 
the venerable Ananda said this to the Exalted One:

41 saw,2 lord, what the Exalted One had to endure. I saw 
how he bore up. Indeed, lord, my body became as if drugged.3 
Indeed my bearings were confused. Indeed the doctrines4 
were no longer clear to me because of the sickness of the 
Exalted One. Yet, lord, I had thus much of comfort in 
thinking. Surely the Exalted One will not pass utterly away

1 J lv ita like dyu-sankhara
2 Here D. has a different reading dittha me phdsu, . . . khamaniyay 

* . . ydpanlyay Bhagavato.
3 Madhuraka-jato, Cf. K.S  iii, 90 n. (where I have discussed the 

word). Corny, sanjdta-sarubhdio, sanjata-thaddha-bhlvo, siile uttdsita- 
sadiso viya (he became heavy and lumpish, like one impaled on a stake); 
and below on text 162; Ananda was all of a tremble like a cock escaping 
from the mouth of a cat.

i Dhammd= satipatthaiwl-dhammd mayhay pdkatd na honti; tanti- 
dMmma pana therassa suppagund. At S. in, loc. cit. Corny, says pan- 
ydtti-dlwbmma. Cf. Thag. 1034 —Brethren, 356, and infra II, iii (Cunda).
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until1 lie has made some pronouncement concerning the Order 
of monks.5

‘ What is it, Ananda, that the Order of monks expects of me 
now ? I have taught the Norm, Ananda, making no inner and 
no outer2 There is no “ teacher’s ”  fist, Ananda, in the 
Tathagata’s teachings.3

If, Ananda, anyone thinks: I  will carry on4 the Order of 
monks, or: The Order of monks is under my direction,5— let 
such an one make some pronouncement concerning the Order 
of monks. It never occurs thus to the Tathagata, Ananda: I  
will carry on the Order of monks, or : The Order of monks is 
under my direction. What,6 Ananda ? Shall the Tathagata 
make any pronouncement concerning the Order of monks ?

As for me, Ananda, I am now a broken-down old man, aged, 
far gone in years. I have reached the journey’s end. I am 
come to life’s limit. My age is now turning eighty years. 
Just as, Ananda, a worn-out cart is kept going by being tied 
together with helps,7 even so, Ananda, the Tathagata’s body is 
kept going by helps.

1 Text tdva, but D. yam.
2 Amnbara'ij abdhirar) katvd. It is worth while quoting Corny on 

the much disputed question of exoteric and esoteric m Buddhism. 
Corny (reading anantara-sa-bdhirar)) 4 It refets either to the teaching 
or the person taught With the thought: I will not teach thus much 
to another, one makes doctrine inner (antarar)). With the thought: 
I will teach thus much to another, one makes doctrine outer (bdhiray). 
With the thought: I will teach this particular person, he admits another 
person (abbhantaray karoti). With the thought: I will not teach this 
particular person, he bars out a person (bdhiray karoti). Here the 
meaning is that he did neither of these.’ Cf. JA. 11, 221, Bodhisattd 
ndma sippar) vdcentd acanya-mutthiy na karonti ; Mil. P. 144.

3 Corny. ‘ Teachers on their deathbed confide to a favourite private 
disciple things they had kept back in youth, untold to any. Not so 
the Tathagata.’

4 Cf. DhpA. i, 139 (of Devadatta).
5 Mam-uddesiko, ‘ indicating me as giving directions what to do and 

what not to do.’ Corny.
6 Text has sakim, but D. kirn ?
7 Text vedha-missakena. Corny, vega-m. Cf. TJdA. 330 n. The 

v.ll. are numerous. Buddhist Suttas, 37, ‘ with much additional care *
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Only at times when the Tathagata, by not attending to 
any features (of things), by the cessation of feelings one and 
all, attains and abides m that mental concentration which is 
featureless, only at such times, Ananda, is the Tathagata 
more at ease 1

Wherefore, Ananda, do ye abide grounded on self, self
refuged. taking refuge in none other. Do ye abide with the 
Norm for your ground,2 taking refuge in the Norm, having 
none other refuge.

Whoso, Ananda, either now or when I have passed away, 
shall abide with self for their ground, self-refuged, taking refuge 
in none other; with the Norm for their ground, taking refuge 
in the Norm, having none other refuge,—they, Ananda, shall 
be my monks, they shall be atop of the gloom3 [that is, they 
who are anxious to learn].54

(where see note, quoting DA. Corny, a ra ha tta -pha la - vegha nena (?); 
our Corny, has -vaddhanena); Dialog n, 107, ‘ with the help of thongs, 
by bandaging up,’ where see note. Our Corny bdIJia[v.l bahdybandha- 
(? b&ddh%yca,kka-bandh%nadi-patisankhdiena lega-missakena, and adds 
that the Buddha was supported by the fruits of Arahantship (as at DA.).

1 Text phdsutatar), but D. phd&uhato . . . kayo
2 Dlpa —4 lamp ’ and e solid ground ’ (island). This latter meaning 

seems preferable. Corny. c by Norm, the ninefold transcendental Norm 
is meant (i.e , the four paths, four fruits and Nibbana).'

3 Tamatagge. This somewhat obscure phrase is thus explained by 
Corny.: tam’ agge Majjhe ta karo pzdasandhi-vasena vutto (the t in 
the middle is euphonic). . . . Ime agga-tamd, evay sabbar) tama-sotay 
(DA. yogay) chinditvd, ativiya agge uttama-bhdve . . . sable te catu- 
vlsati sxtipMidni-gooard va bhikkhu agge bhavissanti. 4 On the peak 
of darkness . . . these are on top of the darkness; thus having cut 
off every stream of darkness they shall be 44 on the summit (of it) ” Our 
Corny, is nearly the same as D A quoted by Professor RLjk Davids 
adloc. I quote these parts of it as all may not have access to Buddhist 
Suttas, the note to which is later condemned m Dialog. loc. cit. Follow
ing Corny, (uttama-bhdve) he translated: 4 They shall reach the topmost 
height,’ but as is evident, and as Pali Diet. s.v. has shown, the word 
refers to darkness. A =arahantship. Corny.

4 This phrase m brackets, Professor Rhys Davids remarks, seems 
to have been added afterwards. Corny, however, has it m the para
phrase.
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(x) The Nuns' Lodging.1

Savatthi (was the occasion for these events). . . .
Now the venerable Ananda, robing himself in the forenoon 

and taking bowl and outer robe, went to visit a certain settle
ment of nuns, and on reaching them sat down on a seat made 
ready.

Then a number of nuns came to see the venerable Ananda, 
and on reaching him, saluted the venerable Ananda and sat 
down at one side. So seated, those nuns said this to the 
venerable Ananda:

£ There are here dwelling, lord Ananda, a number of nuns 
with their minds well established in the four stations of mind
fulness, and they have attained to greater excellence of com
prehension than before.’2

‘ So it is, sisters. So it is, sisters. Whosoever, be it monk or 
nun, dwells with mind well established in the four stations 
of mindfulness, such may be expected to attain to greater 
excellence of comprehension than before.’

So the venerable Ananda, after instructing those nuns with 
a talk about doctrine, having roused, incited and gladdened 
them,3 rose up and went away.

Now the venerable Ananda, after going his begging round 
in Savatthi and having returned and eaten his meal, went to 
visit the Exalted One, and on coming to him saluted him and 
sat down at one side. So seated, the venerable Ananda said 
this to the Exalted One:

4 Lord, here (in Savatthi) robing myself in the forenoon . . . 
I paid a visit to a certain settlement of nuns, and on getting 
there I sat down on a seat made ready. Then, lord, a number

1 Bhikkhum-vasako. Cf. K.S. n, 145, as here (bhiJclchun’ upassayo). 
Corny. ‘ As the nuns were practising concentration exercises the venerable 
Ananda went there to encourage them. ’ In fact, Ananda seems to have 
been fond of the company of women. Cf. loc. cit. supra.

2 Pubbendparay visesay (in gradual succession, more and more) 
sxmpzjdnanti. Cf. Dialog, i, 296 n. Corny, piibba-visesato aparay 
uldra-visesar}. A . iv. 47.

3 For these terms cf. DA A, 300; UdA. 242; SnA. 446.
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of nuns came to see me, saluted me and sat down at one side. 
So seated, lord, those nuns said this to me: “  There are here 
dwelling, lord Ananda, a number of nuns with their minds 
well established in the four stations of mindfulness, and they 
have attained to greater excellence of comprehension than 
before.”  At these words, lord, I said to those nuns: “  So it is, 
sisters. So it is, sisters. Whosoever, be it monk or nun, 
dwells with mind well established in the four stations of mind
fulness, such may be expected to attain to greater excellence 
of comprehension than before.”  5

‘ So it is, Ananda. So it is, Ananda. Whosoever, be it 
monk or nun, dwells with mind well established in the four 
stations of mindfulness shall so attain.1 In what four 
stations %

M *

Herein, Ananda, a monk dwells in body contemplating body "
(as transient), ardent, composed and mindful, by restraining 
the dejection in the world that arises from coveting. As he 
thus abides in body contemplating body, either some bodily 
object arises, or bodily discomfort or drowsiness of mind 
scatters his thoughts abroad to externals. Thereupon, 
Ananda, his attention should be directed to some pleasurable 
object of thought.2 As he thus directs it to some pleasurable 
object of thought, delight springs up in him. In him, thus 
delighted, arises zest. Full of zest his body is calmed down. 
With body so calmed he experiences ease. The mind of one 
at ease is concentrated.3 He thus reflects: The aim on which I 
set my mind I have attained. Come, let me withdraw my mind 
(from the pleasurable object of thought). So he withdraws his 
mind therefrom, and neither starts nor carries on thought- 
process.4 Thus he is fully conscious: I am without thought 
initial or sustained. I am inwardly mindful, I am at ease.

Again, Ananda, a monk abides contemplating feelings . . . 
mind . . .  he abides contemplating mind-states in mind-

1 Text safijdnissati for sampzjan* of previous section.
2 ‘ Such as the Buddha.5 Corny.
» Cf. K .S . iv, 253.
4 Patisayh'irami. Corny. He withdraws attention and fixes it on the 

asic exercise (mida-kammaithanar)).
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states, ardent, composed and mindful. . . .  As he so abides 
contemplating mind-states, either some mental object arises, 
or bodily discomfort or drowsiness of mind scatters his thoughts 
abroad to externals. Thereupon, Ananda, his attention should 
be directed to some pleasurable object of thought. As he so 
directs it, delight springs up in him. In him thus delighted 
arises zest. Full of zest as he is, his body is calmed down. 
With body calmed he experiences ease. In one at ease the mind 
is concentrated. He thus reflects: That aim on which I set 
my mind I have attained. Come, let me withdraw m y mind 
therefrom. So he withdraws his mind therefrom, and neither 
starts nor carries on thought-process. Thus he is fully con
scious: I  am without thought initial or sustained. I am 
inwardly mindful. I am at ease.

Such, Ananda, is the practice for the direction of mind.
And what, Ananda, is the practice for the non-direction of 

mind ?
A monk, by not directing his mind1 to externals, is fully 

aware: My mind is not directed to externals. Then he is 
fully aware: My mind is not concentrated either on what is 
before or on what is behind,2 but it is set free, it is undirected. 
rl hen he is fully aware: In body contemplating body I abide, 
ardent, composed and mindful. I am at ease.

And he does the same with regard to feelings . . .  to 
mind . . . and mind-states. Thus he is fully aware: In mind- 
states contemplating mind-states I abide, ardent, composed 
and mindful. I am at ease.

This, Ananda, is the practice for the non-direction of mind.
Thus have I shown you these two practices,—that for the 

direction of mind, and that for the non-direction o f mind. 
Whatsoever, Ananda, should be done by a teacher who seeks 
the welfare of his disciples, in compassion, feeling compassion 
have I done that for you.3

Here, Ananda, are the roots of trees. Here are empty places.

1 Corny. ‘ He now abandons the mind-exercise (kammatfhaiiar))'
2 The inclining to the exercise is pure; arahantship is pacchd. He 

now attends neither to practice nor to goal, so is indifferent.
3 Cf. K .8. iv, 261, etc.



Do ye meditate. Be not remiss. Be not remorseful here
after. This is our instruction to y ou /1

Thus spake the Exalted One, and the venerable Ananda 
delighted m what was said by the Exalted One.

CHAPTER II —NALANDA

(i) The Superman.2
Savatthi was the occasion . . .
Now the venerable Sariputta came to visit the Exalted 

One, and on coming to him saluted him and sat down at 
one side. So seated the venerable Sariputta said this to the 
Exalted One:

c “  A superman, a superman,”  is the saying, lord. Pray, 
lord, how far is one a superman V

‘ It is by emancipation of mind, Sariputta, that I call a man 
“  superman.”  Without emancipation of mind there is no 
superman, I declare. And how, Sariputta, is one's mind 
emancipated %

Herein, Sariputta, a monk abides in body contemplating 
body (as transient), ardent, composed and mindful, by re
straining that dejection in the world that arises from coveting. 
As he so abides in body contemplating body, his mind is 
purified, emancipated, by freedom from the asavas. So also 
with regard to feelings . . . mind . . . mind-states . . .  his 
mind is purified, emancipated by freedom from the asavas.

Thus, Sariputta, is one’s mind emancipated. Indeed,

1 The verbs, etc., are plural, as in the usual frame-work of the formula.
3 I borrow this term from Dialog. 111, 134, q v. Cf. A . 11, 35; Dhp. 

352. Corny, has no remarks on this sutta. At D. loc. cit. the editors 
remark: ‘ These are the only passages in "the sixteen volumes of the 
Four Nikayas m which the woid has so far been traced. This is suffi
cient to show that the word tynahajpuriso) is not m use as a technical 
term m the Buddhist doctrine. It occurs only when the brahmin use 
of the term is referred to (Sariputta was a brahmin), and is there used 
to show the startling contrast between the brahmin and the Buddhist 
conceptions of what a superman must be/ Cf. also Sn, 1040.
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Sariputta, it is by emancipation of mind that I call a man 
“  superman.”  Without this emancipation of mind there is no 
superman, I declare.’

(ii) Ndlandd.

On a certain occasion the Exalted One was staying at 
Nalanda,1 in Clothseller’s Mango Grove.2

Now the venerable Sariputta came to visit the Exalted One. 
. . .  As he sat at one side the venerable Sariputta said this 
to the Exalted One:

‘ Lord, I have such faith in the Exalted One ! There never 
was, methinks, nor shall be, nor is there now existing anyone, 
whether recluse or brahmin, who is greater or more accom
plished,3 that is, in the higher wisdom !’4

‘ Splendid,5 indeed, Sariputta, is your bull-like utterance,6 
You have laid hold of certainty.7 You have uttered a lion’s 
roar, in saying as you do, “  Lord I have such faith in the 
Exalted One ! There never was, methinks, nor shall be, nor 
is there now existing anyone, whether recluse or brahmin, 
who is greater or more accomplished; that is, in the higher 
wisdom 1”

Come now, Sariputta. Those who in past time were 
Arahants, fully Enlightened Ones,— pray, have you seen mind 
to mind8 with all those Exalted Ones (so as to say of them): 
“  Such was the virtue of those Exalted Ones, such the teach
ings of those Exalted Ones, such their wisdom. Thus they 
dwelt and thus those Exalted Ones were released 99 V

e Surely not, lord.’

1 In Magadha, once the seat of the famous university.
2 Cf, K.S. iv, 67, etc. Corny, says the garden belonged to a rich 

seller of cloth (ckbssa-pdvdrika-setfhi). On hearing the Master teach he 
was delighted and, after fitting up the garden with hut-shelters and a 
pavilion, presented it. Like Jivaka’s Mango Grove it was thus called. 
This Sutta repeats that at D. ii, 81 = Dialog. 11, 87, in, 95.

3 Bhiyyo 9bhinnataro.
4 Sambodhi—arahatta-nanaT). Corny.
5 Ularar}==pmitor}, selthar), mahantarj. Cf. VvA. 10, 11.
0 Here dsabhi^usabhavacdya sadisa, acald, asampavedhi. Corny.
7 Eharjso gahito.
8 Ceto-p'iriydya-ndnarj.
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* Then again, Sariputta, those who shall be Arahants, fully 
Enlightened Ones in future times,—pray, have you seen mind 
to mind with all those Exalted Ones, so as to say of them: 
44 Such shall be the virtue of those Exalted Ones, such the 
teaching of those Exalted Ones, such their wisdom. Thus 
shall they dwell and thus those Exalted Ones shall be re
leased ”  V

4 Surely not, lord.’
‘ Again, Sariputta, he who is now Arahant, a fully En

lightened One,—pray, is he seen mind to mind by you (so 
that you can say of him): 44 Such is the virtue of the Exalted 
One, such his teaching, such his wisdom. Thus and thus he 
dwells, thus is that Exalted One released ”  V

4 Surely not, lord.’
4 So then, Sariputta, in this matter you have no power of 

seeing mind to mind with these Arahants, these fully En
lightened Ones, whether in past or future or present time. 
What then, Sariputta, is the meaning of your splendid bull
like utterance, your laying hold of certainty, your uttering 
of the lion’s roar, in saying: 44 Lord, I have such faith m the 
Exalted One ! There never was, methinks, nor shall be, nor 
is there now existing anyone, whether recluse or brahmin, 
who is greater or more accomplished; that is, in the higher 
wisdom ”  V

4 True it is, lord, as to those Arahants, those fully En
lightened Ones, whether in time past or future or present, I 
have no power of seeing mind to mind with them. I only 
infer from m y knowledge which is in accordance with the 
Norm.1

Suppose, lord, there is a border town2 with strong founda
tions, strong walls and towers, but a single gate, and over 
that is set a  warden, wise, shrewd and watchful, who keeps 
out strangers and welcomes friends. As he patrols all round 
that town in order due he might not mark a crevice in the

1 Dlvimmznvayo vidito. Corny, ‘ inferential knowledge (anuman%- 
nanarj) proceeding in accordance with Norm-knowledge =  naya- 
ggaho ’

2 Of. D. n, 33.
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wall or a hole just big enough for a cat to slip through, but he 
would think: Whatsoever creatures of any size enter this 
town or go out therefrom, all of them must enter or go out 
by this same gate. Just so, lord, is my inference from know
ledge in accordance with the Norm.

Those, lord, who in time past were Arahants, fully En
lightened Ones,—all of those Exalted Ones, by abandoning 
the five hindrances, those corruptions of the heart that 
weaken insight, being well established in the four stations of 
mindfulness, by cultivating in very truth the seven limbs of 
wisdom, did attain enlightenment in the unsurpassed perfect 
wisdom.

They, lord, who in future time shall be Arahants, fully 
Enlightened Ones . . . shall do likewise.

The Exalted One, lord, who even now is Arahant, a fully 
Enlightened One, by abandoning the five hindrances, those 
corruptions of the heart which weaken insight, he, well estab
lished in the four stations of mindfulness, by cultivating in 
very truth the seven limbs of wisdom, is enlightened with the 
unsurpassed perfect wisdom.’1

4 Well said, Sariputta! Well said, Sariputta! Wherefore, 
Sariputta, you should repeat this Norm-teaching again and 
again to monks and nuns, to disciples, both men and women; 
and whatsoever silly fellows have any doubt or perplexity 
about the Tathagata, when they hear m y method of Norm- 
teaching, all such doubt and perplexity shall be abandoned.’

(iii) Cunda.2
On a certain occasion the Exalted One was staying near 

Savatthi, at Jeta Grove, in Anathapmdika’s Park.
On that occasion the venerable Sariputta was staying

1 The passage at D is much longer and embraces the whole method 
of Norm-teaching.

2 Cf. Dialog. in, 112 n K . S .  iv, 30; Brethren, 119. According to 
Corny. the younger brother of Sariputta. Corny, on S. l, 174 says he 
was one of the series of the Buddha’s personal attendants before 
Ananda was appointed, the others being Nagasamala, Upavana, 
Sunakkhatta, Sagato, Bodhi and Meghiya (for whom see Udana).
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among the Magadhese at Nalagamaka,1 being sick, afflicted, 
stricken with, a sore disease. Now Cunda the novice was 
in attendance on the venerable Sariputta. And it was 
owing to this sickness that the venerable Sariputta passed 
away.

So Cunda the novice, taking the venerable Sariputta’s 
bowl and outer robe, went to Savatthi, to Jeta Grove, and so 
to Anathapindika’s Park, where he went to visit the venerable 
Ananda,2 and on coming to him saluted him and sat down 
at one side. So seated, Cunda the novice said this to the 
venerable Ananda:

4 Sir, the venerable Sariputta has passed away. Here are 
his bowl and outer robe. [This water-strainer holds his 
relics.]’3

‘ Friend Cunda, this piece of news4 will be an excuse for 
seeing the Exalted One. Let us go, friend Cunda, to visit 
the Exalted One, and when we get there we will tell him 
about this matter.’

4 Very good, sir,9 said Cunda the novice in reply to the 
venerable Ananda.

So the venerable Ananda and Cunda the novice went to 
see the Exalted One, and on coming to him saluted him and 
sat down at one side.

As they thus sat the venerable Ananda said this to the 
Exalted One:

‘ Lord, this Cunda the novice said to me: “  Sir, the venerable 
Sariputta has passed away. Here are his bowl and outer robe. 
This water-strainer holds his relics.”  Indeed, lord, thereat 
my body was as if drugged. My bearings were confused.5

1 Corny on S. iv, 231, ‘not farfiom Rajagalia, on bis family property.’
2 Corny. thinks he did not like to break the news to the Master 

himself.
3 Burmese MSS. of text add dhdtwpanbhdvanam (?). Corny, adds: 

iday dhdtu-panssdvanan ti (k this water-strainer holds his relics ’ ), but> 
says 4 he said this to each person ’ ; so I add it m brackets

4 Kaihd-pabhatar)—kathd-muby (lit. ‘ topic of conversation ’). Corny.
5 Cf. supra, i, § 9. Here, says Corny., Ananda was " all of a tremble>

like a cock escaping from the mouth of a cat.’
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The teachings1 were not clear to me when I heard the words 
“ the venerable Sariputta has passed away.”  ’2

4 But tell me, Ananda, when the venerable Sariputta passed 
away, did he take with him the constituents of virtue ? When 
he passed away did he take with him the constituents of 
concentration or those of wisdom ? Did he take with him, 
when he passed away, the constituents of release, the con
stituents of release by knowing and seeing V3 

4 Nay, lord, when the venerable Sariputta passed away he 
did not take with him the constituents of virtue . . . the 
constituents of release by knowing and seeing, But he was 
to me an adviser, one who was well grounded.4 He was an 
instructor, one who could arouse, incite and gladden. He was 
unwearied m teaching the Norm. He was the patron5 of 
those who lived the righteous life along with him. We bear 
in mind that essence of the Norm, that patronage of the 
Norm possessed by the venerable Sariputta, lord/

‘ Have I not aforetime6 declared to you this, Ananda,—

1 Dhamma. Thag. Corny. says: party atti-dhamma (the doctrines 
to be learned by heart). Our Corny. uddesa-paripuccha-dhammd 
(advice and questioning).

2 Cf. Thag.v, 1034; Brethren, p. 356 (on Ananda): ‘ The following 
verse the thera uttered on hearing of the passing away'of the General 
of the Norm:

The firmament on every hand 
Grows dim, yea, all confused stand 
The truths I seemed to understand.’

3 Sila-samadhi-panna-vimuiti-vimuttinanadassana-hkliand'har) (the 
constituents of the Path to Nibbana).

4 Otinno. See Pali Did. s.v. (recommending its deletion from the 
text); but Corny, has it, and thus comments: Tmnesu vatthusu nanap- 
pxkdrena ovadana-sllo. Cf. UdA. 23, otinna-vatthuha-puggale (? one 
who has reached solid ground). For the words following, cf. 
It. 107.

5 Anuggdhako. Cf. K.S. ni, 6; to the comment on which Corny. here 
refers.

6 Patigacc’ eva. Cf. Trenckner, Milinda, Ajop. and Pali Miscellany. 
Corny, patikacc* eva (not from patigacchati, but pafikaroti, c to provide 
for the future,’ so ‘ provisionally, previously ’). Cf. Buddhist Suttas, 
119; Dialog, ii, 184.



how in all things that are dear and delightful there is the 
nature of diversity, the nature of separation, the nature of 
otherness ? How is it possible, Ananda, in the case of what 
is bom , what is become, what is compounded, what is tran
sitory,— how is it possible to have one’s wish fulfilled: Oh ! 
may it not perish ? Nay, such a thing cannot be.

Just as, Ananda, from some mighty tree, standing firm and 
full of vigour,* one of the greater limbs rots off,— even so, 
Ananda, from the mighty Order of monks, standing firm and 
full of vigour, Sariputta has passed away. How is it possible, 
Ananda, I say, in the case of what is born, what is become, 
what is  compounded, what is transitory,—how is it possible 
that one’s wish can be fulfilled: O h ! may it not perish ? 
Nay, such a thing cannot be.

Wherefore, Ananda, do ye abide grounded on self, self
refuged, taking refuge in none other. Do ye abide grounded 
on the Norm, taking refuge in the Norm, having none other 
refuge. And how, Ananda, does a monk so abide ?

Herein, Ananda, a monk abides m body contemplating body 
(as transient), ardent, composed and mindful, restraining the 
dejection m the world that arises from coveting. So also 
with regard to feelings . . . mind . . . and mind-states. . . . 
That, Ananda, is how a monk abides grounded on self, self
refuged, taking refuge in none other.

Whoso, Ananda, either now or when I have passed away, 
shall abide grounded on self, self-refuged, taking refuge in 
none other; grounded on the Norm, with the Norm for refuge, 
taking refuge m none other,—they, Ananda, shall be my 
monks, they shall be atop of the gloom; that is, they who are 
anxious to learn.’ -

(iv) Ukkavela.3
Once the Exalted One was staying among the Vajjians at 

Ukkavela on the river Ganges together with a great company

x lv ii , h i , ii, iv] On the Stations of Mindfulness 1 4 3

1 Saravaivt, in the case of a tree ‘ heartwood, pith, timber.’
2 Cf. supra, § 9.
3 Text-title is Celam, and below Uklcaceldyay, for which J read 

Ukkavela, as at K.S . iv, 177 n,9 and UdA, 322.
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of monks, not long after the passing away of Sariputta and
Moggallana the Great.1

Now at that time the Exalted One was seated in the open 
air, surrounded by the Order of monks. Then the Exalted 
One, observing that the Order of monks was become silent, 
thus addressed the monks:

£ Monks, truly this company seems empty. Now that 
Sariputta and Moggallana have passed away my company is 
empty of them. It is indifferent as to that quarter m which 
Sariputta and Moggallana are dwelling.

Monks, whosoever in past times have been Arahants, fully 
Enlightened Ones,— each one of those Exalted Ones had such 
a noble pair of disciples as were Sariputta and Moggallana to 
me. Monks, whosoever in future times shall be Arahants, 
fully Enlightened Ones, each of them shall have such a noble 
pair of disciples as were Sariputta and Moggallana to me.2

A wonder of disciples it is, monks ! A marvel of disciples 
it is, monks ! To think how they carry out the Master’s 
teachings, how they give advice accordantly, how dear to the 
fourfold company, how delightful, how revered and sought 
after they must be.

A wonder it is, m onks! A marvel it is, monks, in the 
Tathagata ! For though such a pair of disciples has passed 
away, there is in the Tathagata no sorrow or lamentmg. 
How is it possible, monks, m the case of what is born, what 
is become, what is compounded, what is transitory,— how is 
it possible to have one’s wish fulfilled: Oh f may it not perish ? 
Nay, such a thing cannot be.

Just as if, monks, from some mighty tree, standing firm 
and full of vigour, the greater limbs should rot away: even so 
monks, from the mighty Order of monks, standing firm and 
full of vigour, Sariputta and Moggallana have passed away. 
How is it possible, I say, in the case if what is born, what is 
become, what is compounded, what is transitory,— how is it

1 Corny. Sariputta died on the full-moon day of the month Kattika 
(October to November); Moggallana a fortnight later. Cf. Dialog. 
li, 193. 2 D. li, 5.
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possible to have one’s wish fulfilled: Oh ! may it not perish9 
Nay, such a thing cannot be.

Wherefore, monks, do ye abide grounded on self , . . 
taking refuge m none other. And how does a monk so abide 1

Herein a monk abides in body contemplating body . . .
Whosoever, monks, either now or when I am gone, shall 

abide grounded on self, self-refuged, taking refuge in none 
other; grounded on the Norm, with the Norm for refuge, 
taking refuge in none other,—they shall be my monks, they 
shall be atop of the gloom: that is, they who are anxious to 
learn.5

(v) Bdhiya (or Bdhiha).1
Savatthi was the occasion . . .
Now the venerable Bahiya came to see the Exalted One, 

and on coming to him saluted him and sat down at one side. 
So seated the venerable Bahiya said this to the Exalted One:

4 Well for me, lord, if the Exalted One would teach me a 
teaching in brief, hearing which teaching from the Exalted 
One I might dwell solitary, remote, earnest, ardent and 
aspiring.’

£ In such case, Bahiya, you must purify the rudiments in 
good states.2 And what are the rudiments in good states ? 
It is virtue that is truly pure and straight view. Now, Bahiya, 
when your virtue shall be truly pure and your view 
straight, thenceforward, leaning on virtue, established in 
virtue, you can cultivate the four stations of mindfulness. 
What four ?

Herein, Bahiya, do you abide in body contemplating body 
(as transient), ardent, composed and mindful, by restraining 
the dejection in the world that arises from coveting. Do so 
likewise in feelings . . .  in mind . . .  in mind-states. . . . 
Indeed, Bahiya, when you, leaning on virtue, established in 
virtue, shall have thus cultivated the four stations of mind
fulness, thenceforward, Bahiya, you may look for that growth

1 Cf. K.S* iv, 37; Ud. 1, 10. He was called Daru-cinya, because he 
wore a dress of bark or fibre. There also he asks for teaching, and is 
given instruction on the organs of sense.

2 Cf* Brethren, p /3o ; supra, text 143.
v 10
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in good states which shall come to you,1 whether by night or 
by day, and not for falling away.’

Thereupon the venerable Bahiya was delighted with the 
words of the Exalted One and was glad of them. And he 
rose up, saluted the Exalted One by the right and went away.

And the venerable Bahiya, dwelling solitary and remote, 
earnest, ardent and aspiring, in no long time attained that 
goal for which the clansmen rightly leave home for the home
less, even that unrivalled goal of righteous living, attained 
in even this very life: and, knowing it for himself, realizing 
it for himself, abode therein, so that he came to know: 
‘ Destroyed is rebirth. Lived is the righteous life. Done is 
what I had to do. Indeed there is no more of being here for 
me.’

And the venerable Bahiya was yet another of the Arahants.

(vi) Uttiya.2
Savatthx was the occasion . . .
Then the venerable Uttiya came to visit the Exalted One . . .  

(the whole is abridged in text, as in the previous sutta, except)
. . . Thenceforward, Uttiya, you shall pass beyond the realm 
of death. , . .3

And the venerable Uttiya was yet another of the Arahants.

(vii) Ariyan.
Savatthi . . . The Exalted One said:
‘ These four stations of mindfulness, monks, if cultivated 

and made much of, these Ariyan straight paths lead on, for 
one who acts accordingly with them, to the utter destruction 
of 111. What four ?4

Herein a monk dwells in body contemplating body (as

1 Text misprints agamissasi for agamissati.

2 Of, Brethren, 34 n.; A. v, 193. Perhaps it is the same one in all 
these cases. In the former he is given the same lesson in ‘ rudiments5 
as here. In the second case he is a Wanderer, and probably it is an 
incident of bis earlier life.

3 Maccudheyyassa par ay.
4 Cf. Dialog, i, 302, etc., ariya, niyyanika niyyanti talckarassa.
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transient), ardent, composed and mindful, by restraining the 
dejection in the world that arises from coveting. . . .  So 
with regard to feelings . . . mind, and mind-states, he so 
dwells. . . .

These four stations of mindfulness, monks . . . these 
Ariyan straight paths lead on, for one who acts accordantly 
with them, to the utter destruction of III.’

(viii) Brahma.
On a certain occasion the Exalted One was staying near 

Uruvela, on the bank of the river Neranjara, under the Goat
herds’ Banyan,1 after he had just attained enlightenment.

Then, as the Exalted One meditated in solitude, there arose 
in his mind this train of thought: This is the one sole way2 
that leads to the purification of beings, to the utter passing 
beyond sorrow and grief, to the destruction of woe and 
lamentation, to the winning of the Method, to the realizing of 
Nibbana, to w it: the four stations of mindfulness. What four ?

A  monk3 should dwell in body contemplating body (as 
transient), ardent, composed and mindful, by restraining the 
dejection in the world that arises from coveting. So with 
regard to feelings . . .  to mind . . .  to mind-states. This is 
the one sole way that leads to the purification of beings . . . 
to the realizing of Nibbana, to wit: the four stations of mind
fulness.

Now Brahma Sahampati,4 reading with his mind the mind 
of the Exalted One, just as a strong man might stretch out

1 Ajapata-mgrodhe Cf. Vin. i, 2. 3; XJdA. 51; K.S  i, 128 n. ; and 
infra, text p. 185.

2 Supra, Bk. I ll , 1, i, ekdyano. Here as before it is ekamaggo. Corny.
3 Corny. c At that time there were no bhikkhus. This being so, he 

intended to show that whosoever cultivates the stations of mindfulness, 
by the fact of breaking up (bhindanena) the corruptions is thereby a 
bhikkhu.’ This is a doubtful explanation, but m accordance with the 
defs. at Vibhanga, 245 (where sixteen explanations are given): e.g.,
4 one is a bhikkhu by name, by the vows, by begging, by mendicancy, 
by living the life of an almsman, by breaking ill states, etc.* At any 
rate, the name already existed in Sanskrit, solely m the meaning of 
4 almsman, mendicant.’ 4 Cf. K.S. i, 172 n.
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his bent arm, or draw in his arm stretched out,— even so did 
Brahma Sahampati vanish from the Brahma World and 
appear before the Exalted One. Then drawing his outer robe 
over one shoulder, joining his hands he raised them to the 
Exalted One and said:

e Thus it is, Exalted One ! Thus it is, 0  Happy One ! 
This is the one sole way that leads to the purification of beings 
. . . (and he repeated all that the Exalted One had thought) . . . 
to wit: the four stations of mindfulness.’ Thus spake Brahma 
Sahampati. Having so said Brahma Sahampati added this 
further:

Beholding this one way for ending birth,1 
This way the All-compassionate doth know:
By this way men ere now have crossed the flood, 
Shall cross and do cross now.

(ix) Desaka (or Sole ending)?
On a certain occasion the Exalted One was staying among 

the Sumbha, at Desaka, a district of the Sumbha.
Onthatoccasionthe Exalted Oneaddressed themonks,saying:
‘ Once upon a time, monks, a bamboo acrobat3 set up his 

pole and called to his pupil, Medakathalika,4 saying:

1 Jah-khay9 anta-dassl. Cf. Sn. v, 209, 476; SnA. ii, 410 (infra, 
text 186); quoted M. Nidd. 456.

2 Text title is Sedaka or (?) Ekantaka. These titles are from the 
Uddana, generally corrupt. As above at text 89, I read Desaka of 
JA. i, 393.

3 Canddla-vaysika, not as Pali Diet. (s.v. varjsika) ‘ a canddla (of 
scavenger caste) by descent,’ but‘ bamboo acrobat5 (vaysa is primarily 
‘ bamboo9; secondarily ‘ family’ ). For castes see Dialog 1, 95 jif. 
Canddla according to Corny. at DA. i, 84 (cf. Dialog, i, 9), is a game 
with an iron ball [canda-gula-kila). Ttie name means 6ball-and- 
bamboo-acrobat.5 The man balances a bamboo on forehead, chin, 
shoulder, or breast (as may be often seen in Ceylon or India). The 
pupil climbs up and balances himself, standing, sitting, or lying, on 
the point of the pole. Cf, JA. iv, 390, candala-vaysa-dhopana-sippa. 
Text has a confusion of capital C here.

4 Lit. ‘ Prying-pan.’ Text has altered here to the masculine form
of vocative (Burmese MSS. have it right), but Corny, notes that the
name is a feminine one.



44 Now, my lad, climb the pole and stand on my shoulder !”
44 All right, master/' replied the pupil to the bamboo acrobat, 

climbed the pole and stood on his master’s shoulder.
Then said the master to his pupil: 414Now, Medakathalika, 

my lad, you watch me and I ’ll watch you. Thus watched 
and warded by each other, we’ll show our tricks, get a good 
fee and come down safe from the bamboo pole.” 1

At these words Medakathalika the pupil said to his master:
44 No, no ! That won’t do, master ! You look after your

self and I ’ ll look after myself. Thus watched and warded, 
each by himself, we’ll show our tricks, get a good fee and come 
down safe from the bamboo pole. That’s the way to do i t r ’ ’

Then said the Exalted One: 4 Now, monies, just as Meda
kathalika the pupil said to his master:44 I ’ll look after myself,”  
so ought ye to observe the station of mindfulness which means 
44 I ’ll ward myself ” : likewise that which means 44 We’ll ward 
another.”  By warding oneself, monks, one wards another. 
By warding another one wards himself.

And how, monks, by warding oneself does one ward another I
It is by following after, by cultivating, by making much of 

him.2
And how, monks, by warding another does one "ward himself ?
It is by forbearance, by harmlessness, by goodwill, by com

passion towards him.3 That, monks, is how he wards himself.
Monks, ye must observe the station of mindfulness which 

means44 I ’ll ward myself.”  Ye must observe that which means: 
44 I ’ll ward another.”  It is by warding self, monks, that one 
wards another. It is by warding another that one wards 
himself.’

1 Corny. ‘ The end of the pole rests on the man’s forehead or throat. 
He must watch the balance of the pole closely, and not attend to the 
pupil on the end of the pole, who must look after himself. ’ It is possible, 
also, that here, as sometimes happens, both are balanced on the end of 
the pole.

2 Corny. His regular systematic life which leads to Arahantship 
attracts the attention of another, who follows his example and so 
‘ goes to heaven.’

3 Anuddaya—anukampa, Corny, anuddayaya sapubba-bhagaya mu- 
ditdya.

x lv i i ,  in , ii, ix] On the Stations of Mindfulness 1 4 9
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(x) The country-side.
Thus have I heard: Once the Exalted One was staying among 

the Sumbha at Desaka, a township of the Sumbha. On that 
occasion the Exalted One addressed the monks, saying:

4 Suppose, monks, the multitude flock together, crying: 44 The 
fairest lass in all the country-side ! The fairest lass in all the 
country-side I” 1 Then that girl, displaying all her charms,2 
dances for them, sings for them, and a still greater multitude 
would flock together crying,44 The fairest lass in all the country
side is dancing, she is singing 

Then comes a man, fond of his life, not in love with death, 
fond of ease, averse from pain, and they say to him: 44 See here, 
my man ! Here’s a bowl brimful of oil. You must carry it 
round3 between the crowd and the fairest lass in all the 
country-side. Behind you in your tracks comes a man with 
uplifted sword. If you spill a drop, off goes your head !”

Now what think ye, monks % Would that fellow, neglecting 
that bowl of oil, turn away his attention to outside things4 and 
grow slack V 

4 Surely not, lord.’
4 Well, monks, this is a parable I have made for your under

standing. This is the meaning of it. 44 The bowl brimful of 
oil,”  monks, is a term for mindfulness relating to body.5

Wherefore, monks, thus must ye train yourselves: 44 Mind
fulness relating to body shall be cultivated by us, shall be made 
much of, made a vehicle,6 established, made effective. It shall 
be increased and well applied.”

Thus, monks, must ye train yourselves.’

1 Janapada-kalyani. Cf. Z>. 1, 193; K.S. ii, 159; JA. i, 394 (the 
comment on which our Corny. repeats or (?) vice versa); vol. i, p. 232, 
of Lord Chalmers’ translation in the Cambridge University series. 
(For the points of beauty in a woman, cf. also TJdA. 170.)

2 Parama-pasdvi.
3 Reading v.l. of text, panharitabbo (JA. haretabbo).
4 Badhiddha pamadam dhareyya.
5 Kdya-gata-sati. Cf. K.S . iv, 76, etc.
6 Cf. K.S. 1,146.
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CHAPTER III.— HABIT AND PERMANENCE

(i) Habit.
Thus have I heard: Once the venerable Ananda and the 

venerable Bhadda were staying at Pataliputra in Cock’s 
Pleasaunce.1

Then the venerable Bhadda, rising from his solitude at 
eventide, went to visit the venerable Ananda, and on coming 
to him greeted him courteously and, after the exchange of 
greetings and courtesies, sat down at one side. So seated 
the venerable Bhadda said this to the venerable Ananda:

4 Pray, friend Ananda, as to these virtuous habits spoken of 
by the Exalted One, what is the use of them V

‘ Well said ! well said, friend Bhadda ! Welcome is vour 
penetration,2 welcome is your ready wit. Goodly is your 
questioning. You ask this, friend Bhadda, do you not ? 
As to these virtuous habits spoken of by the Exalted One, 
what is the use of them V

41 do, friend.5
c Well, friend Bhadda, the virtuous habits spoken of by the 

Exalted One are those which come by the cultivation of four 
stations of mindfulness. What four ?

Herein, friend, a monk dwells in body contemplating body 
(as transient), ardent, composed and mindful, by restraining 
the dejection in the world arising from coveting. He does the 
same with regard to feelings, mind, and mind-states. These, 
friend, are the virtuous habits so spoken of by the Exalted One, 
— those which come by the cultivation of the four stations of 
mindfulness.5

(ii) Permanence.
On the same occasion as the above . . .
Then the venerable Bhadda said to the venerable Ananda 

as he sat at one side: c Pray, friend Ananda, what is the con

1 Cf. supra, i ,  16, the same couple at the game plac .̂
2 Umnwggo=panna, insight, according to B. at Sn 50. Here Corny.

says it —pannd-gavesanaT).
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dition, what is the cause, why, when the Tathagata has finally 
passed away, the good Norm does not last long ? What again, 
friend Ananda, is the condition, what the cause, why, when the 
Tathagata has finally passed away, the good Norm does last 
long V

‘ Well said ? Well said, friend Bhadda ! Welcome is your 
penetration. Welcome is your ready wit. You ask this, do 
you not ? What is the condition, what the cause, why, when 
the Tathagata has finally passed away, the good Norm Hoes 
not last long, and likewise why it does last long V

i I do, friend/
4 Well, friend, it is owing to not cultivating, not makmg much 

of four stations of mindfulness. That, friend, is the reason 
why the good Norm does not last long. Again, it is owing to 
cultivating and makmg much of four stations of mindfulness 
that the good Norm does so last. What are the four ?

Herein, friend, a monk dwells . . .  (as before). . . .  It is 
owing to cultivating and makmg much of . . , and it is owing 
to not cultivating and making much of these four stations of 
mindfulness that, when the Tathagata has finally passed away, 
the good Norm does last long, and likewise does not last long.’1

(iii) Decay.
Staying at Pataliputra in Cock’s Pleasaunce . . .
(The same questions and answers, with decay and non-decay 

of the good Norm instead of lasting and not lasting.)

(iv) Puritan.2
Savatthi was the occasion . . . The Exalted One said:
‘ There are these four stations of mindfulness. What 

four ? . . .  (as usual).9

1 Corny. In these first three Suttas people such as Devadatta are 
referred to.

2 Text title of section is Suddhvlcay (as m the uddana). The meaning
is obscure;but tnfra,text 193, Suddhikarj, where Corny, says ‘ so called
from the disposition of Enlightened Ones’ (bujjhatiolhdnay ctjjh&say&nfz
hathitarj). Cf. K.S. iii, 126 n., where the same confusion occurs. I
take the word 4 Puritan ’ from translation of S. i, 165.
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(v) The brahmin.
Thus have I heard: Once the Exalted One was staying near 

Savatthij in Jeta Grove at Anathapindika’s Park. Then a 
certain brahmin came to see the Exalted One, and on coming 
to him greeted him courteously and, after the exchange of 
greetings and courtesies, sat down at one side. So seated 
that brahmin said this to the Exalted One:

‘ What is the condition, master Gotama, what is the cause, 
why, after the final passing away of the Tathagata, the good 
Norm does not last long: and again, master Gotama, what is 
the condition, what the cause, why, after the final passing away 
of the Tathagata, the good Norm does last long V 

4 It is owing to not cultivating, brahmin, owing to not 
making much of four stations of mindfulness, that the good 
Norm does not last long after the final passing away of the 
Tathagata . . .  (as before). . .

4 Wonderful, master Gotama! . . . Let the worthy 
Gotama accept me as a disciple, as one who has taken refuge 
in him, from this day forth so long as my life shall last.'

(vi) Partial.
On a certain occasion the venerable Sariputta and the 

venerable Moggallana the Great and the venerable Anuruddha 
were staying at Saketa1 in Cactus Grove.

Now the venerable Sariputta, together with Moggallana the 
Great, rising from their solitude at eventide, went to visit 
the venerable Anuruddha, and on coming to him greeted him 
courteously, and, after the exchange of greetings and courtesies, 
sat down at one side. So seated the venerable Sariputta said 
this to the venerable Anuruddha: 

e “  A pupil! A pupil!”  is the saying, friend Anuruddha. 
Pray, friend Anuruddha, how far is this term applicable V

1 Li Kosala. Cf. Buddhist India, p. 40. ‘ The present city of 
Ayodhya stands on a corner of the site of what was once the great city, 
twenty-four miles in circumference, of Ssketa, about 100 miles N.N.E 
of Benares.’ For Cactus Grove, cf. infra on p. 298 of text.
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‘ By the fact of having partially1 cultivated the four stations 
of mindfulness, friend, one is called “  a pupil.”  What are the 
four 2

Herein, friend, a monk dwells contemplating body . . .  (as
before) . . .

It is by the partial cultivation of these four stations of 
mindfulness, friend, that one is a pupil.’

(vii) Perfectly*
The occasion was the same (and the questioners) said this to 

the venerable Anuruddha:
414 An adept! An a d e p t i s  the saying, friend Anuruddha. 

Pray, friend, how far is this term applicable V
4 By the perfect cultivation, friend, of four stations of mind

fulness one is an adept. What four ? . . .  (as above). . . . 
That is how one is an adept.9

(viii) The universe.
The occasion was the same . . .  So seated the venerable 

Sariputta said this to the venerable Anuruddha:
‘ By cultivating and making much of how many conditions 

has the venerable Anuruddha come to great superknowledge ?’2
4 Friend, it is by cultivating and making much of four stations 

of mindfulness that I have come to great superknowledge. 
What four ?

Herein, friend, a monk dwells in body contemplating body f . .
Moreover, friend, it is by cultivating, by making much of 

these four stations of mindfulness that I have come to under
stand the universe with its thousand worlds.’3

1 Pad&satj, as opposite to samattaij below. Cf. infra 201,255-6,457, 
p%&e$a-kdnr) (afiectmg a limited range) opposite to panpura-kanr). 
As I. 37 =  Expos. 49. Corny, on S. iv, 192, sappadesa and mppadesa. 
Here it is evidently an adverb like samattar)* ‘ regional (incomplete) 
knowledge.’ Corny. MSS. have paresay (?), and def. thus: sekho, 
4 one who strives for the three paths and fruits, but has not attained 
the fourth. Thus anyone on the path, but not Arahant, is sekho.

2 Cf. K.S. iv, 263, of the six abhinnd.
3 Sahassa-loka. Corny. ‘ The elder used to rise early, and after

ablutions sat in his lodging, calling up a thousand kalpas of past and
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(ix) Sirivaddha}

On a certain occasion the venerable Ananda was staying 
near Rajagaha, in Bamboo Grove, at the Squirrels’ Feeding 
Ground.

Now at that time the housefather Sirivaddha was sick, 
afflicted, suffering from a sore disease.

Then the housefather Sirivaddha called to a certain man, 
saying:
_ ‘ Come hither, good m an ! Do you go to the venerable 
Ananda, and on coming to him, m my name bowing down at 
his feet, say this to the venerable Ananda: “ Master, the 
housefather Sirivaddha is sick, afflicted, suffering from a sore 
disease. He bows down at the feet of the venerable Ananda, 
and says: £ Well for me, master, if the venerable Ananda would 
come to the dwelling of the housefather Sirivaddha, out of 
compassion for him.’ ”  5

4 Very well, sir/ said that man, in reply to the housefather 
Sirivaddha, and went to where the venerable Ananda was 
staying. On coming there, he saluted the venerable Ananda 
and sat down at one side. As he thus sat that man said this 
to the venerable Ananda: w Master, the housefather Sirivaddha 
is sick, afflicted, suffering from a sore disease. He bows down 
at the feet of the venerable Ananda and begs that he will visit 
his dwelling, out of compassion for him /

And the venerable Ananda assented by silence.
Then the venerable Ananda, robing himself and taking bowl 

and outer robe, set off for the dwelling of the housefather 
Sirivaddha, and on coming there sat down on a seat made 
ready. Having sat down, he said this to the housefather 
Sirivaddha:

fi Well, housefather ! I hope you are bearing up. I hope you

future. Likewise as to present time he contemplated the thousandfold 
cakkavata, and his path therein displayed itself m due order. Thus 
with clairvoyant eye he knew fully the thousandfold universe. This 
was his abode (satta-vihdra) m the world of sentient beings.

1 At M . n, 112, a man of this name (Prospero ?) was minister to the 
rajah Pasenadi. I do not find other mention of him.
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are enduring. Do your pains abate and not increase ? Are 
there signs of their abating and not increasing V1

‘ No, sir, I am not bearing up. I am not enduring. Strong 
pains come upon me. They do not abate. There is no sign 
of their abating, but of their increasing.’

‘ Then, housefather, thus must you train yourself: 441 will 
abide in body contemplating body (as transient), ardent, com
posed and mindful. . . .  So also with regard to feelings . . . 
mind . . . mind-states.”  That, housefather, is how you must 
train yourself.’

h Sir, as to those four stations of mindfulness taught by the 
Exalted One, they do exist m me,—those conditions. I do live 
conformably with those conditions.2 I do abide, lord, m body 
contemplating body (as transient). . . .  I do abide m 
feelings . . .  in mind . . .  in mind-states. I am ardent, 
composed and mindful, by restraimng the dejection m the 
world that arises from coveting.

Moreover, as to those five fetters of the lower sort3 shown 
by the Exalted One, I do not see a single one of them 111 
myself that is not abandoned.’

4 Good for you, housefather ! Well gotten by you, house
father ! You have declared the fruits of not returning, 
housefather!’

(x) Manadinna.4 
The occasion was the same . . .
Now at that time the housefather Manadinna was sick, 

afflicted, suffering from a sore disease.
Then the housefather called to a certain man, saying: ‘ Come 

hither, my good man ! Do you go to the venerable Ananda 
. . . (the same as before down to) . . . Thus, housefather, 
must you train yourself.’

1 Cf. E.S. 111,101 (Vakkali); iv, 23, etc., for these formulae.
2 Testi dhammesu sandissdmi.
3 Oram-bhdgiydm (the error of belief in a permanent individuality, 

doubt in the Master and Norm, wrong judgment as to rule and ritual, 
sensuality and resentment).

4 Name not found elsewhere.
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4 Master, even when I am afflicted1 by such painful feeling as 
this, I do abide in body contemplating body (as transient), 
ardent, composed and mindful. . . .  So also in feelings . . . 
mind . . . and mind-states.

Moreover, as to those five fetters of the lower sort, shown by 
the Exalted One, I do not see a single one of them in myself 
that is not abandoned.’

e Good for you, housefather ! Well gotten by you/house
father ! You have declared the fruits of not returning, house
father !’2

CHAPTER IV.— UNHEARD BEFORE3

(i) Unheard, before.
Savatthi was the occasion . . . The Exalted One said:
4 At the thought: The contemplation of body in body, there 

arose in me, monks, vision of things not taught before:4 
knowledge arose, insight arose, wisdom arose, light arose.

At the thought: Now this contemplation of body in body 
must be cultivated, there arose in me vision of things not 
taught before . . .

At the thought: Now this contemplation of body in body 
has been cultivated, there arose in me vision of things not 
taught before . . .

Likewise, monks, at the thought: This contemplation of 
feelings in feelings . . .  of mind in mind . . .  of mind-states 
in mind-states . . . At the thought: It ought to be cultivated

1 Text has puttho for pkuttho.
2 According to Pah Diet. s.v. anagdmin, tins, with the case following, 

are the only instances m the Canon where a man is declared andgdmm 
(but another is at text 219 and 3*16). It adds: At D. ii, 92, nine others, 
of whom eight are laymen, are declared after their death to have 
reached the third stage (as above) during life, but they are not called 
anagamin. Corny, is silent.

3 Text misprints as Chap. 6.
4 Cf. 8. ii, 10; K.8. ii, 7, cakluy, ndnaij (pannd, omitted here),vijja, 

aloho udapadi. Of these Mrs. Rhys Davids remarks ad loc. cit., ‘ For 
Gotama’s age it was a new gospel.’
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it has been cultivated— on each occasion, monks, there 
arose in me vision of things not taught before: knowledge 
arose, insight arose, wisdom arose, light arose.’

At Savatti! . . . ®
These four stations of mindfulness, monks, if cultivated and 

made much of, conduce to downright revulsion, to dispassion, 
to cessation, to calm, to full comprehension, to perfect wisdom, 
to Nibbana. What four ? . . .

(iii) Neglected.1

By whomsoever, monks, the four stations of mindfulness 
are neglected, by them also is neglected the Ariyan way for 
the utter destruction of 111.

By whomsoever, monks, the four stations of mindfulness 
are undertaken, by them also is undertaken the Ariyan way 
for the utter destruction of 111.

What are the four ?
Herein a monk contemplates body . . .

At SSvatthl . . .
Monks, these four stations of mindfulness, if cultivated and 

made much of, conduce to that state in which no further shore 
and no hither shore2 exists. What four ? . . .

Savatthi . . .  W
Monks, a monk should abide mindful and composed. This 

is our instruction to you. And how does a monk so abide ?
Herein a monk abides, in body contemplating body . . . 

thus is he mindful.
And how is a monk composed ?

1 Cf. supra, test 23, viraddha as opposite to araddha.
2 Cf. supra, text 24, a-para-a para, which text here misprints as 

apardparay (backwards and forwards), as again Bk. vii, ad init., and 
above, text 24, 81.
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Herein a monk is fully conscious of feelings1 that arise, fully 
conscious of feelings that settle in him, fully conscious of feel
ings that come to an end.2 He is fully aware of a train of 
thought that arises, of its settling in him, that it comes to 
an end.

He is fully aware of perceptions that arise in him, that settle 
in him, that come to an end. That, monks, is how he is 
composed.

A monk should abide mindful and composed. This is our 
instruction to you.

At Savatthi . . . ^  °™  of ,w0'
Monks, there are these four stations of mindfulness. What 

four?
Herein a monk abides contemplating body in body . . .
By the cultivating and making much of these four stations 

of mindfulness, of two fruits one may be expected in this very 
life, to wit: realization, or, if there be any substrate left, the 
state of non-return.

4, ...... (vii) Desire to do.3At Savatthi . . .  '
Monks, there are these four stations of mindfulness. What 

four ? . . .
As he dwells in body contemplating body (as transient), 

ardent, . . * that desire to do, that is in body, is abandoned. 
By the abandoning of desire to do, the Deathless is realized. 
So with feelmgs . . . mind . . . mind-states . . . that desire 
to do, that is in mind-states, is abandoned. By the abandoning 
of desire to do, the Deathless is realized.

(viii) By full understanding.
There are these four stations of mindfulness. What 

four ? . . .
As he so dwells, body is fully understood. By the fact of

1 Vidita vedaTid, etc.
2 Abbhatthar) (ablii-\-attlimj) gacchanU.
3 Chando. The eft’acement of project and purpose is to be the aim.
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fully understanding body the Deathless is realized. So with 
restard to feelings . . . mind . . . and mind-states . . . by0 o
fully understanding mind-states the Deathless is realized.

(ix) Cultivation.
1 will teach you, monks, the cultivation of the four stations 

of mindfulness. Of what sort is the cultivation of them ?
Herein a monk dwells in body contemplating body . . .
This is the way to cultivate the four stations of mindfulness.

(x) Analysis.
I will teach you, monks, the four stations of mindfulness, 

the cultivation thereof and the practice leading to the cultiva
tion of the four stations of mindfulness. Do ye listen to it.

And what, monks, is a station of mindfulness ?
Herein a monk dwells in body contemplating body . . .
And of what sort, monks, is the cultivation of a station of 

mindfulness ?
Herein a monk dwells contemplating the rise of things1 in 

body. He so dwells contemplating the fall of things2 in body: 
he dwells contemplating both the rise and the fall of things 
in body, ardent, composed and mindful. . . .

He dwells m feelings contemplating the rise and fall of things 
in feelings. . . .  So also in mind and mind-states, ardent, 
composed and mindful. . . . This, monks, is called ‘ the 
cultivation of a station of mindfulness/

And of what sort, monks, is the practice leading to the 
cultivation of a station of mindfulness %

It is just this Ariyan eightfold way, to wit: right view . . . 
and the rest, and right concentration. This, monks, is the 
practice so leading.

1 Samudaya-dhamnia.
2 Vaya-dhamma. Cf. Dhp. 113.
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CHAPTER V.— THE DEATHLESS

(i) The Deathless.
Savatthi was the occasion . . .
Monks, do ye dwell with mind well established in the four 

stations of mindfulness But let not that be to you the Death
less.1 In what four ?

Herein a monk dwells contemplating body m body . . .
Monks, do ye dwell with mind well established in the four

stations of mindfulness. But let not that be to vou the«/

Deathless.
(ii) Arising.

Monks, I will teach you both the arising and the ending of 
the four stations of mindfulness. Do ve listen to it.

And what, monks, is the arising of body ? By the arising 
of food comes the arising of body. By the ceasing of food 
comes the ending of body.

By the arising of contact is the arising of feelings. By the 
ceasing of contact is the ceasing of feelings

By the arising of name and body2 comes the arising of mmd. 
By the ceasing of name and body comes the ending of mmd.

By the arising of attention comes the arising of mental 
states. By the ceasing of attention comes the ending of mental 
states.

(111) The W ay?
Savatthi (was the occasion) . . .
Then the Exalted One addressed the monks, saying:
e On a certain occasion, monks, I was staying at Uruvela, 

on the bank of the river Neranjara, under the Goatherds’ 
Banyan, after I had just attained enlightenment.

1 I.e., do not confuse the means with the end. Cf Pts. of Contro
versy, 104 n.i ‘ The Andhakas (and others) held the opinion that the 
objects of mindfulness (namely, the body, etc.) were themselves (the 
conscious subject) mindfulness. (This they deduced from this passage.)’

2 Nama-rupa- the individuality (‘ the fivefold person-pack ’ )
3 Cf. supra, text 167, where a similar Sutta is called Brahma.
v 11
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Then, monks, as I meditated in solitude, this train of thought 
arose in my mind: This is the one sole way that leads to the 
purification of beings, to the utter passing beyond sorrow 
and grief, to the destruction of woe and lamentation, to the 
winning of the Method, to the realizing of Nibbana, to wit: 
the four stations of mindfulness. What four ?

A monk should dwell in body contemplating body (as 
transient), ardent, composed and mindful. . . .  A monk 
should dwell in feelings contemplating feelings (as transient) 
. . .  in mind contemplating mind . . .  in mind-states con
templating mind-states (as transient), ardent, composed and 
mindful, by restraining the dejection in the world that arises 
from coveting. This is the one sole way that leads to the 
purification of bemgs . . .  to wit: the four stations of mind
fulness.

Then, monks, Brahma Sahampati, reading with his mind 
my mind, just as a strong man might stretch out his bent 
arm, or draw in his outstretched arm,— even so did Brahma 
Sahampati vanish from the Brahma World and appear 
before me.

Then, monks, Brahma Sahampati, drawing his outer robe 
over one shoulder, joined his hands and raised them to me 
and thus spoke:

“  True it is, 0  Exalted One ! True it is, 0  Happy One ! 
This is the one sole way that leads to the purification of beings.
. . . A monk should dwell. . . . This is the one sole way 
that leads to the purification of beings, to the utter passing 
beyond sorrow and grief, to the destruction of woe and lamen
tation, to the winning of the Method, to the realizing of Nib
bana, to wit: the four stations of mindfulness.”

Thus spake Brahma Sahampati. So saying he added 
this further:

Beholding this one way for ending birth,
This way the All-compassionate doth know:
By this way men ere now have crossed the flood,
Shall cross and do cross now.5
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At Savatthi . . . (iv) Mmdful
A monk should dwell mindful. This is our instruction to 

you, monks.
And how is a monk mindful ?
Herein a monk dwells in body contemplating body . . .
A  monk should dwell mindful . . .

(v) A heap of merit.1
w A heap of merit P If anyone, monks, should thus name the 

four stations of mindfulness, rightly would he do so. For 
indeed, monks, they are one entire heap of merit,— these four 
stations of mindfulness. What four ?

Herein a monk dwells . . .  ‘ A heap of merit !’ . . .

(vi) Obligation?

Then a certain monk came to visit the Exalted One. . . 
Seated at one side that monk said this to the Exalted One * 

fi Well for me, lord, if the Exalted One should teach me a 
teaching in brief, hearing which teaching from the Exalted One 
I might dwell solitary, remote, earnest, ardent and aspiring.5

e Well then, monk, you ought to purify the rudiments in 
good states.3 And what are the rudiments in good states ?

Herein, monk, do you dwell self-controlled according to the 
self-control of the Obligations,4 well equipped in your range 
of practice,5 seeing danger in minutest faults, and, undertaking 
the precepts, do you train yourself therein.6

Now monk, when you have dwelt self-controlled according 
to the self-control of the Obligations, in your range of practice

1 Supra, text 145.
2 Pdtimokkha. Cf. D in, 77; Dialog, m, 75.
3 Supra, text 165; VM. 4.
4 Corny. 4 Here he enjoins the chief of the four sllas (patimolckha- 

mrjvaro, mdriyz-sayvaro, ajiva-pansuddhi, paccaya-sanmssita-sila). 
Cf. VM. 16jf.

5 Acara-gocara (pasturage )-sampa nno.
6 Text has siJckhasu for sikkhdhi.
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well-equipped, seeing danger in minutest faults, and when, 
undertaking the precepts, you shall have trained yourself 
therein.—then, monk, leaning on virtue, established in virtue, 
you should cultivate the four stations of mindfulness. What 
are the four ?

Herein, monk, do you dwell in body contemplating body 
(as transient), ardent, composed and mindful . . .  so in 
feelings . . . m mmd . . .  in mind-states, contemplating 
mmd-states (as transient), ardent, composed and mindful, 
by restrainmg the dejection m the world that arises from 
coveting.

Now, monk, when you, leaning on virtue and established m 
virtue, shall have thus cultivated the four stations of mind
fulness,—then, monk, you may look for that increase in good 
states which shall come to you, whether by night or by day, 
and not for decrease in good states.5

Then that monk was delighted with the words of the 
Exalted One . . .

And he, living alone, aloof . . . realized . . . ‘ for me 
there is no more of being here.5

And that monk was yet another of the Arahants.

(vii) Wrong conduct.
Now a certain monk came to see the Exalted One . . . 

and said:
‘ Well for me, lord, if the Exalted One should teach me a 

teaching in brief, hearing which teaching from the Exalted One, 
I might dwell solitary, remote, earnest, ardent and aspiring.5

‘ Then, monk, you must purify the rudiments in good states. 
And what are the rudiments in good states ?

Herein, monk, abandoning wrong conduct in body, do you 
cultivate right conduct in body. Likewise, abandoning 
wrong conduct in feelings, you should cultivate right conduct 
in feelings . . .  in mind . . .  in mind-states abandoning 
wrong conduct, you should cultivate right conduct in mind- 
states.

Then, monk, leaning on virtue, established in virtue, you 
should cultivate four stations of mindfulness. What four ?



Herein, monk, do you dwell in body contemplating body 
. . . and the rest.

Now, monk, when you, thus leaning on virtue, established 
in virtue, shall have thus cultivated these four stations of 
mindfulness, then, monk, you may look for that increase m 
good states that shall come to you, whether by night or by day, 
and not for decrease in them ' . . .  (as above) . . .

. . .  So that monk wras yet another of the Arahants.

(viii) Friends.
At Savattbl . . . The Exalted One said *
fi Monks, those for whom you have fellow-feeling, those who 

may deem you worth listening to, your friends and colleagues, 
your relatives, your blood relations,—they ought to be roused 
for, admonished and established m, the cultivation of the four 
stations of mindfulness. What four ?

Herein a monk dwells contemplating body . . .
Monks, those for whom you have fellow-feeling . . . ought to 

be roused for, admonished and established in, the four stations
of mindfulness.’ , x __ _

(ix) Feelings.
At Savatthi . . . The Exalted One said.
fi Monks, there are these three feelings. What three? 

Feeling that is pleasant, feeling that is painful, feeling that is 
neither pleasant nor painful. These are the three feelings.

For the full understanding of these three feelings the four 
stations of mindfulness ought to be cultivated. What four ?

Herein a monk dwells . . /

(x) Asavas.
Monks, there are three asavas.1 What three ? The asava 

which is sensuality, that which is becoming, and the asava 
which is nescience. These are the three.

1 It is worth while repeating previous notes on this term, which I 
leave untranslated. In Further Dialogues, Lord Chalmers uses the 
word ‘ cankers.’ Cf.Dialog. 111.209 n , i Asava, m the sense of surround
ing or flowing up to . . .  e g.,ivom the eye (or sight), a flowing, per
colating, rolling on into the object . . . Abhidhamma, adding ditthi 
(erroneous opinion), gives four. Corny. Cf. Dhs. §§ 1096-1100.’
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For the abandoning of these three asavas the four stations 
of mindfulness ought to be cultivated. What four ?

Herein a monk dwells . . .

CHAPTER VI.— GANGA REPETITION

(Tins and the next four chapters, to the end of this Sayyutta, 
are abbreviated in text to mere titles, with the exception of §§ 1-12, 
text, Nos. 51-62. They are to be developed as in the First Part.)

(i-xii).
Just as, monks, the river Ganges flows, slides and tends to 

the east . . .  so a monk, by cultivating and making much of 
the four stations of mindfulness, flows, slides and tends to 
Nibbana. And how, monks, does a monk so slide ?

Herein a monk dwells in body contemplating body . . .  so 
also in feelings . . . mind . . . and mind-states. . . . Thus 
does a monk flow, slide and tend to Nibbana.

Chapter Summary1

Six on Flowing and sliding to eastward, and six on The Ocean.
These two sixes are twelve, and the chapter (that holds them) 

is thus called.
(To be developed by way of Stations of mindfulness.)

CHAPTER VII.— EARNESTNESS

(i-x).
Tathagata, Foot, Roof-peak,
Wood, Heart-wood, Jasmine,
Prince, Moon and Sun,
With Cloth makes ten.

(To be developed by way of The Stations of Mindfulness.)

1 Each chapter is summed up 111 a doggerel stanza (uddana) of titles 
(often corrupt in text), of which I have attempted to versify only one.
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CHAPTER V III.— DEEDS REQUIRING STRENGTH

(i-xii).
Strength,1 Seed and Snake,
Tree with Pot and Bearded Wheat,2 
Sky and two of Raincloud,3 
Ship, For all comers, River.

(To be developed by way of The Stations of Mindfulness.)

CHAPTER IX .— LONGING

(i-xiii).
Longing, Conceits, Asavas, Becoming, 
Suffering, Obstruction (three),
Stain and Pain and Feelings,
Craving and Thirst male the chapter.

(To be developed by way of The Stations of Mindfulness.)

CHAPTER X .— THE FLOOD

(i-ix)4 as before.
(x) Fetters o f the higher sort.5

Monks, there are these five fetters of the higher sort. What 
five ? Lust of form, lust of the formless,6 conceit, excite
ment and nescience. These are the five.

Now, monks, for the full comprehension, understanding, 
wearing out, and abandoning of these five fetters of the higher

1 Text misprints phalaij for balay.
2 Text misprints sunyyd for suhiya.
3 Text misprints dkdsetfhena vd for dlcdsa ca dve meglid, ndvd.
4 Text has l-xi, and omits Bhava and Tasindya .

5 Cf. D. iii, 2 3 Dialog, ni, 225.
6 I.e., of birth 111 the rapi and arupz worlds.
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sort, the four stations of mindfulness must be cultivated. 
What four ?

Herein a monk dwells in body contemplating body (as 
transient) . . . and the rest . . . .  For the full compre
hension . . .  of these five fetters of the higher sort the four 
stations of mindfulness must be cultivated.

Chapter, Summary

The Flood, The Bond, Grasping, with (bodily) Ties and 
Tendency, Sense-pleasures, Hindrances, Factors, Fetters of 
Lower and Higher Sort.

(As Kindred Sayings on the Path were developed, so also 
Kindred Sayings on The Four Stations of Mindfulness must be 
developed.)



BOOK IV

KINDRED SAYINGS ON THE FACULTIES

CHAPTER I.—PURITY

(i) Puritan.1
At Savatthi . . .  On rthat occasion the Exalted One said 

this:
‘ Monks, there are these five controlling powers.2 What 

five ?
The controlling power of faith, that of energy, that of 

mindfulness, that of concentration, and the controlling 
power of insight. These five.’

(ii) The stream (a).
‘ Monks, there are these five controlling powers. What 

five ? . . .  (as before).
When the Ariyan disciple understands, as they really are, 

the satisfaction in, the misery of, and the escape from3 these 
five controlling powers, such an one, monks, is called 44 Ariyan 
disciple who is a stream-winner, not doomed to Purgatory, 
assured, bound for enKghtenment5

1 Suddhilcar). Cf. supra, text 173 n. I borrow the title ‘ Puritan ’ 
from K  S. i, 206.

2 Indnyani. Cf. K.S. ii, 114 ff. (as sense-faculties or functions), 
but here to be taken m a moral sense (see Pah Diet, s v.). They often 
correspond to the five powers (baldni); two, hiri and ottappa, are added 
to these five. Cf. D. iii, 253. The formula is clear enough when applied 
as at K.S. ii to sense-functions, which have to be abandoned as fetters. 
These powers are the spiritual antitheses of the five bodily senses, and 
the chief factors of enlightenment.

3 Cf. K S. iii, 137.
169
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(iii) The stream (b).
'Monks, there are these five controlling powers. What 

five ? . . .  (as before).
When the Ariyan disciple understands, as they really are, 

the arising and the perishing of, the satisfaction in, the misery 
of, the escape from these five controlling powers, such an one, 
monks, is called “ Ariyan disciple who is a stream-winner, 
one not doomed to Purgatory, assured, bound for enlighten
ment.5 5 9

(iv) Arahant (a).
e Monks, there are these five controlling powers. . . .
When a monk, by seeing as they really are, the satisfaction 

in, the misery of, the escape from these five controlling powers, 
is freed without grasping,1—such an one, monks, is called 
“  Arahant, destroyer of the asavas, liver of the life, doer of the 
task, lifter of the burden, winner of his own welfare, one who 
has worn out the fetters of rebirth, one released by perfect 
insight.”  ’

(v) Arahant (b).
(The same, with the insertion of By seeing, as they really are, 

the arising and the perishing . . .)2

(vi) Recluses and brahmins (a).3
e There are these five controlling powers. . . .
Monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins understand not, 

as they really are, the arising . . .  of these five controlling 
powers, such are not worthy to be accounted recluses among 
recluses, nor among brahmins as brahmins; nor have those 
worthies of themselves understood, or even in this life realized, 
the goal of recluseship or of brahminhood, nor do they dwell 
in the attainment of it.

But, monks, those recluses or brahmins who have so under

1 Anupada vimvito. Cf. Buddh. Psych. Eth. 197; D. iii, 97, etc.
2 The text is otherwise the same m both §§, but m(&) we have ‘Ariyan 

disciple,5 in (6) * monk.9
3 Cf. ICS. ii, 15, etc.



stood . . . such are worthy to be accounted among recluses 
as recluses, and among brahmins as brahmins: and those 
worthies have of themselves understood and even in this life 
have realized the goal of recluseship and brahminhood, and 
they do dwell in the attainment thereof/

(vii) Recluses and brahmins (b).
‘ Monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins understand not the 

controlling power of faith, nor understand the arising thereof, 
nor the ceasing thereof, nor the practice leading to the ceasing 
thereof . . . Likewise, whatsoever recluses or brahmins 
understand not the controlling power of energy . . .  of 
mindfulness . . .  of concentration . . .  of insight, nor under
stand the arising, the ceasing, the practice leading to the 
ceasing thereof, such are not worthy to be accounted recluses 
among recluses, nor brahmins among brahmins, nor have 
those worthies of themselves understood . . .

But, monks, those . . . who have so understood . . . 
such are worthy to be accounted . . . and they do dwell 
in the attainment of it.5

(viii) Point of view.
‘ Monks, there are these five controlling powers. What 

five ? . . .
But from what point of view,1 monks, should the controlling 

power of faith be regarded ? From that of the four limbs 
of stream-winning.2

And from what point of view, monks, should the con
trolling power of energy3 be regarded ? From that of the four 
supreme efforts.4

And from what point of view, monks, should the controlling

1 Kattha.
2 Saddhd. Gf. K.S. ii, 48; Expos. i, 191. These are (i) Faith m the 

Buddha, (ii) in the Doctrine, (iii) in the Order, (iv) Ariyan virtues 
intact. The first three are included m saddhndnya (next §). Cf. 
Expos, i, 157, where faith is likened to the water-purifying gom

3 Viriya. Expos. 159.
4 Do. 182.
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power of mindfulness1 be regarded ? From that of the four
stations of mindfulness.

And from what point of view, monks, should the controlling 
power of concentration2 be regarded ? From that of the four 
trances.

And from what point of view, monks, should the controlling 
power of insight3 be regarded ? It should be regarded from 
the point of view of the four Ariyan truths.

These, monks, are the five controlling powers.5

(ix) Analysis (a).
‘ Monks, there are these five controlling powers . . .
And of what sort, monks, is the controlling power of faith ?
Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple has faith. He has 

faith in the wisdom of the Tathagata, thus: He it is, the 
Exalted One, Arahant, supremely Enlightened One, perfect in 
knowledge and practice, world-knower, unsurpassed charioteer 
of men to be tamed, teacher of devas and mankind, a 
Buddha, an Exalted One.4 Of such sort, monks, is the con
trolling power of faith.

And of what sort, monks, is the controlling power of energy ?
Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple dwells resolute in energy, 

ever striving to abandon bad qualities, to acquire good qualities, 
strenuously exerting himself,6 not throwing off the burden in 
good qualities.6 This, monks, is called “ the controlling power 
of energy.55

And of what sort, monks, is the controlling power of mind
fulness ?

Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple is mindful, possessed of 
supreme discrimination,7 one who calls to mind and remembers 
things said and done long ago.

This is called “  the controlling power of mindfulness.55

1 Sati. Expos. 159,194. 2 Do. 161.
3 Panna, do. 161. 4 Cf. K.S. iv, 211.
5 Gf. Dhp. 23: Te jhdyino sdtatihd niccay dalha-paraklcamd.
6 Cf. Dialog, iii, 246.
7 Sati-nepakkena sainanndgato. Corny, nipakassa-bhavo nepakkay, 

Cf. VM. 3; infra, text 225.



And of what sort, monks, is the controlling power of con
centration ?

Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple, making self-surrender 
the object of his thought, lays hold of concentration, lays hold 
o f one-pointedness. This is called “  the controlling power of 
concentration.”

And of what sort, monks, is the controlling power of in
sight ?

Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple is possessed of insight1 
thus: He has insight for tracing out the rise and fall of things,2 
insight which is Ariyan, penetrating, going on to the utter 
destruction of 111. This, monks, is called “ the controlling 
power of insight.55

Such, monks, are the five controlling powers.5

(x) Analysis (b).
‘ There are these five controlling powers, monks. . . .
And of what sort, monks, is the controlling power of faith ?
Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple has faith. He has faith 

in  the wisdom of the Tathagata thus: He it is, the Exalted 
One . . . teacher of devas and mankind, an Enlightened 
One, an Exalted One. This is called “  the controlling power 
o f  faith.55

And of what sort, monks, is the controlling power of 
energy \

Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple dwells resolute in energy3 
ever striving to abandon bad qualities, to cause the arising 
o f  good qualities, strenuously exerting himself, not throwing 
off the burden m good qualities.

He starts desire,3 strives, sets going energy, lays hold of 
thought and exerts effort to prevent the arising of bad qualities 
not yet arisen. He starts desire, strives, sets going energy, 
lays hold of thought, and exerts effort to abandon bad qualities

xlviii, iv, i; x] Kindred Sayings on the Faculties 173*

1 Pannavd. Cf. Dialog. iii, 227.
2 Uday’ attha-gdmimya. {Corny, udayan ca atthan ca gacchantiya 

udayabbaya -panggahikaya.]
3 Cf. Dhp. v, 118: tamhi chandar} Icayiratha.
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that have arisen. He starts desire . . .  for the persistence 
of good qualities that have arisen, for their non-confusion, for 
their more-becoming, for their increase and development, 
for their perfecting.1 This, monks, is called “  the controlling 
power of energy.”

And of what sort, monks, is the controlling power of mind
fulness ?

Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple is mindful, possessed of 
supreme discrimination, one who calls to mind and remembers 
things said and done long ago. He dwells in body con
templating body (as transient) . . .  in feelings . . .  in mind 
. . .  in mind-states, ardent, composed and mindful, by 
restraining the dejection in the world that arises from coveting. 
This, monks, is called 44 the controlling power of mindfulness.59

And of what sort, monks, is the controlling power of con
centration ?

Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple, making self-surrender 
the object of his thought, lays hold of concentration, lays hold 
of one-pointedness. He, aloof from sensuality, aloof from evil 
conditions, enters on the first trance, which is accompanied 
by thought directed and sustained, which is born o f solitude, 
easeful and zestful, and abides therein.

Then, by calming down thought directed and sustained, 
he enters on (that inward calm, that single-minded purpose, 
apart from thought directed and sustained, born of mental 
balance, zestful and full of ease, which is)2 the second trance, 
and abides therein. Then (by the fading out of zest he 
becomes balanced and remains mindful and composed, and 
experiences with the body that happiness of which the Ariyans 
aver: The balanced thoughtful man dwells happily; and) he 
enters on the third trance and abides therein. Then, by  
rejecting pleasure and pain, by the coming to an end of the joy  
and sorrow which he had before, he enters on and abides in the 
fourth trance, which is free of pain and free of pleasure, a state 
of perfect purity of balance and equanimity. This, monks, 
is called <e the controlling power of concentration/3

1 Cf. D. iii, 221. 2 Text abridges parts bracketed.



And of what sort, monks, is the controlling power of insight ?
Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple has insight thus: He is 

possessed of insight for tracing out the rise and fall of things, 
insight that is Ariyan, penetrating, going on to the utter de
struction of 111. He understands, as it really is, “ Such is 
HI.”  He understands, as it really is, “  Such is tixe arising of 
111.”  He understands, as it really is, “  This is the practice 
that goes to the cessation of 111.”

This, monks, is called “ the controlling power of insight.”  
These, monks, are the five controlling powers.5

CHAPTER II.—IN A LESS DEGREE1

(i) Laying hold.
c There are these five controlling powers, monks. What 

five ? The controlling power of faith . . . and that of insight.
And of what sort, monks, is the controlling power of faith 'l
Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple has faith. He has faith 

in the Tathagata’s wisdom thus: He it is, the Exalted One, 
Arahant . . . teacher of devas and mankind, an Enlightened 
One, an Exalted One. This, monks, is called “  the controlling 
power of faith.55

And of what sort, monks, is the controlling power of energy?
It is that energy one lays hold of in practising the four best 

efforts. This, monks, is called “  the controlling power of 
energy.55

And of what sort, monks, is the controlling power of mind
fulness ?

It is that mindfulness one lays hold of in practising2 the 
four stations of mindfulness. This, monks, is called “  the 
controlling power of mindfulness.55

And of what sort, monks, is the controlling power of concen
tration ?

Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple, making self-surrender
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his object of thought, lays hold of concentration, lays hold of 
one-pomtedness of mind. This, monks, is called “ the con
trolling power of concentration. ”

And of what sort, monks, is the controlling power of insight ?
Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple has insight thus; he is 

possessed of insight for tracing out the rise and fall of things, 
insight that is Ariyan, penetrating, going on to  the utter 
destruction of 111. This, monks, is called “ the controlling 
power of insight.”

These, monks, are indeed the five controlling powers.’

(ii) In brief (a).

Monks, there are these five controlling powers. What five ? 
The controlling power of faith . . .  of insight. These are the 
five

By the completion and fulfilment, monks, of these five con
trolling powers one is Arahant. By having them in a less 
degree,1 one is a non-returner. Having them m a still less 
degree, one is a once-returner. By having them in a less degree 
than that, one is a stream-winner: in a still less degree, a 
Norm-follower.2 If one have these five controlling powers m 
a still less degree than that, he is ‘ one who walks by faith.’3

(iii) In brief (b).
Monks, there are these five controlling powers. . . .
By the completion and fulfilment of these five controlling 

powers, monks, one is Arahant . . .  by having them in a still 
less degree than that he is one who walks by faith.

Thus it is, monks, that there is a difference of controlling 
powers, there is a difference of fruits, of strength, of in
dividuals.4

1 Corny, tehi indnyeh. Cf. Dialog. in, 100, for the ascending degrees.
2 Saddli anusarin, 4 he studies and asks questions and enters later 

on.’ DhamrrC anusarin, ‘ after one or two hearings of the Truth, he 
enters the Way.’ Corny. Cf. Pts. of Contr. 149.

3 One who has nothing at all of these controlling powers is an out
sider, one of the common herd (puthujjana). See below, § 8.

4 Cf. K.S. ii, 17; vemattata—nanaUata. Corny.
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(iv) In brief (c).
(As above, down to) *. . . one who walks by faith.’
Thus it is, monks, that he who completes his task succeeds 

completely, while he who does part only succeeds partially.1
Thus, monks, these five controlling powers are not barren 

of results,2 I declare.
(v) In detail (a).

Monks, there are these five controlling powers. . . .
By the completion and fulfilment of these five controlling 

powers, one is Arahant. By having them in a less degree, one 
obtains release midway.3 If he have them in a still less degree, 
he attains release by a reduction of his time.4 Possessed of 
them in a still weaker degree, he attains release without much 
trouble :5 if in a still weaker degree, with some trouble. If he 
have them in a less degree than that, he is £ one who goes up 
stream,9 one who goes to the Pure Abodes.6 If he have them 
in a still less degree, he is a once-returner: if still less, he is a 
stream-winner. One who has them in a less degree than that 
is a Norm-follower, and he who has them in the last degree 
of all is ‘ one who walks by faith.’

(vi) In detail (b).
(As before, to) \ , . walks by faith.’
Thus it is, monks, that there is a difference of controlling 

powers, a difference of fruits, a difference of individuals.

(vii) In detail (c).
(As before, to) 6. . . walks by faith.’
So it is, monks, that he who completes his task succeeds 

completely. He who does part only, succeeds partially.

1 For padesarj cf. supra, text 174 and § 7. Corny. ‘ He who fulfils 
the Arahant’s path gets the fruits of Arahantship. Others get fruits 
according to the path they fulfil.’

2 Avanjhanitvevahar) —avanjhdm ih  eva aharj.
3 Antard-pannibbdyl. Pts. of Contr. 159; supra, text 69
4 Upzhacca, 5 Asanlchara-p. , 6 He is anagdmin.
v 12
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Thus, monks, these five controlling powers are not barren of 
result,1 1 declare.

(viii) Practising.
(As before, to) 4. . . these are the five controlling powers.’
By the completion and fulfilment of these five controlling 

powers, monks, one is Arahant. If one have them in a less 
degree, he is practising to realize the fruits of Arahantship* 
By having them in a still less degree one is a non-returner: 
in a still less degree, a once-returner: in a still less degree, a 
stream-winner . . .  by faith.

But, monks, he in whom these five controlling powers are 
in every way, everywhere, wholly and utterly absent, of such 
an one I  say 4 he is an outsider, one who stands in the ranks 
of the many-folk.’2

(ix) Tranquil.3
Now a certain monk came to visit the Exalted One. . . . 

As he sat at one side that monk said this to the Exalted One:
4 44 Perfect in faculties ! Perfect in faculties !” 4 is the saying, 

lord. Pray, lord, how far is one perfect in faculties V
4 Herein, monk, a monk cultivates the controlling power of 

faith, which leads to tranquillity, which leads to the perfect 
wisdom. He cultivates (the other controlling powers and) 
the controlling power of insight, which leads to tranquillity, 
which leads to the perfect wisdom.

Thus far a monk is possessed of perfection in faculties.’

(x) Destruction of the asavas.
Monks, there are these five controlling powers. . . .
By the fact of cultivating and making much of these five 

controlling powers, by the destruction of the asavas, a monk 
in this very life, comprehending it himself, realizes, attains 
and abides in that liberation of heart, that liberation by in
sight which is without asavas.

1 Cf. A. i, 235, where the reading is avajjhdni.
2 For these phrases cf. infra, text 397.
8 Text misprints title, which should be upasamo, not wpasanno.
4 Indriya-sampanno —paripunn'' ind'i iyo. Corny.
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CHAPTER I I I — THE SIX FACULTIES

(i) No more becoming or The Jcnower.
Monks, there are these five controlling powers. What five ? 

The controlling power of faith, that of energy, that of mind
fulness, that of concentration, and the controlling power of 
insight. These are the five.

Now, monks, so long as I did not fully comprehend, as they 
really are, the arising and the perishing of, the satisfaction in, 
the misery of, and the escape from these five controlling powers, 
just so long, monks, did I not know the meaning of e being 
enlightened with supreme enlightenment with regard to the 
world and its devas, its Maras, its Brahmas, with regard to 
the host of recluses and brahmins, of devas and mankind.’1

But, monks, when I came to know fully, as they really are, 
the arising and the perishing of, the satisfaction in, the misery 
of, the escape from these five controlling powers, then, monks, 
I fully knew the meaning of 4 being enlightened with supreme 
enlightenment . . .  as regards these things.’ Then arose in 
me knowledge and insight thus: £ Sure is my heart’s release. 
This is my last birth. Now is there no more becoming.’

(ii) Vitality.2
Monks, there are these three faculties. What three ?
Femininity, masculinity and vitality. These are the three 

faculties.
(iii) The Method.3

There are these three controlling faculties. What three ?
The consciousness that e I shall know the unknown,’ the 

■consciousness of gnosis, the consciousness of one who has the 
gnosis.4 These are the three.

1 Of. K.S. ii, 1 1 3 #
2 Jivita. Of. Buddh. Psych. E t h p. 19. For femininity, ibid., 190-1. 

I translate here as 4 faculties 5 better to suit the context.
3 Nay a. Cf. Buddh. Psych. 121; D. iii, 219.
4 Buddh. Psych. Eth. 86; VM. 491; Asl. 291; B. e The faculty of the 

anndtdvin (the holder of things known), of him who, in the philosophy
of the Four Truths, has completed what was to be done.5
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(iv) One-seed-er.1

Monks, there are these five controlling powers. What five ? 
The controlling power of faith, that of energy, that of mind
fulness, that of concentration and the controlling power of 
insight. These are the five.

By the full and perfect completion of these five controlling 
powers, one is Arahant. By having them in a less degree, one 
attains release midway. Having them in a still less degree, 
one attains release by a reduction of his time: having them 
in a still less degree, he attains release without much trouble: 
in a less degree than that, he does so with some trouble. If 
he have them in a still less degree, he is 4 one who goes up 
stream,’ and goes to the Pure Abodes. Possessed of them in 
a less degree than that, he is a once-returner. If in a less 
degree than that, he is a one-seed-er. Again, possessed of 
them in a less degree than that, he is reborn in a good family:2 
in a less degree than that, he is one destined to seven more 
births at most.3 One who possesses these five controlling 
powers in a still less degree is a Norm-follower: and if in a 
less degree, he is 4 one who walks by faith.’

1 Eka-biji (i.e, one more life). Text gives an alternative title (not 
in the uddana), viz., ekabhinnam, which is of doubtful authority. Cf. 
Pts. of Gontr. 77 nn., 269, and Pugg A. (J.P.T.S., 1914, p. 195). Our 
Corny. ‘ Being a stream-winner, he generates just one personality 
(attabhavar) or mdnusakar)), and becomes Arahant’ ; and refers to 
PuggA., %.e. (by wearing down three fetters, he is stream-winner, no 
more for Purgatory).

2 Kolankolo (lit. ‘ from clan to clan,’ kula). Cf. PuggA. ad loc,
(mahdbhoga-kulesu nibbattafo). Corny. So dve vd Uni vd huldni sandaMtvd
sa'Qsantva dukkhass9 antarj karoii: (Jmlam—bhavd, v.l. bhagavd).

8 Satta-kkhattu-paramo. Cf. K.S. ii, 95 n.; A. 1, 233 ff. Corny.
instances Andthapmdika, Visdkhd ; Culavaiha, Maharatha, Anekavanna^
Nagadatta (these four last are devaputta) and Sakka devaraja, who
after six births in the deva (rupa) world, will, on the seventh occasion*
be reborn in the Pure Abodes.
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(v) Puritan.1
Monks, there are these six sense-faculties.2 What six ? 

The sense-faculty of eye, that of ear, of nose, tongue, body 
and the sense-faculty of mind. These are the six sense 
faculties.

(vi) Stream or Stream-winner.
Monks, there are these six sense-faculties. What are the 

six ? (as before). When the Ariyan disciple understands, as 
they really are, the arising and the perishing of, the satis
faction m, the misery of and the escape from these six sense- 
faculties, such an Ariyan disciple, monks, is called ‘ Stream- 
winner, one not doomed to Purgatory, one assured, one 
bound for enlightenment.’

(vii) Arahant3 or Enlightened (a).
Monks, there are these six sense-faculties. What six ? 

The sense-faculty of the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body and the 
sense-faculty of the mind. These are the six.

When a monk,4 by seeing, as they really are, the arising and 
the perishing of, the satisfaction in, the misery of and the 
escape from these six sense-faculties, becomes released with
out grasping,— such a monk is called e Arahant, in whom the 
asavas are destroyed, one who has lived the life, done the task, 
lifted the burden, a winner of his own welfare, one who has 
outworn the fetters of rebirth, one released by perfect insight.’

(viii) Arahant or Enlightened (b).
Monks, there are these six sense-faculties. What six ? The 

sense-faculty of eye and the rest, the sense-faculty of mind.
So long, monks, as I did not fully comprehend, as they 

really are, the arising and the perishing of, the satisfaction 
in, the misery of and the escape from these six faculties of

1 Cf. supra, text 170, 193.
2 At K.S. iii, 40 n.9130 ff. (five, with the mind, as result of them).
3 Text arahatd for arahd.
4 N.B. ‘ monk’ not ‘ Ariyan disciple,’ because the life has to be 

lived by such, in order to attain. (This, of course, is from a monkish 
point of view.)
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sense,— for so long, monks, did I not know the meaning 
of 4 being enlightened with supreme enlightenment with regard 
to the world and its devas, its Maras, its Brahmas5 . . . but 
when I came to know fully . . .  I fully comprehended the 
meaning of ‘ being enlightened with supreme enlightenment 
as regards 5 . . . those things. Then arose in me knowledge 
and sight: 4 This is my heart’s release. This is my last birth. 
Now is there no more becoming.’

(ix) Recluses and Brahmins (a).
Monks, there are these six sense-faculties. What six ? . . .
Monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins understand not, 

as they really are, the arising . . .  of these six sense-faculties, 
such are not worthy to be accounted as recluses among recluses 
nor as brahmins among brahmins, nor have those worthies 
understood . . . nor do they dwell in the attainment of it.

But, monks, those recluses and brahmins who . . . have so 
understood . . . such are worthy to be accounted . . . and 
those worthies have of themselves understood and even in 
this very life realized the goal of recluseship and brahminhood, 
and they do dwell in the attainment thereof.

(x) Recluses and brahmins (b).
Monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins understand not 

the sense-faculty of the eye, and understand not the arising 
. . . nor understand the practice leading to the ceasing 
thereof: who understand not the sense-faculty of the ear, 
nose, tongue, body and mind, nor the arising thereof, nor 
the practice leading to the ceasing thereof,—such are not 
worthy to be accounted recluses among recluses, nor as 
brahmins among brahmins, nor have those worthies realized 
. . . nor do they dwell in the attainment thereof.

But whatsoever recluses or brahmins do understand the 
sense-faculty of the eye, ear . . . such are worthy to be 
accounted as recluses among recluses and as brahmins among 
brahmins, and those worthies have of themselves understood, 
and in this very life realized, the goal of recluseship and of 
brahminhood, and they do dwell in the attainment thereof.

p
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CHAPTER IV.—THE FACULTY OF EASE (or  
REFERRING TO THE ABOVE)1

(i) Puritan.
Monks, there are these five controlling faculties. What 

five ?
The controlling faculty of ease, that of discomfort, that of 

happiness,2 that of unhappiness, and the controlling faculty 
of indifference. These are the five controlling faculties.

(ii) The stream.
Monks, there are these five controlling faculties. What 

five % The controlling faculty of ease . . .  the controlling 
faculty of indifference.

Now, monks, when the Ariyan disciple understands, as they 
really are, the arising and the perishing of, the satisfaction in, 
the misery of and the escape from these five controlling 
faculties, such an Ariyan disciple is called e Stream-winner 
not doomed to Purgatory, one assured, one bound for en
lightenment.5

(iii) Arahant.
Monks, there are these five controlling faculties. . . .
Now when a monk, by understanding, as they really are, 

the arising and the perishing . . .  of these five controlling 
faculties, such an one is called 4 Arahant, one in whom the 
asavas are destroyed, one who has lived the life, done his task, 
lifted the burden, a winner of his own welfare, who has out
worn the fetters of rebirth, one who is released by perfect 
insight.5

(iv) Recluses and brahmins (a).
Monks, there are these five controlling faculties. What five ? 

The controlling faculty of ease . . . that of indifference.

1 Text title of this chapter is Uppati- for Uppatipatiya. Cf. infra > 
§ 10. At Path of Purity ii, 312, it is trans. e out of order.’

2 Somanassa Cf. D ii, 239. It is suhha-f-excitement. Compend.
112 n.
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Whatsoever recluses or brahmins understand not the arising 
and the perishing of, the satisfaction in, the misery of, and 
the escape from these five controlling faculties . . . nor do 
they dwell m the attainment thereof.

But those recluses or brahmins who do understand . . . 
they do dwell in the attainment thereof.

(v) Recluses and brahmins (b).
Monks, there are these five controlling faculties. . . . 
Whatsoever recluses or brahmins understand not the con

trolling faculty of ease, nor its arising, who understand not 
the ceasing thereof, who understand not the practice leading 
to the ceasing thereof . . . who understand not the controlling 
faculty of indifference, nor its arising, nor its ceasing, nor the 
practice leading to the ceasing thereof,— such are not worthy 
to be accounted . . . nor do they dwell in the attainment 
thereof.

But they who do so understand . . . they are worthy to 
be accounted . . . and those worthies do dwell in the attain
ment thereof,

(vi) Analysis (a).
Monks,.there are these five controlling faculties. What 

five ? . . .  (as before). . . .
And of what sort, monks, is the controlling faculty of ease ?1 
That ease which is bodily, that agreeableness which is 

bodily, that ease, that agreeableness which is experienced 
when it arises from bodily contact,— that, monks, is called 
4 the controlling faculty of ease.’

And of what sort, monks, is the controlling faculty of 
discomfort ?

That discomfort which is bodily, that disagreeableness 
which is bodily, that discomfort, that disagreeableness which 
is experienced when it arises from bodily contact,— that, 
monks, is called f the controlling faculty of discomfort/

And of what sort, monks, is the controlling faculty of 
happiness ?

1 C f Commend. 112 n.



That happiness which is mental, that agreeableness which is 
mental, that happiness, that agreeableness which is experi
enced when it arises from mental contact,— that, monks, is 
called 4 the controlling faculty of happiness.’

And of what sort, monks, is the controlling faculty of un
happiness 2

That pain which is mental, that disagreeableness which is 
mental, that pain, that disagreeableness which is experienced 
when it arises from mental contact,—that, monks, is called 
4 the controlling faculty of unhappiness.’

And of what sort, monks, is the controlling faculty of 
indifference ?

That bodily or mental feeling experienced, which is neither 
agreeable nor disagreeable,— that, monks, is called 4 the 
controlling faculty of indifference.’ 1

These indeed, monks, are the five controlling faculties.

(vii) Analysis (6).
Monks, these are these five controlling faculties. What 

five ? The controlling faculty of ease . . .  of indifference.
And of what sort, monks, is the controlling faculty of ease ?
. . . (As before down to) 4. . . that, monks, is called the 

controlling faculty of indifference.’
Now, monks, in these cases, the controlling faculty of ease 

and the controlling faculty of happiness should be regarded 
as pleasurable feeling. Likewise the controlling faculty of 
discomfort and that of unhappiness must be regarded as painful 
feeling. Likewise the controlling faculty of indifference must 
be regarded as feeling that is neither pleasant nor painful.

These, monks, are the five controlling faculties.

(vm) Analysis (c).
(As in § vii down to) i . . . this, monks, is called the con

trolling faculty of indifference.’
(As in § viii.) Now in these cases, monks, . . . the con-
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1 TJjpekkha here, it is to be noticed, is the hedonic, not the intellectual 
(;tatra-majjhatt’ upekkhd) mental balance.
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trolling faculty of indifference should be regarded as feeling 
that is neither pleasant nor painful.

Thus it is, monks, that these five controlling faculties, from 
being five, become three, and again, from being three, they 
become five in turn.1

(ix) The fire-stich.2
Monks, there are these five controlling faculties. What 

five ? The controlling faculty of ease, that of discomfort, 
that of happiness, that of unhappiness, that of indifference.

Now, owing to the contact that is to be experienced as 
agreeable, monks, arises the controlling faculty of ease. He 
(who experiences it), being at ease, is fully aware of being so. 
Also, on the ceasing of that contact to be experienced as agree
able, as to that controlling faculty of ease,—which had arisen 
owing to that appropriate3 contact to be experienced as 
agreeable,—he is aware that it ceases, that it is quieted down.

Again, monks, owing to contact which is to be experienced as 
disagreeable arises the controlling faculty of discomfort. He 
(who experiences it), being uncomfortable, is fully aware of 
being so. Also, on the ceasing of that contact to be experienced 
as disagreeable, as to that controlling faculty of discomfort,— 
which had arisen owing to that appropriate contact to be 
experienced as disagreeable,—he is aware that it ceases, that 
it is quieted down.

Again, monks, owing to contact which is to be experienced 
as producing happiness, arises the controlling faculty of happi
ness. He (who experiences it), being made happy, is fully 
aware of being so. Also, on the ceasing of that contact to 
be experienced as producing happiness, as to that controlling 
faculty of happiness,—which had arisen owing to that appro
priate contact to be experienced as producing happiness,—he 
is aware that it ceases, that it is quieted down.

Again, monks, owing to contact which is to be experienced 
as producing unhappiness, arises the controlling faculty of

1 Pariydyena—vicissim.
2 Aram. Cf. K.S. ii, 67; iv, 145; Buddh. Psych. 45; MP . 6.
3 Taj jar)= saruparj. Cf. Buddh. Psych. Eth. 6 n.



unhappiness. He (who experiences it), being unhappy, is. 
fully aware of being so. Also, on the ceasing of that contact 
to be experienced as producing unhappiness,—which had 
arisen owing to that appropriate contact to be experienced as 
producing unhappiness,—he is aware that it ceases, that it is 
quieted down.

(Lastly) monks, owing to the contact which is to be ex
perienced as indifferent arises the controlling faculty of in
difference. He (who experiences it), being indifferent, is fully 
aware of being indifferent. Also, on the ceasing of that 
contact to be experienced as indifferent, as to that controlling 
faculty of indifference,—which had arisen owing to that 
appropriate contact to be experienced as indifferent,—he i& 
aware that it ceases, that it is quieted down.

Just as, monks, from the putting together and rubbing 
together of two sticks warmth is bom, heat is produced; as 
from the separation and parting of those two sticks the warmth 
so born ceases and is quenched, just so, monks, owing to 
contact that is to be experienced as agreeable arises the con
trolling faculty of ease. He (who experiences it), being at 
ease, is fully aware of being at ease. Also, on the ceasing. . .

So also, owing to contact that is to be experienced as dis
agreeable . . .  as producing happiness . . .  as producing un
happiness . . .  as indifferent . . .  (in each case) he is aware 
that it ceases, that it is quieted down.

(x) Consequent.1
Monks, there are these five controlling faculties. What 

five ? The controlling faculty of discomfort, that of un
happiness, that of ease, that of happiness, and the controlling 
faculty of indifference.

Now herein, monks, suppose a monk dwells earnest, ardent, 
and aspiring, and there arises in him the controlling faculty

1 Title in text Uppatika (‘t—uppatita, ‘ arisen/ with reference to 
uppajjati in this §). But Corny. refers it to Chapter-title: uppati- 
pdtikar) suttay namd ti veditabbarj, i.e., ‘ with reference to what has 
gone before* (yathddhamms ammmana-vasena patipatiyd vuttai)). Cf. 
supra, text 207 n. : supra, 183 n.
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of discomfort. He is aware of it thus: There has arisen in 
me this controlling faculty of discomfort. Now this is con
ditioned, has its cause, its constituent parts, its reasons.1 
That the controlling faculty of discomfort should arise with
out these conditions, causes, constituent parts and reasons, is 
quite impossible. Thus he comes to know fully both the 
controlling faculty of discomfort, its arising and its ceasing: 
and, whence arising, how this controlling faculty of discomfort 
comes to cease without remainder,2—that also he fully knows*

Now, monks, whence does it arise and how does it come 
to cease without remainder ?

Herein a monk, aloof from sense-desires, aloof from evil 
conditions, enters upon the first trance, which is accompanied 
by thought directed and sustained, born of seclusion, zestful 
and easeful, and abides therein. Here the controlling faculty 
of discomfort, which has arisen, ceases without remainder. 
This monk is called £ A monk who has understood the ceasing 
of the controlling faculty of discomfort, one who has collected 
his mind3 for the attaining such a condition.9

Now herein again, monks, suppose a monk dwells earnest, 
ardent and aspiring, and there arises in him the controlling 
faculty of unhappiness. He is aware of it thus: There has 
arisen in me this controlling faculty of unhappiness. Now 
this is conditioned, has its cause, its constituent parts and 
reasons. That the controlling faculty of unhappiness should 
arise without these conditions, causes, constituent parts and 
reasons is quite impossible.

Thus he comes to know fully both the controlling faculty 
of unhappiness, and its arising and its ceasing. Also he fully 
knows, whence arising, how this controlling faculty of unhappi
ness comes to cease without remainder.

1 SanimittaT), sanidanar), sasankharar), sappaccayar).
2 Cf. Expos. 1, 235; VM. 166; SnA. ii, 120; D. in, 222.
3 Text %pasarjhas%, but Burmese MSS. and Corny. upasarjharaii

(‘ he pulls himself together’)• Corny, remarks: tattha-labhl samane
uppaMrC atthaya cittay upasarjharati, labhl samano samapajjan* atthaya.
For tathattaya, ethe state of being such,’ cf M . i, 465 f f ;  supra,
text 90; K.S. iv, 202 n. (a synonym m Sanskrit Buddhism for Nibbana).



Now whence does it arise, and how does it come to cease 
without remainder ?

Herein a monk, by the calming down of thought directed 
and sustained, attains and abides in the second trance, that 
inward calming, that single-mindedness of will, apart from 
thought directed and sustained, that is born of mental balance, 
zestful and easeful. It is here that the controlling faculty of 
unhappiness, which has arisen, comes to cease without re
mainder. Such an one, monks, is called e A monk who has 
come to know the ceasing of the controlling faculty of un
happiness, one who has collected his mind for attaining such 
a condition.’

Now herein again, monks, suppose a monk dwells earnest, 
ardent and aspiring, and there arises in him the controlling 
faculty of ease. He is aware of it thus: There has arisen in 
me this controlling faculty of ease. Now this is conditioned, 
has its cause, its constituent parts and its reasons. That 
the controlling faculty of ease should arise without these 
conditions, causes, constituent parts and reasons, is quite 
impossible.

Thus he comes to know both the controlling faculty of ease 
and its arising and its ceasing. Also he fully knows, whence 
arising, how this controlling faculty of ease comes to cease 
without remainder.

Now whence does it arise and how does it come to cease 
without remainder ?

Herein a monk, by the fading out of zest, disinterested, 
mindful and composed, experiences with body that ease of 
which the Ariyans declare:

‘ He who is disinterested and alert dwells at ease/1 and he so 
attains and abides in the third trance. It is here that the 
controlling faculty of ease, which has arisen, comes to cease

1 Of. Expos. 238. (It is to be noticed that the third feeling is neither 
pain nor pleasure, is opposed to pam and pleasure, is not merely the 
absence of pain and pleasure: it is called c hedonic indifference.’ The 
Fourth Jhana which follows is the purity of mindfulness born of (this) 
indifference. The Fourth Jhana, then, is mental emancipation, which 
is neutral feeling.)
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without remainder. Such an one, monks, is called e A  monk 
who has understood the ceasing of the controlling faculty 
of ease, one who has collected his mind for attaining such a 
condition.’

Now herein again, monks, suppose a monk dwells earnest, 
ardent and aspiring, and there arises in him the controlling 
faculty of happiness. He is aware of it thus: There has arisen 
in me this controlling faculty of happiness. Now this is con
ditioned, has its cause, its constituent parts, its reasons. 
That the controlling faculty of happiness should arise without 
these conditions, causes, constituent parts and reasons is quite 
impossible. Thus he comes to know the controlling faculty of 
happiness and its arising and its ceasing. Also he fully knows, 
whence arising, how this controlling faculty of happiness comes 
to cease without remainder.

Now whence does it arise and how does it come to cease 
without remainder ?

Herein, monks, by abandoning both ease and discomfort, 
by the ending of both happiness and unhappiness felt before, 
he attains and abides in the fourth trance, a state of neither 
ease nor discomfort, an equanimity of utter purity. Herein 
the controlling faculty of happiness, which had arisen, comes 
to cease without remainder. Such an one, monks, is called tf A 
monk who has understood the ceasing of the controlling faculty 
of happiness, one who has collected his mind for attaining such 
a condition.’

Now herein again, monks, suppose a monk dwells earnest, 
ardent and aspiring. Then there arises in him the controlling 
faculty of indifference. He is aware of it thus: There has 
arisen in me this controlling faculty of indifference. Now this 
is conditioned, has its cause, its constituent parts and its 
reasons. That the controlling faculty of indifference should 
arise without its conditions, causes, its constituent parts and 
its reasons, is a thing quite impossible. Thus he comes to 
know both the controlling faculty of indifference, its arising 
and its ceasing. Also he fully knows, whence arising, how this 
controlling faculty of indifference comes to cease without 
remainder.



Now whence does it arise, and how does it come to cease 
without remainder ?

Herein, monks, passing utterly beyond the feeling of neither 
perception nor non-perception, he attains and abides in the 
state of cessation of perception and feeling. Herein the con
trolling faculty of indifference, which had arisen, comes to 
cease without remainder.

Such an one, monks, is called ‘A monk who has understood 
the ceasing of the controlling faculty of indifference, one who 
has collected his mind for attaining such a condition.5

CHAPTER V.— OLD AGE

(i) Old age.
Thus have I heard: On a certain occasion the Exalted One 

was staying near SavatthI in East Park, at the terraced house 
of Migara’s mother.1

Now on that occasion the Exalted One, having arisen from 
his solitude at eventide, was seated warming his back in the 
westering sunshine.2

Then the venerable Ananda came to see the Exalted One, 
and on coming to him saluted him and, while chafing his limbs3 
with his hand, said to the Exalted One:

4 It is a strange thing, lord ! It is a wonder, lord, 
how the skin of the Exalted One is no longer clear 
and translucent, and how all his limbs are slack4 and

1 S. i, 77, iii, 100.
2 Corny. discusses the question as to how the sunshine can pierce 

through the Buddha-teja or aura, and concludes that it cannot do so.
‘ Then what is warmed ? The radiance itself is warmed. Just as 
when one sits under a spreading tree, the sunshine does not touch the 
body, but the radiance of it spreads all round, and it is like being 
surrounded by a flame of fire. So we are to understand thus: The Master 
was sitting warming his aura (?).’

3 Corny. reads 4 back.9
4 Sithildni, Corny. * The flesh, coming away from the bone, attains 

ooseness and hangs here and there.’
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wrinkled,1 his body bent forward, and a change is to be seen 
in his sense-faculties of eye, ear, nose, tongue and b od y !52

e So it is, Ananda. Old age is by nature inherent in youth, 
sickness in health, and death in life. Thus it is that my skin 
is no longer clear and translucent as of yore; my limbs are 
slack and wrinkled, my body stoops forward and a change is 
to be noticed in my sense-faculties of eye, ear, nose, tongue 
and body.’

Thus spake the Exalted One. Having so said, the Happy 
One as Teacher added this:

Shame on thee,3 miserable age !
Age that maketh colour fade !

The pleasing image4 of a man 
By age is trampled down.

Tho’ one should live a hundred years,
Natheless he is consigned to death.

Death passeth nothing by,
But trampleth everything.

(ii) Unnabha the brahmin.
Savatthi was the occasion . . .
Now the brahmin Unnabha came to visit the Exalted One, 

and on coming to him greeted him courteously, and, after the 
exchange of greetings and courtesies, sat down at one side. 
So seated, Unnabha the brahmin said this to the Exalted One:

c There are these five sense-faculties, master Gotama, of 
different scope, of different range. They do not mutually

1 Text baliya-jatam, but Sinh MSS. and Corny. vali-jdtani, which 
I follow.

2 Corny. 4 The sense-faculties are invisible, but as these defects are 
to be seen it must be owing to decay of the faculties. He speaks 
inferentially.’

3 Dhl tar) for dhltar) of text (cf. Sn. v, 440, dhi-r-atthu jlvitarj). Corny. 
reads dhikkarj (text v.l. dhittarj) jamml jaro (which is interpreted as 
dhikkar) tuyharj hotu, vikayo tarj phusatu [?]).

4 Bimba (text, vimba)= attabhava. Corny. Cf. Dhp. 147: Passa 
cittakatarj bimbarj.



enjoy each other’s scope and range. What are the five ? The 
sense-faculty of eye, that of ear, that of nose, that of tongue, 
and the sense-faculty of body. Now, master Gotama, as these 
five sense-faculties are of different scope, of different range, 
and do not mutually enjoy each other’s scope and range, pray, 
what common ground of resort1 have they, and who profits 
by their scope and range V 

4 There are, brahmin, as you say, these five sense-faculties' 
of different scope and different range, and they do not mutually 
enjoy each other’s scope and range. Well, mind is their * 
common ground of resort. It is mind that profits by their 
scope and range.’

4 But, master Gotama, what is the resort of mind V 
4 Mindfulness, brahmin, is the resort of mind.’
4 Then, master Gotama, what is the resort of mindfulness V 
4 Release, brahmin, is the resort of mindfulness.’
4 What, then, master Gotama, is the resort of release V 
4 Nibbana, brahmin, is the resort of release.’
4 But, master Gotama, what is the resort of Nibbana ? ’    i
4 The question goes too far,2 brahmin. That question is 

beyond the compass of an answer. The aim of living the holy 
life, brahmin, is to plunge3 into Nibbana. It has Nibbana 
for its goal, Nibbana for its ending.’

Then the brahmin Unnabha was delighted with the words of 
the Exalted One and received them gladly. And he rose up 
from his seat, saluted the Exalted One by the right and 
went away.

Now not long after the departure of the brahmin Unnabha 
the Exalted One said to the monks:
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1 Patisaranay, ‘ looking to / or ‘ referring to.’ At A. i, 199, ‘ re- 
going.’ Cf. Dialog. 1,122 n.; Pts. of Contr. 140. At M . l, 295, MahdJcot- 
thita puts this question to Sariputta. It is discussed at Buddh. Psych. 
Ethics, where see Mrs. Rhys Davids’ extract from Corny, on M . i loc. cit. 
For ‘ resort ’ see next §.

2 Text ajjhaparay (Burmese MSS.), but M. i, 304, accasaray, i.e. 
it is transcendental. That at S. ii, 1898, should be the same, where 
Corny, atihhanto.

3 Ogadhay—Nibb. dbbhantaray, anupavitthay. Corny.
13
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‘ Suppose, monies, in a house with a peaked roof or in a  
pavilion with a peaked roof, with a window facing east, when 
the sun is rising and its rays strike through the window, on 
what do they rest V1

‘ On the western wall, lord.9
‘ Just so, monks, the faith of the brahmin Unnabha is bent 

on, rooted in, rests on the Tathagata. It is strong, not to be 
uprooted by any recluse or brahmin or deva or Mara or  
Brahma, or by anyone else in the world.

Monks, if at this time the brahmin Unnabha were to make 
an end, there is no fetter, bound by which, the brahmin 
Unnabha would come back to this world.’2

(iii) Sdketa.
Thus have I heard: Once the Exalted One was staying near 

Saketa,3 at Anjana Wood, in Antelope Grove.
On that occasion the Exalted One said this to the monks:
‘ Monks, is there any method, by reckoning according to which 

the five controlling faculties are the five powers, and the five 
powers again are the five controlling faculties V

4 For us, lord, things have the Exalted One as their root, 
(their guide and their resort.4 It were well for us if the Exalted 
One would reveal the meaning of what he has just uttered).’5

e Well, monks, there is such a method, by reckoning according 
to which the five controlling faculties are the five powers, and 
again the five powers are the five controlling faculties. And of 
what sort, monks, is that method ?

That, monks, which is the controlling faculty of faith is also 
the power of faith: that which is the power of faith is also the 
controlling faculty of faith. And it is the same with regard 
to the controlling faculty of energy, and the rest. . . . That

1 Cf. K .S.11, 71.
2 He is anagamin. This instance may be added to the two referred 

to above on text 178 n.
3 A  town m Kosala, formerly the capital (which at this time was 

Savatthi); Buddh. India, 39. Cf. M. i, 149; A. u, 24; ni, 169; iv, 427.
4 PafisaranaT), as above.
5 Cf. S. ii, 24, etc. Here text is abridged.



which is the controlling faculty of insight is again the power 
of insight, and the power of insight is also the controlling 
faculty of insight.

Suppose, monks, a river that flows east, slopes east, tends 
east. In the middle of it is an island. Now, monksT*bhere is 
a method, by reckoning according to which, the stream of 
that river is accounted single. Again there is a method, by 
reckoning according to which, the stream is accounted double.

Now what sort of method is that according to which the 
stream of that river may be reckoned as single ? Thus: The 
water at the east end and the water at the west end of that 
island will be reckoned as a single stream. That is the method.

And what sort of method is that according to which the 
stream of that river may be reckoned as double ? Thus: The 
water on the north side and the water on the south side will 
be reckoned as a double stream. That is the method accord
ing to which the stream may be reckoned as double.

Just in the same way, monks, the controlling faculty of 
faith is also the power of faith, and the power of faith is also 
the controlling faculty of faith.

Monks, by the fact of cultivating and making much of the 
five controlling faculties, a monk, by the destruction of the 
asavas, in this very life fully comprehends, realizes for himself 
and attains intellectual release and release by insight, and 
abides therein.’

(iv) Eastern Gatehouse.1
Thus have I heard: Once the Exalted One was staying 

at SavatthI, in Eastern Gatehouse.2 On that occasion the 
Exalted One addressed the venerable Sariputta thus:

fi Do you believe, Sariputta, that the controlling faculty of 
faith, if cultivated and made much of, plunges into the Death
less, has the Deathless for its goal, the Deathless for its ending ?

1 This Sutta is quoted in full at Nidd. 1, 236, as comment on the text 
Sn. 853, na saddho na virajjati.

2 At A. iii, 345, the only place where it seems to be mentioned, the 
Buddha goes there with Ananda to bathe. Kotthaka is a chamber or 
storehouse (here, over the gate). By the city gates were pubhc bathing* 
places. *
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Do you believe, Sariputta, that the controlling faculty of 
energy, if cultivated and made much of, plunges into the 
Deathless . . . that the controlling faculty of mindfulness 
. . .  of concentration . . .  Do you believe, Sariputta, that 
the controlling faculty of insight, if cultivated and made much 
of, plunges into the Deathless, has the Deathless for its goal, 
the Deathless for its ending V

* In this matter, lord, I walk not by faith1 in the Exalted 
One, to wit: that the controlling faculty of faith, if culti
vated and made much of . . . that the controlling faculty of 
insight, if cultivated and made much of, plunges into the 
Deathless, has the Deathless for its goal, the Deathless for 
its ending.

They, lord, who have not realized, not seen, not understood, 
not made sure of, not attained this faculty by insight,—such 
may well walk by faith in others (in believing) that the con
trolling faculty of faith * . . that of insight, if cultivated and 
made much of, may so end.

But, lord, they who have realized, seen, understood, made 
sure of, they who have attained this fact by insight,—such 
are free from doubt, free from wavering,2 (in believing) that the 
controlling faculty of faith, of energy, of mindfulness, of con
centration, of insight, if cultivated and made much of . . * 
will so end.

But I, lord, have realized it, I have seen, understood and 
made sure of it, I have attained it by insight, I am free from 
doubt about it,3 that the controlling faculty of faith . . .  of 
insight, does plunge into the Deathless, has the Deathless, 
for its goal, the Deathless for its ending/

4 Well said! Well said, Sariputta ! Indeed they who have 
not realized, not seen, not understood, who have not made 
sure of, who have not attained this fact by insight,—such may 
well walk by faith in others (in believing) that the controlling

1 Saddhdya gacchamL I take saddhaya to be gerund, saddhahitva 
(as Corny. elsewhere).

2 Nibbicikiccha (ni-vicikiccha). Cf. S. ii, 84.
8 Here text inserts paresarj (not in Sinh. MSS.), which makes no. 

sense.



faculty of faith. . . . has the Deathless for its goal, for its 
ending. But indeed, Sariputta, they who have realized, who 
have seen, understood, made sure of and attained this fact 
"by insight,—such are indeed free from doubt, free from 
wavering, (in knowing) that the controlling faculty of faith 
. . .  of insight, if cultivated and made much of, does plunge 
into the Deathless, has the Deathless for its goal, for its 
•ending.5

(v) East Park (a).

Thus have I heard: Once the Exalted One was staying near 
SavatthI, in East Park, at the terraced house of Migara’s 
mother.

On that occasion the Exalted One addressed the monks, 
saying:

'Monks, by cultivating and making much of what con
trolling faculties does the monk in whom the asavas are 
destroyed declare gnosis, to wit: “ I know full well that 
destroyed is rebirth, lived is the holy life, done is the task, 
there is no more of being here for me ”  V

i For us, lord, things have their root in the Exalted One...  .’
‘ Well, monks, by cultivating and making much of a single 

controlling faculty, a man in whom the asavas are destroyed 
may thus declare gnosis . . . And what is that one con
trolling faculty ?

Monks, in the Ariyan disciple who has won insight1 faith 
is established as a matter of course,2 energy is established as 
a matter of course, mindfulness is established as a matter 
of course, concentration is established as a matter of course.

It is by cultivating and making much of this single con
trolling faculty (of insight) that a monk in whom the asavas 
are destroyed can declare gnosis, to wit: “ I know full well 
that destroyed is rebirth, lived is the holy life, done is the 
task, there is no more of being here for me.”  ’
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along with it).
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(vi) East Parle (b).
The same occasion . . .
‘ Monks, by cultivating and making much of what con

trolling faculty does a monk in whom the asavas are destroyed 
declare gnosis, to wit: “ I know full well that destroyed i& 
rebirth . . .  in these conditions ” V

e Lord, for us things have their root in the Exalted One.. . /
e Well, monks, it is by the cultivation and making much 

of two controlling faculties that a monk is able to do so. 
What two %

By Ariyan insight and Ariyan release. That which in him 
is the Ariyan insight is the controlling faculty of insight, and 
that which in him is the Ariyan release is the controlling 
faculty of concentration. It is by cultivating and making 
much of these two controlling faculties, monks, that a monk 
in whom the asavas are destroyed is able to declare gnosis, 
to wit: “  Destroyed is rebirth . . . there is no more of being 
here for m e/5 5

(vii) East Park (c).
The same occasion . . .
‘ Monks, by cultivating and making much of what con

trolling faculty does a monk in whom the asavas are 
destroyed declare gnosis, to wit: “ I know full well that 
destroyed is rebirth . . . there is no more of being here 
for me ”  V

i Lord, for us things have their root in the Exalted One. . . /
4 Well, monks, it is by cultivating and making much of 

four1 controlling faculties. What four ?
The controlling faculty of energy, mindfulness, concentra

tion and insight. These are the four . . /

(viii) East Park (d).
The same occasion . . .
c Monks, by cultivating and making much of what con

trolling faculties does a monk in whom the asavas are destroyed

1 The section on three c.fs. seems omitted,
a



declare gnosis, to wit: “ I know full well that destroyed is 
rebirth . . . there is no more of being here for me ”  V 

c Lord, for us things are rooted in the Exalted One. . . .’ 
‘ /Well, monks, it is by cultivating and making much of 

five controlling faculties that a monk in whom the asavas 
are destroyed is able to do so.

What are the five ? The controlling faculties of faith, 
energy, mindfulness, concentration and insight.

Monks, it is by cultivating and making much of these five 
controlling faculties that a monk in whom the asavas are 
destroyed is able to declare gnosis, to wit: “  I know full well 
that destroyed is rebirth, lived is the holy life, done is the 
task, there is no more of being here for me.”  ’

(ix) Scrap-hunter.
Thus have I heard: On a certain occasion the Exalted One 

was staying at KosambI in Ghosita Park.
Now on that occasion the Bharadvajan, the venerable 

Scrap-hunter,1 so called, had declared gnosis, to wit: e I know 
full well that destroyed is rebirth, lived is the holy life, done 
is the task, there is no more of being here for me.’

Then a number of monks2 came to visit the Exalted One, 
and on coming to him, saluted him and sat down at one side. 
So seated, those monks said this to the Exalted One :

c Lord, the Bharadvajan, the venerable Scrap-hunter, has 
declared gnosis, to wit: “  I know full well that destroyed is 
rebirth . . . there is no more of being here for me.”  Pray, 
lord, in consequence of what observation3 did the Bharadva
jan, the venerable Scrap-hunter, thus declare gnosis . . .V  

c Monks, it was in consequence of having cultivated and 
made much of three controlling faculties that the Bhara-

1 Pindola, of Bharadydja. There are several of this clan, e.g., at 
K.S. i, 204 (4 conjey man ’) among the Brahmin Suttas. At K.S. iv, 68 
(where see note) he takes refuge with the Master. BMradvaja is on 
the river Jumna. Cf. Buddhist India, 36.

2 For samhahuld see n. supra, text 108.
3 Kir) atihavasar) sampassamdncna9 generally equivalent to haranar)

(causa).
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dvajan, the venerable Scrap-hunter, thus declared gnosis. 
What three? The controlling faculty of mindfulness, of 
concentration, and of insight.1

It was in consequence of having cultivated and made much 
of these three controlling faculties that gnosis was declared 
by the Bharadvajan, the venerable Scrap-hunter.

Now these three controlling faculties,—what do they 
end in ?

They end in destruction.
They end in destruction of what ?
They end in the destruction of rebirth, old age and death.
Monks, it was because he saw full well that rebirth was 

destroyed, that old age and death were destroyed, that the 
Bharadvajan, the venerable Scrap-hunter, was able to declare 
gnosis, to wit: “ I know full well that destroyed is rebirth, 
lived is the holy life, done is the task, there is no more of being 
here for me.” 5

(x) Faithful or Market
Thus have I heard: On a certain occasion the Exalted One 

was staying among the Angas, at Market2 so called, a town
ship of the Angas.

Now on that occasion the Exalted One addressed the vener
able Sariputta, saying:

4 Tell me, Sariputta, could an Ariyan disciple who is utterly 
devoted to,3 who has perfect faith in the Tathagata,—could 
an Ariyan disciple have any doubt or wavering as to the 
Tathagata or the Tathagata’s teaching V

* Lord, an Ariyan disciple who is utterly devoted to the

x At UdA. 252, Dhammapala says, after describing bis nickname, 
his scrap-hunting life, his huge bowl, gradually wasted to a mere 
sherd, and his subjection to the Master’s injunctions: ‘ on a subsequent 
occasion, by cultivating controlling-faculty culture, he was established 
in the topmost fruit of Arahantship.’ Our Corny. says nothing.

2 Apana (market). Cf. Brethren, 310 n. For the Angas cf. Buddh. 
India, p. 23; Vin. i, 29, quoted at 8A. on JS. i, 1; KhA. 115; M. ii, 163.
* The Angas dwelt in the country to the east of Magadha, having their 
capital at Champa, near the modern Bhagalpur.

8 Ekanta-gatOj lit. * downright gone to,’ i.e , saranar) gato.



Tathagata, who has perfect faith in the Tathagata, could 
have no doubt, could have no wavering as to the Tathagata 
or the Tathagata’s teaching. Of the Ariyan disciple who has 
faith, lord, this may be expected: he will dwell resolute in 
energy, ever striving to abandon bad qualities and to acquire 
good qualities: he will be stout and strong to exert himself, 
not throwing off the burden in good qualities. His energy, 
lord, is the controlling faculty of energy1

Of a faithful Ariyan disciple, lord, who is resolute in energy, 
this may be expected: he will be mindful, possessed of supreme 
discrimination,2 one who calls to mind and remembers things 
said long ago. His mindfulness, lord, is the controlling faculty 
of mindfulness.

Of a faithful Ariyan disciple, lord, who is resolute in energy, 
with mindfulness established, this may be expected: he will 
make self-surrender the object of his thought, he will lay hold 
of concentration, one-pointedness of mind. His concentra
tion, lord, is the controlling faculty of concentration.

Again, lord, of a faithful Ariyan disciple who is established 
in mindfulness, whose thought is tranquillized, this may be 
expected: he will fully -understand “  A world without end3 
is the round of rebirth. No beginning can be seen of beings 
hindered by ignorance, bound by craving, who run on, who 
fare on through the round of rebirth. The utter passionless 
ceasing of ignorance, of this body of darkness,4 is this blissful 
state, this excellent5 state, to wit:—the calming down of all 
the activities, the giving up of all bases (for rebirth), the 
destruction of craving, dispassion, cessation, Nibbana.” His 
insight, lord, is the controlling faculty of insight.

lord , that faithful Ariyan disciple, thus striving and striving
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1 Text arranges paragraphs here wrongly, e.g., §§ 4, 5, 6, where the 
first line of each should be joined to the previous §. Also ti is omitted 
after the thoughts expressed m each case.

2 Sati-nepakka. Cf. supra, text 197.
3 For anamatagga cf. K.S. ii, 118 f f iii, 126 {J.P.T.S., 1919, p. 40, 

for derivation of the word).
4 Tame-kaya. Cf. Thag. 128, iamo-kkandha.
5 Panltarj. Text has phanxtarj.
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again, thus recollecting again and again, thus again and again 
composing his mind, thus clearly discerning again and again, 
gains utter confidence, when he considers: “  As to those things 
which formerly I had only heard tell of, now I dwell having 
experienced them in my own person:1 now by insight have 
I pierced them through and see them plain.”  Herein, lord, 
his faith is the controlling faculty of faith /

4 Well said ! Well said, Sariputta ! Indeed, Sariputta, 
the Ariyan disciple who is utterly devoted to the Tathagata, 
who has perfect faith in the Tathagata, can have no doubt 
or wavering in the Tathagata or the Tathagata’s teaching. 
Indeed, Sariputta, of the faithful Ariyan disciple this may be 
expected ’ :— (and he repeated all that Sariputta had said of the 
controlling faculties of faith, energy, mindfulness, concentra
tion and insight).

CHAPTER V I2

(i) Sala?
Thus have I heard: On a certain occasion the Exalted One 

was staying among the Kosalans, at Sala, a brahmin village.
On that occasion the Exalted One addressed the monks, 

saying:
4 Just as, monks, whatsoever brute creatures4 there be, of 

them the lion, king of beasts, is reckoned chief, namely in 
strength, speed and courage,6 even so, monks, whatsoever

1 Kdyena phusitvd. This may stand for nama-rupa (the individuality, 
i.e., the bodily substrate+the emotions and mind). Corny, says 
ndma-leayena. On the other hand, it may bo a phrase for personal 
physical (brain)-experience. Cf. infra, text 230.

2 This chapter has no title.
3 The title of this Sutta is wrong. Cf. supra, text 144. In the 

uddana also the title is wrong and lacks a capital letter in text. Cf. 
M. 1, 285.

4 Cf K.S. iii, 70. Tiracchana-gata pdna, ‘ animals that go hori
zontally,’ as opposed to upright humans.

5 Suriyena. So Corny, (—sura-bhdvena) and Sinh. MSS. Text has
surena (Burmese).
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principles there be that are on the side of the wisdom,1 of them 
the controlling faculty of insight is reckoned chief, namely 
for attaining the wisdom. And of what sort, monks, are the 
principles that are on the side of the wisdom ?

Monks, the controlling faculty of wisdom is a principle that 
is on the side of the wisdom, for it conduces to attaining the 
wisdom. The controlling faculty of energy . . . that of 
mindfulness . . . the controlling faculty of concentration . . . 
the controlling faculty of insight is a principle that is on the 
side of the wisdom, for it conduces to attaining the wisdom.

Just as, monks, whatsoever brute creatures there be, of 
them the lion, king of beasts, is reckoned chief, namely in 
strength, speed and courage,—even so, monks, of the prin
ciples that are on the side of the wisdom, the controlling 
faculty of insight is reckoned chief.’

(ii) Mallika.2
Thus have I heard: On a certain occasion the Exalted One 

was staying among the Mallas at "Uruvelakappa, a township 
of the Mallas.

On that occasion the Exalted One addressed the monks, 
saying:

‘ Monks, as long as the Ariyan insight has not uprisen in the 
Ariyan disciple, just so long is there no stability of the four 
(other) controlling faculties, there is no abiding steadfastness3 
of the four other controlling faculties. But when the Ariyan 
insight has arisen in the Ariyan disciple, then, monks, there is 
stability of the four other controlling faculties, there is abiding 
steadfastness of the four other controlling faculties.

Just as, monks, so long as the peak of a house4 with peaked

1 Bodha-palcJchika, translated at Dialog, in, 93, ‘ wmgs of wisdom. 
They are enumerated at VM. 678.

2 Written as Malla, Mallika, Mallata, and Malata. K.S. iv, 252; 
infra, text 349 (cf. A. iv, 438).

3 Thitis avaithiti. Cf. Dhs. § 11 (Buddh. Psych. Eth., p. 13 n.), where 
the three cognate terms thifo, santhiti, avaithiti (cittassa) are translated 
* stability, solidity, absorbed steadfastness.’

4 Cf, J.P.T.S., 1919; Similes in the Nikayas (do. 1906-7, pp. 58 jf.).
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roof be not set up, so long is there no stability of the roof- 
beams,1 there is no abiding steadfastness of the roof-beams. 
But, monks, as soon as the peak of a house with peaked roof 
is set up, then is there stability and abiding steadfastness of 
the roof-beams.

In the same way, monks, so long as the Ariyan insight has 
not uprisen in the Ariyan disciple, so long is there no stability 
of the other four controlling faculties. But as soon as the 
Ariyan insight has arisen, then is there stability and abiding 
steadfastness of the four other controlling faculties. Of what 
four ? Of the controlling faculty of faith, energy, mindfulness 
and concentration.

Monks, in the Ariyan disciple who has insight faith is estab
lished as a matter of course.2 Energy, mindfulness, concen
tration are established as a matter of course.’

(iii) Learner.
Thus have I heard: On a certain occasion the Exalted One 

was staying at Kosambi in Ghosita Park. On that occasion 
the Exalted One addressed the monks, saying:

4 Tell me, monks, is there any method by proceeding accord- 
ing to which a monk who is a learner,3 standing at the level 
of a learner,4 can be assured “  I am a learner,”  or a monk 
who is an adept, standing at the level of an adept, can be 
assured “  I am an adept ”

6 For us, lord, things have their root in the Exalted One, 
their guide and their resort. It were well for us if the Exalted 
One would reveal the meaning of what he has just uttered.’

‘ Well, monks, there is such a method, by proceeding 
according to which both a monk who is a learner and a monk 
who is an adept can be so assured. And of what sort is that 
method, monks ?

Herein a monk who is a learner knows full well “  This is

1 Oopdnasl is the curved beam supporting the gable, whose stability 
depends on pressure from above.

2 Tadanvaya. Cf. Expos. 92 (‘ faith which follows ’ ) and supra 
197 n.

3 For definition see text, supra 14. 4 SehhaMumiyar) thito.



111.55 He knows full well “  This is the arising of 111.”  He 
knows full well “  This is the ceasing of 111. . . . This is the 
practice leading to the ceasing of 111.”  Such, monks, is the 
method by proceeding according to which a monk who is a 
learner can be assured “  I am a learner/5

Again, a monk who is a learner thus ponders: 44 Is there, I 
wonder, outside1 (this Order of monks) anyone, whether 
recluse or brahmin, who can teach a doctrine that is natural* 
true and proper,2 such as the Exalted One teaches ?5 5 Then he 
concludes: 44 There is no one who can do so.55 This, monks, 
is the method, by proceeding according to which a monk 
who is a learner, standing at the level of a learner, can be 
assured “ l a m a  learner.55

Then again, monks, the monk who is a learner is fully aware 
of the five controlling faculties, that of faith, that of energy* 
of mindfulness, of concentration, and the controlling faculty 
of insight. But as to what is their destiny, what their excel
lence, what their fruits and final goal, he dwells not in personal 
experience3 thereof, nor does he pierce through and through 
by insight and see them plain. That is the method by pro
ceeding according to which a learner, standing at a learner's 
level can be assured “  I am a learner.55

And of what sort, monks, is the method according to which 
the adept monk standing at the level of an adept can be assured 
<e I am an adept55 ?

Herein the adept monk fully understands the five controlling 
faculties, that of faith and the rest and that of insight. Like
wise as to what is their destiny, what their excellence, their 
fruits and final goal, he dwells in personal experience thereof: 
he pierces them through and through and sees them plain. 
That, monks, is the method by which an adept monk can be 
assured that he is an adept.

1 I to bahiddha. Cf. M. i, 56; D. n, 151 {ito bahiddhd samano pi 
rC atthi).

2 Text bhutay, tacchay, tatha (read v.l. tatharj). Cf. D. i, 190, api ca 
Bamano Gotamo bhutay tacchay tathay patipadaŷ pannapeti.

3 As above, text p. 226. Kayena—nama-kayena. Corny, adds. 
patilabhitva to phusiiva of text.
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Then again, a monk who is an adept fully understands the 
six sense-faculties, to wit: the sense-faculty of eye, ear, nose, 
tongue, body and mind. He understands: These six sense- 
faculties must come to cease without remainder, utterly, 
altogether, in every way and everywhere: nor shall other six 
sense-faculties arise anywhere or anyhow.1 He knows that 
full well.

Such, monks, is the method by proceeding according to 
which an adept monk can be assured that he is an adept.’

(iv) In the foot.
Just as, monks, all the foot-characteristics of such creatures 

as roam2 about are joined together in the foot of the elephant, 
and as the elephant’s foot in size is reckoned chief of them, even 
so, monks, of all the elements3 whatsoever that conduce to the 
wisdom the controlling faculty of insight is reckoned chief, 
that is, for attaining the wisdom.

And of what sort, monks, are those elements that conduce 
to the wisdom ?

The faculty of faith, monks, conduces to the wisdom: the 
faculty of energy, of mindfulness, of concentration, the faculty 
of insight, monks, conduces to the wisdom.

Just as, monks, all the foot-characteristics of creatures 
that roam about are joined together in the foot of the elephant: 
as the elephant’s foot in size is reckoned chief of them, even so, 
monks, of all the elements whatsoever that conduce to the 
wisdom, the controlling faculty of insight is reckoned chief, 
that is, for attaining the wisdom.

(v) Heart-wood.4
Just as, monks, of all scented heart-woods whatsoever the 

red sandalwood is reckoned chief, even so, monks, of all the 
principles whatsoever that are on the side of the wisdom, the

1 Kuhinci kisvninci are synonyms. Corny,
2 Cf. K.S. i, 111; M. i, 184; supra, text 43. Text’s jangaldnar) 

{forest creatures) should read, as above, jangamdnay (ambulantium).
3 Padam—ye keci dhamma-kotthasd buyjhan’ atthdya sarjvattanti. Corny.
4 Text-title sare should be sdray. Cf. text, 43; S. iii, 156.



controlling faculty of insight is reckoned chief, that is, for 
attaining the wisdom.

And of what sort, monks, are the principles that are on the 
side of the wisdom ?

The controlling faculty of faith, monks, is a principle that is on 
the side of the wisdom. It conduces to attaining the wisdom. 
The controlling faculty of energy and the rest, the controlling 
faculty of insight is a principle that is on the side of the wisdom. 
It conduces to attaining the wisdom.

Just as, monks, of all scented heart-woods the red sandal
wood is reckoned chief . . .  so also the controlling faculty of 
insight is reckoned chief, that is, for attaining the wisdom.

(vi) Established.
Savatthi (was the occasion for this discourse). . . .
Monks, by a monk who is established in one condition the 

five controlling faculties are cultivated and cultivated well. 
Established in what condition 1 In earnestness. And of 
what sort, monks, is earnestness ?

Herein a monk wards his mind amid the asavas and con
ditions that go with the asavas1 As he so wards his mind, 
by cultivating the controlling faculty of faith, he goes to per
fection therein . . .  by cultivating the controlling faculty of 
insight he goes to perfection therein.

That, monks, is how in a monk who is established in one
condition the five controlling faculties2 are cultivated and
cultivated well. 7 - *(vn) Brahm a *

Thus have I heard: On a certain occasion the Exalted One 
was staying at Uruvela, on the bank of the river Neranjara, 
under the Goatherds’ Banyan, just after his attainment of 
perfect enlightenment.

1 Text dsavesu ca sasavesu ca dhammesu, but Corny, only dsavesu 
dhammesu (using the word as adjective), interprets asav' 'uppaltiy 
varento dsavesu ca dhammesu cittay ralckhali. For sasaia see K .S. 
iii, 42. ‘ Everybody . . .  is a co-asava and has to do with grasping.’

2 Text misprints as panmndriyani.
*

3 As in the two passages above, and often elsewhere, the Master’s 
ideas are confirmed by the appearance of Brahma (deus ex machma).

xlviii, iv, vi, vn] Kindred Sayings on the Faculties 207
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Now in the Exalted One, when he had retired to his solitary 
communing, there arose this mental reflection: There are five 
controlling faculties which, cultivated and made much, of, 
plunge into the Deathless, have their end and goal in the 
Deathless. What five ? The controlling faculty of faith, 
energy, mindfulness, concentration and insight. These five, 
if cultivated and made much of, plunge into the Deathless, 
have their end and goal in the Deathless.

Then Brahma Sahampati, reading with his mind the mental 
reflection of the Exalted One,—just as a strong man might 
stretch out his bent arm or bend his outstretched arm,— even 
so did Brahma Sahampati vanish from the Brahma World and 
appear before the Exalted One.

Then did Brahma Sahampati, throwing his outer robe over 
one shoulder, stretch out his folded palms towards the Exalted 
One and thus address him:

‘ Even so, Exalted One ! Even so, 0  Happy One ! These 
five controlling faculties, if cultivated and made much of, 
do plunge into the Deathless . . . (and he repeated in full the 
Exalted One's reflections). . . .

Once upon a time, sir, when Kassapa was the supremely 
Enlightened One, I was practising the holy life. Men knew 
me then as Sahaka the monk.1 Then it was, sir, that by 
cultivating and making much of these five controlling faculties,2 
and by restraining3 sensual lust in things of sense, on the 
breaking up of body, I was reborn in the Happy World after 
death, in the Brahma-World. Thereafter men knew me as 
Brahma Sahampati, Brahma Sahampati!

So it is, Exalted One ! So it is, 0  Happy One ! I know i t ! 
I see it,—that these five controlling faculties, if cultivated and 
made much of, do plunge into the Deathless, do end and have 
their goal in the Deathless.’

1 As at K.S. i, 172 n. (according to Corny.).
2 In like manner Maghava (Sakka, the Buddhist Indra) reached 

lordship of the deva-world by cultivating the quality of appamada 
(of previous section). Cf. Dhp. 30.

3 Cf. SnA. 213 (virajetvd—vinetva).
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(viii) Boar’s Cave.
Thus have I heard: On a certain occasion the Exalted One 

was staying near Rajagaha on Vulture’s Peak Hill, in the 
Boar’s Cave.1

Now on that occasion the Exalted One addressed the 
venerable Sariputta saying:

‘ Tell me, Sariputta. Seeing what reason therefor2 does a 
monk in whom the asavas are destroyed practise and observe 
supreme reverence3 for the Tathagata or the teachings of the 
Tathagata

4 Lord, it is because he sees therein utter security from the 
yoke4 that he practises and observes supreme reverence for the 
Tathagata or the Tathagata’s teachings.’

‘ Well said ! Well said, Sariputta ! It is indeed because he 
sees therein utter security from the yoke . . . But of what 
sort is that utter security from the yoke which he sees therein, 
that he observes such reverence V

6 Herein, lord, the monk in whom the asavas are destroyed

1 Sukara-khatd (lit.6 boar-dug ’ ). Cf. M. i, 497 (where Long Nails, the 
hermit, converses with the Master); UdA. 189 (referring to that event) 
calls it Sukara-hna. Corny, thus describes it: They say that m Kassapa 
Buddha’s time this cave was found as a hollow in the ground when the 
earth was yet growing, during the interval between the two Buddhas 
(Buddhantara, like Manuvantara, the period between two Manus). 
One day a boar rooted up (kkani) the soil m the neighbourhood of the 
ground concealing the cave. The sky-god rained and washed the soil 
away, and the mouth of the cave was disclosed. A forest-dweller, on 
seeing it, exclaimed * e This must be a resort used by a holy man of 
olden times. I ’ll look after it ’ So he removed the earth all round, 
cleaned it out, fenced it in, made it as spick and span as a golden bowl 
polished with sand, and so turned the cave into a hermit’s cell furnished 
with couch and stool and all, and presented it to the Exalted One for a 
dwelling-place. The cave was deep, and one had to climb to get there.

At K.S . ii, 169 jf .9 Mahamoggallana has clairvoyant sight of thmgs 
that happened in this neighbourhood in the time of the Buddha Kassapa.

2 Atihavasar}. Cf. supra, text 224.
3 Paiama-nipaccakara. Cf. S. i, 178; JA. i, 232; A. v9 66 (where 

the rajah Pasenadi falls at the Master’s feet).
4 Yoga-kkhema. Cf K.S. iv, 51 n. (arahaiicies’ upamso sajetthako).
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cultivates the controlling faculty of faith, which goes on to 
the perfect wisdom. He cultivates that of energy, which goes 
on to the perfect wisdom. He cultivates the controlling faculty 
of mindfulness, that of concentration, that of insight, which 
goes on to the perfect wisdom. This, lord, is the utter security 
from the yoke, seeing which he practises and observes supreme 
reverence for the Tathagata or the Tathagata’s teachings.5

4 Well saidf Well said, Sariputta ! That is indeed the utter 
security from the yoke which he sees. . . . But of what sort, 
Sariputta, is the supreme reverence which such a monk prac
tises and observes towards the Tathagata or the Tathagata 5s 
teachings ?5

‘ Herein, lord, the monk in whom the asavas are destroyed 
dwells reverential and respectful to the Teacher. He dwells 
reverential and respectful to the Norm, to the training, to the 
concentration.1 This, lord, is the supreme reverence which 
the monk in whom the asavas are destroyed practises and 
observes towards the Tathagata or the teachings of the 
Tathagata.5

‘ Well said! Well said, Sariputta ! It is indeed the supreme 
reverence which such an one practises and observes towards 
the Tathagata or the teachings of the Tathagata.5

(ix) Arising (a).

Savatthi (was the occasion) . . . The Exalted One said:
‘ Monks, there are these five controlling faculties which, if 

cultivated and made much of, if they have not already arisen, 
do arise: but it is only upon the manifestation of a Tathagata, 
Arahant, a fully Enlightened One.

What are the five ?
They are the controlling faculty of faith, of energy, of 

mindfulness, of concentration, and the controlling faculty of 
insight. These indeed are the five controlling faculties which 
so arise.5

1 Samadhi here in its comprehensive sense of habitual self-restraint 
and collectedness of mind resulting from the training.
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Savatthi . . .  (x) ArismV
Monks, there are these five controlling faculties, which, if 

cultivated and made much of, if they have not already arisen, 
do arise: but it is only under the discipline of the Happy One. 
What are the five . . . (as before).

CHAPTER V II— ON THE SIDE OF THE WISDOM1

(i) Fetter.
Savatthi was the occasion . , . Then the Exalted One 

thus spake:
e Monks, these five controlling faculties, if cultivated and 

made much of, conduce to the abandoning of the fetters.

(ii) Tendency.
These five controlling faculties . . . conduce to the up

rooting of tendency.

(iii) Comprehension or The way out.
These five controlling faculties . . . conduce to compre

hension of the way out.

(iv) Destruction of the asavas.
These five controlling faculties, if cultivated and made much 

of, conduce to the destruction of the asavas. What five ?
The controlling faculty of faith . . .  of insight. These five 

controlling faculties, monks, if cultivated and made much of, 
conduce to the abandoning of the fetters, to the uprooting of 
tendency, to the comprehension of the way out and to the 
destruction of the asavas.

(v) Two fruits.
Monks, there are these five controlling faculties. . . .
By the act of cultivating and making much of these five

1 The following Suttas are similar to those at text, 28.
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controlling faculties, one of two fruits may be looked for, to 
wit: realization in this very life, or, if there be any substrate 
left, at any rate the state of non-return.1

(vi) Seven advantages.

Monks, there are these five controlling faculties. . . .
By the act of cultivating and making much of these five 

controlling faculties, seven fruits, seven advantages2 are to be 
looked for. What are the seven ?

In this very life, beforehand,3 one establishes realization. 
And if not in this very life, beforehand, at any rate one does 
so at the moment of death.

And if not in this verv life, beforehand, or at the moment 
of death, at any rate, by wearing down the five fetters that bind 
to the lower world, he is one who wins release midway.

If he do none of these, yet by reduction of his time4 one wins 
release, or wins release without much trouble, or again with 
some trouble: or (if he do none of these) still by having worn 
down the five fetters that bind to the lower world, he is “  one 
who goes up stream,”  and he goes to the Pure Abodes.

Monks, it is by the act of cultivating and making much of 
these five controlling faculties that these seven fruits, these 
seven advantages are to be looked for.

(vii) The tree (a).
Just as, monks, of all trees whatsoever in Rose-apple Land5 

the rose-apple tree is reckoned chief, even so, of all conditions 
whatsoever which are on the side of the wisdom, the controlling 
faculty of insight is reckoned chief, that is, for attaining the 
wisdom.

And of what sort, monks, are the conditions that are on the 
side of the wisdom ? They are the controlling faculty of faith,

1 Cf. text, 129.
2 As at text, 69; at D. ii, 86, there axe five.
3 Text patihacca (warding off). See n. to p. 69. Corny, reads 

patigacca (patikacca), 4 before his time of death.’ Cf. Dialog, m, 227.
4 Upahacca.
5 Jambudlpa, a name for India.



of energy, of mindfulness, of concentration and the controlling 
faculty of insight.

Just as, monks, of all trees whatsoever . . .  so of all con
ditions whatsoever the controlling faculty of insight is reckoned 
chief, that is, for attaining the wisdom.

(viii) The tree (b).
Just as, monks, of all trees whatsoever of the Devas of the 

Thirty-Three the coral tree1 is reckoned chief, even so, of all 
conditions whatsoever that are on the side of the wisdom, the 
controlling faculty of insight is reckoned chief, that is, for 
attaining the wisdom. And of what sort, monks, are the 
conditions . . . ?

(ix) The tree (c).
Just as, monks, of all trees whatsoever of the Asuras the pied 

trumpet-flower tree2 is reckoned chief, even so of all conditions 
whatsoever that are on the side of the wisdom, the controlling 
faculty of insight is reckoned chief, that is, for attaining the 
wisdom.

(x) The tree (d).

Just as, monks, of all trees whatsoever of the G-aruda Birds,3 
the silk-cotton tree4 is reckoned chief, even so, of all con
ditions that are on the side of the wisdom, the controlling 
faculty of insight is reckoned chief, that is, for attaining the 
wisdom.

And of what sort, monks, are the conditions that are on the 
side of the wisdom ?

The controlling faculty of faith, monks, is a condition that 
is on the side of the wisdom, likewise that of energy, of mind
fulness, of concentration, and the controlling faculty of insight.
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1 Pdncchattako (umbrella tree) is described in detail at A . iv, 117 ff.; 
JA. i, 202. According to Childers it is erythima indica.

2 JA. i, 202. According to Childers, Bignonia suaviolens.
3 Supannas or roc-birds. Cf. K.S . i, 288 n. and Corny.
4 Kuta (or kota)-simbali (cf. Skamballa). According to Childers, 

bonibax heptaphyllwm. It was supposed to grow on the slopes of Mt. 
Sineru, For Simbali-vana, cf. JA. he. cit.
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Just as, monks, of all trees whatsoever of the Garuda Birds, the 
silk-cotton tree is reckoned chief, even so, of all conditions 
that are on the side of the wisdom, the controlling faculty of 
insight is reckoned chief, that is, for attaining the wisdom.

CHAPTER YIIL— GANGA-REPETITION

(i) Based on seclusion.1
Just as, monks, the river Ganges flows, slides and tends to 

the east . . . even so a monk, by cultivating and making much 
of the five controlling faculties, flows, slides and tends to 
Nibbana. And how, monks, does a monk so cultivating them 
, . . tend to Nibbana ?

Herein a monk cultivates the controlling faculty of faith, 
which is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, that 
ends in self-surrender. So also he cultivates the controlling 
faculty of energy, of mindfulness, of concentration, and the 
controlling faculty of insight . . . which ends in self-surrender.

That is how a monk who cultivates . . . tends to Nibbana.

(ii-xii).
(As in Kindred Sayings on the Path.)

Sum m ary2

Six on Flowing and Sliding to eastward, and six on The 
Ocean.

These two sixes are twelve, and the chapter (that holds them) 
is so called•

(All to be developed by way of The Controlling Faculties.)

1 Cf. swpra, text, 38 ff. ; 134 ff . ; 190 ff. As before text abbreviates 
to mere titles.

2 These uddanas or summaries are generally full of errors, and do 
not coincide with the subjects of Sutias. (Here text says twice six 
is ten !)
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CHAPTER IX,—EARNESTNESS

(i-x) Based on seclusion.
Tathagata, Foot, Roof-peak,
Wood, Heart-wood, Jasmine,
Prince, Moon and Sun,
With Cloth make ten,

(To be developed by way of The Controlling Faculties.)

CHAPTER X.—DEEDS REQUIRING STRENGTH

(i-xii) Based on seclusion.
Strength, Seed and Snake,
Tree, with Pot and Bearded Wheat,
The Sky and two of Raincloud,
Ship, For all comers, River.

(To be developed by way of The Controlling Faculties.)

CHAPTER XI.—LONGING

(i-xiii) Based on seclusion.
Longing, Conceits, Asava, Becoming,1 
Suffering, Obstructions (three),
Stain and Pain and Feelings,
Craving and Thirst make the chapter.2,

(To be developed by way of The Controlling Faculties.)

1 Text misprints as gavo.
2 As before, this line is wrong.
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CHAPTER X II.— THE FLOOD 

(i-ix) Based on seclusion.
(As before.)

(x) Fetters o f the higher sort.1

Monks, there are these five fetters of the higher sort. What 
are the five 2

They are* Lust after (rebirth in) the world of form, lust 
after (rebirth in) the formless world, conceit, excitement and 
nescience. These are the five fetters of the higher sort.

Monks, for the full comprehension, understanding, wearing 
out and abandoning these five fetters of the higher sort the 
five controlling faculties must be cultivated. What are the 
five ?

Herein a monk cultivates the controlling faculty of faith, 
that is based on seclusion . . . the controlling faculty of energy, 
that of mindfulness, that of concentration, and the controlling 
faculty of insight. It is for the full comprehension . . . and 
abandoning of these five fetters of the higher sort that these 
five controlling faculties must be cultivated.

Summary

The Flood, The Bond, Grasping, with (bodily) Ties and 
Tendency,

Sense-pleasures, Hindrance, Factors, Fetters of Lower and 
Higher Sort.

CHAPTER X III.— GANGA-REPETITION

(i) Restraint o f lust

Just as, monks, the river Ganges flows . . .
Herein a monk cultivates the controlling faculty of faith, 

that ends in the restraint of lust, the restraint of hatred, the
restraint of illusion.
 1 ?  —   — —

1 Cf. D. iii, 234; Dialog. iii, 225.



He cultivates the controlling faculty of insight . . . even 
so a monk . . . tends to Nibbana,

(ii-xii).

Summary

Six on Flowing and Sliding to Eastward and six on The 
Ocean.

These two sixes are twelve, and the chapter (that holds them) 
is so called.

(All to be developed by way of Restraint of Lust, in Kindred 
Sayings on the Controlling Faculties.)
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CHAPTER XIV .—EARNESTNESS 

(i-x) Restraint of lust.

CHAPTER XV.—-DEEDS REQUIRING STRENGTH 

(i-xii) Restraint of lust.

CHAPTER XVI.—LONGING 

(i-xii) Restraint o f lust

CHAPTER XVII.— THE FLOOD

(i-ix) Restraint of lust

(x) Fetters o f the higher sort
(The same as § x above, down to) . . .
What are the five ?
Herein a monk cultivates the controlling faculty of faith, 

that ends in the restraint of lust, the restraint of hatred, the
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restraint of illusion, and cultivates the controlling faculty 
of energy, mindfulness, concentration and insight, that end 
in the restraint of these same. These five controlling 
faculties must be cultivated for the full comprehension, 
understanding, wearing out and abandoning of these five 
fetters of the higher sort.

Summary
(As at § x.)



BOOK V

KINDRED SAYINGS ON THE RIGHT EFFORTS 

CHAPTER I — GANGA-REPETITION

(i-xii).
Savatth i (was the occasion) . . , The Exalted One said:

4 Monks, there are these four right efforts.1 What are the 
four ?

Herein a monk starts desire for the non-arising of ill, un
profitable states not yet arisen: he makes an effort, sets going 
energy, he lays hold of and exerts his mind (to this end).

He starts desire for the abandoning of ill, unprofitable 
states that have arisen, he makes an effort . . .

He starts desire for the arising of profitable states not yet 
arisen, he makes an effort . . .

He starts desire for the establishing of profitable states 
that have arisen, for their non-confusion, for their more- 
becoming, for their increase, cultivation and fulfilment: he 
makes an effort, sets going energy, he lays hold of and exerts 
his mind (to this end).

These, monks, are called u the four right efforts/5 
Just as, monks, the river Ganges flows to the east, slides to 

the east, tends to the east, even so a monk, by cultivating the 
four right efforts, making much of the four right efforts, flows, 
slides and tends to Nibbana. And how cultivating, how mak
ing much of the four right efforts does a monk flow, slide and 
tend to Nibbana %

He starts desire for the non-arising of ill, unprofitable
states not yet arisen (all as before). . . . That is how
a monk, by cultivating and making much of the four right
efforts, flows, slides and tends to Nibbana.5

1 Cf. Dialog. u, 344. 
219
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CHAPTER I I — EARNESTNESS

(l-X).

Tathagata, Foot, Roof-peak,
Wood, Heart-wood, Jasmine,
Prince, Moon and Sun,
With Cloth make ten.

(All to be developed as above.)

CHAPTER IIL—DEEDS REQUIRING STRENGTH

(i-xii).1
Just as, monks, whatsoever deeds requiring strength are 

done, all of them are done in dependence on the earth, with 
the earth fox their support, even so a monk, depending on 
virtue, supported by virtue, cultivates the four right efforts, 
makes much of the four right efforts.

And how, monks, does a monk, thus depending, thus sup
ported, cultivate and make much of the four right efforts ?

Herein a monk starts desire for the non-arising of ill, un
profitable states not yet arisen . . . (the whole as before). . . .

Sum m ary

Strength, Seed and Snake,
Tree, with Pot and Bearded Wheat,
The Sky and two of Raincloud,
Ship, For all comers, River.

(To be developed as above.)

CHAPTER IV.— LONGING2 

(i-xiii).
Monks, there are these three longings. What three % The 

longing for sensual delights, the longing for becoming, the 
longing for the holy life.

1 Cf. D. iii, 216; supra, text, 45,135, etc. 2 Cf. supra, text, 54.



It is for the full comprehension of these three longings, 
monks, for their understanding, for the wearing out and 
abandoning of them, that the four right efforts must be culti
vated. What are the four ?

Herein a monk starts desire for the non-arising of ill, 
unprofitable states not yet arisen . . . (the whole as before).. . .

Summ ary

Longing, Conceits, Asava, Becoming,
Sufferings, Obstructions (three)1 
Stain and Pain and Feelings,
Craving and Thirst make the chapter.

(All to be developed as above.)

CHAPTER V.— THE FLOOD

(i-ix) The Flood.
(x) Fetters of the higher sort.

Monks, there are these five fetters of the higher sort. What 
five ? Lust for (rebirth in) the world of form, lust for (re
birth) in the formless world, conceit, excitement, nescience. 
These are the five.

Monks, for the full comprehension of these five fetters of 
the higher sort, for their understanding, for the wearing out 
and abandoning of them, the four right efforts must be culti
vated. What are the four ?

Herein a monk starts desire for the non-arising of ill, 
unprofitable states not yet arisen: he makes an effort, sets 
going energy, he lays hold of and exerts his mind (to this end).

He starts desire for the abandoning of ill, unprofitable 
states that have arisen, he makes an effort . . .

He starts desire for the arising of profitable states not yet 
arisen, he makes an effort . . .

x l i x ,  v , v, x] Kindred Sayings on the Right Efforts 2 2 1

1 Text of uddana takes tisso as a name ! thus making the total ton.
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He starts desire for tiie establishing of profitable states 
that have arisen, for their non-confusion, for their more- 
becoming, for their increase, cultivation and fulfilment: he 
makes an effort, sets going energy, he lays hold of and exerts 
his mind (to this end).

It is for the full comprehension of these five fetters of the 
higher sort, for the understanding, for the wearing out and 
abandoning of them, that these four right efforts must be 
cultivated.

Sum m ary

The Flood, The Bond, Grasping, with (bodily) Ties and 
Tendency,

Sense-pleasures, Hindrance, Factors, Fetters of Lower and 
Higher Sort.

{All to be developed as above.)



BOOK VI

KINDRED SAYINGS ON THE POWERS

CHAPTER I -GANGA-REPETITION

(i) Based on seclusion.
Monks, there are these five powers. Of what sort are the 
five ?

They are: The power of faith, the power of energy, the power 
of mindfulness, the power of concentration and the power of 
insight. These are indeed the five powers, monks.

Just as, monks, the river Ganges flows to the east, slides to 
the east, tends to the east, even so a monk who cultivates and 
makes much of these five powers is one who flows to Nibbana, 
slides to Nibbana, tends to Nibbana.

And how cultivating, how making much of these five 
powers is a monk one who flows, slides and tends to 
Nibbana ?

Herein a monk cultivates and makes much of the power of 
faith, which is based on seclusion, on dispassion, on cessation, 
which ends in self-surrender.1 He cultivates and makes much 
of the power of energy . . . of mindfulness . . . of concentra
tion . . .  of insight, which is based on seclusion, on dispassion, 
on cessation, which ends in self-surrender.

Thus cultivating, thus making much of these five powers, 
a monk is one who flows, slides and tends to Nibbana.

(ii-xii).
(The summaries of this and Chapters III, IV are the same 

as in Book V above; all to be developed by way of The Five 
Powers.)

1 Here text inserts by error vossagga-mssitay for v. parinamir).
223
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(As in § x.)

CHAPTER V 

(i-ix).

(x) Fetters o f the higher sort

Monks, there are these five fetters of the higher sort. What

They are: Lust for (the world of) form, lust for the (world 
of the) formless, conceit, excitement, nescience. These are 
the five.

It is for the full comprehension, understanding, wearing out 
and abandoning of these five fetters that the five powers are 
to be cultivated. What five powers ?

Herein a monk cultivates and makes much of the power of 
faith . . . (as above).

(Chapters VI, VII, VIII, IX , X , on Ganges, Earnestness, 
Strength, Longing and Flood are all the same as before.)

five?



BOOK VII

KINDRED SAYINGS ON THE BASES OF PSYCHIC
POWER.1

CHAPTER I.—CAPALA2

(i) Neither shore?
M on ks , these four bases of psychic power,4 if cultivated and 
made much of, conduce to going neither to the hither nor to 
the further shore. What are the four ?

Herein a monk cultivates that basis of psychic power of 
which the features are desire,5 together with the co-factors of 
concentration and struggle.

He cultivates that basis of psychic power of which the 
features are energy, together with the co-factors of concentra
tion and struggle.6

He cultivates that basis of psychic power of which the features 
are thought, together with the co-factors of concentration and 
struggle.

He cultivates that basis of psychic power of which the

1 (Chanda-viriya-citta-vimar}$a) each +  samadhi-padhana (as sankhara)*
2 This chapter is so called after the Capa la Shrine of § x below, q.v.
3 Text wrongly apardparai) (l to and fro going,’ exactly the opposite 

of the intended meaning) for a-paraparar) (a-para-apara), ‘ no more 
of this or that shore,’ the state of Arahant, Nibbana. Cf. supra, text, 
24, 81, 180 n.

4 Corny. [iddhi-pada= iddhiya-padar) or iddhi-bhutay paday] refers 
to Vibh. 216; VibhA. 303; and VM. Cf. Dialog, n, 110 n m, 214; 
S. i, 116, iii, 96. At D. iii, 221, citta-s. follows chanda-s.

5 Chando, as c will ’ or 4 desire to do ’ (def. at Vibh. loc. cit, chandi- 
katd kattu-kamyata kusalo dhamma-cchando). The word * desire-to-do,’ 
a notable reaching out after such a fit word as our * will5 had not 
emerged in the Nikdyas.

6 Padhana. Cf. Dhs. 158 n., § 1366; Buddh. Psych. Eth., p. 358* 
called ‘ spiritual wrestlings,’ or ‘ efforts 5 (as in Bk. Y).

v 225 * 15
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features are investigation, together with the co-factors of con
centration and struggle.

These four bases of psychic power, monks, if cultivated and 
made much of, conduce to going neither to the hither nor to the 
further shore.

(ii) Neglected.
By whomsoever, monks, the four bases of psychic power are 

neglected, by them also is neglected the Ariyan way that goes 
on to the utter destruction of 111. By whomsoever, monks, 
the four bases of psychic power are undertaken, by them also 
is undertaken the Ariyan way that goes on to the utter 
destruction of 111. What are the four ?

Herein a monk cultivates that basis of psychic power of 
which the features are desire, together with the co-factors of 
concentration and struggle.

He cultivates that basis of psychic power of which the 
features are energy, together with the co-factors of concentra
tion and struggle.

He cultivates that basis of psychic power of which the 
features are thought, together with the co-factors of concentra
tion and struggle.

He cultivates that basis of psychic power of which the 
features are investigation, together with the co-factors of 
concentration and struggle.

Monks, by whomsoever these four bases of psychic power are 
neglected, by them also is neglected the Ariyan way that goes 
on to the utter destruction of 111. By whomsoever these four 
bases of psychic power are undertaken, by them also is under
taken the Ariyan way that goes on to the utter destruction 
of 111.

(iii) Ariyan.1
Monks, these four bases of psychic power, if cultivated and 

made much of, go hence as the Ariyan hence-goers. For hi™ 
that acts m accordance therewith they conduce to the utter 
destruction of 111. What are the four ?

(As above,)

1 As at text 82, for the seven limbs of wisdom.
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(iv) Revulsion.
Monks, these four bases of psychic power, if cultivated and 

made much of, conduce to downright revulsion, to dispassion, 
to cessation, to calm, to full comprehension, to the wisdom, 
to Nibbana. What four ?

Herein a monk cultivates that basis of psychic power of 
which the features are desire . . . energy . . . thought . . . 
investigation, (in each case) together with the co-factors of 
concentration and struggle.

Monks, these four bases of psychic power, if cultivated and 
made much of, conduce to downright revulsion . . .  to 
Nibbana.

(v) Partial.1
Monks, whosoever in time past, whether recluses or brahmins, 

have successfully practised2 psychic power in a partial degree,3 
all such have done so by cultivating and making much of the 
four bases of psychic power.

Whosoever in future time, whether recluses or brahmins, shall 
successfully practise psychic power in a partial degree, all such 
shall do so by cultivating and making much of the four bases 
of psychic power.

Whosoever in the present time, whether recluses or brahmins, 
do successfully practise psychic power in a partial degree, all 
such do so by cultivating and making much of the four bases 
of psychic power. What four ?

Herein a monk cultivates that basis of psychic power of 
which the features are desire . . . energy . . . thought . . . 
investigation, (in each case) together with the co-factors of 
concentration and struggle.

Monks, whosoever, whether recluses or brahmins, in time 
past, future or present, have practised, shall practise or do 
now practise successfully psychic power in a partial degree, 
all such do so by cultivating and making much of just these 
four bases of psychic power.

1 Padesay, as opposite to samattar) below.
2 Abhimpphadesur), supra, text, 156.
8 Here text has wrongly iddhi-padesa?) for iddhi-padepadesarj (as Corny.).
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(vi) Perfectly.
(Exactly the same, with perfectly for  in a partial degree.)

(vii) Monk.
Monks, whatsoever monks in time past have, by the 

destruction of the asavas, by their own personal knowledge 
realized in this very life, attained and dwelt in the heart’s 
release, the release by insight that is freed from the asavas,—  
all of them have done so by the fact of cultivating and making 
much of the four bases of psychic power.

Whatsoever monks shall in future time, by the destruction of 
the asavas, by their own personal knowledge, realize in this 
very life, attain and dwell in the heart’s release, the release 
by insight that is freed from the asavas,—all of them shall do 
so by the fact of cultivating and making much of the four 
bases of psychic power.

Whatsoever monks at the present time do, by the destruction 
of the asavas, by their own perfect knowledge realize in this 
very life, attain and dwell in the heart’s release, the release 
by insight, that is freed from the asavas,— all of them do so by 
the fact of cultivating and making much of the four bases of 
psychic power. Of what four ?

Herein a monk cultivates that basis of psychic power (as 
above). . . .

(viii) Enlightened or Arahant.
Monks, there are these four bases of psychic power. What 

four ?
Herein a monk cultivates that basis of psychic power of 

which the features are desire . . . energy . . . thought . . . 
investigation, (in each case) together with the co-factors of 
concentration and struggle. These indeed, monks, are the 
four bases of psychic power.

It is by the fact of cultivating and making much of these 
four bases of psychic power, monks, that the Tathagata is called 
‘ Arahant, a Fully Enlightened One.’1

1 Cf. Dialog, iii, 210 n.9 etc.
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(ix) Knowledge.1
At the thought, monks: This is the basis of psychic power 

which has for its features desire, together with the co-factors 
of concentration and struggle,—in things unheard of before 
there arose in me vision, there arose in me knowledge, insight 
.arose, wisdom arose, light arose.

At the thought, monks: This basis of psychic power . . . 
ought to be cultivated,—in things unheard o f before . . . 
light arose.

At the thought, monks: This basis of psychic power . . . 
has been cultivated,— in things unheard of before . . . light 
arose.

At the thought, monks: This is the basis of psychic power 
which has for its features energy, together with the co-factors 
of concentration and struggle,—in things unheard of before 
there arose in me vision . . . light arose.

At the thought, monks: This basis of psychic power . . .
ought to be cultivated,—in things unheard of before there 
arose in me vision . . . light arose.

At the thought, monks: This basis of psychic power . . . 
has been cultivated,— in things unheard of before there arose 
in me vision . . . light arose.

At the thought, monks* This is the basis of psychic power 
which has for its features thought, together with the co-factors 
of concentration and struggle,—in things unheard of before 
there arose in me vision . . . light arose.

At the thought, monks: This basis of psychic power . . .
ought to be cultivated,—in things unheard of before there 
arose in me vision . . . hght arose.

At the thought: It  has been cultivated . . .  in things un
heard of before . . . light arose.

At the thought, monks: This is the basis of psychic power 
which has for its features investigation, together with the 
co-factors of concentration and struggle,—in things unheard of 
before there arose in me vision . . . light arose.

i Cf. K.S. iv, 158.,
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At the thought, monks: This basis of psychic power . . . 
ought to be cultivated,—in things unheard of before there 
arose in me vision . . . light arose.

At the thought, monks: This basis of psychic power which 
has for its features investigation, together with the co-factors 
of concentration and struggle, has been cultivated,—in things 
unheard of before there arose in me vision, there arose in me 
knowledge, insight arose, wisdom arose, light arose.

(x) The shrine.1

Thus have I heard: On a certain occasion the Exalted One 
was staying near Vesall in Great Wood, at the House of the 
Peaked Gable.

Now the Exalted .One, robing himself in the forenoon and
s 0

taking bowl and outer robe, set out for Vesali to beg for alms. 
After going his alms-rounds in Vesall, returning and eating his 
meal, he called to the venerable Ananda, saying:

‘ Ananda, take a mat.2 I will go to Capala Shrine for the 
noonday rest.5

4 Very well, lord,5 said the venerable Ananda in reply to the 
Exalted One, and taking a mat he followed in the footsteps of 
the Exalted One.

Now when the Exalted One reached Capala Shrine he 
sat down on the seat made ready. And the venerable 
Ananda, saluting the Exalted One, sat down at one side* 
As he thus sat, the Exalted One said this to the venerable 
Ananda:

‘ Delightful, Ananda, is Vesali! Delightful are the 
shrines of Udena3 and of Gotama! Delightful is the

1 Cf. D. ii, 102, 118; Dialog. ii, 110 n. Cetiyas: ‘ Shrines of pre- 
Buddhist worship5; Ud. vi; TJdA. 322; A. iv, 308. Corny. here does 
not notice Capala, but TJdA, has: ‘ formerly the dwelling-place of the 
Yakkha Capala.’

2 Here, says Corny., a skin is meant.
3 Udena-C. Corny. ‘ A residence at the Yakkha Udena’s shrine;

so also of Gotama-O.’ Corny. does not notice the others, and I have
not D A. at hand. I quote UdA. for the others.
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Shrine of Seven Mangoes,1 the Shrine of Many Sons,2 of 
Sarandada13 Delightful is Capala Shrine !

Whosoever, Ananda, has cultivated and made much of, 
applied himself to,4 made a basis of, stood upon, increased5 and 
fully undertaken the four bases of psychic power,—such an one, 
if lie so wished, might remain (on earth) for his full span of 
life,6 or for what is left of it.

Now, Ananda, the Tathagata has cultivated . . . and fully 
undertaken these four bases of psychic power, and if he chooses 
he can remain for his full span of life or for what is left of it.9

Now although so broad a hint7 was thus dropped by the 
Exalted One, though so broad and clear was his meaning, yet 
could not the venerable Ananda penetrate it. Thus he begged 
not the Exalted One: e Let my lord the Exalted One remain 
for the full span of life. Let the Happy One remain for the 
rest of his span o f life, for the profit of many folk, for the 
happiness of many folic, out of compassion for the world, for 
the welfare, profit and happiness of devas and mankind/—so 
far was his mind misguided by Mara.8

1 Sattamba-C. * Seven princesses, daughters of Kiki (cf JA. vi, 
Vessaniara J., 481), rajah of Kssi (Benares), being strongly stored, 
left Rajagaha, and the place where they struggled (for attainment) 
was called after them “ Seven Mangoes Shrine.” ’ According to JA. 
they were reborn in this era as sisters Khema, Uppalavanna, Patacara, 
Gotama, Dhamadinna, Mahamaya, and Visakha.

2 1 A  many-branching nigrodha tree. Many men pray for sons to 
the deva therein dwelling. Hence the name.’ Corny.

3 A  yakkha of this name. Cf. Dial, ii, 80; A . iii, 167; iv, 16; 
UdA. 323.

4 Yani-katd. Corny, yutta-ydnar) viya katd.
5 Pancvta. Corny. samantato citd suvaddhita.
6 Sometimes translated c the aeon9 or world-period. But Corny. 

generally takes it as ayu-kappa (tasmir) tasmir) hale yarj manussdnar) 
ayuppamanar} tar) panpunnar) katvd tittheyya dhareyya), and quotes 
Mahasivatthero on the subject.

7 Olarike nimitte. UdA. thula-sann9 uppddane.
8 Pariyutthita-citto. Corny.= ajjhotthata-citto (i.e., his heart was 

overspread by illusion). Commentators describe the wiles of Mara. 
4 He puts his hand into one’s mouth and knead$ the heart, so that it is 
senseless. . . .  He showed the elder a terrifying aspect, so that he
could not penetrate the hint dropped by the Master.’
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Then a second time the Exalted One said to the venerable
Ananda:

e Delightful is Vesali, Ananda . .
Then a third time the Exalted One said.
‘ Delightful is Vesali, Ananda . . .’ (repeat in full to) . . . 

misguided by Mara.
Thereupon the Exalted One said to the venerable

Ananda:
‘ Go, Ananda. Do that for which you deem it the proper 

time 51
‘ Very well, lord/ replied the venerable Ananda to the 

Exalted One, and rising from his seat he saluted the Exalted 
One by the right and went and sat down at the root of a tree 
not far away.

Thereupon Mara, the Evil One, not long after the venerable 
Ananda had gone, came to the Exalted One, and on coming to 
him said this:

e Now let the Exalted One pass away ! Now let the Happy 
One pass away ! Now is the time for the passing of my lord 
the Exalted One ! Thus was it spoken2 by my lord the 
Exalted One: “ 0  Evil One, I shall not pass away till my 
monks are disciples trained and disciplined, (who have won 
the peace from the yoke),3 of wide knowledge, knowing the 
Norm by heart, walking according to the ordinances4 of the 
Norm, walking dutifully, living in accordance with the 
Norm,—till they, having of themselves grasped their Master’s 
teaching, be able to proclaim, teach, show forth, establish, 
open up, analyze and make it plain: till they be able to 
refute any wrong view arising, which may well be refuted by

1 A polite formula of dismissal. TJdA. thinks he sent him away for 
noonday siesta.

2 After attaining the wisdom, under the Goatherds’ Banyan, on the 
occasion of the temptation of Mara.

8 Our text inserts (on the authority of one MS. only) patla-yoga- 
kkhema, not to be found at D.? TJd., or in Corny.

* Dhammdnudhamma-patipanna. Rhys Davids in Buddhist Suttas 
ad be., ‘ Masters of the lesser corollaries that follow from the larger 
doctrine.’ Corny. ‘ having reached the insight that results from the 
Ariyan Norm.’



right reasoning,1 and shall teach the Norm that brings salvation 
with it.5’2

And now, lord, the Exalted One’s monks are indeed disciples 
trained and disciplined, (who have won peace from the yoke), 
of wide knowledge, knowing the Norm by heart. They do 
walk according to the ordinances of the Norm, they do walk 
dutifully, they do live in accordance with the Norm. They, of 
themselves grasping their Master’s teaching, are able to pro
claim, teach, show forth, establish, open up, analyze, and make 
it plain. They are able to refute any wrong view arising, 
which may well be refuted by right reasoning: they do teach 
the Norm that brings salvation with it.

So now let my lord the Exalted One pass away ! Let the 
Happy One pass away ! Now is the time for the passing away 
of my lord the Exalted One ! For thus was it spoken by the 
Exalted One (and he repeated the Master's words as before, 
adding ee nuns 55 and t€ lay-disciples both male and female 55 
to “  monks,55 down to) . . . Now is the time for the passing 
away of my lord the Exalted One.

Moreover this was the saying of the Exalted One: “  0  Evil 
One, I shall not pass utterly away until this way of holy living 
(which I  teach) be powerful and prosperous, wide-spread and 
widely known, made popular, proclaimed abroad by devas and 
mankind.553

And now indeed this holy life taught by my lord the Exalted 
One, this way of holy living, is powerful and prosperous, 
wide-spread and widely known, made popular, proclaimed 
abroad by devas and mankind. Therefore let my lord the 
Exalted One pass utterly away! Let the Happy One pass 
utterly aw ay! Now is the time for the utter passing away 
of my lord the Exalted One !’

1 Saha-dhammena (not ‘ according to the Norm’ or 4 by truth’ ). 
Corny. ‘ sa-hetukena sa-karanena vacctnenaS

2 Sappatihariyar). Corny. ydva-niyyamkay katva (making it profit
able, salutary). Rhys Davids, £ -wonder-working,’

3 Text yava-d-eva manussehi. Rhys Davids,4 among men.5 I follow
Corny. (as on S. ii, 121, etc.). on Ud. reading yava deva-manussehi,
explained as : yattaka vinnu-jatika deva c’ eva manussa c’ atthi t tehi 
sabbehi sutthu pakasitar). Cf. K.S. ii, 75 n. m
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At these words the Exalted One thus spake to Mara the 
Evil One:

‘ Trouble not thyself, 0  Evil One I1 In no long time shall 
be the utter passing away of the Tathagata. At the end of 
three months from now the Tathagata shall pass utterly 
away.5

Thereupon the Exalted One, at Capala Shrine, mindful and 
self-possessed, rejected2 his life’s aggregate.3 And when the 
Exalted One had rejected his life’s aggregate there was a 
mighty earthquake and a fearful hair-raising thunder burst 
from the sky. And seeing the significance thereof4 the Exalted 
One uttered on that occasion these solemn words:

In all its parts, finite5 and infinite,
His own life’s compound did the Sage reject.
With inward calm composedly he burst,
Like shell of armour, the self complex.6

1 Appossukko. Corny, mrdlayo (homeless), as at DhpA. iv, 31, 
but not appropriate m this connexion. UdA. nirussukko (indifferent) 
vigatf ussaho . . . md . . . vdyamay karohi; niralayo, together with 
a reading llna-mriyo (not insistent) for niralayo.

2 Corny, ndnena paricchmditvd vissaji, pajahi, * consciously limiting 
it, he rejected, abandoned . . . but not like crumbling a clod of earth 
in one’s hand. He made up his mind thus: Just for three months I 
will reap the fruit of attainment and no longer.’ UdA. thinks it was 
‘ not because Mara asked or because Ananda failed to ask, but from 
lack of any more capable of receiving the Buddha-teaching (Buddha- 
veneyydnarj abhdvato).’

3 Ayu-sankhdrar). At 8. ii, 266, 4 things of physical life.’ Cf. M . i, 
295; JA . iv ,215. At Dialog, ii, 113, Rhys Davids has: ‘ He renounced 
those tendencies, potentialities, which in the ordinary course of things 
would otherwise have led to the putting together of, the building up of, 
more life (that is, of course, in this birth. Any more life m a future 
birth [as UdA, notes] he had already renounced, when, under the Wisdom 
Tree, he attained Nirvana).’

4 Atthar) viditvd. Corny, is silent, but UdA. ‘ the significance of 
thus rejecting his life’s aggregate.’

5 Tular), ‘ limited or weighable.’ Corny, suggests an alternative ‘weigh
ing (tularj—tulento, tlrento) Nibbana (atular)) and becoming (sambhavay.y

6 Atta-sambhavar) v Corny, attani jdtay kilesar) and bhava-gami- 
kammar). At D. loc. cit. the narrative continues with the Buddha’s 
relating all this to Ananda, and explaining the causes of earthquakes, etc.
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CHAPTER II.—THE SHAKING OF THE TERRACED
HOUSE1

(i) Formerly or Condition.
Savatthi (was the occasion). . . . The Exalted One said:
‘ Formerly, monks, when I was unenlightened, but just a 

Bodhisattva, this occurred tom e: What, I wonder, is the cause, 
what is the motive for cultivating the bases of psychic power ?

Then, monks, it occurred to me thus:
Herein (monks) one cultivates the basis of psychic power of 

which the features are desire,2 together with the co-factors of 
concentration and struggle, (with this intent): Thus shall not 
my desire be over-sluggish nor overstrained. It shall not be 
inwardly cramped nor outwardly diffuse.

So he abides fully conscious of what is behind and what is 
in front.3 As (he is conscious of what is) in front, so behind: 
as behind, so in front: as below, so above: as above, so below: 
as by day, so by night: as by night, so by day. Thus with 
wits alert, with wits unhampered, he cultivates his mmd to 
brilliancy.4

One cultivates the basis of psychic power of which the 
features are energy, together with the co-factors of concentra
tion and struggle, (with this intent): Thus shall not my energy 
be over-sluggish nor yet overstrained. It shall not be inwardly 
cramped nor outwardly diffuse.

So he abides fully conscious of what is behind and what in 
front: as (he is conscious of what is) in front, so behind: as 
behind, so in front: as below, so above: as above, so below:

1 The title comes from § iv of this chapter.
2 As in Chap. I. Ghanda -}~ samadhi-padhana-sahkhara-samannagata. 

For further details see infra, text, 277.
8 Text misprints paccapure for paccha-pure. Corny. thinks his 

exercise is in front of him, but the goal is yet behind him. However, 
all these terms are defined by the Buddha towards the end of this 
chapter. Cf. D. iii, 223; A. i, 236, ii, 4:5=Nett. 16; Brethren, 212 
(Thag. 397), i.e., yathabhutar) passaU, as*at Sn. 202.

4 As at D. in, the aspirant cultivates aloka-sanna?), 4 consciousness of 
light,’



as by day, so by night: as by night, so by day. Thus with 
wits alert, with wits unhampered, he cultivates his mind to 
brilliancy.

One cultivates the basis of psychic power of which the 
features are thought, together with the co-factors of con
centration and struggle, (with this intent): Thus shall not my 
thought be over-sluggish nor yet overstrained. It shall not be 
inwardly cramped . . . (as before). . . .

One cultivates the basis of psychic power of which the 
features are investigation, together with the co-factors of 
concentration and struggle, (with this intent): Thus shall 
not my investigation be over-sluggish nor yet overstrained. . . • 
Thus with wits alert, with wits unhampered, he cultivates 
his mind to brilliancy.

When a monk has thus cultivated and made much of the 
four bases of psychic power, he enjoys manifold forms of 
psychic power,1 thus:—Prom being one he becomes many, 
from being many he becomes one: manifest or invisible he goes 
unhindered through a wall, through a rampart, through a 
mountain, as if it were through air.2 He plunges into the earth 
and shoots up again as if m water. He walks upon the water 
without parting it, as if on solid ground. He travels sitting 
cross-legged through the air, like a bird upon the wing. Even 
this moon and sun, though they be of such mighty power and 
majesty, he handles and strokes them with his hand. Even 
as far as the Brahma World he has power with his body.3

1 Cf. D. 1, 78; S. ii, 121 (K.S. 11, 86); A. in, 280, called iddhi-pati- 
hdriyaT) and cha-abhinnd.

2 Avi-bhavarj, tiro-bhavay. Cf. Shak. Mids. Night's Dream, ii, 1:
Over hill, over dale,

Thorough bush, thorough brier,
Over park, over pale,

Thorough flood, thorough fire.
3 Our text (and at S. ii, 121) has kdyena vasarj pavatteti. A. i, 170;

D. i, 78, 218, read kdyena va sayvatteti, where Dialog, trans. 4 he reaches 
up to ’ (but there seems no authority for this meaning of sayvatteti). 
The former reading seems preferable. DA. refers to VM. 378 ff- 
Our Corny, is silent, having already discussed the passage at 8. ii, 
and again refers to VM . r
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When a monk has thus cultivated and made much of these 
four bases of psychic power, with deva-power of hearing, 
purified and surpassing that of man, he hears sounds both of 
devas and of humans, whether far or near.

When a monk has thus cultivated and made much of the 
four bases of psychic power, he knows the minds of other beings, 
of other persons, with his own mind grasping them. Of the 
mind that is lustful he knows it to be so. Of the mmd that 
is free from lust he knows it to be so. Of the mmd that is full 
of hate he knows it to be so. Of the mind that is free from 
hate he knows it to be so. Of the mind that is deluded he 
knows it to be deluded. Of the mind that is free from delusion 
he knows it to be free. Of the mind that is cramped1 he knows 
it to be cramped. Of the mind that is diffuse he knows it to be 
diffuse. He knows the lofty mind as lofty, the mean mind 
he knows as mean. Of the mind which is inferior he knows it 
to be so. Of the mind that is superior he knows it to be so. 
He knows the mind that is uncontrolled to be uncontrolled. 
He knows the mind that is controlled to be controlled. The 
mind that is m bondage he knows to be in bondage: the mind 
that is released he knows to be released.

When^a monk has thus cultivated, thus made much of, the 
four bases of psychic power, he calls to mind his former births in 
divers ways. thus: 4 4 One birth, two births, three, four, five, even 
ten births, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty births; even a hundred 
births, a thousand, a hundred thousand births.95 He calls to 
mind divers seons of involution and evolution.2 He knows: 
“  Such was I by name, such was I by clan, by caste. Thus 
was I nourished, thus did I undergo pleasure and pain, such 
was my span of life.55 He knows: “  Thence I deceased3 and rose 
up so and so. There I dwelt, of such and such a name, of such 
a clan, of such a caste, so nourished; such and such pleasure and 
pain did I undergo, such my span of life. Thence deceased 
I rose up in the present life.55 That is how in fact and detail4 
he calls to mind in divers ways his former births.

1 Sankhitta. Cf. supra9 § 1.
2 Sayvatta-vivatta-kappe, lit. ‘ uprollmg and unrolling.5
3 EInto. 4 Saha/ran sa-uddasaw.
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When a monk has thus cultivated, thus made much of, the 
four bases of psychic power, with the deva-sight,1 purified 
and surpassing that of man, he beholds beings: as they decease 
and rise up (elsewhere) he knows them, both mean and exalted, 
of features fair and foul, gone to weal or gone to woe, accord
ing to their deeds, thus: Alas ! these good folk,2 given to the 
practice of evil deeds, of evil words, of evil thoughts, scoffing 
at the noble ones,3 of perverted views and reaping the fruit 
of their perverted views,—these folk, on the dissolution of 
body, after death arose again in the Waste, the Downfall and 
the Constant Round. Ah ! and these good folk, given to the 
practice of good deeds, of good words, of good thoughts, not 
scoffing at the noble ones, of sound views and reaping the 
fruits of their sound views,— these beings, on the dissolution of 
body, after death arose again in the Happy Way, the Heaven 
World.

Thus with deva-sight, purified and surpassing that of man, 
does he behold beings as they decease and rise up (elsewhere): 
he knows them, both mean and exalted, of features fair and 
foul, gone to weal or gone to woe according to their deeds.

When a monk has thus cultivated, thus made much of the 
four bases of psychic power, by the destruction of the asavas, 
in this very life, by his own unaided powers he attains the 
heart’s release, the release by insight, that is free from the 
asavas, realizes it and dwells therein.4

(ii) Of great fruit.

Monks, these four bases of psychic power, if cultivated and 
made much of, are of great fruit and great profit. How 
practised and how made much of are these four of great fruit 
and great profit ?

1 Clairvoyance.
2 Jme vata bhonto (both voc. and nom. plur. of bhavant) satta. Is it

(like ime vata bho) ‘ Alas, sirs !’ or ‘ Alas ! these good folk ’ ? Dialog. 
iii, n. ad be. trans. * messieurs ces etres.5 3 Ariydnar}.

4 At S. ii, 121 ff. (K.S. ii, 86) it is shown that it is possible to 4 declare 
gnosis’ (anna) without possessmg any of these abnormal powers 
(abhinnd).
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Herein a monk cultivates the basis of psychic power the 
features of which are desire, together with the co-factors of 
concentration and struggle . . . (the whole as m previous 
section).

(iii) Desire.

Monks, if, emphasizing1 desire, a monk lays hold of con
centration, lays hold of one-pointedness of mind, this act is 
called c desire-concentration.’ He generates desire for the 
non-arising of ill, unprofitable states that have not yet arisen: 
he makes an effort, sets going energy, he lays hold of and 
exerts his mind (to this end). He generates desire for the 
abandoning of ill, unprofitable states that have arisen: he 
makes an effort. . . He generates desire for the arising of 
profitable states not yet arisen: he makes an effort. . . He 
generates desire for the establishing, for the non-confusion, 
for the more-becoming, for the increase, cultivation and fulfil
ment of profitable states that have arisen: he makes an effort, 
sets going energy, he lays hold of and exerts his mind (to 
this end).

These, monks, are called “  the co-factors of struggling.”
Thus, monks, this desire and this desire-concentration and 

these co-factors of struggle are called (by one name) “  the basis 
of psychic power of which the features are desire, together 
with the co-factors of concentration and struggle.”

Monks, if, by emphasizing energy, a monk lays hold of 
concentration, lays hold of one-pointedness of mind, this act 
is called “  energy-concentration.5J He generates desire for the 
non-arising of ill, unprofitable states. . . He generates 
desire for the abandoning of ill, unprofitable states. . . He 
generates desire for the arising of profitable states . . .  for 
the establishing of profitable states that have arisen, for their 
non-confusion, for their more-becoming, for their increase, 
cultivation and fulfilment: he makes an effort, he sets going 
energy, he lays hold of and exerts his mind (to that end).

These are called “  the co-factors of struggling.”

1 Nissdya [cf. Vibh. 216, quoted by Corny.]=adhipati7) Icatva; VM.
ii, 385.
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Thus, monks, this energy and this energy-concentration 
and these co-factors of concentration and struggling are called 
(in one word) “  the basis of psychic power of which the features 
are energy, together with the co-factors of concentration and 
struggle.”

Now, monks, if by emphasizing thought a monk lays hold 
of concentration, lays hold of one-pointedness of mind, this 
act is called “  thought-concentration.”  He generates desire 
for the non-arising of ill, unprofitable states not yet arisen: 
he makes an effort, sets going energy, he lays hold of and exerts 
his mind to this end. He generates desire for the abandoning 
of ill, unprofitable states that have arisen: he makes an effort 
. . .  He generates desire for the arising of profitable states 
not yet arisen; he makes an effort. . . He generates desire 
for the establishing of profitable states that have arisen, for the 
non-confusion . . .  of profitable states that have arisen: he 
makes an effort. . .

These are called “  the co-factors of struggling.55
Thus, monies, this (work of) thought and this thought-con- 

centration and these co-factors of concentration and struggling 
are called (in one word) “ the basis of psychic power, the 
features of which are thought, together with the co-factors of 
concentration and struggle.55

Now, monks, if by emphasizing investigation a monk lays 
hold of concentration, lays hold of one-pointedness of mind, 
this act is called4 c investigation-concentration.5 5 He generates 
desire for the non-arising of ill, unprofitable states not yet 
arisen: he makes an effort, sets going energy, he lays hold of 
and exerts his mind to this end. He generates desire for the 
abandoning of ill, unprofitable states that have arisen: he 
makes an effort. . . He generates desire for the arising of 
profitable states not yet arisen: he makes an effort. . . He 
generates desire for the establishing of profitable states that 
have arisen, for their non-confusion, for their more-becoming, 
for their increase, cultivation and fulfilment: he makes an 
effort, sets going energy, he lays hold of and exerts his mind 
(to this end). These are called “  the co-factors of struggling.55

Thus, monks, this (work of) investigation and this investiga-
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tion-concentration and these co-factors of struggling are called 
(in one word) “  the basis of psychic power of which the features 
are investigation, together with the co-factors of concentration 
and struggle.”  *

(iv) Moggallana.1
Thus have I heard: On a certain occasion the Exalted One 

was staying at SavatthI in East Park, at the terraced house of 
Migara’s mother.

Now on that occasion a number of monks were lodging on the 
ground-floor of the terraced house of Migara’s mother, and 
they were frivolous,2 empty-headed,3 busybodies,4 of harsh 
speech,5 loose in talk,6 lacking concentration,7 unsteady, not 
composed, of flighty minds, with senses uncontrolled.8

So the Exalted One called to the venerable Moggallana the 
Great, saying:

4 Moggallana, methinks our fellows in the holy life who are 
lodging on the ground-floor of this terraced house are frivolous, 
empty-headed, and so forth. . . .  Go you, Moggallana, and 
give those monks a good stirring !’

41 will, lord,’ replied the venerable Moggallana to the Exalted 
One; and he contrived such a feat of magic power9 that with 
his great toe he shook and rattled and made the terraced house 
of Migara’s mother to quake and quake again.

Thereat those monks were panic-stricken. Their hair 
stood on end. They stood aside exclaiming4 A wonder indeed f 
A  miracle indeed! This place is sheltered from the wind.

1 This incident gives the name to the whole chapter, and is told 
with additional detail at SnA. i, 336-9.

2 For these epithets see i f . i, 32 (MA. 152); K.S. i, 84; PuggA. 217. 
Uddhatd^viphandamana-citta. Corny. UdA. 238, aiupasanta-citta.

3 Unnala=uggata-nala, tuccha-mana; UdA. 4 like a hollow empty 
reed.’

4 Capald= 4 busied with bowl and robe and finery ’ ; UdA. bahukata.
5 Mukhard==mukha-khard;  UdA pharusa-vdcanaya.
6 Vikm?ia-vdcd=a$a7)yata-tacana-palapmo; UdA. 4 given to animal- 

talk5; SnA. loc. cit gives specimens of their supposed conversation.
7 Muttha-ssatino—naUhd sati etesay.
8 Asampajdna, asamdhitd, vibbhanta-cittd, pdkatvhdnyd.
9 Corny. 4 by concentrating on the element-of-water-device.’
v * 16
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This terraced house of Migara’s mother stands on deep-set 
foundations,1 it is deep-dug, unshakable, unquakable. Yet 
it shook, it rattled, it quaked and quaked again!?

Then the Exalted One went towards those monks, and when 
he reached them said: e What is it, monks ? Why are ye panic- 
stricken, with hair on end * Why do ye stand thus aside V 

‘ A wonder, lord, indeed ! A miracle, lord, indeed ! This 
place is sheltered from the wind. This terraced house of 
Migara’s mother stands on deep-set foundations. It is deep- 
dug, unshakable, unquakable. Yet it shook, it rattled, it 
quaked and quaked again!’

‘ Yes, monks. It was shaken, it was rattled, it quaked and 
quaked again. It was done by the monk Moggallana, with his 
big toe, because he wished to give you a good stirring. Now, 
monks, what think ye ? By cultivating and making much of 
what conditions is the monk Moggallana of such mighty magic 
power and majesty V 

‘ For us, lord, things have their root in the Exalted One (they 
have the Exalted One for their guide and their resort. Well 
indeed if the meaning of these words should show itself in the 
Exalted One. Hearing the meaning of them from the Exalted 
One the monks will bear it in mind)/

4 Then do ye listen, monks. It is through cultivating and 
making much of four bases of psychic power that the monk 
Moggallana is of such mighty magic power and maj esty. What 
are the four %

Herein, monks, the monk Moggallana cultivates the basis 
of psychic power whose features are desire, together with 
the co-factors of concentration and struggle. He cultivates 
that of energy . . . that of thought . . .  of investigation 
(with this intent): Thus shall my investigation not be over- 
sluggish nor yet overstrained. It shall not be inwardly 
cramped nor outwardly diffuse. So he abides fully conscious 
of what is behind and what is in front. As he is conscious of

1 Text gambhira-namo, misprint for -nemo (correct in next §), infra, 
text, 444. Corny. says g. avato, g. bhumi. (Cf. Lucretius, i, 77, atque 
alte terminus haerens.)
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what is in front, so also of what is behind: as behind, so in 
front: as below, so above: as above, so below: as by day, so 
by night: as by night, so by day. Thus with wits alert, with 
wits unhampered, he cultivates his mind to brilliancy.

Monks, it is by cultivating and making much of these four 
bases of psychic power that the monk Moggallana enjoys 
manifold forms of magic power, thus: From being one, he 
becomes many . . . (as above) . . . even as far as the Brahma 
World he has power with his body.1

Moreover, monks, it is by cultivating and making much of 
these four bases of psychic power that the monk Moggallana, 
by the destruction of the asavas . . . attains and abides in the 
heart’s release, the release by insight, that is free from the 
asavas.’

[The six abnormal powers are to be thus treated.]2

(v) The brahmin.
Thus have I heard: On a certain occasion the venerable 

Ananda was staying at KosambI in Ghosita Park.
Now the brahmin Unnabha3 came to visit the venerable 

Ananda, and on coming to him greeted him courteously, and 
after the exchange of greetings and courtesies sat down at one 
side. So seated the brahmin Uruiabha said this to the 
venerable Ananda:

4 What is it, master Ananda, for which the holy life is lived 
under Gotama the recluse V

‘ For the sake of abandoning desire,4 brahmin, the holy life | 
is lived under the Exalted One.5

4 But is there any way, is there any practice, master 
Ananda, for abandoning this desire V

1 As at § 1 of this chapter. 2 So text. 3 Cf. text, 217.
4 Chanda, here m the sense of tanka, not of ‘ will,’ which occurs 

alongside of it. Corny. idha tanha-chandassa pahdn’ attharj, Mrs. 
Rhys Davids (Buddhism, p. 222-4) discusses it and quotes this passage 
(cf Compendium, 244 n.): 4 Desire belongs to our psychology of feeling
4-will, as a term of unmosdl import, as such. Hence it seems to me 
most important to retain it for chanda . . . which is only immoral 
as kama-cchanda, or when substituted for tanha5 (as here).
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* There is a way, brahmin, there is a practice for abandoning 
this desire.5

4 Pray, master Ananda, what is that way and that practice V
4 Herein, brahmin, a monk cultivates the basis of psychic 

power of which the features are desire, together with the co
factors of concentration and struggle: also that of energy, 
that of thought, and that of investigation, (in each case) 
together with the co-factors of concentration and struggle. 
This, brahmin, is the way, this is the practice for the abandon
ing of this sensual desire.5

‘ If that be so, master Ananda, it were a task without end, 
not one with an end.1 That he should get rid of one desire 
by means of another desire is an impossible thing.5

4 Then, brahmin, I will just question you in this matter. 
Do you answer as you think fit.

Now what think you, brahmin ? Was there not previously 
desire in you (urging you) thus: “  I will go to the Park55 ? 
When you got to the Park, was not that appropriate2 desire 
abated V

6 Yes, indeed it was, master.5
* Was there not previously energy in you (urging you) thus: 

“  I will go to the Park55 ? When you got there, was not that 
appropriate energy abated V

‘ Yes indeed, master.5
‘ Was there not previously work of thought in you (urging 

you) thus: “  I will go to the Park 55 ? When you got there, 
was not that appropriate work of thought abated V

‘ Yes indeed, master.5
4 Then again, was there not previously in you consideration 

(which urged you) thus: ‘c I will go to the Park55? When 
you got to the Park, was not that appropriate consideration 
abated V

1 Here santaka= sa-antaka, c con-fined,’ limited, opposite to an- 
antaka. I read with. Sinh. MSS. anantakay no mntakay (contrary to 
the order of the text), for the brahmin changes his views, is 4 converted * 
at the end of the Sutta, where the order of words may stand. Corny. 
is silent here.

2 Tajjo.



‘ Yes indeed, master.’
‘ Very well then, brahmin. That monk who is Arahant, one 

in whom the asavas are destroyed, who has lived the life, done 
the task, lifted the burden, who is a winner of his own welfare, 
who has outworn the fetters of rebirth, one who is released 
by perfect insight,—that desire which he had previously to 
attain Arahantship, now that Arahantship is won, that 
appropriate desire is abated.

That energy which was in him previously for winning 
Arahantship, now that Arahantship is won, that appropriate 
energy is abated.

That work of thought for winning Arahantship which he had 
before, now that Arahantship is won, that appropriate work 
of thought is abated.

That investigation for winning Arahantship which he had 
before, that appropriate investigation is abated, now that 
Arahantship is won.

Now as to that, what think you, brahmin ? Since this is so, 
is it a task that has an end, or is it endless V

‘ Sure enough, master Ananda, since this is so, it is a task 
that has an end. It is not an endless task.

It is wonderful, master Ananda. . . . Let the worthy 
Ananda accept me as a follower, from this day forth so long as 
life may last, as one who has gone to him for refuge.’

(vi) Recluses and brahmins (a) or Mighty magic power.
(The Exalted One said:)
* Monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins in time past were 

of mighty psychic power and majesty, all of them were so by 
the fact of cultivating and making much of four bases of 
psychic power.

Whatsoever recluses or brahmins in future time shall be of 
mighty psychic power and majesty, all of them will be so by the 
fact of cultivating . . .

Whatsoever recluses or brahmins are now of mighty psychic 
power and majesty, all of them are so by the fact of cultivating 
and making much of four bases of psychic'power. What are 
the four ?
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Herein a monk cultivates the basis of psychic power of which 
the features are desire, together with the co-factors of con
centration and struggle. He cultivates that of which the 
features are energy . . . that of which the features are 
thought . . . that of which the features are investigation, 
together with the co-factors of concentration and struggle.

Monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins were in time past, 
or in future time shall be, or who are now of mighty psychic 
power and majesty,— all of them have been, shall be, or are 
now so by the fact of cultivating and making much of these 
four bases of psychic power.

(vii) Recluses and brahmins (b) or Manifold forms.
Monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins have in time past 

enjoyed in divers ways manifold forms of psychic power, thus: 
Prom being one, they were many: from being many, they were 
one: manifest or invisible they went unhindered through a 
wall, through a rampart, through a mountain, as if it were 
through the air: they plunged into the earth and shot up again 
as if in water: they walked upon the water without parting it, 
as if on solid ground: they travelled sitting cross-legged through 
the air, like a bird upon the wing: even this moon and sun, 
though of such mighty magic power and majesty, they handled 
and stroked with the hand: even as far as the Brahma World 
they had power with this body:—all of these did so by the 
fact of cultivating and making much of four bases of psychic 
power.

Monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins in future times 
shall enjoy in divers ways manifold forms of psychic power, 
such as . . . (as above) . . .  all of them shall do so by the 

; fact of cultivating and makmg much of four bases of psychic 
' power.

Monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins do now enjoy in 
divers ways manifold forms of psychic.power, all of them do 
so by the fact of cultivating and making much of four bases of 
psychic power. What four ?

Herein a .monk "cultivates that basis of psychic power 
whose features are desire, together with the co-factors of
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concentration and struggle. He cultivates the basis of psychic 
power of which the features are energy, together with . . . the 
basis of psychic power of which the features are thought . . . 
investigation, together with the co-factors of concentration 
and struggle.

Monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins have in time past 
. . . shall in future time . . .  do now enjoy in divers ways 
manifold forms of psychic power,—all of them have done so, 
shall do so, do now enjoy such by the fact of cultivating and 
making much of these four bases of psychic power.

(viii) Monk.
Monks, it is by cultivating and making much of four bases 

of psychic power that a monk, by the destruction of the asavas, 
realizes even in this very life by his own unaided powers the 
heart’s release, the release by insight which is free from the 
asavas, and having won it dwells therein. What are the four ?

Herein a monk cultivates the basis of psychic power of 
which the features are desire . . . energy . . . thought . . . 
investigation, together with the co-factors of concentration 
and struggle.

Monks, it is by cultivating and making much of these four 
bases of psychic power that a monk, by the destruction of the 
asavas . . . having won it, dwells therein.

(ix) Teaching or Cultivation.
Monks, I will teach you both psychic power and the basis of 

psychic power and the practice that leads to the cultivation of 
psychic power. Do ye listen to it.

And what, monks, is psychic power ?
Herein a monk enjoys in divers ways manifold forms of 

psychic power, such as: From being one, he becomes many 
. . . even as far as the Brahma World he has power with his
body. This, monks, is called “  psychic power.”

And what, monks, is the basis of psychic power ?1
That path, that practice which conduces to the laying hold

1 Gamy. A bhinna-padakar) catuttha-jjhanarj.
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of, to the winning of psychic power,— that, monks, is called 
“  the basis of psychic pow er/’

And of what sort, monks, is the cultivation of psychic power ?
Herein a monk cultivates the basis of psychic power of which 

the features are desire . . . energy . . . thought . . .  in
vestigation, together with the co-factors of concentration and 
struggle. This, monks, is called “  the cultivation of the bases 
of psychic power.55

And of what sort, monks, is the practice that leads to the 
cultivation of psychic power ?

It is just this Ariyan eightfold way, to wit. Right view, and 
the rest . . . right concentration. This, monks, is the 
practice that leads to the cultivation of the bases of psychic 
power.

(x) Analysis.

I
Monks, these four bases of psychic power, if cultivated and 

made much of, are of great fruit and great profit. And how 
cultivated, monies, are they of great fruit and profit ?

Herein a monk cultivates the basis of psychic power of which 
the features are desire, together with the co-factors of concen
tration and struggle, (with this intent): “ Thus shall not 
my desire be over-sluggish, nor yet overstrained. It shall not 
be inwardly cramped nor outwardly diffuse.55 So he abides 
fully conscious of what is behind and what is in front. . . .1

He cultivates the basis of psychic power of which the 
features are energy, together with the co-factors of concentra
tion and struggle, (with this intent): “  Thus shall not my energy 
be over-sluggish, nor yet overstrained.55 . . .

He cultivates the basis of psychic power of which the features 
are thought, together with the co-factors of concentration and 
struggle. . . .

He cultivates the basis of psychic power of which the features 
are investigation, together with the co-factors of concentra
tion and struggle, (with this intent): “ Thus shall not my

1 As at text, 277.
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investigation be over-sluggish nor yet overstrained. It shall 
not be inwardly cramped nor outwardly diffuse.”  So he abides 
fully conscious of what is behind and what is before him, 
thus: As in front, so behind: as behind, so in front: as below, 
so above: as above, so below: as by day, so by night: as by 
night, so by day. Thus with wits alert, with wits unhampered, 
he cultivates his mind to brilliancy.

I I 1
And of what sort, monks, is desire that is over-sluggish ?
Desire which is associated with indolence,2 which is joined 

with indolence, is called “ an over-sluggish desire.”
And of what sort, monks, is desire that is overstrained ?
That desire which is associated with excitement,3 which is 

joined with excitement, is called “  an overstrained desire.”
And of what sort, monks, is desire that is inwardly 

cramped ?
That desire which is associated with sloth and torpor, which 

is joined with sloth and torpor, is called “  an inwardly cramped 
desire.”

And of what sort, monks, is desire that is outwardly diffuse ?
Desire which, outwardly concerned with the five sensual 

delights, is scattered abroad and dissipated, is called “  out
wardly diffuse.”

And how, monks, does a monk dwell conscious of what is 
behind and before, thus: As before, so behind: as behind, so 
before ?

Herein a monk’s consciousness of what is behind and what 
is before is well in hand, well attended to, well considered, well 
penetrated by insight. That is how a monk dwells conscious 
of what is behind and before, thus: As before, so behind: as 
behind, so before.

And how does a monk dwell “  as below, so above: as above, 
so below ”  ?

Herein a monk surveys this very body4 upwards from the

1 Cf. text, 263. 2 Kosajja. 3 Uddhaccd. Cf. Compend. 18.
4 Cf. M. i, 57; S. iv, 111; Warren, Buddhism m Translations, 359.
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soles of the feet, downwards from the top of the hair of his 
head, as something enclosed by skin and full of mamfold 
impurities. He thus considers: There are in this body hair 
of the head, hair of the body, nails, skin, teeth, flesh, nerves, 
bones, marrow, kidneys, heart, liver, pleura, spleen, lungs, 
intestines, mesentery, stomach, faeces, bile, phlegm, matter, 
blood, sweat, lymph, fat, tears, lubricant, saliva, mucus, oil, 
urine. That, monks, is how a monk dwells 44 as below, so 
above: as above, so below.”

And how, monks, does a monk dwell “  as by day, so by night : 
as by night, so by day ”  ?

Herein a monk, in cultivating the basis of psychic power 
of which the features are desire, together with the co-factors 
of concentration and struggle, employs by day the same signs, 
characteristics and marks as he does in cultivating this basis 
by night, and m doing so employs by night the same signs, 
characteristics and marks as he does by day.

And how, monks, with wits alert, with wits unhampered, 
does a monk cultivate his mind to brilliancy ?

Herein a monk’s consciousness of light1 is well grasped, 
his consciousness of daylight is well sustained. That is 
how he cultivates his mind to brilliancy.

III
And of what sort, monks, is energy that is over sluggish ?
(The same as above, with energy for desire.)

IV
And of what sort, monks, is thought that is over sluggish ?
(The same, with thought for desire )

1 Cf. Dialog, iii, 215, 4 acquisition of intuition and insight is when 
a brother attends to the sensation of light, sustains the perception of 
daylight, and attends to light no less in the night-time, and thus, with 
open and unmuffled consciousness, creates a radiant, luminous mind.’ 
Corny. ‘ When in his concentration on a luminous image the reflex 
is the same to him, 'whether his eyes are open or shut, by day or by 
night,*
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V
And of what sort, monks, is investigation that is over 

sluggish ?
(The same, with investigation for  desire, down to) . . .
That, monks, is how with wits alert, with wits unhampered, 

a monk cultivates his mind to brilliancy.
Thus cultivated, monks, thus made much of, the four bases 

of psychic power are of great fruit, of great profit. It is by 
means of the four bases of psychic power, thus cultivated and 
thus made much of, that a monk enjoys in divers ways mani
fold forms of magic power, thus: Being one, he becomes many. 
Being many, he becomes one . . . even up to the Brahmr. 
W orld he has power with his body.

Thus, monks, by means of the four bases of psychic power, 
thus cultivated and thus made much of, by the destruction of 
the asavas, a mOnk by his own unaided power, in this very life, 
realizes the heart’s release, the release by insight, which is free 
from the asavas, and having attained it dwells therein.’

(The six psychic powers1 are to be developed in like manner )

CHAPTER III

Savatthi . . .  ®  The way~
Formerly, monks, before my enlightenment with the perfect 

wisdom, when I was yet a Bodhisattva, this occurred to me: 
What, I wonder, is the way, what the practice for the cultiva
tion of the bases of psychic power ?

Then, monks, this occurred to me:
That monk2 cultivates the basis of psychic power of which 

the features are desire, together with the co-factors of con
centration and struggle (with this intent): Thus shall not my 
desire be over-sluggish nor yet overstrained . . . (as before)
. . . thus he cultivates his mind to brilliancy.

1 Chal-abhinna. Text thus abbreviates.
2 As there were then no bhikkhus we must take this as framework.
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So also with regard to the basis of psychic power of which 
the features are energy . . . thought . . . investigation (as 
before).

(The six psychic powers are to be thus developed.)

f . (ii) The iron ball.
Savatthi . . .
Now the venerable Ananda went to visit the Exalted One, 

and on coming to him saluted him and sat down at one side. 
Thus seated the venerable Ananda said this to the Exalted 
One:

‘ Pray, lord, does the Exalted One understand how to reach1 
by psychic power the Brahma World in his mind-made 
body r 2

‘ I do so understand, Ananda.’
‘ But, lord, does the Exalted One understand how by 

psychic power to reach the Brahma World in this (physical) 
body of the four great elements V

‘ I do so understand, Ananda.5
4 That the Exalted One, lord, should know3 how to reach 

by psychic power the Brahma World both in his mind-made 
body and in this (physical) body of the four great elements 
is a wonder and a marvel.5

4 Yes, Ananda. The Tathagatas are possessed of powers 
that are wonderful and marvellous.

At such time, Ananda, as the Tathagata concentrates body 
in mind4 and concentrates mind m body,5 at such time as he

1 Text should read upasankamitur) m this and next paragraph and
below. 2 Cf. VM. 405.

3 There is a difficulty of reading here. Text has yan ca kho opapati 
ha (?) (Sinh. v.l. opati; Burm. omati), for which Pali Diet. suggests 
opapdiiya (iddhiya). But there is no verb in the sentence, and I would 
read pahoti (potest). Corny, also seems at a loss. My two Sinh. MSS. 
of it have napi opatihama ti, pahoti, tar) sakkoti. 1 This,’ says Corny. 
‘ is the pure text of the Buddha’s word in Tipitaka.’ I cannot refer 
to printed S. ed. of it here.

4 Corny. kdyar) gahetva citte dropeti, citta-sannisitar) karoti (makes it 
dependent on mmd), quoting VM. ii, 404.

5 Corny, the reverse of the above.
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enters on and abides in the consciousness of bliss and buoyancy, 
then it is, Ananda, that the Tathagata’s body is more buoyant, 
softer, more plastic and more radiant.

Just as, Ananda, an iron ball, if heated all day long,1 is 
lighter and softer, more plastic and more radiant, even so 
at such time as the Tathagata concentrates body in mind and 
concentrates mind in body,— at such time as the Tathagata 
enters on and abides in the consciousness of bliss and buoyancy, 
then it is, Ananda, that the Tathagata5 s body is more buoyant, 
softer, more plastic and more radiant.

Now, Ananda, whenever the Tathagata concentrates body 
in mind and mind in body, and enters on and abides in the 
consciousness of bliss and buoyancy,— at such time, Ananda, 
the Tathagata’s body with but little effort rises up from the 
ground into the air. He then enjoys in divers ways manifold 
forms of magic power, thus: From being one he becomes many: 
from being many he becomes one: . . . even as far as the 
Brahma World he has power with his body.2

Just as, Ananda, a tuft of cotton seed or a ball of thistle
down, lightly wafted on the wind, with but little effort rises 
up from the ground into the air,3 even so at such time as the 
Tathagata concentrates body in mmd and mind in body and 
enters on and abides in the consciousness of bliss and buoyancy, 
— at such time, Ananda, the Tathagata’s body with but little 
effort rises up from the ground into the air. He then enjoys 
in divers ways manifold forms of magic power, thus: From 
being one he becomes many: from being many he becomes 
one . . . even as far as the Brahma World he has power with 
his body.’

(iii) Monk.
Monks, there are these four bases of psychic power. What 

four ?
Herein a monk cultivates the basis of psychic power of which

1 For the simile cf. D. n, 335; Dialog. ii, 360. This species of magic 
is called vikubbana-iddhi or vikubban5 iddhi (power of transformation). 
Cf. VM. 378 [at VM. 404, JcarajaJcayo]; Pts. u, 205, e.g., the power 
of adopting the form of a youth or a naga. ,

2 Cf. previous chapter. 3 Cf. B? ethren, ver. 104.
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the features are desire . . . energy . • . thought . . . in
vestigation, together with the co-factors of concentration and 
struggle. These are the four bases of psychic power.

It is by cultivating and making much of these four bases of 
psychic power that a monk, by destroying the asavas, even in 
this very life, realizes by his own unaided power the heart’s 
release, the release by insight, and having attained it dwells 
therein.

(iv) Puritan.1
(The same as in the previous §.)

(v) Fruits (a).
Monks, there are these four bases of psychic power . . . 

(as before).
It is by cultivating and making much of these four bases of 

psychic power that, of two fruits, one may be expected: either 
realization in this very life, or, if there be any substrate left, 
at any rate the state of non-return.

(vi) Fruits (b).
Monks, there are these four bases of psychic power. . . .
It is by cultivating and making much of these four that 

seven fruits, seven profits may be looked for. What are the 
seven ?

In this very life, previously,2 one establishes realization: 
and if not m this very life, previously, at any rate at the 
moment of death. But if one do not so then, still by having 
worn down the five fetters of the lower sort, one wins release 
midway or, failing that, he does so by reduction of his time. 
Failing that, he passes away without much trouble: failing 
that, with some trouble: or, striving upstream, he is reborn in 
the Pure Abodes.

Monks, it is by cultivating and making much of these four 
bases of psychic power that these seven fruits, these seven 
profits may be looked for.

1 As before, text has suddhakarj for suddhikar). Cf. text, 173, 193 n.
2 Reading pafikacca for text’s patihacca. Cf. text, 69, 201, 204, 

237, 314, 378 w.
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(vii) Ananda (a).1 
Savatthi was the occasion . . .
Now the venerable Ananda went to visit the Exalted One 

. . . and said this: 
c Pray, lord, what is psychic power ? What is the basis of 

psychic power ? What is the cultivation and practice that 
leads to the cultivation of psychic power V 

c Herein, Ananda, a monk enjoys in divers ways manifold 
forms of psychic power, thus: From being one, he becomes 
many: from being many, he becomes one . . . even as far as 
the Brahma World he has power with his body. This, Ananda, 
is called “ psychic power.”

And what, Ananda, is the basis of psychic power ?
It is that way, that practice which conduces to the laying 

hold of, to the winning of psychic power. This, Ananda, is 
called “  the basis of psychic power.”

And what, Ananda, is the cultivation of psychic power ? 
Herein, Ananda, a monk cultivates the basis of psychic power 

of which the features are desire . . . energy . . . thought 
. . . investigation, together with the co-factors of concentra
tion and struggle. This, Ananda, is called “  the cultivation of 
psychic power.”

And what, Ananda, is the practice that leads to the cultiva
tion o f psychic power ?

It is just this Ariyan eightfold way, to wit: Right view, and 
the rest . . . right concentration. This, Ananda, is called 
“  the practice that leads to the cultivation of psychic power.”  5

(viii) Ananda (b).
. . .  As he thus sat the Exalted One said this to the 

venerable Ananda:
‘ What, Ananda, is psychic power . . . what is the practice 

leading to  the cultivation thereof V
‘ J o i  us, lord, things have their root in the Exalted One. 

They have the Exalted One for their guide and their 
resort. . . .’

1 As at text, 276.
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‘ Herein a monk enjoys in divers ways manifold forms of 
psychic power . . .  (as above). . . . This, Ananda, is called 
e> the practice leading to the cultivation of psychic power.”  5

(ix) Monks (a).
Then a number of monks came to see the Exalted One. . . . 

As they sat at one side those monks said this to the Exalted 
One:

‘ Pray, lord, what is psychic power ? What is the basis 
of psychic power ? What is the cultivation, what the practice 
leading to the cultivation of psychic power V

'Herein, monks, a monk enjoys in divers ways manifold 
forms of psychic power, thus: From being one . . . even as 
far as the Brahma World he has power with his body. This, 
monks, is called “  the practice that leads to the cultivation of 
psychic power.” ' ^  M m h  (J)

(The same as in § viii, with monks for Ananda.)

(xi) Moggallana.
Thereupon the Exalted One addressed the monks, saying:
‘ What think ye, monks ? By cultivating and making 

much of what conditions is the monk Moggallana of such 
mighty magic power and majesty V

‘ For us, lord, things have their root in the Exalted One. 
They have the Exalted One for their guide and their resort.. . .  ’

‘ Well, monks, it is by cultivating and making much of four 
bases of psychic power that the monk Moggallana is of such 
mighty magic power and majesty. What four ?

Herein the monk Moggallana cultivates the basis of psychic 
power of which the features are desire . . . energy . . . 
thought . . . investigation, together with the co-factors of con
centration and struggle (with this intent): Thus shall not my 
desire be over-sluggish nor overstrained (as above, text 277). 
. . .  It shall not be inwardly cramped nor outwardly diffuse. 
. . . Thus with wits alert, with wits unhampered, he culti
vates his mind to brilliancy.

Monks, it is by thus cultivating these four bases . . . that the 
monk Moggallana is of such mighty magic power and majesty.



Again, monies, it is by cultivating and making much of these 
four bases of psychic power that the monk Moggallana enjoys 
in divers ways manifold forms of magic power, thus: From 
being one he becomes many . . . even as far as the Brahma 
World he has power with his body.

Moreover, monks, it is by cultivating and making much of 
these four bases of psychic power that the monk Moggallana, 
by the destruction of the asavas, in this very life, of his own 
unaided power, realizes the heart’s release, the release by 
insight that is free from the asavas, and having attained it 
dwells therein.5

(xii) Tathagata.
Then the Exalted One addressed the monies, saying: 
tf Now what think ye, monks ? By cultivating, by making 

much of what conditions, is the Tathagata of such mighty 
magic power and majesty V

‘ For us, lord, things have their root in the Exalted One.. .  .5 
4 Well, monks, it is by cultivating, by making much of four 

bases of psychic power that the Tathagata is of such mighty 
magic power and majesty. What are the four ?

Herein, monks, the Tathagata cultivates the basis of psychic 
power of which the features are desire . . . energy . . . 
thought . . . investigation, together with the co-factors of 
concentration and struggle (with this intent): Thus shall not 
my desire . . . my energy . . . my thought . . . thus shall 
not my investigation be over sluggish, nor yet overstrained . . .  
thus with wits alert, with wits unhampered, he cultivates his 
mind to brilliancy.

Monks, it is by cultivating, by making much of these four 
bases of psychic power . . .

Moreover, monks, it is by cultivating these four bases of 
psychic power that the Tathagata enjoys in divers ways 
manifold forms of magic power, thus: From being one . . .

Moreover, monks, it is by cultivating . . . that the Tatha
gata . . . realizes the heart’s release, the release by insight 
. , . and dwells therein.’

(The six abnormal powers are to be thus developed.)

li, vii, iii, xii] On the Bases o f Psychic Power 257
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CHAPTER IV.-GANGA-REPETITION.

(i).
Just as, monks, the river Ganges flows to the east, slides 

to the east, tends to the east, even so, by cultivating the four 
bases of psychic power a monk flows to Nibbana, slides to 
Nibbana, tends to Nibbana.

And how cultivating . . . does a monk . . . tend to 
Nibbana ?

Herein a monk cultivates the bases of psychic power of 
which the features are desire . . . energy . . . thought . . . 
investigation, together with the co-factors of concentration 
and struggle. Thus cultivating . . .  a monk . . . tends to 
Nibbana.

(ii-xii).
Six on Flowing and Sliding to eastward and six on The 

Ocean.
These two sixes are twelve, and the chapter (that holds them) 

is so called.
(All are to be developed by way of The bases of psychic power.)

CHAPTER V.— EARNESTNESS 

(i-x).
Just as, monks, of all beings whatsoever, whether footless 

or two-footed, or four-footed . . .

Tathagata, Foot, Roof-peak,
Wood, Heart-wood, Jasmine,
Prince, Moon and Sun*
With Cloth make ten.

(All to be developed as above.)



CHAPTER VI.— DEEDS REQUIRING STRENGTH

(i-xii).
Just as, monks, whatsoever deeds requiring strength are 

done, all of them are done in dependence on the earth, with the 
earth for their support, even so a monk, depending on virtue, 
supported by virtue, cultivates and makes much of the four 
bases of psychic power. . . .

Su m m a r y

Strength, Seed and Snake,
Tree with Pot and Bearded Wheat,
The Sky and two of Raincloud,
Ship, For all comers, River.

(All to be developed as above.)

CHAPTER VII— LONGING 

(i-x).
Monks, there are these three longings. What three ? The 

longing for sensual delight, the longing for becoming, the 
longing for the holy life. . . .  It is for the full comprehension 
of these three longings, monks, for the understanding of them, 
for the wearing out and abandoning of them, that the four 
bases of psychic power are to be cultivated. . . .

Su m m a r y

Longing, Conceits, Asava, Becoming,
Suffering, Obstructions (three),
Stain and Pain and Feelings,
Craving and Thirst1 make the chapter.

(All to be developed as above.)

l i , v i i ,  v i i ,  x ] On the Bases o f Psychic Power 2 5 9

1 Uddana here does not agree with that of Bk. I. See n. ad loc.
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CHAPTER VIII.—THE FLOOD

(i) The Flood.
Monks, there are these four floods. What four ? The 

flood of lust, the flood of becoming, the flood of view, the flood 
of nescience. . . .

(ii-ix).

Fetters of the higher sort.
Monks, there are these five fetters of the higher sort. What 

five ? Lust for [rebirth in the world of] form, lust for [re
birth in] the formless world, conceit, excitement, and nescience. 
These are the five.

Monks, for the full comprehension of these five fetters of the 
higher sort, for the understanding of them, for the wearing out 
and abandoning of them, the four bases of psychic power must 
be cultivated. What are the four ?

Herein a monk cultivates the basis of psychic power of which 
the features are desire . . . energy . . . thought . . .  in
vestigation, together with the co-factors of concentration 
and struggle. . . .

Su m m ar y

The Flood, the Bond, Grasping, with [bodily] Ties and 
Tendency,

Sense-pleasures, Hindrance, Factors,1 Fetters of lower and 
higher sort.

(All to be developed by way of the Four Bases of Psychic 
Power.)

1 Text misprints as Gandha.



BOOK VIII

KINDRED SAYINGS ABOUT ANURUDDHA

CHAPTER I.— IN SOLITUDE

(i) In solitude (a).
T hus have I  heard: On a certain occasion the venerable 
Anuruddha was staying near Savatthi, at Jeta Grove, in 
Anathapindika’s Park.

Now when the venerable Anuruddha was meditating in 
solitude this train of thought occurred to him:

Whosoever neglect the four arisings of mindfulness, by 
them also is neglected the Ariyan way that goes on to the 
utter destruction of 111. Whosoever undertake the four 
arisings of mindfulness, by them also is undertaken the 
Ariyan way that goes on to the utter destruction of 111.

Now the venerable Moggallana the Great, reading with his 
mind the train of thought in the mind of the venerable Anu
ruddha,— just as a strong man might stretch out his bent 
arm, or draw in his outstretched arm,— even so did he appear 
before the venerable Anuruddha . . . and said this to him: 

c Friend Anuruddha, to what extent are the four arisings 
of mindfulness undertaken V 

‘ Friend, a monk dwells contemplating the rise of things1 as 
regards his own personal body, (feelings, mind and mind- 
states). He dwells contemplating the fall of things as regards 
his own personal body, being ardent, self-possessed and mind- 
ful, by restraining the dejection in the world that arises from 
coveting.

As regards externals, he dwells contemplating the fall of

1 Cf. Pts. of Contr., p. 105, 4 the cause or genesis of (natal states) 
cognizable objects, ideas.9 Cf. D. ii, 290 ff. (Maftasatijpatthana Sutta) 
and Introd. to Dialog, ii, 322 ff. (discussion of patfhana).
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things in body, (feelings, mind and mind-states). Likewise 
as regards externals he dwells contemplating the rise of things 
in body, being ardent, self-possessed and mindful, by re
straining . . .

Both as regards his own person and as regards externals, 
he dwells in body contemplating the rise of things . . . and 
both the fall and the rise of things in body, being ardent, self- 
possessed and mindful, by restraining . . .

If he desires: Let me dwell conscious of repulsion in what 
is not repulsive,—he does so. If he desires: Let me dwell 
unconscious of repulsion in what is repulsive,—he does so. 
If he desires: Let me dwell conscious of repulsion in what is 
both not repulsive and repulsive,—he does so. If he desires: 
Let me dwell unconscious of repulsion in the repulsive and 
not repulsive alike,—he does so. If he desires: Avoiding 
both the not repulsive and the repulsive, let me dwell in
different, mindful and self-possessed,—he does so.

Inwardly as regards feelings he dwells contemplating the 
rise of things. Inwardly as regards feelings he dwells con
templating the fall of things. Inwardly as regards feelings he 
dwells contemplating both the rise and fall of things, ardent, 
self-possessed and mindful, by restraining1 the dejection in 
the world that arises from coveting.

Then, both inwardly and outwardly, as regards feelings he 
dwells contemplating the rise of things . . . the fall of things 
. . . both the rise and fall of things, being ardent, self- 
possessed and mindful, by restraining . . .  If he desires: 
Let me dwell conscious of repulsion in . . . (as before). . . .

Inwardly as regards mind he dwells contemplating the rise 
of things . . . the fall of things . . . both the rise and fall 
of tilings.

Outwardly as regards mind . . .
Both inwardly and outwardly as regards mind . . .
If he desires: Let me dwell conscious of repulsion in . . . 

(as before). . . .
Inwardly as regards mind-states lie dwells contemplating

1 Text joins (mneyyaloke) as if it were a gerundive.



the rise of things . . . the fall of things . . . both the rise 
and fall of things. . . .

Outwardly as regards mind-states he dwells contem
plating . . .

Both inwardly and outwardly as regards mind-states he 
dwells contemplating the rise of things . . . the fall of things 
. . . both the rise and fall of things, ardent, self-possessed 
and mindful, by restraining the dejection in the world that 
arises from coveting.

If he desires: Let me dwell conscious of repulsion in what 
is not repulsive, he so dwells. If he desires: Let me dwell 
indifferent, avoiding both what is not repulsive and what is 
repulsive, mindful and self-possessed he so dwells.

Thus far, friend, the four arisings of mindfulness are under
taken by a monk.’

(ii) In solitude (b).
Savatthi was the occasion (for the following). . . .
Now when the venerable Anuruddha was meditating in 

solitude this train of thought arose in him: By whomsoever 
the four arisings of mindfulness are neglected, by them also is 
neglected the Ariyan way that goes on to the utter destruction 
of 111. By whomsoever the four arisings of mindfulness are 
undertaken, by them also is undertaken the Ariyan way that 
goes on to the utter destruction of 111.

Then the venerable Moggallana the Great, reading with his 
mind the train of thought that was in the mind of the venerable 
Anuruddha,— just as a strong man might stretch out his bent 
arm or draw in his outstretched arm,— even so did he appear 
before the venerable Anuruddha and said this to him:

‘ Pray, friend Anuruddha, to what extent are the four 
arisings of mindfulness undertaken by a monk V

c Herein, friend . . .’ (the whole as in the previous section).

(iii) Sutanu.
On a certain occasion the venerable Anuruddha was staying 

on the bank of the river Sutanu1 at Savatthi.

l i i ,  v iii, i, iii] Kindred Sayings about Anuruddha 2 6 3
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1 I have not met this name elsewhere.
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Now a number of monks came to visit the venerable Anu
ruddha, and on coming to him greeted him courteously and, 
after the exchange of greetings and courtesies, sat down at 
one side. So seated those monks said this:

e By cultivating and making much of what conditions has 
the venerable Anuruddha attained great supernormal power V

6 Friends, it is by cultivating and making much of four 
arisings of mindfulness that I have done so. What four ?

Herein, friends, I dwell in body contemplating body (as 
transient), ardent, self-possessed and mindful, by restraining 
the dejection in the world that arises from coveting. So also 
with regard to feelings, mind and mind-states. It is b y  
cultivating and making much of these four arisings of mind
fulness, friends, that I have come by great supernormal 
power.

Moreover, friends, by cultivating . . . these four arisings 
of mindfulness, I can recognize a mean state as mean, a 
middling state as middling, and an excellent state as excellent.’1

(iv) Cactus Grove.

On a certain occasion the venerable Anuruddha, Sariputta 
and Moggallana the Great were staying at Saketa, in Cactus 
Grove.2

Then the venerable Sariputta and Moggallana the Great, 
rising at eventide from their solitude, went to visit the venerable 
Anuruddha, and on coming to him greeted him courteously, 
and after the exchange of greetings and courtesies sat down 
at one side. As they thus sat the venerable Sariputta said 
this to the venerable Anuruddha:

1 Corny. ‘ What states are mean ? The twelve unprofitable in
tentions. . . . What are the middling states ? That which is profit
able on three grounds: its fruit on three grounds; action that makes no 
difference (kiriy' abyaJcatay) on three grounds; and all body (rupa). 
What states are excellent ? The four paths in full, the four fruits of 
a recluse’s life, and Nibbana.’

2 Kantaki-vana, supra, text, 174. Corny, (reading Tikaniaht-, calls it 
maha karamadda-vanq<9 which, according to Childers, is Carissa camndas, 
a sort of shrub). Cf. sum a, 176, infra, 303 of text.



4 Friend Anuruddha, what states should be abandoned by 
a monk who is a pupil, after he has attained them V

c Friend Sariputta, the four arisings of mindfulness should 
be abandoned by a monk who is a pupil, after he has attained 
them. What four ?

Herein, friend, a monk dwells in body contemplating body 
(as transient), being ardent, self-possessed and mindful, by 
restraining the dejection in the world that arises from coveting. 
So also with regard to feelings . . . mind . . . and mind- 
states.

By a monk who is a pupil, friend Sariputta, these four 
arisings of mindfulness should be abandoned after he has 
attained them.’

(v) Cactus Grove (b).
At Saketa was the occasion . . .
As he sat at one side the Venerable Sariputta said this to 

the venerable Anuruddha:
e Friend Anuruddha, by a monk who is an adept what states 

should be abandoned after he has attained them V
'Friend Sariputta, by a monk who is an adept the four 

arisings of mindfulness should be abandoned after he has 
attained them. What four ?

Herein, friend, a monk dwells . . .  (as above). . . .
These four arisings of mindfulness should be abandoned by 

a monk who is an adept after he has attained them.3

(vi) Cactus Grove (c).
Saketa was the occasion . . . The venerable Sariputta 

said this to the venerable Anuruddha:
e Friend Anuruddha, by cultivating and making much of 

what conditions have you come by such mighty magic power 
and majesty V

e Friend, it is by cultivating and making much of four 
arisings of mindfulness that I have done so. What four ? 

Herein, friend, I dwell in body contemplating body . . . 
Moreover, friend, it is by cultivating and making much of 

these four arisings of mindfulness that I have come to com
prehend the thousandfold world-system.5

l i i , v i i i , i ,  vi] Kindred Sayings about Anuruddha 265
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(vii) The destruction of craving.
Savatthi was the occasion . . .
Thereupon the venerable Anuruddha addressed the monks 

saying:
4 Friends, these four arisings of mindfulness, if cultivated 

and made much of, conduce to the destruction of craving, 
m a t  four ?

Herein a monk dwells in body contemplating body (as 
transient) . . . feelings . . . mind . . . mind-states, being 
ardent, self-possessed and mindful. . .

(viii) Sal-tree Hut
On a certain occasion the venerable Anuruddha was staying 

near Savatthi at Sal-tree Hut.1 Then the venerable Anu
ruddha addressed the monks, saying:

4 Friends, take the case of the river Ganges which flows to 
the east, slides to the east, tends to the east. Then there 
comes a great crowd of folk with pick and basket saying: 
“ We will make this river Ganges flow, slide and tend to the 
west.” Now what think ye, friends ? Could that great 
crowd of folk make the river Ganges flow, slide and tend to the 
west V2

‘ Surely not, friend.’
‘ And why not ? It is because, as the river Ganges flows, 

slides and tends to the east, it were no easy thing to make it 
flow . . .  to the west: insomuch that fatigue and vexation 
would be the lot of that great crowd of folk.

Just so, friends, in the case of a monk who is cultivating the 
four arisings of mindfulness and making much of them, 
suppose the rajah’s . r o y a l  ministers or his friends or boon- 
companions or kinsmen or blood-relations were to come to

1 Salaldgare. Corny. ‘ in a leaf-hut made of a sal-tree, with a sal- 
tree standing at the door. Hence the name.5 Cf. JA . v, 4:30—Mil. 
Panh, (trans.) ii, 224, where Rhys Davids says it is Sal or 'RdX—Shorea 
rdbusta. *

2 K.S. iv, 124; 8. iv, 191.



that monk and tempt him with the offer of wealth,1 saying: 
“  Come, good m an! Why should these yellow robes torment 
you ? Why parade about with shaven crown and bowl ? 
Come f Return to the lower life, enjoy possessions and do 
deeds of merit.55

But, friends, for that monk, who is cultivating and making 
much of the four arisings of mindfulness, to reject the training 
and return to the lower life were a thing impossible. Why so ? 
Because, friends, as that monk5s heart has for many a long 
day been flowing, sliding, tending to seclusion, for him to 
return to the lower life were a thing impossible.

And how, friends, does a monk cultivate, make much of, the 
four arisings of mindfulness ?

Herein, friends, a monk dwells in body contemplating body 
(as transient) . . . contemplating feelings in feelings . . . 
mind in mind . . . mind-states in mind-states (as transient), 
being ardent, self-possessed and mindful, by restraining the 
dejection in the world that arises from coveting.

That, friends, is how a monk cultivates, makes much of the 
four arisings of mindfulness.9

(ix) The all or Ambapali.
Once the venerable Anuruddha and Sariputta were staying 

at Vesali, in Ambapali’s Grove.2
Now the venerable Sariputta, rising from his solitude at 

eventide, went to visit the venerable Anuruddha, and on 
coming to him . . .  sat down at one side. As he thus sat he 
said this to the venerable Anuruddha:

fi Serene, friend Anuruddha, is your air f3 Very clear and 
shining is your complexion! In what manner of living does 
the venerable Anuruddha now generally spend his time V

‘ Friend, my mind is well grounded in four arisings of mind
fulness. That is how I generally spend my time. What are 
the four ?

1 Lit. 4 should offer by bringing up.5 Abhihatthuy is ger. of abhi- 
haysati. Pali Diet. refs, to 'Vinaya Texts, ii, 440 n,

2 Cf supra, text, 142 n. *
3 Indriyani, lit. ‘ sense-faculties.’ Cf. K.S. ii, 1S6.
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Herein, friend, I dwell in body contemplating body (as 
transient) . . .  in feelings . . .  in mind . . .  in mind-states, 
being ardent, self-possessed and mindful, by restraining the 
dejection in the world that arises from coveting. It is in 
these four arisings of mindfulness, friend, that my mind is 
well grounded, and that is how I generally spend my time.

Friend, the monk who is -Arahant, who has destroyed the 
asavas, who has lived the life, done his task, lifted the burden, 
won his own welfare, who has worn out the fetters of becoming, 
who has won full realization and is liberated,— such an one 
generally spends his time with mind well grounded in these 
four arisings of mindfulness.’

eA gain for us, friend! Well gotten by us, friend, that face to 
face with the venerable Anuruddha we have heard him utter his 
lordly utterance !?1

(x) Grievously afflicted?
On a certain occasion the venerable Anuruddha was staying 

near Savatthi in Dark Wood, being sick and grievously afflicted.
# Now a number of monks came to visit the venerable Anu
ruddha, and on coming to him . . . said this:

‘ Pray what is the venerable Auuruddha’s life, in that the 
painful feelings that come upon him make no impression on 
his mind ?’3

‘ Friends, it is because I dwell with my mind well grounded 
in four arisings of mindfulness. That is why the painful 
feelings that come upon me make no impression on my mind. 
What are the four ?

Herein, friends, I dwell in body contemplating body, being 
ardent, self-possessed and mindful. So with regard to 
feelings . . . mind . . . mind-states. . . .

It is because I thus dwell, friends, that the painful feelings 
that come upon me make no impression on my mind.’

1 Asabhi-vdcd (‘ bull-like ’). Cf. D. ii, 15. Corny. calls it 4 supreme 
utterance denoting the state of Arahantship.’

2 Text has an alternative title Gihmayo, which seems a corruption 
of Sinh. MSS. Uddana has BdIhagilayanar).

s Cittarf mi pariyadkaya titthanti (‘ lay hold of and remam ’). Cf. 
8. ii, 235; iii, 101.
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CHAPTER II

(i) Thousandfold.
On a certain occasion tlie venerable Anuruddha was staying 

near Savatthi in Jeta Grove, in Anathapindika’s Park.
Now a number of monks came to visit the venerable 

e Anuruddha, and on coming to him greeted him . . . and sat 
down at one side. As they thus sat those monks said this to 
the venerable Anuruddha:

4 By cultivating and making much of what conditions has 
the venerable Anuruddha come by great supernormal power V

‘ Friends, it is by cultivating and making much of four 
arisings of mindfulness that I have come by great super
normal power. What are the four ? . . .  (as above). . . .

Moreover, friends, it is by the fact of cultivating and making 
much of these four arisings of mindfulness that I have come 
to comprehend the thousandfold world-system.

(ii) Psychic power (a).
Moreover, friends, by cultivating . . . these four arisings 

of mindfulness I enjoy in divers ways manifold forms of magic 
power, thus: From being one I become many . . . even as 
far as the Brahma World I have power with my body.

(iii) Psychic power (b).
Moreover, friends, by cultivating . . . with the deva- 

power of hearing, purified and surpassing that of man, I hear 
sounds both of devas and of men, both far and near.

(iv) Thought-reading.
Moreover, friends, by cultivating . . . with my mind I 

read and know the minds of beings, of other persons. I 
know the lustful mind as lustful, the liberated mind as- 
liberated, . . .
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(v) Causal occasion (a).

Moreover, friends, by cultivating . . .  I know as it really 
is tie  causal occasion1 as suck, and what is not the causal 
occasion as such.

(vi) Causal occasion (b).
Moreover, friends, by cultivating . . .  I know in its causal 

occasion and conditions the fruit of actions2 done in past, . 
future and present times.

(vii) Practice.
Moreover, friends, by cultivating . . .  I know, as it really 

is, all the directions3 whatsoever of each practice.

(viii) The world.
Moreover, friends, by cultivating . . .  I know the world as 

it really is, in its divers shapes and forms.

(ix) Of divers characters.
Moreover, friends, by cultivating . . .  I know, as they 

really are, the divers characters of beings.4

(x) Faculty.
Moreover, friends, by cultivating . . .  I know, as they 

really are, the natures of the minds of other beings, of other 
persons,5

1 Thdnay. Cf. Pts. of Contr., 139; A. iii, 417, where Corny, para
phrases as kdranay kdranato. Here Corny. says: ‘ Disciples have this 
knowledge partially (ekadesena), but omniscient Buddhas have it in 
every particular.’ These powers are the attributes [or dasa-balam] 
of the Tathagata or of one who utters the bull-like utterance, enumerated 
at M. 1, 69 ff.

2 Kamma-samdddna (text 266). Cf. Expositor ii, 399.
3 Sabbattha-gdmini.
4 Nanadhimuttikay sattanay (at M. i the reading is -mutiikatay).
5 Indnya-'paro-'paryyattiy (at M. i, -yattay).
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(xi) Trance.1
Moreover, friends, by cultivating . . .  I know, as they 

really are, the corruption, purification2 and uprising3 of the 
attainments in trance, liberation and concentration.

(xii) Knowledge (a).

Moreover, friends, by cultivating . . .  I can remember my 
divers existences in the past, to wit: One birth, two births and 
so on . . . thus with all details and characteristics I can 
remember m y divers existences in past time.

(xiii) Knowledge (6).
Moreover, friends, by cultivating . . . with the deva-sight, 

purified and surpassing that of men . . .  I  discern beings 
going and coming according to their merits.

(xiv) Knowledge (c).

Moreover, friends, by cultivating and making much of these 
four arisings of mindfulness, by destroying the asavas, I 
realize in this very life, by my own unaided power, I attain and 
abide in that heart’s release, that release by insight which is 
freed from the asavas/

1 Udddna has janay; Sinh. MSS. janana.
2 Vodana. Comp end. 68, 4 adoption (gotrabhu) receives the special 

name of the moment of purification.’
3 0 /. Compend., 67.



BOOK IX

CHAPTER I.— GANGA-REPETITION

(i) Foremost in purity.
A t Savatthi was the occasion . . . Then the Exalted One said:

‘ Monks, there are these four trances. What four ?
Herein a monk, aloof from sensuality, aloof from evil 

states, enters on the first trance which is accompanied by 
thought directed and sustained, born of solitude, zestful and 
easeful, and abides therein.

Then, by the calming down of thought directed and sus
tained, he enters on that inward calm, that one-pointedness 
of mind, apart from thought directed and sustained, that is 
bom of mental balance, zestful and easeful, which is the 
second trance, and abides therein.

Then, by the fading out of zest, he abides indifferent, 
mindful and composed, and experiences ease through the 
body. Having entered on the third trance, which the Ariyans 
describe in these terms: He who is indifferent and mindful 
dwells happily,—he abides therein.

Then, by the abandoning of ease, by the abandoning of 
discomfort, by the ending of the happiness and unhappiness 
that he had before, entering on that state which is neither 
pleasant nor painful, that utter purity of mindfulness reached 
by indifference, which is the fourth trance, he abides therein.

These, monks, are the four trances.
Just as, monks, the river Ganges flows, slides and tends to 

the east, even so a monk, by cultivating the four trances, by 
making much of the four trances, flows to Nibbana, slides to 
Nibbana, tends to Nibbana.

And how cultivating, how making much of the four trances, 
does a monk . . . tend to Nibbana ?

Herein a monk . . r5 (as before). . . .
£\mr\
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(ii-xii).

Sum m ary

S ix  on Plowing and sliding to eastward and six on The Ocean. 
These two sixes are twelve, and the chapter (that holds therm) 

is so called.
{All to be developed by way of the Four Stations of Mindful

ness.)

CHAPTER II.—EARNESTNESS 

(i-x).
Tathagata, Foot, Roof-peak,
Wood, Heart-wood, Jasmine,
Prince, Moon and Sun,
With Cloth make ten.

CHAPTER III.— DEEDS REQUIRING STRENGTH

(i-xii).
Strength, Seed and Snake,
Tree with Pot and Bearded wheat,
The Sky and two o/Raincloud,
Ship, For all comers, River,

CHAPTER IV.— LONGING

(i-x).
Longing, Conceits, Asava, Becoming, 
Suffering, Obstructions (three),
Stain and Pain and Feelings, 
Craving and Thirst make the chapter.
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CHAPTER V.— THE FLOOD

(i-ix) Flood.

(x) Fetters of the higher sort.
Monies, there are these five fetters of the higher sort. What 

five ?
They are these: Lust after [rebirth in] the world of form, 

Lust after [rebirth in] the formless world, conceit, excitement 
and nescience. These are the five.

Monks, for the full comprehension, understanding, wearing 
out and abandoning of these five fetters of the higher sort-, 
the four trances are to be cultivated. What four ?

Herein a monk, aloof from sensuality . . .  (as above). . .

Summary

The Flood, The Bond, Grasping, with (bodily) Ties and 
Tendency,

Sense-pleasures, Hindrances, Factors, Fetters of higher 
and lower sort.’



BOOK X

KINDRED SAYINGS ABOUT IN-BREATHING AND
OUT-BREATHING

CHAPTER I

(i) The one condition.
A t Savatthi . . .  in the Park. Then the Exalted One said:

‘ Monks, there is one condition which, if cultivated and 
made much of, is of great fruit, of great profit. What is that 
one condition ? It is concentration on in-breathing and out
breathing. And how cultivated, monks, how made much of, 
is concentration on in-breathing and out-breathing of great 
fruit, of great profit?1

Monies, under this rule, a monk who goes to a forest or the 
foot of a tree or a lonely place, sits down cross-legged, holding 
the body straight. Setting mindfulness in front of him,2 he 
breathes in mindfully and mindfully breathes out. As he 
draws in a long breath he knows: A lofig breath I draw in. 
As he draws in a short breath he knows: A short breath I draw 
in. As he breathes out a short breath he knows: I breathe 
out a short breath.

Thus he makes up his mind3 (repeating): ce I shall breathe 
in, feeling it go through the whole body.4 Peeling it go 
through the whole body I shall breathe out. Calming down 
the bodily aggregate I shall breathe in. Calming down the 
bodily aggregate I shall breathe out.”

1 Corny. refers to the section on dndpdna-sati at VM. 267 ff. Cf. 
Yogavacara (Manual of a Mystic) 1 ; D. ii, 29l=Dialog. 11, 317, M. i, 
56; M A. l, 247 ff .; Patisambh. l, 184-6.

2 Between the eyebrows, where the Hindus place the brow-cakram.
3 Sikkhati—ghatati, vayamati. [VM. Pahy vatvd.]
4 Patisarjvedi. [VM. pdkatay karonto.] He visualizes the breath as 

parsing m and through the whole frame and out again.
257
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Thus he makes up his mind (repeating): “  Feeling the thrill 
of zest I shall breathe in. Feeling the thrill of zest I shall 
breathe out. Feeling the sense of ease1 I shall breathe in. 
Feeling the sense of ease I shall breathe out.”

He makes up his mind (repeating): “  Aware of all mental 
factors2 I shall breathe in. Aware of all mental factors I shall 
breathe out. Calming down the mental factors I shall breathe 
in. Calming down the mental factors I shall breathe out. 
Aware of mind I shall breathe in. Aware of mind I shall 
breathe out.”

He makes up his mind (repeating): cc Gladdening3 my mind 
I shall breathe in. Gladdening my mind I shall breathe out. 
Composing my mind I shall breathe in. Composing my mind 
I shall breathe out. Detaching my mind I shall breathe in. 
Detaching my mind I shall breathe out.”

He makes up his mind (repeating): “  Contemplating im
permanence4 I shall breathe in. Contemplating impermanence 
I shall breathe out. Contemplating dispassion I shall breathe 
in. Contemplating dispassion I shall breathe out. Con
templating cessation I shall breathe in. Contemplating 
cessation I shall breathe out. Contemplating renunciation 
I shall breathe in. Contemplating renunciation I shall 
breathe out.”  §

Thus cultivated, monks, thus made much of, the concentra
tion on in-breathing and out-breathing is of great fruit, of 
great profit.’5

1 ‘ Sukhay is bodily and mental.’ VM.
2 Citta-sankMra—vedan&dayo dve khandhd. VM.
3 Abhippamodayar) —pamodento, hdsento (by way of concentration 

and introspection). VM.
4 ‘ Freeing it from the hindrances by the first jhana; from thought 

generated and sustained by the second jhana; from zest by the third, 
from pleasure and pain by the fourth jhana? VM.

5 He does these repeatedly by calling up (their opposites) perma
nence, well-being, self, passionate delight, passion, arising (of things), 
stinginess.’ VM.
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(ii) Limb of wisdom.
Savatthi . . .  in the Park . . . The Exalted One said:
‘ Monks, concentration on in-breathing and out-breathing, 

if cultivated and made much of, is of great fruit, of great 
profit. How cultivated ?

Under this rule, a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom that 
is mindfulness accompanied by concentration on in-breathing 
and out-breathing, which tends to seclusion, to dispassion, to 
cessation, that ends in self-surrender.

He cultivates the limb of wisdom that is Norm-investigation, 
accompanied by concentration on in-breathing and out- 
breathing, which tends to seclusion . . .

He cultivates the limb of wisdom that is energy . . . zest 
. . . tranquillity . . . concentration . . .  he cultivates the 
limb of wisdom that is equanimity, together with concentra
tion on in-breathing and out-breathing, which tends to 
seclusion, to dispassion, to cessation, which ends in self
surrender.

If thus cultivated and made much of, monks, the concentra
tion on in-breathing and out-breathing is of great fruit, of 
great profit.’

(iii) Puritan.
Savatthi . . .  in the Park . . . The Exalted One said:
‘ Monks, if cultivated and made much of, concentration on 

in-breathing and out-breathing is of great fruit, of great 
profit. How cultivated ?

Under this rule, a monk who goes to a forest or the foot 
o f a tree, or a lonely place, sits down crosslegged, holding 
the body erect. Setting mindfulness in front of him he 
breathes in mindfully and mindfully breathes out.

(To be devebped acc. to § i, down to) . . . “  contemplating 
renunciation I shall breathe out.”

Thus cultivated, monk, thus made much of, concentration 
on in-breathing and out-breathing is of great fruit, of great 
profit.’
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(iv) Fruits (a).
(The same as the above with this addition:)
Monks, if concentration on in-breathing and out-breathing 

be thus cultivated, thus made much of, one of these two fruits 
may be looked for: either realization in this very life, or, if 
there be any substrate left, at any rate the state of non
return.

(v) Fruits (b).
. . . These seven fruits may be looked for. What seven ?
In this very life, previously,1 one establishes gnosis, and 

if not in this same life, previously, then one does so at the 
moment of death.

If not at the moment of death, then, by having worn down 
the five fetters of the lower sort, he is one who wins release 
midway.

Failing that, he does so by reduction of his time. Failing 
that he passes away without much trouble , . . or with 
some trouble. If he do none of these, he is 4 one who goes 
upstream/ and he is reborn in the Pure Abodes.

These, monks, are the seven fruits, the seven profits to be 
looked for if concentration on in-breathing and out-breathing 
be cultivated and made much of.

(vi) Arittha.2,
Savatthi . . . Then the Exalted One addressed the monks, 

saying:
e Monks, do ye practise concentration on in-breathing and 

out-breathing V
At these words the venerable Arittha said to the Exalted 

One:
‘ I, lord, do practise it.’
‘ But in what way do you practise it, Arittha V
6 Thus, lord. I abandon sensual desire for lusts that are 

past. Sensual desire for lusts to come is vanished. Both

1 Cf. supra, text, 204.
2 Cf. M. i, 130; A. ni, 451; Vinaya Texts, ii, 377.
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inwardly and outwardly the consciousness of repugnance for 
things is perfectly disciplined.1 Mindful I breathe in, mindful 
I breathe out.2 That, lord, is how I practise concentration 
on in-breathing and out-breathing.5

e True, Arittha. That is concentration on in-breathing and 
out-breathing. And yet I declare it is not. Now, Arittha, I 
will tell you how concentration on in-breathing and out- 
breathing is done perfectly, in every detail. Do you listen to 
it. Apply your mind and I will speak.5

41 will, lord,’ replied the venerable Arittha to the Exalted 
One. The Exalted One said:

4 Now, Arittha, how is concentration on in-breathmg and 
out-breathing done perfectly, in every detail ?

In this method, Arittha, a monk who goes to the forest or 
the foot of a tree, or a lonely place, sits down cross-legged . . . 
(as in § i) . . . “  contemplating renunciation I shall breathe 
out.”

That, Arittha, is how concentration on in-breathing and 
out-breathing is done perfectly, in every detail.’

Savatthi . . . (vil)
Now on that occasion the venerable Kappma the Great3 

was not far off, sitting crosslegged, holding his body erect, 
with mindfulness set in front of him.

Then the Exalted One saw the venerable Kappina sitting 
not far off . . . and on seeing him he said to the monks:

e Monks, do ye ever see any wavering or shaking of body 
in this monk V

‘ Lord, so far as we have seen him, whether sitting amid 
the Order or sitting alone and solitary, we have never observed 
any wavering or shaking of body m that venerable one.’

1 4 Herein,5 says Corny. 4 he declares the path of non-return.’
2 4 Here he declares the insight of the path of Arahantship.5
3 Cf. K  8. u, 194; Brethren, 254. He was one of the twelve 4 Great ’

elder brethren of the Order. At 8. n, 284, the Master pomts him out a& 
foremost m preaching, and as 4 radiant [odataka (?). This may mean
44 of light complexion for, as he was a monk, lfc cannot have its usual 
meanmg 44 dressed in white ”], lean and high-nosed.’
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* Monks, it is by the fact of cultivating and making much 
of such concentration that there is no wavering or shaking 
of body that this monk can attain at will such concentra
tion, can attain it without difficulty, attain it without 
trouble.

And by cultivating and making much of what sort of con
centration is there no wavering and shaking of body ? It 
is by cultivating and making much of the concentration 011 
in-breathing and out-breathing that such is the result. And 
how cultivated, how made much of does such concentration 
have such a result ?

In this method, monks, a monk who has gone to a forest or 
the root of a tree, or a lonely place, sits down cross-legged . . . 
(as before).

That, monks, is how, when one cultivates and makes much 
of the concentration on in-breathing and out-breathing, there 
is no wavering or shaking of body, no wavering or shaking of 
mind.’

(viii) The bmp.

At Savatthi * . . The Exalted One said:
‘ Monks, intent concentration on in-breathing and out

breathing, if cultivated and made much of, is of great fruit, 
of great profit. And how cultivated and made much of is it of 
great fruit and great profit ?

In this method, a monk who goes to a forest or the root of a 
tree, or a lonely place, sits down cross-legged . . .  (as before). 
He knows: A long breath I draw in. He knows: A long 
breath I breathe out. He knows: A short breath I draw in. 
He knows: A short breath I breathe out. . . .  He makes 
up his mind (repeating): “  Contemplating renunciation I shall 
breathe out."

Thus cultivated, thus made much of, the intent concentra
tion on in-breathing and out-breathing is of great fruit, of 
great profit.

Formerly, monies, before I myself was enlightened with the 
perfect wisdom, and was yet a Bodhisattva, I used generally 
to spend my time in this way of living. As I generally lived



in this way, neither my body nor my eyes were fatigued,1 and 
m y mind was freed from the asavas.

Wherefore, monks, if a monk should desire: May neither my 
body nor my eyes be fatigued, and by not clinging may my 
mind be freed from the asavas,—he must give strict attention 
to  this same intent concentration on in-breathing and out
breathing.

Wherefore, monks, if a monk should desire: Whatsoever 
memories and plans I have, attached to the worldly life,2 may 
they be abandoned,—he must give strict attention to this 
same intent concentration. . . .

Wherefore, monks, if a monk should desire May I dwell 
conscious of repugnance for what is not repugnant . . . May 
I dwell unconscious of repugnance for what is repugnant . . . 
May I dwell conscious of repugnance both for what is not 
repugnant and for what is . . . Both for what is repugnant 
and what is not, may I dwell unconscious of repugnance,— 
he must do likewise.

If he should desire: Rejecting alike what is non-repugnant 
and what is repugnant, may I dwell indifferent, mindful and 
composed,— he must do likewise.

If he should desire: Aloof from sensuality, aloof from evil 
conditions, having entered on the first trance, which is accom
panied by thought directed and sustained, that is born of 
seclusion, zestful and easeful, may I abide therein,— he must 
do likewise.

If he should desire: By the calming down of thought directed 
and sustained, entering on that inward calm, that one- 
pointedness of mind apart from thought directed and sus
tained, that is born of mental balance, zestful and easeful, 
which is the second trance, may I abide therein,— he must do 
likewise.

If he should desire: By the fading out of zest may I dwell

1 Corny. ‘ In some other exercises (kammatthanesu) the body is tired 
and the eyesight afflicted.’ He may here refer to the usual exercises of 
hatha-yoga, such as, unnatural postures, staring at a bright object 
or retaining the breath, etc. »

2 Geha-sita-sara-sankappa. With the refrain: If, etc., c/. M. No. 3.
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indifferent, mindful and composed: entering on the third 
trance, which the Ariyans describe thus:— “ He who is in
different and mindful dwells happily/’— he must do likewise.

If he should desire: By the abandoning of ease, by the 
abandoning of discomfort, by the ending of the happiness and 
unhappiness which I had before, having entered on that state 
which is neither pleasant nor painful, that utter purity of 
mindfulness reached by indifference, the fourth trance, may I 
abide therein,—he must do likewise.

If he should desire: Passing utterly beyond all consciousness 
of object, by ending the consciousness of reaction, by dis
regarding consciousness of diversity, thinking “ infinite is 
space, ’’ may I attain and abide in the sphere of infinite space,— 
he must do likewise.

If he should desire: Passing utterly beyond the sphere of the 
infinity of space, reaching the sphere of infinite consciousness, 
thinking “ infinite is consciousness,”  may I abide therein,— 
he must do likewise.

If he should desire: Passing utterly beyond the sphere of 
infinite consciousness, thinking “ there is nothing at all,”  
reaching the sphere of nothingness may I abide therein,—he 
must do likewise.

If he should desire: Passing utterly beyond the sphere of 
nothingness, and reaching the sphere of neither consciousness 
nor unconsciousness, let me abide therein,—he must give 
strict attention to this same intent concentration on in
breathing and out-breathing.

Lastly, if a monk should desire: Passing utterly beyond the 
sphere of neither consciousness nor unconsciousness, reaching 
the ceasing of consciousness and sensation, let me so abide,— 
he must give strict attention to this same intent concentration 
on m-breathing and out-breathing.

Now, monks, if intent concentration of this sort be cultivated 
and made much of, when he feels a pleasant feeling he under
stands* That is impermanent. He understands: I do not 
cling to it. He understands. It has no lure for me.1

1 Cf. K.S. iv, 143.
r



If he feels a painful feeling he understands likewise.
So also if he feels a feeling that is neutral.
If he feels a pleasant feeling, he feels it as one released from 

bondage to it. So also, if he feels a painful feeling and a 
neutral feeling, he feels them as one released from bondage 
to them

If he has a feeling that his bodily endurance has reached 
its limit, he is aware that he so feels. When he has a feeling 
that life has reached its limit, he is aware that he feels so. 
He understands: When body breaks up, after life is used up, 
all my experiences m this world will lose their lure and grow 
cold.1

Just as, monks, because of oil and because of a wick a lamp 
keeps burning; but if oil and wick be used up the lamp would 
go out, because it is not fed,— even so, monks, when one has a 
feeling that his bodily endurance has reached its linnt, that 
life has reached its limit; when he has a feeling that when 
body breaks up, after life is used up, all his experiences in 
this world will lose their lure and grow cold,—then indeed 
a monk is aware that he so feels.5

(ix) Vesali.
Thus have I heard * On a certain occasion the Exalted One 

was staying near Yesali, m Great Wood, at the House with 
the peaked gable.

Now on that occasion the Exalted One was talking to the 
monks in divers ways on the subject of the unlovely,2 was 
speaking in praise of the unlovely, was speaking m praise of 
meditation on the unlovely.

After that the Exalted One addressed the monks, saying:
4 Monks, I wish to dwell in solitude for the half-month.3 

I  am not to  be visited by anyone save by the single one who 
brings my food.5

eSo be it, lord/ replied the monks to the Exalted One.

1 Cf. S. n, 83.
2 As at Vin. (Parajika in); cf. VmA. iii, 393, Asubha-kathci. Corny. 

refers to VM. i, 241 jf. (‘ in this fathom-long body/ etc.).
3 Cf. supra, text, 12.
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Thus no one visited the Exalted One save only the single one 
who brought his food.5

So those monks, saying, ‘ The Exalted One has m divers 
ways spoken on the subject of the unlovely, he has spoken m 
praise of the unlovely, he has spoken in praise of meditation 
on the unlovely,5 spent their time given to meditation on the 
unlovely in all its varied applications.1 As to this body, they 
worried about it, felt shame and loathing for it, and sought 
for a weapon to slay themselves. Nay, as many as ten monks 
did so in a single day; even twenty, thirty of them slew them
selves in a single day.2

Now at the end of that half-month the Exalted One, on 
returning from his solitary life, said to the venerable Ananda

‘ How is it, Ananda ? The order of monks seems 
diminished.5

‘ As to that, lord, the Exalted One spoke to the monks in 
divers ways on the subject of the unlovely, spoke in praise of 
the unlovely, spoke in praise of meditation on the unlovely. 
Then the monks, saying, “  The Exalted One has (thus spoken) 
. . .55 spent their time given to meditation on the unlovely in 
all its varied applications. As to this body, they worried 
about it, felt shame and loathing for it, and sought for a 
weapon to slay themselves. Nay, as many as ten monks did 
so in a single day; even twenty, thirty of them slew themselves 
in a single day. It were a good thing, lord, if the Exalted One 
would teach some other method, so that the order of monks 
might be established in gnosis.53

‘ Very well then, Ananda. Summon the monks who dwell 
in the neighbourhood of Vesall to the service-hall.5

'Very good, lord,5 replied the venerable Ananda to the 
Exalted One, and, after summoning all the monks who dwelt 
in the neighbourhood of Vesall to the service-hall, he came to 
the Exalted One and said:

‘ Lord, the order of monks is assembled. Now let the 
Exalted One do as he deems fit.5

1 Anekakara-vokdraf). 2 Cf. the case of Vakkali at K.S. iii, 105.
3 Anndya sanfhaheyya. Corny.=arahatte pahtthaheyya.



Then the Exalted One went to the service-hall, and on 
arriving there sat down on a seat made ready. As he thus 
sat the Exalted One addressed the monks, saying:

tf Monks, this intent concentration on in-breathing and out- 
breathing, if cultivated and made much of,1 is something 
peaceful and choice, something perfect in itself,2 and a pleasant 
way of living too. Moreover it allays evil, unprofitable states 
that have arisen3 and makes them vanish in a moment.4

Just as, monks, in the last month of the hot season the dust 
and dirt fly up,5 and then out of due season a great rain-cloud 
lays them and makes them vanish in a moment,— even so 
intent concentration on in-breathing and out-breathing, if 
cultivated and made much of, is something peaceful and 
choice, something perfect in itself, and a pleasant way of 
living too. Moreover it allays evil, unprofitable states that 
have arisen, and makes them vanish in a moment.

And how cultivated, monks, how made much of, does intent 
concentration on in-breathing and out-breathing (have this 
effect) ?

In this method a monk who has gone to the forest or the 
root of a tree or a lonely place, sits down cross-legged . . . 
(as in § 1) . . . (repeating): “ Contemplating renunciation I 
shall breathe out.55

Thus cultivated, monks, thus made much of, intent con
centration on in-breathing and out-breathing . . . allays 
evil, unprofitable states that have arisen, and makes them 
vanish in a moment.5
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1 Corny. bhdvito=uppd(hto, vaddhito; bahulikato—punappunar) Icato.
2 Asecanako. Corny, ndssa secanan ti (adulteration, mixing), and 

defines it as anasittako (unsprinkled), abbokmno (uninterrupted), 
pdtiyekko (smgle), aveniko (unique); and gives another interpretation, 
viz.: dsittako, ojavanto, sabhdien’’ eva madhuro ti (‘ the elixir that no 
infusion needs,9 K.S. i, 274). This passage is quoted and explained at 
VM. i, 291; u, 7. Cf. Thig. 55; Mil. Panh., 405.

3 Text uppann’ uppanno, but Sinh. MSS. v I. uppanne (as at Expos. 
i, 90).

4 7 hanaso, causally, on the spot, at the moment. Corny. khanen* eva.
as

6 Cf. supra, text, 50, where reading is uggatay.
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(x) Kimbila.1
Thus have I heard: On a certain occasion the Exalted One 

was staving at Kimbila, in Bamboo Grove.
Now on that occasion the Exalted One addressed the 

venerable Kimbila, saying:
e Tell me, Kimbila, how cultivated, how made much of, is 

the practice of intent concentration on in-breathing and out
breathing of great fruit, of great profit V

At these words the venerable Kimbila was silent.
Then a second time and a third time the Exalted One 

addressed the venerable Kimbila (in the same words, and on 
each occasion the venerable Kimbila was silent).

Thereupon the venerable Ananda said this to the Exalted 
One:

4 Now is the time for this, Exalted One ! Now is the time, 
0 Happy One, for the Exalted One to develop the concentra
tion Qn m-breathing and out-breathing. Hearing the Exalted 
One’s words the monks will bear them m mind 5

£Very well then, Ananda. Do you listen. Apply your 
mmd and I will speak.5

mm

‘ Yes, lord,5 replied the venerable Ananda to the Exalted 
One, who said:

‘ How cultivated, Ananda, how made much of is the intent 
concentration on in-breathing and out-breathing of great fruit, 
of great profit ?

In this method, Ananda, a monk who goes to the forest 
. . .  (as in § 1). . . .

Thus cultivated, Ananda, thus made much of, the intent 
concentration . . .  is of great fruit, of great profit.

Now, Ananda, at such time as a monk, while drawing in a 
long breath, knows: A long breath I draw in; or, breathing 
out a long breath, knows: A long breath I breathe out; or, 
when drawing in a short breath, knows: A  short breath I 
draw in; or, when breathing out a short breath, knows: A 
short breath I breathe out; or, when he makes up his mind 
(repeating): “  Feeling it go through the whole body I shall

1 For the village, see 8f iv, 181; for the monk, Brethren, 105, 125.
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breathe in ; feeling it go through the whole body I shall breathe 
out; calming down1 the bodily aggregate I shall breathe in; 
calming down the bodily aggregate I shall breathe out,” — 
at such time, Ananda, in body contemplating body (as tran
sient) a monk dwells ardent, self-possessed and mindful, by 
restraining the dejection in the world that arises from coveting.

Now, Ananda, I declare that this in-breathing and out
breathing is a certain body.2 Wherefore, Ananda, a monk in 
body contemplating body . . .  at such time dwells ardent, 
self-possessed and mindful. . . .

Again, Ananda, at such time as a monk makes up his mind 
(repeating): 4'Feeling the thrill bf zest I shall breathe in: 
feeing the thrill of zest I shall breathe out: feeling the sense 
of ease I shall breathe in: feeling the sense of ease I shall 
breathe out. Aware of the mental factors I shall breathe m* 
aware of the mental factors I shall breathe out. Calming 
down the mental factors I shall breathe in: calming down the 
mental factors I shall breathe out,55—at such time, m feelings 
contemplating feelings, he dwells ardent, self-possessed, and 
mindful, by restraining . . .

Now, Ananda, I declare that this in-breathing and out
breathing, this close attention to it, is a certain feeling.3 
Wherefore, Ananda, a monk, in feelings contemplating feelings, 
at such time dwells ardent, self-possessed and mindful . . .

Again, Ananda, at such time as a monk makes up his mind 
(repeating): 44 Aware of mind I shall breathe in: aware of 
mind I shall breathe out. Gladdening my mind ' I shall 
breathe in; gladdening my mind I shall breathe out. Compos
ing my mind I shall breathe in: composing my mmd I shall 
breathe out. Detaching my mind I shall breathe m: de
taching my mind I shall breathe out,55— at such time, in mind

1 Text misprints passambhayay as passam bhayay here and through
out.

2 Kay’ annataray. Corny. 4 one of the earth (extension)-element . . . 
air (mobile)-element bodies . . . fed on food,’ etc. As he contem
plates breathmg in its bodily process, the exercise is equivalent to a 
contemplation of body as an aggregate, impermanent, etc.

3 Corny. 4 it is sukha-vedanaj
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contemplating mind (as transient), a monk dwells ardent, self- 
possessed and mindful, by restraining the dejection in the 
world that arises from coveting. What is the cause of that ?

I declare, Ananda, that the practice of intent concentration 
on in-breathing and out-breathing is not a mindfulness that 
is relaxed or not composed. Wherefore, Ananda, I say a 
monk dwells in mind contemplating mind, ardent, self- 
possessed and mindful. . . .

Again, Ananda, at such time as a monk makes up his 
mind (repeating): “ Contemplating impermanence I shall 
breathe in: contemplating impermanence I shall breathe out. 
Contemplating dispassion I shall breathe in: contemplating 
dispassion I shall breathe out. Contemplating cessation T 
shall breathe in: contemplating cessation I shall breathe out. 
Contemplating renunciation I shall breathe in: contemplating 
renunciation I shall breathe out,” —at such time, in mind- 
states contemplating mind-states, a monk dwells ardent, 
self-possessed and mindful, by restraining . . .

Abandoning whatever dejection arises from coveting, 
seeing it1 with the eye of insight, he is completely disinterested.

Wherefore I say, Ananda, at such a time that monk dwells 
in mind-states contemplating mind-states, ardent, self-possessed 
and mindful, by restraining the dejection in the world that 
arises from coveting.

Suppose, Ananda, a heap of dust at the place where four 
high-roads meet, and from the eastern quarter comes a cart 
or chariot, and that heap of dust is made less. Then from 
the western quarter . . . from the northern and southern 
quarters comes a cart or chariot, and that heap of dust is made 
still less,—just so, Ananda, by dwelling in body contemplating 
body . . .  by dwelling in feelings contemplating feelings . . . 
in mind contemplating mind . . . in mind-states contemplating 
mind-states, evil, unprofitable conditions are made less.’2

1 Text misprints diva for disva (sadhukar) ajjhupeJckhita).
2 Corny, ‘ like the high-road are the sense-spheres. The dust-heap 

is the impurities therein. The four objects of meditation used in the 
four stations of mindfulness are like the four carts coming from the 
four quarters.’
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CHAPTER II

(i) Icchdnangala.
On a certain occasion the Exalted One was staying at 

Icchanangala,1 in a jungle thicket of Icchanangala.
On that occasion the Exalted One addressed the monks, 

saying:
4 Monks, I wish to live in solitude for three months. Let 

no one visit me save the single one who brings my food.’
4 Very well, lord,5 replied those monks to the Exalted One. 

Thus no one visited the Exalted One save the single one who 
brought his food.

Now at the end of those three months the Exalted One, 
leaving his solitary dwelling, came and addressed the monks, 
saying:

4 Monks, if the wanderers who hold other views should thus 
question you: 44 Friends, in what way of life does Gotama the 
recluse generally spend the ramy season?55 thus questioned, 
thus should ye make reply to those wanderers holding other 
views: 44Friends, the Exalted One generally spends his time 
during the rainy season in the intent concentration on in
breathing and out-breathing.5 5

Now, monks, in this method I mindfully breathe m and 
mindfully breathe out. When I draw a long breath I know: 
A long breath I draw in. When I breathe out a long breath 
I know: A long breath I breathe out . . . (as at § 1) . . . 
44 contemplating renunciation I breathe out.55

Monks, he who would rightly use the words 44 Ariyan way 
of life, best of2 ways, the Tathagata5s way of life 55 would 
rightly do so in calling by this name the intent concentration 
on in-breathing and out-breathing, to wit: 44The Ariyan 
way of life, the best of ways, the Tathagata5s way of life.55

1 Cf. A. m, 30, 341; AA. iv, 340; Ucl. ii, 5; UdA. 115. A brahmm 
village of the Kosalans.

2 Brahma-vihdra here to be distinguished from the Four Moods of
supra, 98 n., for which cf. Gotama the Man, Mrs. Rhys Davids, p. 180.
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As for those monks who are learners, who have not won 
their goal,1 who dwell aspiring for the unsurpassed security 
from bondage,—for such the intent concentration on in
breathing and out-breathing, if cultivated and made much of, 
conduces to the destruction of the asavas.

Moreover, monks, for those monks who are Arahants, m 
whom the asavas are destroyed, who have lived the life, done 
the task, lifted the burden, won their highest good, worn out 
the fetters of becoming, who by perfect knowledge have 
become free,—for such also the intent concentration on in
breathing and out-breathing, if cultivated and made much of, 
conduces both to pleasant living and to2 mindful composure 
even m this very life.

Monks, he who would rightly use the words “  Ariyan way, 
best of ways, the Tathagata’s way of life ”  would rightly do 
so m calling by this name the intent concentration on in
breathing and out-breathing, to wit: “ The Ariyan way of 
life, the best way of life, the Tathagata’s way of life.”  ’

(ii) In doubt

Once the venerable Lomasavanglsa3 was living among the 
Sakyans at Kapilavatthu, m Banyan Park.

Now Mahanama4 the Sakyan came to see the venerable 
Lomasavanglsa, and on coming to him saluted him and sat 
down at one side. So seated Mahanama the Sakyan said 
this to the venerable Lomasavanglsa:

f Sir, is a learner’s way of life the same as that of a Tatha
gata, or are the two different V

‘ No indeed, friend Mahanama, a learner’s way of life is not 
that of a Tathagata. The two are different.

1 Appattamdnasa. Cf. M. 1, 4; 8. 11, 229. Manaso seems to mean 
4 one’s aim or intention.’

2 Here text has a misprint ceca for ca.
3 The name would mean c hairy and skm-diseased,’ but the spelling 

is doubtful. It occurs elsewhere only at M. in, 197, at the same town, 
where text reads Lomasakangiyo. Our text has B. v.l. -kambh'iyo.

4 Agam at text 371, 404, etc , M. i, 91, 354. He is called, m the list 
of great ones at A. 1^26, among lay-disciples panlia-dayaka (excellent 
supporter), and became â  stream-winner merely on seeing the Master.



Those monks, friend Mahanama, who are learners, who have 
not won their goal, who dwell aspiring for the unsurpassed 
security from bondage,— such dwell having abandoned five 
hindrances. What five ? The hindrances which are sensual 
desire, resentment, sloth and torpor, excitement and worry, 
doubt and wavering. Those monks, friend, who are learners 
. . . have abandoned these hindrances.

But, friend Mahanama, those monks who are Arahants, 
in whom the asavas are destroyed, who have lived the life, 
done the task, lifted the burden, won their highest good, 
worn out the fetters of becoming, who by perfect knowledge 
have become free,— in such these five hindrances are not only 
abandoned, but cut down at the root, made like a palm-tree 
stump, made something that has ceased to be, so as not to 
grow again in future time. What are the five ? The hin
drances which are sensual desire, resentment, sloth and torpor, 
excitement and flurry, doubt and wavering, are m them 
abandoned, cut down at the root . . .  (as before).

In this way, friend Mahanama, you are to understand that 
the learner’s way of life is one thing, the Tathagata’s way of 
life another thing.

Now on a certain occasion, friend Mahanama, the Exalted 
One was staying at Icchanangala . . . (here he repeats the 
whole o f the previous sutta). . . .  So by this method, friend 
Mahanama, you are to understand that the learner’s way of 
life is one thing, that of the Tathagata another thing.’

Savatthi . . . (m ) Ananda («)•
Now the venerable Ananda came to visit the Exalted One, 

and on coming to him saluted him and sat down at one 
side. So seated the venerable Ananda said this to the 
Exalted One:

4 Pray, lord, is there any one state which, if cultivated and 
made much of, brings four states to completion? Do four 
states, if cultivated and made much of, complete seven states ? 
Do seven states, if cultivated and made much of, complete 
two states ? ’ *

4 Yes, Ananda. There is one state which does complete
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four. Four states complete seven, and seven complete two. 
What are they ?

Intent concentration on in-breathing and out-breathing, 
Ananda, is the one state which, if cultivated and made much of, 
brings the four arisings of mindfulness to completion. The 
four arisings o£ mindfulness, if cultivated and made much of, 
bring the seven limbs of wisdom to completion. The seven 
limbs of wisdom, if cultivated and made much of, complete 
knowledge and release.1

I
And how cultivated, how made much of, does intent con. 

centration on m-breathing and out-breathing complete the 
four arisings of mindfulness ?

In this method, Ananda, a monk who has gone to the forest 
or the root of a tree, or a lonely place, sits down cross-legged 
. . . (as in § i) . . . and makes up his mind (repeating): 
“  contemplating renunciation I shall breathe out.”

Now, Ananda, at such time as a monk, m drawing in a long 
breath, knows:

(The whole as before to the end of Chap. I , omitting the simile 
of the dust-heap). . . .

Thus cultivated, Ananda, thus made much of, intent concen
tration on m-breathing and out-breathing completes the four 
arisings of mindfulness.

I I 2
And how cultivated . . .  do the four arisings of mindfulness 

complete the seven limbs of wisdom 7 
At such time as a monk dwells, in body contemplating body, 

with mindfulness established, his mindfulness is not relaxed; 
at such time as his mindfulness, bemg established, is not 
relaxed, the limb of wisdom which is mindfulness is established 
in that monk. Then it is, Ananda, that a monk is cultivating 
the limb of wisdom which is mindfulness. Then it is that 
the limb of wisdom which is mindfulness by cultivation goes

1 Cf. YM. i, 291; M. iii, 82.
3 This section repeats matters at text, 68 ff.



to completion in a monk. He, thus dwelling mindful, in
vestigates that state by insight, he examines it, he comes to 
close scrutiny of it.

At such time, Ananda, as a monk, thus dwelling mindful, 
investigates that state by insight,1 comes to close scrutiny of it, 
then it is that the limb of wisdom which is Norm-investigation 
is undertaken by a monk; then it is that a monk cultivates 
the limb of wisdom which is Norm-investigation. Then it is, 
Ananda, that the limb of wisdom which is Norm-investigation 
goes to completion in a monk. As he investigates that state 
by insight, as he examines it, as he comes to close scrutiny of 
it, unwavering energy is established in him.

At such time, Ananda, as unwavering energy is established 
in a monk who is investigating that state by insight, examining 
it, coming to close scrutiny of it, then it is that the limb of 
wisdom which is energy is established in that monk. Then 
it is that he cultivates that limb of wisdom: that limb of 
wisdom goes to completion in that monk owing to cultivation 
of it; and there arises in him a zest that is not carnal2 for the 
energy which he has established.

At such time, Ananda, as zest that is not carnal arises m a 
monk whose energy is established, the limb of wisdom which 
is zest is established in him: then it is that a monk cultivates 
the limb of wisdom which is zest. At such time the limb 
of wisdom which is zest goes to completion in that monk 
owing to cultivation of it. In one who is zestful the body is 
tranquillized, the mind is tranquillized.

At such time, Ananda, as the body and mind of a monk 
who is zestful3 are tranquillized, the limb of wisdom which is 
tranquillity is established in him At such time a monk 
cultivates this limb of wisdom: it goes to completion in a monk 
by cultivation. In him whose body is tranquillized, who is 
happy, the mind is composed.4

1 Corny. ‘ by way of impermanence,’ etc.
2 Niramisd plii—nikkiltsa p. (untainted). Corny. Cf. K.S. iv, 147 n.,

160 (the zest of the first trance, which is refined in each succeeding stage 
of trance). 3 Pitiwtanassa.

4 Samddhi-gati, ‘ as if in ecstasy (appana).' Corny.
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When, Ananda, in a monk whose body is tranquillized, who 
is happy, the mind is composed, at such time the limb of 
wisdom which is concentration is established in him: he thus 
cultivates this limb of wisdom, it goes to completion in him. 
He is a thoroughly disinterested onlooker1 of his mind thus 
composed

Now, Ananda, when a monk is a thoroughly disinterested 
onlooker of his mind thus composed, at such time the limb of 
wisdom which is equanimity is established in him: it is then 
that he cultivates this limb of wisdom, it is then that this 
limb of wisdom goes to completion in him by cultivation of it.

At such time, Ananda, as a monk dwells in feelings con
templating feelings (as transient), with mindfulness established, 
at such time his mindfulness is not relaxed When his mindful
ness is established and not relaxed . . . (all as for  body).2

Thus cultivated, Ananda, thus made much of, the four 
arisings of mindfulness complete the seven limbs of wisdom.

I l l
Now, Ananda, how cultivated, how made much of, do the 

seven limbs of wisdom complete knowledge and release ?
Herein, Ananda, a monk cultivates the limb of wisdom 

which is mindfulness, which tends to seclusion, to dispassion, 
to cessation, to readiness for self-surrender . . .  he cultivates 
the limb of wisdom which is equanimity. . . .

Thus cultivated . . . the seven limbs of wisdom complete 
knowledge and release.’

(iv) Ananda (b).
Then the venerable Ananda came to see the Exalted One 

. . . and the Exalted One said this to him:
(Here he asks the same question, and Ananda replies:)
6 For us, lord, things have their root in the Exalted One.. . .
(Then the Buddha repeats the whole of the previous Sutta )

1 Ajjhupekkhita (* inwardly neutral ’). Cf. n. on text, 69.
2 Text does not add the contemplation on mind and mind-states* 

which should be included here.



(v) Monks (a).
(Here the monks ask the same question, which is replied to 

exactly as m § iii )
(vi) Monks (b)

(Exactly the same as m § iv, down to p 340 of text)

(vii) Fetter
Monks, intent concentration on in-breathing and out

breathing conduces to the abandoning of the fetters.

(viii) Tendency1
. . .  It conduces to the utter destruction of tendency.

(ix) The way 2
. . .  It conduces to thorough knowledge of the way.
(The three above to be developed as in next Sutta )

(x) Destruction of the asavas.
Monks, intent concentration on in-breathing and out

breathing conduces to the destruction of the asavas.
And how cultivated, how made much of, does it conduce 

to the abandoning of the fetters, to thorough knowledge of 
the way, to the destruction of the asavas ?

In this method, a monk who goes to the forest . . .  (as in 
the first Sutta)
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2 Addhana Cf text, 28



BOOK XI

KINDRED SAYINGS ON STREAM-WINNING

CHAPTER I— VELUDVARA1

(i) Rajah
Savatthi . . . The Exalted One said: 

e Monks, although a rajah, a roller of the wheel,2 holding 
supreme lordship and dominion over four continents, on the 
break-up of body is reborn after death in the Happy Lot, in 
the Heaven World, in the company of the Devas of the Thirty- 
Three ; although he spends his time there in Nandana Grove,3 
attended by a troop of nymphs, supplied and provided with, 
surrounded by, celestial pleasures of sense, although he is 
possessed of these four things,4—yet is he not released from 
Purgatory, he is not released from (birth in) the womb of an 
animal, he is not released from the realm of ghosts, he is not 
released from Hell, the Way of Woe, the Downfall.

Monks, although an Ariyan disciple lives on gathered scraps,5 
though he be clothed in rags,6 yet is he possessed of four things;

1 The title of this chapter comes from § vii. It is the name of a 
brahmm village of the Kosalans.

2 Universal Euler. Cf. DA. i, 249. The Sutta is quoted at UdA. 
108 ff.

3 Cf. K.S. i, 9 n. The Grove in Sakka’s Heaven, the lowest of the 
Devalokas, to which devas went when about to die, ‘ there to dissolve 
like snow, or like a wind-blown lamp-flame, and to be reborn.’

4 Reading sammanndgato with /S ^ ; and UdA. Text reads asam* 
annagato, evidently referring to the four dooms following; but the 
4 four things ’ are the four continents, as stated below.

5 Pindiyalo'pena. The name of Pindola (the scrap-gatherer) was 
bestowed on one of the^monks. Cf. text, 224.

6 Nantakani. Corny. ‘ a cloth of thirteen spans (“ hands ”), so 
called from being divided into ten parts (?).’

A A y t



moreover lie is released from Purgatory, lie is released from 
(birth in) the womb of an animal, he is released from the realm 
of ghosts, he is released from Hell, the Way of Woe, from the 
Downfall. What are the four things ?

Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple is possessed of unwavering 
loyalty to the Buddha, thus * (He has faith that) He it is the 
Exalted One, Arahant, a fully Enlightened One, perfect in 
knowledge and practice, a Happy One, world-knower, un
surpassed charioteer of men to be tamed,1 teacher of devas and 
mankind, a Buddha, an Exalted One.2

He is possessed of unwavering loyalty to the Norm, thus: 
Well proclaimed by the Exalted One is the Norm, seen in this 
very life, a thing not involving time, inviting one to come and 
see, leading onward, to be known for themselves by the wise.

He is possessed of unwavering faith in the Order, thus: 
Walking righteously is the Exalted One’s Order, walking 
uprightly, walking in the right way, walking dutifulfy is 
the Exalted One’s Order of Disciples: namely, the four pairs 
of men, the eight sorts of men.3 That is the Exalted One’s 
Order of Disciples. Worthy of honour are they, worthy of 
reverence, worthy of offerings, worthy of salutations with 
clasped hands,— a field of merit unsurpassed for the 
world.

Then he is possessed of the virtues loved by the Arivans, 
virtues unbroken, whole, unspotted, untarnished, giving 
freedom, praised by the wise: virtues untainted (by craving 
or delusion), which lead to concentration of the mind.

Such are the four things he is possessed of.
Monks, there is the winning of four continents, and there 

is the winning of the four things. But to win four con
tinents is not worth a sixteenth part of the winning of the 
four things.'
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(ii) Steeped in }
‘ Monks, blessed with four things an Ariyan disciple is a 

stream-wmner, not doomed to the Downfall, one assured, one 
bound for enlightenment. What four ?

Herein, monks, an Ariyan disciple is blessed with unwavering 
loyalty to the Buddha, thus: He it is, the Exalted One, 
Arahant . . . teacher of devas and mankind, a Buddha, 
Exalted One.

He is blessed with unwavering loyalty to the Norm, thus: 
Well proclaimed by the Exalted One is the Norm. . . .

He is blessed with unwavering loyalty to the Order, thus: 
Walking righteously is the Exalted One’s Order of Dis
ciples. . . .

He is blessed with the virtues dear to the Ariyans, virtues 
unbroken . . . which lead to concentration of mind.

Blessed with these four things, monks, the Ariyan disciple 
is a stream-winner, one not doomed to the Downfall, one 
assured, one bound for enlightenment.’

Thus spake the Exalted One. Having thus spoken, the 
Happy One, as teacher, said this:

Whoso have faith and virtue, loyalty 
And insight of the Norm,—in time2 they win3 
The bliss in which the holy life is steeped.

(iii) Dighavu.4
On a certain occasion the Exalted One was staying at 

Rajagaha, in Bamboo Grove, at the Squirrels’ Feeding-ground.

1 The bliss in which the holy life is steeped, i.e Nibbana. Tor 
ogadha, cf. jagatogadha, S. i, 186 (‘ based on earth’): amatogadhar) 
(‘ plunging mto the Deathless’). Corny. iOgadhitvd tJiitarj, upari- 
maggattdya sampayutta?) sukhar).' Text has, as alternative title to this 
Sutta, Satayharj (as m the uddana), which I cannot translate. Is it for 
satthdyir) ?

2 Text misprints kdlena as kale na (paccanti).
3 Paccanti of text should be paccenti=patienti; or patiyanti, which 

= pdpunanti, Corny.
4 Dlghdvu=dlghayu (as a king’s title at JA. v, 120). Cf. Amso 

and dyusmanta. Ther  ̂are several princes of this name m the Jatakas.



Now on that occasion Dighavu the lay-disciple was sick 
afflicted, suffering from a sore disease.

Then Dighavu the lay-disciple called to his father Jotika 
the housefather, saying:

* Come, housefather ! Do you go to the Exalted One, and 
on coming to him, with your head worship at the feet of the 
Exalted One, and say in my name: “  Lord, Dighavu the lay- 
disciple is sick, afflicted, suffering from a sore disease. He 
worships with his head at the Exalted One’s feet.”  Then 
say: “  It were a good thing, lord, if the Exalted One would 
come to the house of Dighavu the lay-disciple, out of com
passion for him.”  5

* Very good, my lad,’ said Jotika the housefather in reply 
to Dighavu the lay-disciple, and went to the Exalted One, 
and on coming to him saluted him and sat down at one 
side. So seated, Jotika the housefather said this to the 
Exalted One:

e Lord, Dighavu the lay-disciple is sick, afflicted, suffering 
from a sore disease. He worships with his head at the feet of 
the Exalted One and says thus: “  It were a good thing, lord, 
if the Exalted One would come to the house of Dighavu the 
lay-disciple, out of compassion for him.”  ’

And the Exalted One consented by his silence.
Thereupon the Exalted One robed himself, and taking bowl 

and outer robe set off for the house of Dighavu the lay- 
disciple, and on arriving there sat down on a seat made ready. 
Having sat down the Exalted One said this to Dighavu the 
lay-disciple :1

tf Well, Dighavu, I hope you are bearing up, I hope you are 
enduring. Do your pains abate and not increase ? Are there 
signs of their abating and not increasing V

e No, lord ! I am not bearing up. I am not enduring. 
Strong pains come upon me. They do not abate. There is 

#no sign of their abating but of their increasing.’
£ Then, Dighavu, thus must you train yourself: “  I  will be 

blessed with unwavering loyalty to the Buddha, thus: He it
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is the Exalted One, Arahant. . . . Teacher of devas and 
mankind . . .  I will be blessed with unwavering loyalty to 
the Norm, thus: Well proclaimed by the Exalted One is the 
Norm . . .  I will be blessed with unwavering loyalty to the 
Order of Disciples, thus: Walking righteously is the Exalted 
One’s Order of Disciples. . . .

Also I will be blessed with the virtues dear to the Ariyans,V '

virtues unbroken . . . which lead to concentration of mind.5’ 
That, Dighavu, is how* you must train yourself.’

£ As to these four limbs of stream-winning, lord, which have 
been taught by the Exalted One, all of those conditions are 
to be found in me, and I do live in accordance with them. 
Lord, I am indeed blessed with unwavering loyalty to the 
Buddha . . .  to the Norm . . . and to the Order of Dis
ciples. I do possess the virtues dear to the Ariyans . . . 
which lead to concentration of mind.’ 

e Therefore, Dighavu, resting on these four limbs of stream- 
winning, you should further practise the six conditions which 
are constituent parts of knowledge.1

Herein, Dighavu, do you dwell contemplating impermanence 
in all the activities,2 conscious of 111 in impermanence, con
scious of there being no self m what is 111, conscious of abandon
ing, of dispassion, of cessation. That, Dighavu, is how you 
must train yourself.’

‘ Lord, as to these same six conditions, which are con
stituent parts of knowledge, all of them are to be found in me. 
I do live in accordance with them. I do dwell contemplating 
impermanence in all the activities, conscious of there being 
no self in what is 111, conscious of abandoning, of dispassion, 
of cessation.

Then, lord, I have this thought: I would not have the house
father Jotika here fall into dejection at my death.5

4 Don’t you trouble about that, Dighavu, my lad ! (said his 
father). Look you, Dighavu, my la d ! Attend closely to 
what the Exalted One is saying to you.’

1 Cha*vijjd-bhagiye dhamme.
2 Corny. sabbesu Ubhumaka-sankharesu.



So the Exalted One, having thus admonished Dighavu the 
lay-disciple, rose from his seat and went away.

And not long after the Exalted One had gone Digha vu the 
lay-disciple made an end.

Thereupon a number of monks went to see the Exalted One, 
and on coming to him saluted him and sat down at one side* 
So seated those monks said this to the Exalted One:

‘ Lord, that lay-disciple named Digha vu, who was ad
monished in brief by the Exalted One, has made an end. 
What is his lot ? What is his destiny in the life to come ?51

CA sage, monks, was Digha vu the lay-disciple. He lived 
according to the Norm.2 He did not harm me by disputings 
about the Norm. Dlghavu, the lay-disciple, monks, by 
wearing out the five fetters of the lower sort, is reborn by 
spontaneous birth.3 His destiny is not to return from that 
world.5

(iv) Sariputta (a).
On a certain occasion the venerable Sariputta and Ananda 

were staying near Savatthi, at Jeta Grove, m Anathapmdika’s 
Park.

Now the venerable Ananda, rising up from his solitude at 
eventide, went to see the venerable Sariputta, and on coming 
to him . . . said this:

4 Tell me, friend Sariputta, through winning possession4 of 
what things are people of this world5 proclaimed by the 
Exalted One as stream-winners, not doomed to the Downfall, 
assured, bound for enlightenment

‘ Friend, it is because of winning four things that people 
of this world are proclaimed by the Exalted One as stream- 
wmners, not doomed to the Downfall, assured, bound for 
enlightenment. What are the four things ?

1 Ka gati, ko abhi$ampa?dyo. Cf. D. 11, 91; S. iv, 59, 63 (of Punna 
the clansman); also of Suppabuddha the leper at Ud. v, 3.

2 Dliammassanudhammar) paccapadi (fr. patipajjah)
8 Opapdtika (without material cause), i e., m  a body of the matter of 

the super-sphere in which he had 4 become.’ He is therefore anagamhu 
Cf. K.S. iii, 166, iv, 250 n. and add this instance to those of (text) 177 n.

4 Samannagamana-hetu. 5 Ay am paja.
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Herein, friend, an Ariyan disciple is blessed with un
wavering loyalty to the Buddha . . . the Norm . . the 
Order of Disciples, and is blessed with the virtues dear to the 
Ariyans, virtues unbroken . . . which lead to concentration 
of mind. These, friend, are the four things. Owing to being 
blessed with these, people of this world are proclaimed by the 
Exalted One as stream-winners. .

(v) Sariputta (b).

Now the venerable Sariputta went to see the Exalted One, 
and on coming to him saluted him and sat down at one side. 
To the venerable Sariputta so seated the Exalted One said 
this,

‘ “ A limb of stream-winning ! A limb of stream-winning !” 
is the saying, Sariputta. Tell me, Sariputta, of what sort 
is a limb of stream-winning V 

‘ Lord, association with the upright is a limb of stream- 
winning. Hearing the good Norm is a limb of stream-winning. 
Applying the mind is a limb of stream-winning. Conforming 
to the Norm1 is a limb of stream-winning.’

‘ Well said, Sariputt?! Well said, Sariputta! Indeed 
these are limbs of stream-winning.

Now again, Sariputta, they say: “ The stream f the stream !”  
Of what sort is the stream, Sariputta V 

‘ The stream, lord, is just this Ariyan eightfold way, to 
wit: Right view . . . and the rest . . . right concentration.5

‘ Well said, Sariputta 1 Well said, Sariputta ! The stream 
is ]ust this Ariyan eightfold way.

Now again, Sariputta, they say, “  Stream-winner ! Stream- 
winner !” Of what sort is a stream-winner, Sariputta V 

‘ Whosoever, lord, is blessed with this Ariyan eightfold way, 
—such an one of such a name, of such and such a clan, is 
■called “  Stream-winner.” 5

1 Dhammanudhamma-patipatti—p ubba-bhaga-patipadar). Corny.
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(vi) The chamberlains.1

Savatthi was the occasion (of these events). . . .
Now on that occasion a number of monks were busied with 

making a robe for the Exalted One, with this idea: When the 
robe is finished, in three months5 time, the Exalted One will 
go forth on his rounds.

Now at that time Isidatta and Purana, the chamberlains, 
were staying at Sadhuka2 on some business or other Then 
they heard the news: ‘ They say that a number of monies are 
busied with making a robe for the Exalted One with this idea 
When the robe is finished, m  three months5 time, the Exalted 
One will go forth upon his rounds 5

So Isidatta and Purana, the chamberlains, stationed a man 
on the high-road (thus instructing him ): * Now, good fellow, 
as soon as you see that Exalted one, that Arahant, that 
perfectly Enlightened One coming along, do you ccme and 
inform us.5

So after standing there two or three days that man saw the 
Exalted One coming along, while yet some distance off, and 
he went to inform the chamberlams,%Isidatta and Purana, 
saying: £ Here comes my lord the Exalted One, that Arahant, 
that perfectly Enlightened One ! Now's the time for you to 
do what you want !5

So Isidatta and Purana, the chamberlains, went towards the 
Exalted One, and on coming to him, saluted him, and followed 
behind the Exalted One step for step.

Then the Exalted One turned aside from the high-road and 
went to the foot of a certain tree and there sat down on a seat 
made ready. And Isidatta and Purana, the chamberlains,

1 Thapatayo, 4 carpenters,5 4 carriage-builders,5 c royal attendants.5 
In Skt. lit. often 4 keepers of the women’s apartments.’ We may call 
them 4 equerries.5 It seems that they were m charge of the royal 
conveyances [see note infra]. At A. ni, 348, Isidatta is uncle of the 
woman disciple Migasala. Her father was Purana. According to 
Corny here, Isidatta was a * once returner,’ while Purana was a Stream- 
winner.

2 Their own property, according to Corny.
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saluting the Exalted One, also sat down at one side. As they 
thus sat they said this to the Exalted One:

4 Lord, when we heard of the Exalted One that he would 
go forth on his rounds among the Kosalans, at that time we 
were disappointed and depressed1 at the thought: The Exalted 
One will be far irom us. And when, lord, we learned that the 
Exalted One was starting out from Savatthi on his rounds 
among the Kosalans, again we were disappointed and depressed 
at the thought: The Exalted One will be far from us.2

Again, lord, when we learned that the Exalted One would 
leave the Kosalans and go on his rounds among the Mallas . . . 
that he was actually doing so . . . we were disappointed and 
depressed.

On hearing that the Exalted One would leave the Mallas 
and go on his rounds among the Vaj]I . . . that he was 
actually doing so . . . that he would leave the Vajjl for 
Kasi . . . that he was doing so . . . that he would leave the 
folk of Kasi and go on his rounds m Magadha . . . that he 
was actually doing so . . . again we were disappointed and 
depressed. . . ,3

1 Anattamanata hoti.
2 For the clans here mentioned see Bhys Davids, Buddhist India, 

and map.
8 To show the loyalty to the Buddha of these two men, I quote and 

italicize the passage at M . ii, 123 (Lord Chalmers’ trans.), where the 
rajah Pasenadi complains to the Buddha that he does not get such loyal 
service from them. ‘ Further, there are the carriage-builders, Isidatta 
and Purana, whom I support, who make my carriages (mama bhatia, 
mama yana), who owe to me their livelihood and the honours they 
enjoy. Withal, these men do not serve me as whole-heartedly as they 
do the Lord. Time was when, being out with my troops on active 
service, I, to test these two, took up my quarters m a cramped little 
house, where Isidatta and Purana, after spending the best part of the 
night m discussing the Doctrine, lay down to rest with their heads m the 
direction where they heard the Lord was, and only their feet towards me. 
It is wonderful and marvellous, thought I to myself, that these two 
men, who owe everythmg in the world to me, yet do not serve me as they 
serve the Lord. Surely, thought I, it is because these reverend men 
find in the Lord’s teachings a high excellence not elsewhere discovered 
by them before.’



But, lord, when we heard that the Exalted One would leave 
the Magadhans for Kasi and was doing so, then we were 
delighted and elated at the thought: The Exalted One will 
be quite near us. And when we heard that he was actually 
going his rounds m Kasi among the Magadhans we were 
likewise delighted and elated.

(They continue to trace the Master's steps from Kasi to the 
Vajji . . . from the Vajji to the Malias . . . from the Malias 
to the Kosalans in like terms.)1

But, lord, when we heard that the Exalted One would be 
going on his rounds from the Kosalans to Savatthi, we were 
delighted and elated at the thought: Now the Exalted One 
will be quite near us ! Then, when we heard: “  The Exalted 
One is staying at Savatthi, at Jeta Grove, in Anathapindika’s 
P a rk /5 then, lord, boundless was our delight and boundless our 
elation at the thought: The Exalted One is near us !’

c Well then, chamberlains, since living in houses is an 
oppression, a dust-hole sort of life,2—whereas a wanderer’s life 
is a life in the open air, now is the time for you to show some 
energy.5

‘ But here too, lord, we have a% oppression still more 
oppressive, indeed it is most oppressive.’

fi What is that still greater oppression, chamberlains ?’ 
c Here, lord, when the rajah Pasenadi of Kosala wants to go 

a-riding in the Park, we have to deck the riding-elephants 
and set thereon the favourite lovely wives of his majesty, one 
before and one behind. Now the fragrance of their bodies is 
so sweet. It ’s just as if a casket of scent were opened,—  
these royal ladies are so sweetly scented. Lord, the touch 
of those ladies is as soft to the hand as3 a tuft of cotton-wool, 
so delicately are they nurtured. Well, lord, at such times 
we have to ward the elephant, and we have to ward the ladies 
and ward ourselves as well.

In spite of that, lord, we are not conscious of calling up any

1 Text abbreviates here.
2 Rajapatho= raga-dosa-moha-rajdnarj fcStho. Corny.
3 Here text should read va for vd.

v 20
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evil thought about those ladies. Now, lord, this is (what 
we mean by) another oppression still more oppressive, nay, 
most oppressive/

‘ Well then, chamberlains, since living in houses is an 
oppression, a dust-hole sort of life,—whereas the wanderer’s 
life is a life in the open air,—now is the time for you to 
show some energy.

Now, chamberlains, the Ariyan disciple who is blessed with 
four things is a stream-winner, he is one not doomed to the 
Downfall, one assured, one who is bound for enlightenment. 
What are the four things ?

Herein, chamberlains, the Ariyan disciple is blessed with 
unwavering loyalty to the Buddha, thus: He it is, the Exalted 
One, Arahant, a perfectly Enlightened One . . . teacher of 
devas and mankind. He is blessed with unwavering loyalty 
to the Norm . . . and to the Order of Disciples. He lives 
at home with heart freed from the taint of stinginess. He is 
open-handed, pure-handed,1 delighting in self-surrender, one 
to ask a favour of,2 delighting to share charitable gifts. 
Blessed with these four things, chamberlains, the Ariyan 
disciple is a stream-winner, one not doomed to the Downfall 
. . . bound for enlightenment.

Now, chamberlains, you are blessed with3 unwavering 
loyalty to the Buddha . . .  to the Norm . . .  to the Order 
of Disciples. . . .  In your family, whatsoever gifts of charity4 
there be, they are shared fully and impartially5 by the vir
tuous and good.

Now what think ye, chamberlains ? How many sorts of

1 Payata-pdm, infra, text, 392. Of. Itiv. 101; UdA. 123; K.S. i, 294. 
Corny. visuddhi-hattha.

2 Yaca-yogo, not 4 given to begging ’ (as sometimes trans.), but as 
Corny. yacitabbaka-yutto.

3 The text of this is obscure, viz : Tiimhe . . . samannagato hoti (?). 
To make sense with what follows it seems we should read: Tumhe 
hi samanndgatd hotha; according to which I translate.

4 Deyya-dhammar} includes all the requisites given by laymen to
monks.

3 Appativibhattarjr Corny. ‘ without saying, “ this is for ourselves,
that is for the monks.” 9



men are there among the Kosalans who are like yourselves 
in this matter of sharing gifts of charity V

i A gain for us, lord ! A  thing well gotten by us, lord, that 
the Exalted One should come to know this of us !5

(vii) Those of Bamboo Gate.1
Thus have I heard: On a certain occasion the Exalted One 

was going his rounds among the Kosalans, together with a 
great company of monks, and had reached Bamboo Gate, a 
brahmin village of the Kosalans.

Now the folk of Bamboo Gate, both brahmins and house
fathers, heard the report: ‘ It is rumoured that12 master3 
Gotama, the recluse, the Sakyan’s son, he who went forth 
from a Sakyan clan, is on his rounds among the Kosalans 
together with a great company of monks, and has reached 
Bamboo Gate. Now there is a goodly rumour gone abroad of 
Gotama that Exalted One, to this effect: He it is, the Exalted 
One, Arahant, a fully Enlightened One. perfect in knowledge 
and practice, a Happy One, world-knower, unsurpassed 
charioteer of men to be tamed, teacher of devas and mankind, 
a Buddha, an Exalted One. He makes known this world, 
together with the world of Devas, Maras and Brahmas, with 
its host of recluses and brahmins, both of devas and men, 
having realized it with his own full knowledge. He proclaims 
the Norm, which is goodly m its beginning, in its middle and 
its ending, both in its spirit and its letter; he makes clear the 
holy life in all its fullness and purity. It were well indeed 
for us to have sight of such Arahants !5

So those brahmins and housefathers of Bamboo Gate went 
to see the Exalted One, and on coming to him some of them 
saluted the Exalted One and sat down at one side: some
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1 Lit. 4 Bamboo-by-the-gate.’ I find no other mention of this 
brahmin village. Corny. says: 4 So called owing to the tradition of a 
bamboo-thicket at the entrance of the village.’ This chapter is called 
Yelu-dvara-vagga. Corny, has nothing to say about the earlier part, 
which occurs at Ud. vu, 9 (I give some extracts from UdA. 377).

2 Klialn (amissatf atthe mpato, a particle meaning ut anint).
3 Bho} a term used by brahmins.
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conversed with the Exalted One, and, after the exchange of 
greetings and courtesies, they also sat down at one side. Some 
stretched out their clasped hands towards the Exalted One 
and sat down at one side. Some announced their names and 
families to the Exalted One and sat down at one side: while 
some others just sat down at one side without saying anything.

As they thus sat the brahmins and housefathers said this 
to the Exalted One:

‘ Master Gotama, we are people of such desires, such wishes, 
such intentions as these: 0  may we live in a crowded1 house 
encumbered with children1 May we enjoy the use of Benares 
sandalwood l May we deck ourselves with garlands and 
unguents! May we handle gold and silver! When body 
breaks up, after death may we be reborn in the Happy Lot, 
the Heaven World ! Pray let master Gotama teach us, who 
have such desires, such wishes and such intentions, a doctrine 
by which we may so dwell, so enjoy . . .  so be reborn in the 
Heaven World.5

£ Then, housefathers, I will teach you a Norm-method 
which brings profit to oneself. Do ye listen to it. Pay close 
attention and I will speak.’

‘ Very well, master/ replied the brahmins and housefathers 
to the Exalted One. Then the Exalted One said this:

‘ Now, housefathers, of what sort is the Norm-method 
which brings profit to self 

In this matter, housefathers, the Ariyan disciple thus reflects: 
Here am I, fond of my life, not wanting to die, fond of pleasure 
and averse from pain. Suppose someone should rob me of 
my life (fond of life as I am and not wanting to die, fond of 
pleasure and averse from pain), it would not be a thing pleasing 
or delightful to me. If I, m my turn, should rob of his life 
one fond of his life, not wanting to die, one fond of pleasure and 
averse from pain, it would not be a thing pleasing or delightful 
to him. For a state that is not pleasant or delightful to me

1 Text has putta-sambadka-sayanay (as at UdA. 331), which would 
mean, 6 a bed crammed with children.’ I read with S. i, 78 samayarj,
* a crowd or company’

2 AUupandyikarj.



must be so to him also: and a state that is not pleasing or 
delightful to me,— how could I inflict1 that upon another ?

As a result of such reflection he himself abstains from taking 
the life of creatures and he encourages others so to abstain, 
and speaks in praise of so abstaining. Thus as regards bodily 
conduct he is utterly pure.2

Then again, housefathers, the Ariyan disciple thus reflects. 
If someone should take with thievish intent what I have not 
given him, it would not be a thing pleasing or delightful to me. 
If I, in my turn, should take from another with thievish intent 
what he has not given me, it would not be a thing pleasing or 
delightful to him: and a state that is not pleasant, that is not 
delightful to me, must be so to him also. What does not please 
me, what does not delight me,—how could I inflict that upon 
another ?

As a result of this reflection, he himself abstains from taking 
what is not given, and he encourages others so to abstain, he 
speaks in praise of so abstaining. Thus as regards bodily 
conduct he is utterly pure.

Again, housefathers, the Ariyan disciple thus reflects: If 
someone should have intercourse with my wives, it would not 
be a thing pleasing or delightful to me. If I, in my turn, should 
so behave with another’s wives, it would not be a thing pleasing 
or delightful to him: . . . and a state that is unpleasant, not 
delightful to me,—how could I inflict that upon another ?

As a result of this reflection, he himself abstains from wrong 
practice in respect of sense desires, and he encourages others 
to do so, he speaks in praise of such abstinence. Thus as 
regards personal conduct he is utterly pure.

Again, housefathers, the Ariyan disciple thus reflects. If 
someone should spoil my fortune3 by lying speech, it would 
not be a thing pleasant or delightful to me. If I, in my turn, 
should spoil another’s fortune by lying speech, it would not 
be a thing pleasant or delightful to him: . . . and a state that
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is unpleasant, not delightful to me,—how could I inflict that 
upon another ?

As a result of this reflection he himself abstains from lying 
speech, he encourages another so to abstain, speaks in praise 
of abstaining therefrom. Thus as regards conduct in speech 
he is utterly pure.

Again, housefathers, the Ariyan disciple thus reflects. If 
someone should estrange me from my friends1 by slander, it 
would not be a thing pleasant or delightful to me. If I in 
my turn should estrange him from his friends, it would not be 
a thing pleasant or delightful to him; . . . and a state that is 
not pleasant or delightful to me,—how could I inflict that upon 
another ?

As a result of this reflection, he himself abstains from slander.
, . , Thus as regards conduct in speech he is utterly pure.

Again, housefathers, the Ariyan disciple thus reflects: If 
someone should treat me with harsh speech it would not be a 
thing pleasant or delightful to me . . . nor to him if I treated 
him so: . . . and a state that is not pleasant or delightful to 
me,—how could I inflict that upon another ?

As a result of this reflection . . .  as regards conduct in speech 
he is utterly pure.

Again, housefathers, the Ariyan disciple thus reflects: If 
someone should treat me with pointless,2 frivolous talk, it 
would not be a thing pleasant or delightful to me. If I in my 
turn should so treat him, it would not be pleasant or delightful 
to him. For a state that is unpleasant, not delightful to me 
must be so to him also, and a state that is not pleasant, not 
delightful to me,—how could I inflict that upon another ?

As a result of this reflection, he himself abstains from point
less, frivolous talk: he encourages another to do so, he speaks 
in praise of so doing. Thus as regards conduct in speech he 
is utterly pure.

1 Text mitieki bhmdeyya; v.L mitie bh. For these terms, cf. DA. i, 
74-6.

2 Text has sampabhdsena, which seems to occur here only. It does
not appear in the usual lists of sorts of speech. Corny, says it is samar ia-
bhasena. I take it to ijaean 4 all round the question, off the point.'



Then he is blessed with unwavering loyalty to the Buddha, 
thus: He it is, that Exalted One . . . teacher of devas and 
mankind, a Buddha, an Exalted One.

He is blessed with unwavering loyalty to the Norm, thus: 
Well proclaimed by the Exalted One is the Norm . . .

He is blessed with unwavering loyalty to the Order of Dis
ciples, thus: Walking uprightly is the Exalted One’s Order of 
Disciples . . .  an unsurpassed field of merit for the world.

He is blessed with the virtues dear to the Ariyans, virtues 
unbroken . . . that conduce to concentration of mind.

Now* housefathers, since the Ariyan disciple is blessed with 
these seven good conditions and these four desirable points of 
vantage,1 if he so desired, he could himself declare with surety 
of himself: “ Cut off for me is Purgatory, cut off the Way of 
Woe and the Downfall! Stream-winner am I, not doomed 
to the Downfall, assured am I, bound for enlightenment ”  !’2

At these words the brahmins and housefathers of Bamboo 
Gate exclaimed to the Exalted One:

4 Excellent, master Gotama ! Excellent, master Gotama 1 
Just as if one should raise up what is fallen, or show forth what 
is hidden, or point the way to him that wanders astray, or 
hold up a light in the darkness so that they who have eyes 
may behold objects,—even so in diners ways has the Norm 
been set forth by the worthy Gotama. We go for refuge to 
the worthy Gotama, to the Norm and to the Order of monks. 
Let the worthy Gotama accept us as lay-disciples from this 
day forth, so long as life may last, who have taken refuge in 
h im !’

(viii) Brick Hall (a).
Thus have I heard: On a certain occasion the Exalted One 

was staying at Natika,3 in Brick Hall.
Now on that occasion the venerable Ananda came to see 

the Exalted One, . . . and on coming to him said this:

1 Thanehi. 2 See next Sutta.
3 Cf. Dialog, ii, 97 n., where it is called Nachka (of the JSTadikas), 

K.JS. ii, 50 7i., iv, 55 Text and Corny read Ndhla (£ the village of tv o 
kinsmen,’ Culapaii and MaMpiti). Brick Hall* was vhat we should 
call a ‘ rest-house,’ or 1 dak-bungalow.’
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'Lord, the monk named Salha has made an end.1 What 
is his lot ? What is his destiny in the life to come ? Lord, 
the nun named Nanda has made an end. What is her lot ? 
What is her destiny in the life to come V 

(He asks the same questions of Sudatta, the lay-disciple, and 
Sujata,2 the lay-woman disciple.)

c The monk Salha, Ananda, who has made an end, by destroy
ing the asavas, in this very life, by his own understanding 
realized the heart’s release, the release by insight, and attain
ing to it dwelt therein.

Nanda the nun, Ananda, who has made an end, by wearing 
out the five fetters of the lower sort, has taken birth spon
taneously (in the Pure Abodes), there to pass away, destined 
never to return thence.

Sudatta, the lay-disciple, Ananda, who has made an end, 
by destroying three fetters3 and by weakening those of lust, 
hatred and delusion, is a once-returner: coming back to this 
world just once more he will make an end of 111.

Sujata, the lay-woman disciple, Ananda, who has made an 
end, by destroying three fetters, is a stream-winner, not 
doomed to the Downfall, assured, bound for enlightenment.

Indeed, Ananda, it is no wonder that a human being should 
make an end. But if, when each one dies, you come and ask 
me about the matter, it is troublesome to the Tathagata. 
Wherefore, Ananda, I will teach you a Norm-teaching called 
“  The Mirror of the Norm,” 4 possessing which the Ariyan dis
ciple may, if he please, himself proclaim of himself thus: “  Cut 
ofi for me is Purgatory, cut off is rebirth in an animal womb, 
cut off is the realm of ghosts, the Woeful Way and the Down
fall. Stream-winner am I, not doomed to the Downfall, 
assured, one bound for enlightenment!”

1 For the same events and persons cf. D n, 91; Dialog, ii, 98. The 
other names of D. ii occur in the next Sutta. All three Suttas (vin-x) 
should here form one a3 in D.t otherwise we must suppose Ananda to 
have been very dense or importunate m troubling the Master on two 
further occasions with the same question. Cf. Gotama the Man, p. 167.

2 Dialog, spells Sugata. 3 I .e , the first three.
4 Dhammadasar). Corny, dhamma-mayarj ddasarj.



And of what sort, Ananda, is that Norm-teaching called 
“  Mirror of the N orm /9 possessed of which the Ariyan disciple 
can so proclaim of himself ?

Herein, Ananda, the Ariyan disciple is blessed with un
wavering loyalty to the Buddha . . . the Norm . . . the Order, 
and he is blessed with the virtues dear to the Ariyans, virtues 
unbroken . . . that conduce to concentration of mind.

This, Ananda, is that Norm-teaching called “  Mirror of the 
Norm,”  possessed of which the Ariyan disciple may, if he please, 
himself proclaim of himself, e< Cut off for me is Purgatory . . . 
I am bound for enlightenment!”  5

(ix) Buck Hall (b).

On the same occasion . . . Seated at one side the venerable 
Ananda said this to the Exalted One:

£ Lord, the monk named Asoka, the nun named Asoki, 
have made an end. Pray, lord, what is their lot, what is their 
destiny in the life to come V

c The monk named Asoka, Ananda, who has made an end, 
by the destruction of the asavas . . . has realized the heart’s 
release.. .  . The nun A soki. . . has been reborn spontaneously 
. . .  (as above). . . .

This, Ananda, is the Norm teaching called “  The Mirror of 
the Norm,55 possessed of which the Ariyan disciple may, if he 
please, himself proclaim of himself: “  Cut off for me is Purga
tory . . . bound for enlightenment am I !”  5

(x) Brick Hall (c).

On the same occasion . . .
Seated at one side the venerable Ananda said this to the 

Exalted One:
4 Lord, the lay-disciples named Kakudha,1 Kalinga, Nikata, 

Katissaha, Tuttha, Santuttha, Bhadda and Subhadda, have 
made an end at Katika. Pray, lord, what is their lot, what 
their destiny in the life to come ?5

6 The lay-disciple Kakudha, who has made an end, Ananda,
-  — — ---------------------------------------—  —  —  1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 So at D. u. Our text has Kakkato and v.L Kakkuto.
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by destroying the five fetters of the lower sort, is reborn spon
taneously (in the Pure Abodes), there to pass away, destined 
not to return thence. The lay-disciples Kalinga and the rest 
who have made an end . . . have done likewise.

More than1 fifty lay-disciples, Ananda, who have made an 
end at Natika . . . have done the same. More than1 ninety 
lay-disciples, Ananda, who have made an end at Satika, by 
destroying three fetters, and by weakening those of lust, 
hatred and delusion, are once-returners. Coming back to this 
world just once more they will make an end of 111.

Five hundred and six2 lay-disciples, Ananda, who have made 
an end at Sjatika, by destroying three fetters, are stream- 
winners, not doomed to the Downfall, assured, bound for 
enlightenment.

It is no wonder, Ananda, that a human being should make 
an end. But if, when each one dies, you come to me and ask 
about the matter, it is troublesome to the Tathagata.

Wherefore, Ananda, I will teach you a Norm-teaching 
called “ The Mirror of the Norm/’ possessed of which the 
Ariyan disciple may, if he please, himself proclaim of himself: 
“  Bound for enlightenment am I !”  5 (as in § 1).

CHAPTER IL—THOUSANDFOLD, OR ROYAL PARK

(i) Thousand.
On a certain occasion the Exalted One was staying near 

Savatthi in Royal Park.3
Now a company of a thousand nuns came to see the Exalted

1 * P a r o sd d h ik a —atireka (m excess).’ Corny.
2 Text cha atirekdni pancasa&dni. At D. u satirekani Corny. has 

Old hi adhikam; $3 chadhikdni. Evidently an unhealthy village, 
for Corny, says that 4 owing to snake-wind-sickness (dysentery) 124,000 
(?) had died at a single blow in that village, among whom were these 
disciples.’

3 Cf. JA .u , 15. It was made by the Rajah Pasenadi and the story
is told by Corny.



One, and on coming to him saluted the Exalted One and stood 
at one side1 As they thus stood, the Exalted One said this 
to those nuns:

c Nuns, an Ariyan disciple who is blessed with four things 
is a stream-winner, not doomed to the Downfall, assured, 
bound for enlightenment. What are the four ?

Herein, nuns, the Ariyan disciple is blessed with unwavering 
loyalty to the Buddha, thus: He it is, the Exalted One, 
Arahant . . . teacher of devas and men, a Buddha, an Exalted 
One.

He is blessed with unwavering loyalty to the Norm, thus: 
Well proclaimed by the Exalted One is the Norm . . .

He is blessed with unwavering loyalty to the Order . . .  He 
is blessed with the virtues dear to the Ariyans, virtues un
broken . . . that lead to concentration of mind.

These, nuns, are the four things blessed with which the
Ariyan disciple is a stream-winner. . . .5

(ii) Brahmins.

Savatthi was the occasion . . . The Exalted One said:
£ Monks, the brahmins proclaim this practice which leads 

to prosperity: they instruct their disciples in it thus:
“  Come, good fellow ! Rise up betimes and go facing east. 

Don’t avoid a hole,2 a village pool or cess-pit. You should go 
to meet your death3 wherever you may fall. Thus, good 
fellow, on the break up of body, after death you will be reborn 
in the Happy Lot, in the Heaven World.5’

But, monies, this practice of the brahmins is the way of fools,
it is the way of infatuation. It conduces not to revulsion, to 
dispassion, to cessation, to calm, to full comprehension, to the 
wisdom, it conduces not to Nibbana.

Now, monks, I too proclaim, in the Ariyan discipline, a 
practice which leads to prosperity, but it is one which con*

1 It is noticeable that they do not sit down as the men do.
2 Text has semhay (spittle) for v.l. sombhay, which evidently should 

be sdbbhar). '
3 Corny. takes tills to mean mcuanaij iccheyyasi.
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duces to downright revulsion, dispassion, cessation to calm, 
to full comprehension, to the wisdom, to Nibbana. And what 
sort of practice is that which so leads ?

Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple has unwavering loyalty 
to the Buddha . . . the Norm . . . the Order. He is blessed 
with the virtues dear to the Ariyans, virtues unbroken. . . 
which lead to concentration of mind. This, monks, is the 
practice which leads to downright revulsion . . .  to Nibbana.’

(iii) Ananda.
Once the venerable Ananda and Sariputta were staying near 

SavatthI at Jeta Grove, in Anathapindika’s Park.
Now the venerable Sariputta, rising from his solitude at 

eventide, went to visit the venerable Ananda, and on 
coming to him greeted him courteously, and after the 
exchange of greetings and courtesies sat down at one side. 
As he thus sat the venerable Sariputta said to the venerable 
Ananda:

‘ Friend Ananda, by abandoning what things, by winning 
possession of what things, are people of this world proclaimed 
by the Exalted One as stream-winners, as not doomed to 
the Downfall, as assured, as bound for enlightenment ?

Friend, it is by abandoning four things, it is by winning 
possession of four things, that people of this world are 
thus proclaimed by the Exalted One. What are the four 
things ?

One has no such disloyalty to the Buddha as that possessed 
by the uneducated manyfolk who, when body breaks up, after 
death are reborn in Hell, in the Woeful Lot, the Downfall, 
in Purgatory: but he has such unwavering loyalty to the 
Buddha as is possessed by the educated Ariyan disciple, who, 
when the body breaks up, after death is reborn in the Happy 
Lot, in the Heaven World.

One has no such disloyalty to the Norm . . .  to the Order 
. . .  as that possessed by the uneducated manyfolk who . . . 
are reborn . . .  in Purgatory: but he has such unwavering 
loyalty to them as.the Ariyan educated disciple possesses, 
who . . .  is reborn . . .  in the Heaven World,



He has no such immorality1 as that possessed by the 
uneducated many folk who, when body breaks up, after death 
are reborn . . .  in Purgatory: but he is blessed with the 
virtues dear to the Ariyans, virtues unbroken . . . which 
lead to concentration of mind . . . such as are possessed 
by the educated Ariyan disciple, who . . .  is reborn . . . 
in the Heaven World.

Friend, it is by abandoning these four things and by winning 
possession of these (other) four things that the people of this 
world are proclaimed by the Exalted One as stream-winners, 
as not doomed to the Downfall, as assured, as bound for 
enlightenment/

(iv) The Woeful Way (a).
Monks, the Ariyan disciple who is blessed with four things 

is one who has passed utterly beyond all fear of the Woeful 
Way.2 What are the four ?

Herein the Ariyan disciple is blessed with unwavering 
loyalty to the Buddha . . . the Norm . . . the Order. He 
is blessed with the virtues dear to the Ariyans. . . . These 
are the, four things . . .

(v) The Woeful Way (b).
Monks, the Ariyan disciple who is blessed with four things 

is one who has passed utterly beyond all fear of the Downfall 
. . . (as above).

(vi) Intimate friends (a).
Monks, those with whom you have sympathy, those who 

think you should listen to them, whether friends or intimates3 
or kinsmen4 or blood-relations,— all such should be advised 
about, grounded in, established in four limbs of stream- 
winning. What four ?

They should be advised about, grounded in, established in

1 Here text has wrongly dusstlena Jioti (with v.l. dussllyam na), but 
is right on text, 382.

2 Corny.=manussa-dobhaggai) patikhittar).
3 Amaccd. Corny. 4 those who take counsel or do business together.’ 

At DA. 297, it —ptyasahdyakd.
4 Corny, nati~sassu, etc. (mother- and father-in-law).
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unwavering loyalty to the Buddha . . .  the Norm . . .  the 
Order, and in the virtues dear to the Ariyans, virtues un
broken . . . which conduce to concentration of mind.

Monks, those with whom you have sympathy . . . should 
be established m these four limbs of stream-winning.

(vii) Intimate friends (b),
. . . (As above down to) . . . they should be established in 

unwavering loyalty to the Buddha, thus: He it is, the Exalted 
One . . . There may be change,1 monks, in the four great 
elements of earth, water, heat and air, but there can be no 
change in the Ariyan disciple blessed with unwavering loyalty 
to the Buddha; by change I mean2:—that such an one should 
be reborn in hell or the womb of an animal or in the realm 
of ghosts is an utter impossibility.

So of unwavering loyalty to the Norm . . .  to the Order. . . .
Then they should be advised about, grounded in, established 

in the virtues dear to the Ariyans. . . .
There may be change, monks, in the four great elements 

of earth, water, heat and air, but there can be no change in 
the Ariyan disciple blessed with the virtues dear to the Ariyans; 
herein by change I mean this:—that such an one should be 
reborn in hell, in the womb of an animal or in the realm of 
ghosts is an utter impossibility.

So, monks, those with whom you have sympathy, those who 
think you should listen to them, whether friends or intimates 
or kinsmen or blood-relations,—all such should be advised 
about, grounded in, established in these four limbs of stream- 
winning.

(viii) Visiting the Devas (a).
Savatthi was the occasion . . .
Now the venerable Moggallana the Great, just as a strong 

man might stretch out his bent arm, or draw in his outstretched

1 Annatthattarj, of the elements, * otherness 5 of condition or nature, 
as % result of change of consistency. Cf K.S. iv. 39; cf. Ang. i, 152.

2 ‘ Here,’ says Corny., 1 there can be no change of destiny (gati) in



arm,— even so did he vanish from Jeta Grove and appear 
among the Devas of the Thirty-Three.

Then a number of the Devas of the Thirty-Three came to see 
the venerable Moggallana the Great, and on coming to him 
saluted him and stood at one side.1 As they thus stood the 
venerable Moggallana the Great said this to those Devas:

4 It is a good thing, friends, to be blessed with unwavering 
loyalty to the Buddha . . . the Norm . . . the Order, As a 
result of being blessed with unwavering loyalty to the Buddha 
. . . the Norm . . . and the Order, some beings here,2 when 
body breaks up, after death are reborn in the Happy Lot, in 
the Heaven World.

A good thing it is, friends, to be blessed with the virtues 
dear to the Ariyans, virtues unbroken . . . that lead to 
concentration of mind. As a result of being blessed with 
these, some beings here are reborn in the Happy Lot, in the 
Heaven World.’

‘ It is indeed a good thing, most worthy sir,—this winning of 
unwavering loyalty to the Buddha, the Norm and the Order 
. . . and of the virtues dear to the Ariyans. True it is that 
as a result of this some beings of the world are reborn m the 
Heaven W orld.’

(ix) Visiting the Devas (b).
On a certain occasion the venerable Moggallana the Great 

was staying near Savatthi, at Jeta Grove, in Anathapindika’s 
Park.

Then the venerable Moggallana the Great, just as a strong 
man . . .  (as before). . . .

4 It is indeed a good thing, most worthy sir . . .  as a result 
of this, some beings of the world are reborn in the Heaven 
W orld.’

(x) Visiting the Devas (c).

Then the Exalted One, just as a strong man . . .  (as 
before). . . .

1 Devas apparently do not sit down.
2 Idha, apparently Moggallana forgets that he Is already in the next 

world; idha being generally used of e this world.’
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CHAPTER I I I — SARAKANF

(1) Mahanama (a).
Thus have I heard: On. a certain occasion the Exalted One 

was staying among the Sakyans near Kapilavatthu, in the 
Banyan Park.

Now Mahanama2 the Sakyan came to see the Exalted One, 
and on coming to him saluted him and sat down at one side. 
As he thus sat Mahanama the Sakyan said this to the Exalted 
One:

‘ Lord, this town of Kapilavatthu is rich, prosperous, 
populous, crowded with men,3 a dense mass of folk.4 Now, 
lord, when I enter Kapilavatthu at eventide after waiting 
upon the Exalted One or the worshipful monks, I meet with 
elephants, horses, chariots, carts and men, all swaying and 
rolling along.5 At such times, lord, my thoughts, which are 
fixed on the Exalted One, on the Norm and the Order, are 
simply bewildered. Then it occurs to me: If I were^at this 
very moment to make an end, what would be my lot, what 
would be my destiny in the life to come V

6 Have no fears, Mahanama ! Have no fears, Mahanama ! 
Blameless will be your death. You will make a blameless 
end. For he whose mind, Mahanama, has for a long time 
been practised in faith, in virtue, in learning, in giving up 
and insight,—though this material body of his, of the four 
elements compounded, from parents sprung, of a nature to 
be worn away, pounded away, broken and scattered,6 though 
this body be devoured by crows and vultures, devoured by

1 Or Saranani (text), the name of a Sakyan, gives the title to this 
chapter and § 4.

2 For Mahanama, cf. text, 327, 371, etc.
3 For these phrases, cf. D. i, 211; S. ii, 106; M il. P a n h 130.
4 Sambadha-byuhay. Corny. anibbiddha-racchayo sa pavittha-maggeri* 

eva nigacchati.
5 Bhantena (fr. bhamati); text misprints in each case bfarnte na 

(as if it were ‘ lord, not ’).
6 Cf K.S. iv, 50 n.

q  o n



kites and dogs,—yet his mind, if longtime practised in faith, 
virtue, learning, giving up and insight, the mmd soars aloft, 
the mmd wins the summit.1

Suppose, Mahanama, a man plunges a jar of butter or a jar 
of oil into a deep, deep pool of water,2 and breaks it, and it 
becomes sherds or fragments, and sinks down to the bottom , 
but the butter or oil that is in it floats up and reaches the 
surface,—just so, Mahanama, if the mind has long been 
practised in faith . * . though all this material body of his 
. . .  be devoured by all manner of creatures, yet the mind 
soars up aloft, the mind wins the summit.

Now your mmd, Mahanama, has long been practised m 
faith, virtue, learning, giving up and insight. Have no fear, 
Mahanama ! Have no fear, Mahanama ! Blameless will be 
your death. You will make an end that is blameless.1

(ii) Mahanama (b).
Thus have I heard. (as before down to) . . .
‘ Have no fear, Mahanama ! You will make a blameless 

end. For the Ariyan disciple, Mahanama, who is blessed 
with four things, bends to Nibbana, slopes to Nibbana, tends 
to Nibbana. What are the four things ?

Herein, Mahanama, the Ariyan disciple is blessed with 
unwavering loyalty to the Buddha . . .  to the Norm . . . 
to the Order. He is blessed with the virtues dear to the 
Ariyans . . . virtues unbroken, which conduce to concen
tration of mind.

For instance, Mahanama, if a tree bends to the east, slopes 
to the east, tends to the east, which way will it fall when its 
root is cut V

‘ It will fall whither it bends, slopes and tends, lord.’
4 Just so, Mahanama, the Ariyan disciple who is blessed 

with four things bends to Nibbana, slopes to Nibbana, -tends 
to Nibbana 9
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2 Cf. the same simile at K.S. iv, 313.
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(iii) Godha or Mahanama (c).

Kapilavatthu was the occasion . . .
Now Mahanama the Sakyan came to see Godha1 the Sakyan, 

and on coming to him said this:
4 Godha, so far as you know, blessed with how many things 

is a stream-winner (declared) one not doomed to the Downfall, 
assured, bound for enlightenment V

‘ I know, Mahanama, that he is blessed with three things. 
What are they ?

Herein, Mahanama, the Ariyan disciple has unwavering 
loyalty to the Buddha, the Norm and the Order. Blessed 
with these three things, Mahanama, the stream-winner is 
(declared) one not doomed to the Downfall, assured, bound 
for enlightenment.

But as far as you know, Mahanama, blessed with how many 
things is a stream-winner (declared) . . . bound for enlighten
ment V

‘ For my part, Godha, I know2 that he is blessed with four 
things . . .

Herein, Godha, the Ariyan disciple is blessed with unwaver
ing loyalty to the Buddha, the Norm and the Order, and he 
is also blessed with the virtues dear to the Ariyans, virtues 
unbroken . . . that conduce to concentration of mind. 
These are the four things, Godha, blessed with which I know 
that a stream-winner . . .  is bound for enlightenment.'

‘ Wait a bit, Mahanama! Wait a bit, Mahanama! The 
Exalted One will know about this, whether one is blessed 
with these four things or not. Let us go to see the Exalted 
One and ask him about it.’

So Mahanama and Godha the Sakyans went to see the 
Exalted One . . . and sat down at one side. Then Ma
hanama the Sakyan said this to the Exalted One: (and he 
repeated the whole of the previous conversation). . . .

1 The Godhan is not met with elsewhere, but a woman of this family 
(Sakiyani-G.) appears* at text, 396. Cf. Brethren, 315 n.

2 Mahanama, as stated at text, 327, was himself a stream-winner.



e Now suppose, lord, some question of doctrine arises,1 and 
on one side is the Exalted One and on the other side is the 
Order of monks, I myself should be on the side of the Exalted 
One. Let my lord the Exalted One accept this (as proof of) 
my loyalty to him.2

Again suppose, lord, some question of doctrine arises, and 
on one side is the Exalted One, and on the other side is the 
Order of monks, together with the Order of nuns,— I myself 
should be on the Exalted One’s side. So again, lord, if on 
the one side were the Exalted one, on the other side the Order, 
both of monks and nuns, together with the male lay*followers, 
— I myself should side with the Exalted One . . .  or if again 
on the other side were the Order, both of monks and nuns, 
and the lay-followers, both male and female . . .  if added 
to these were the whole world, with its Devas, its Maras and 
its Brahmas, its host of recluses and brahmins, both of devas 
and mankind,—still, lord, I should side with the Exalted One 
Let my lord the Exalted One accept this (as proof of) my 
loyalty to him.’

(Then, said the Exalted One, turning to Godha):
£ What say you, Godha, in reply to Mahanama who holds 

such a view V
6 Lord, of Mahanama, who holds such a view,31 have naught 

to say save what is lovely and good.’4

(iv) SaraJcam or Saranani (a).

Kapilavatthu was the occasion . . .
Now at that time Sarakani the Sakyan, who had made an 

end, was proclaimed by the Exalted One a stream-winner, 
not doomed to the Downfall, assured, one bound for en
lightenment.

Thereupon a number of Sakyans, whenever they met
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together in company, were consumed with indignation, and 
spoke angrily and scornfully1 about him thus:

* A strange thing indeed! A wonder indeed! Nowadays- 
anyone may become a stream-winner,2 inasmuch as Sarakani 
the Sakyan, who has died, is proclaimed by the Exalted 
One a stream-winner . . . one bound for enlightenment. 
Why ! Sarakani the Sakyan failed in the training and took to 
drink !5

Now Mahanama the Sakyan went to see the Exalted One, and 
on coming to him saluted him and sat down at one side. As he 
thus sat Mahanama the Sakyan said this to the Exalted One: 

'Here, lord, Sarakani the Sakyan, who has died, was 
proclaimed a stream-winner . . .  by the Exalted One. There- 
upon a number of Sakyans, whenever they meet together 
in company, are consumed with indignation: they speak 
angrily and scornfully about him, thus: “ A strange thing 
indeed! . . . Why Sarakani the Sakyan failed in the training 
and took to drink!” ’

‘ Mahanama, a lay-disciple who has for a long time taken 
refuge in the Buddha, the Norm and the Order,—how could 
such an one go to the Downfall ? He who would rightly apply 
the words “ A lay-disciple who has gone for refuge to the 
Buddha, the Norm and the Order ” might rightly apply them 
to Sarakani the Sakyan. Mahanama, Sarakani the Sakyan 
is one who did so. How could such an one go to the Downfall ?

Now herein, Mahanama, take the case of a man who is 
blessed with unwavering loyalty to the Buddha, thus: He it 
is, the Exalted One . . .  teacher of devas and mankind . . .  He 
is blessed with unwavering loyalty to the Norm . . . and to 
the Order. Moreover he is one who is joyous and swift in 
wisdom,3 one who has won release. Now by the destruction

1 Ujjhdyanti, khiyanti, vipacenti. Ujjhayanti ti= avajjhayanti, Id- 
makato cmtenti; khiyanti ti—kathenti, pakdsenti (‘point at ’ ; not m 
Pali Diet. in this meaning). See examples in Childers and 8. i, 232, 
on which I quote Corny. Vipacenti ti~tattha tattha kathenti, vittharenti.

2 Ettha ddni ko na bhavissati.
3 For hdsupanna txnd javana-panna, cf. K.8. i, 88 n.; M. iii, 25; JA .

iv, 136; infra, text, 412.



of the asavas, in this very life, by his own understanding 
he has realized the heart’s release, the release by insight, 
and having attained it dwells therein. Such an one, 
Mahanama, is fully released from hell, from rebirth in the 
womb of an animal’s womb, from the realm of ghosts, he is 
fully released from the Waste, the Woeful Way, from the 
Downfall.

But suppose again in this connexion, Mahanama, a certain 
one who is blessed with unwavering loyalty to the Buddha, 
to the Norm and to the Order. He is joyous and swift in 
wisdom, but he has not won release. Yet by destroying the 
five fetters of the lower sort he is spontaneously born (in 
the Pure Abodes), destined there to pass away, not to return 
hither from thence. This one too, Mahanama, is fully released 
from . . . the Downfall.

Again in this connexion, Mahanama, suppose one who is 
blessed with unwavering loyalty to the Buddha, to the Norm 
and to the Order, but he is not joyous and swift in wisdom, 
he has net won release. Yet by destroying three fetters and 
weakening lust, hatred and delusion he is a Once-returner. 
Once more he comes back to this world and makes an end of 
111. He too, Mahanama, is fully released from the Waste . . . 
from the Downfall.

Again, Mahanama, suppose a certain man blessed with un
wavering loyalty to the Buddha, to the Norm and to the Order: 
but he is neither joyous and swift in wisdom, nor has he won 
release: but by destroying three fetters he is a Stream-winner, 
he is not doomed to the Downfall, he is assured, bound for 
enlightenment. This man, Mahanama, is fully released from 
Hell, from rebirth in an animal’s womb, from the Waste, from 
the Woeful Way, from the Downfall.

Again, Mahanama, suppose a certain one who is not even 
blessed with unwavering loyalty to the Buddha, to the Norm 
and to the Order. He is not joyous and swift in wisdom, 
he has not won release. But maybe he has these things, 
—the controlling factor of faith, that of energy, mindfulness, 
concentration and the controlling faculty of insight: and 
the things proclaimed by the Tathagata are moderately
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approved1 by him by insight. Even this man, Mahanama, 
is one who goes not to Hell, goes not to the womb of an 
animal, goes not to the realm of ghosts, he goes not to the 
Waste, the Woeful Way, to the Downfall.

Once more in this matter, Mahanama, suppose a certain one 
who has (none of the first named possessions, but he has) just 
these things,—the controlling faculty of faith . . . and that of 
insight: yet if he have merely faith, merely affection for the 
Tathagata,2 he is one who goes not to H ell. . . goes not to the 
Downfall.

Why, Mahanama, if these great sal trees here3 could know 
what is spoken well and what is spoken ill, I would proclaim 
even these great trees to be Stream-winners . . . bound for 
enlightenment. Much more then4 do I proclaim Sarakani 
the Sakyan to be one. Mahanama, Sarakani the Sakyan 
fulfilled the (threefold) training at his death/5

(v) Sarakani or Sarakani (6).

Kapilavatthu was the occasion . . .
Now on that occasion Sarakani the Sakyan, who haci made 

an end, was proclaimed a Stream-winner . . . bound for en
lightenment.

Thereupon a number of Sakyans, whenever they met together 
in company, were consumed with indignation, and spoke 
angrily and scornfully about him saying: ‘ A  strange thing 
indeed! A wonder indeed! Nowadays anyone may be
come a Stream-winner, inasmuch as Sarakani the Sakyan . . . 
is so proclaimed by the Exalted One. Why, Sarakani was one 
who failed to complete the trainingV

1 Mattaso nijjhanay Ichamanti. Cf. K.S. iii, 177 n.9 where Corny. 
says pamanaso obkanarj Ichamanti; but here says, pamanena ca ol. kh• 
Imind dhammanusdri-maggattha-puggalar) dasseti. Mattaso, abl. of
matta. 2 Cf. Majjhima i, 142.

3 ‘ Here he pointed to four great sal trees standing near.9 Corny.
4 Kimangapana. Cf. S. iii, 268; M P. 27.
5 Sikkkar) samadiyi— tisu, siklchasu paripurakdn ahosi. Corny.

(The three are adhisifiz, adhidtta, adhipannd, c the higher morals, mind
and wisdom c/. K .S. iii, 69; A. i. 231 ff.)



Now Mahanama the Sakyan went to see the Exalted One 
. . . and said this:

‘ Here, lord, Sarakani the Sakyan, who has made an end, was 
proclaimed a Stream-winner by the Exalted One . . (and he
repeated the abuse of the others as in previous Sutta). . . .

4 Mahanama, a lay-disciple who has for long taken refuge 
in the Buddha, the Norm and the Order,— how could such an t 
one go to the Downfall ?

He who would rightly use the words "  a lay-disciple who 
has for long gone to refuge in the Buddha, the Norm and the 
Order 55 would rightly apply them to Sarakani the Sakyan. 
Mahanama, Sarakani the Sakyan is one who did so. How 
could such an one go to the Downfall ?

Now herein, Mahanama, take the case of a certain one who 
has reached absolute loyalty to the Buddha . . . the Norm . . . 
the Order. Such an one is fully released from the Waste, the 
Woeful Way, from the Downfall.

Again, Mahanama, take the case of a certain one who has 
reached absolute loyalty to the Buddha, the Norm and the 
Order. He is joyous and swift in wisdom and has won release. 
By destroying the five fetters of the lower sort he wins release 
midway1 or by reduction of his time, or else with little trouble, 
or else with some trouble, or he is one who goes up stream and 
goes to the Pure Abodes. Such an one, Mahanama, is fully 
released from the Waste, the Woeful Way, from the Downfall.

Again, Mahanama, in this connexion take the case of a certain 
one who has reached absolute loyalty to the Buddha, the Norm 
and the Order: but he is not joyous and swift in wisdom, he 
has not won release. Yet by destroying three fetters and by 
weakening lust, hatred and delusion he is a Once-returner. 
He comes back once more to this world and makes an end of 
111. This one also, Mahanama, is fully released from the Waste, 
the Woeful W ay, the Downfall.

Again in this connexion, Mahanama, a certain one has reached 
absolute loyalty to the Buddha, the Norm and the Order: but 
he is neither joyous and swift in wisdom, nor has he
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won release. Yet by destroying three fetters he is a Stream- 
winner . . . bound for enlightenment. This one also, Maha
nama, is fully released . . .  from the Downfall.

Herein again, Mahanama, take the case of one who has not 
reached absolute loyalty to the Buddha, the Norm and the 
Order. He is neither joyous and swift in wisdom, nor has he 
won release: but he is blessed with the controlling faculty of 
faith, energy, mindfulness, concentration and insight. Also 
the things proclaimed by the Tathagata are moderately 
approved by him with insight. Even this one, Mahanama, is 
one who goes n o t . . .  to the Downfall.

Once again, Mahanama, take the case of a certain one who 
has neither reached absolute loyalty to the Buddha, the Norm 
and the Order, nor is joyous and swift in wisdom, nor has won 
release: but he has just these conditions, the faculty of faith 
. . .  and insight: moreover he has merely faith in, merely affec
tion for the Tathagata. He also, Mahanama, is one who goes 
not to the Downfall.

Suppose now, Mahanama, a bad field,1 a bad piece of land, 
not yet stubbed, and the seeds (to be sown) are broken, gotten, 
spoiled2 by wind and heat; incapable of sprouting,3 badly 
planted,4 and the sky-god supplies no suitable rain.5 Would 
those seeds come to growth, increase, abundance V

* Surely not, lord.9
e Just so, Mahanama, in this connexion, when the Norm is 

wrongly preached, ill expounded, leads to no profit, does not 
conduce to tranquillity, and is not expounded by a Fully 
Enlightened One, I declare it like unto a bad field. The 
disciple who lives according to that Norm and walks m accord
ance therewith, who walks obedient thereto, who practises 
its precepts,—such I declare to be like that bad seed.

But suppose, Mahanama, a good field, a good piece of land,

1 Cf. the simile at S . iii, 54 (K.S. ni, 46).
2 Text has -hatam, for hatani.
3 I read saradani for text’s sarani, according to Sinh. MSS. [as at 

S. ii, loc. c i where see note].
4 Corny. ‘ ill and irregularly set and wrongly cultivated.’
5 Sammadharar), not as in Diet., a ‘ heavy ’ shower.



well stubbed, and the seeds sown therein are unbroken, not 
rotten, unspoiled by wind and heat, capable of sprouting, 
happily planted, and the sky-god supplies a constant ram,— 
would those seeds come to growth, increase, abundance ?'

4 Surely they would, lord.’
£ Well, just so, Mahanama, here the Norm is rightly preached, 

well expounded, it leads to profit, it conduces to tranquillity, 
it is expounded by a Fully Enlightened One. I declare it to be 
like unto a good field. The disciple ‘who lives according to this 
Norm, who walks in accordance therewith, who walks obedient 
thereto, who practises its precepts,—such I declare to be the 
good seed. Much more then do I declare that Sarakani the 
Sakyan is such an one, Mahanama, Sarakani the Sakyan at 
the time of his death was one who fulfilled the training to 
perfection.5

(vi) Immoral or Anathapindika (a).
Savatthi was the occasion . . .
Now at that time the housefather Anathapindika was sick, 

afflicted, suffering from a sore disease.
Then the housefather Anathapindika called to a certain man, 

saying: e Come hither, good fellow ! Go you to the venerable 
Sariputta, and on coming to him worship in my name with 
your head at the feet of the venerable Sariputta and say: 
44 Sir, the housefather Anathapindika is sick, afflicted, suffer
ing from a sore disease.’ 5 Then say: 44 It were well, sir, if the 
venerable Sariputta would come to the house of the housefather 
Anathapindika, out of compassion for him.55 5

4 Very well, master,5 replied that man (and did as he was 
bidden). . . . Seated at one side he said this to the venerable 
Sariputta :

4 Sir, the housefather Anathapindika is sick . . .  he says it 
were well if the venerable Sariputta would come to his house, 
out of compassion for him.5

And the venerable Sariputta consented by silence.
So the venerable Sariputta, robing himself m the forenoon 

and taking bowl and outer robe, set off for the dwelling of 
the housefather Anathapindika, with the venerable Ananda 
following behind, and on reaching it sat down on a seat made
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ready. Having sat down he said this to the housefather 
Anathapindika:

‘ Well, housefather! Are you bearing up ? Are you en
during ? Do your pains abate and not increase ? Is there 
any sign of their abating and not increasing ? ’

‘ No. sir, I am not enduring. I am not bearing up. Strong 
pains come upon me. They do not abate. There is no sign 
of their abating but of their increasing.5

c Well, housefather ! You have no such disloyalty to the 
Buddha as the uneducated manyfolk possess, who on the break 
up of body, after death are reborn in the Waste, the Woeful 
Way, the Downfall, in Hell, but you have unwavering loyalty 
to the Buddha, thus: He it is, the Exalted One, Arahant . . . 
Teacher of Devas and mankind, a Buddha, an Exalted One. 
If you were to bethink you of your unwavering loyalty to the 
Buddha, in a moment1 your pains would be allayed.

Housefather, you have no such disloyalty to the Norm as 
the uneducated manyfolk possess, who . . . after death . . . 
are reborn . . .  in Hell. But you have unwavering loyalty 
to the Norm, thus: Well proclaimed by the Exalted One is the 
Norm . . .  to be understood by the wise, each for himself. 
If you were to bethink you of your unwavering loyalty to the 
Norm, in a moment your pains would be allayed.

Housefather, you have no such disloyalty to the Order as 
the uneducated manyfolk possess, who after death . . . are 
reborn . . .  in Hell. But you have unwavering loyalty to the 
Order, thus: Walking uprightly is the Exalted One’s Order 
of Disciples . . .  a field of merit unsurpassed for the world. If 
you were to bethink you of your unwavering loyalty to the 
Order, in a moment your pains would be allayed.

You, housefather, are not possessed of immorality such as the 
uneducated manyfolk possess, who . . . after death are reborn 
. . .  in Hell. But in you are the virtues dear to the Ariyans, 
virtues unbroken . . .  which conduce to concentration of mind. 
If you were to bethink you of those virtues which are in you, 
in a moment your pains would be allayed.

1 Tha7Mso=Tchanen' eva. Corny.



You, housefather, have not wrong view . . . wrong aim . . . 
wrong speech . . . wrong action . . . wrong way of living . . . 
wrong effort . . . wrong mindfulness . . . wrong concentration, 
such as are possessed by the uneducated manyfolk, who after 
death when body breaks up are reborn in Hell: but you have 
right view . . . right concentration, housefather. If you were 
to bethink you of your right view. . . your right concentration, 
in a moment your pains would be allayed.

Housefather, you have not wrong knowledge, wrong release, 
such as are possessed by the uneducated manyfolk, who are . . .  
reborn in Hell: but you have right knowledge, right release. 
If you were to bethink you of your right knowledge, your right 
release, in a moment your pains would be allayed.5

Thereat in a moment the pains of the housefather Anatha
pindika were allayed.

So the housefather Anathapindika served the venerable 
Sariputta and Ananda [with a meal] from his own cooking-pot.

And when the venerable Sariputta had eaten his fill and 
withdrawn his hand from his bowl, the housefather Anatha
pindika went to him, took a low seat and sat down at one side. 
As he thus sat, the venerable Sariputta thanked the house
father Anathapindika with these verses i1

Whoso hath faith in the Tathagata 
Unwavering and fixed, whose life is good,
Praised by the Ariyans and dear to them;
Whoso is likewise loyal to the Order,
And looks straight forth— tf he is not poor 9 they say, 
c Not lived in vain the life of such a man.5 
Wherefore the wise should cultivate (these three)
Faith, virtue and clear-seeing of the Norm,
Bearing the Buddha’s message in his mind.

Now when the venerable Sariputta had thanked the house
father Anathapinclika with these verses, he rose up from his 
seat and went away.

Then the venerable Ananda went to see the Exalted One,
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and on coming to him saluted him and sat down at one 
side. So seated, the Exalted One said this to the venerable 
Ananda :

f Why, Ananda, how is it that you come here at this 
hour V1

6 Lord, the venerable Sariputta has been admonishing the 
housefather Anathapindika (and he related the incident)2 in 
such and such a way: . . .’

‘ Sariputta is a sage, Ananda. Sariputta is of great 
wisdom, Ananda, as indeed he must be who can divide up 
the four limbs of stream-winning in ten ways.’3

(vii) Immoral or Anathapindika (6).
Savatthi was the occasion . . .
(The same as before with Ananda as admonisher, down to):
. . There is no sign of their abating.’
c Housefather, terror and trembling and fear of death, as 

to what may be hereafter,—these come upon the uneducated 
manyfolk who have four qualities. What four ?

Herein, housefather, the uneducated manyfolk have dis
loyalty. When they bethink them of their disloyalty to the 
Buddha, terror and trembling and fear of death, as to what 
may be hereafter, come upon them.

Again, housefather, the uneducated manyfolk have dis
loyalty to the Norm . . .  to the Order. They have im
morality, and when they bethink them of these things, terror 
and trembling and fear of death, as to what may be hereafter, 
come upon them. These, housefather, are the four things, 
possessed of which, terror and trembling . . . come upon the 
uneducated manyfolk.

But, housefather, the educated Ariyan disciple, possessing 
four qualities, has no such terror and trembling and fear of 
death, as to what may be hereafter.

1 Divadivassa. It would now be about midday. But visits were 
to be made m the afternoon. Cf. however Jat. No. 151.

2 Presumably, for text omits to repeat them in full, which is rare.
8 Das’ akarehi Hepe the four limbs are supported by the ten points 

(the eightfold way, with knowledge and release).



Herein, housefather, the educated Ariyan disciple is blessed 
with unwavering loyalty to the Buddha . . .  to the Norm 
and to the Order. He is blessed with the virtues dear to the 
Ariyans, virtues unbroken . . . which conduce to concen
tration of mind. When he bethinks him of these virtues dear 
to the Ariyans which he is blessed with, no terror, no trembling, 
no fear of death, as to what may be hereafter, comes upon him. 
These are his four possessions, housefather.5

‘ I am not afraid, master Ananda ! How could I be afraid ? 
I have unwavering loyalty to the Buddha, the Norm and the 
Order. Moreover, master Ananda, as to those obligations 
binding on a housefather,1 pointed out by the Exalted One, 
I see not a single one of them which is broken in me.5

4 Well for you, housefather ! Well gotten by you ! You 
have declared the fruits of stream-winning, housefather.5

(viii) Guilty dread or Anathapindika (c).
Savatthi was the occasion ♦ . .
Then the housefather Anathapindika went to see the Ex

alted One, and on coming to him saluted him and sat down at 
one side. As he thus sat, the Exalted One said this to the 
housefather Anathapindika:

4 Housefather, when the fivefold guilty dread2 is allayed in 
the Ariyan disciple and he is possessed of the four limbs of 
stream-winning, and has well seen and well penetrated the 
Ariyan Method3 by insight, he, if he so desire, may himself 
proclaim thus of himself: “  I am one who has cut off the doom 
of Hell, of rebirth in an animal’s womb, in the Realm of Ghosts; 
cut off is the Waste, the Woeful Way, the Downfall; a Stream- 
winner am I, one not doomed to the Downfall, assured, bound 
for enlightenment P5 Now, housefather, what is the fivefold 
guilty dread that is allayed m him ?

It is that guilty dread, housefather, which he who kills begets 
in this very life, as a result of his killing: it is that guilty dread
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about the future life, which he who kills begets: that feeling 
of painful dejection felt by him, that guilty dread, is allayed 
in him who abstains from killing.

That same guilty dread, housefather, both *as a result of 
stealing, of wrong practice in sensual lust, of falsehood,—that 
same guilty dread begotten in this very life by one who is 
addicted to the negligence caused by liquor and intoxicants 
and resulting from such practice,—that guilty dread about 
the future life, that feeling of painful dejection felt by him,—  
that guilty dread is allayed in him who abstains from the 
negligence caused by liquor and intoxicants.

This, housefather, is the guilty dread that is allayed in him.
And with what four limbs of stream-winning is he blessed ?
Herein, housefather, the Ariyan disciple is blessed with 

unwavering loyalty to the Buddha, the Norm and the Order, 
and he has the virtues dear to the Ariyans, virtues unbroken 
. . . which conduce to concentration of mind. These are the 
four limbs of stream-winning with which he is blessed.

And what, housefather, is the Ariyan Method which he has 
well seen and well penetrated by insight ?

Herein, housefather, the Ariyan disciple well and thoroughly 
attends to the arising-by-way-of-cause, thus: This being, that 
is. By the arising of this, that arises. This not being, that is 
not. By the ceasing of this, that ceases. Thus conditioned 
by ignorance, activities come to pass.1 (Conditioned by the 
activities, consciousness: conditioned by consciousness, name- 
and-shape: conditioned by name-and-shape, sense: conditioned 
by sense, contact: conditioned by contact, feeling: conditioned 
by feeling, craving: conditioned by craving, grasping: con
ditioned by grasping, becoming: conditioned by becoming, 
birth: conditioned by birth, old age and death, grief, lamen
tation, suffering, sorrow and despair come to pass.) Such is 
the arising of this whole mass of 111.

But from the utter fading and ceasing of ignorance comes 
the ceasing of activities: (from ceasing of activities, ceasing of 
consciousness: from ceasing of consciousness, ceasing of name-



and-shape: from ceasing of name-and-shape, ceasing of sense: 
from ceasing of sense, ceasing of contact: from ceasing of 
contact, ceasing of feeling: from ceasing of feeling, ceasing of 
craving: from ceasing of craving, ceasing of grasping: from 
ceasing of grasping, ceasing of becoming: from ceasing of 
becoming, ceasing of birth: from ceasing of birth, ceasing of 
old age and death, grief, lamentation, suffering, sorrow and 
despair cease). Such is the ceasing of this whole mass of 111.

This is the Ariyan Method which he has well seen and well 
penetrated.

Now, housefather, since in the Ariyan disciple this five
fold guilty dread is allayed, since he is blessed with these 
four limbs of stream-winning, and has well seen and 
well penetrated this Ariyan Method, he, if he so desire, may 
himself proclaim of himself thus: k 41 am one who has cut off the 
doom of Hell, of rebirth in the womb of an animal, in the Realm 
of Ghosts, the Waste, the Woeful Way, the Downfall. Stream- 
winner am I, not doomed to the Downfall, assured, bound for 
enlightenment!”  ’

(ix) Fear or The Monk.
Savatthi was the occasion . . .
Then a number of monks came to see the Exalted One, and 

on coming to him saluted him and sat down at one side. So 
seated the Exalted one said this to those monks:

(The whole as before.)

(x) Licchavl or Nandaka.
On a certain occasion the Exalted One was staying at Yesall, 

in Great Grove, at the House of the Peaked Gable.
Then Nandaka, minister of the Licchavi, came to see the 

Exalted One, and on coming to him saluted him and sat down 
at one side. As he thus sat, the Exalted One said this to 
Nandaka:

4 Nandaka, possessed of four things the Ariyan disciple is a 
Stream-winner, not doomed to the Downfall, assured, bound 
for enlightenment. What are the four %

Herein, Nandaka, the Ariyan disciple is blessed with 
unwavernig loyalty to the Buddha, the Norm and the Order,
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and with, the virtues dear to the Ariyans, virtues unbroken 
. . . which conduce to concentration of mind.

Blessed with these four things the Ariyan disciple is also 
blessed with long life, both heavenly and human, blessed 
with beauty, blessed with happiness, blessed with good name, 
and blessed with sovereignty, both heavenly and human.1 
This, Nandaka, I know, not from hearsay of any recluse or 
brahmin, but I have ascertained it for myself, seen it for 
myself, understood it for myself, and so do I tell it you.’

Just then someone came up to Nandaka, the minister of the 
Licchavi, and said to him:

e It is time for your bath, my lord.5
eEnough of that, good fellow!5 said Nandaka. eEnough 

of this outward washing! This inner washing shall be enough 
for me, to wit: this loyalty to the Exalted One.5

CHAPTER IV.—FLOOD OF MERIT

(i) Mood'2 (a).
Savatthi was the occasion . . . The Exalted One said:
4 Monks, there are these four floods of merit, floods of good 

things, that bring happiness. What are the four ?
Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple has unwavering loyalty 

to the Buddha . . . This is the first flood of merit, of good 
things, bringing happiness.

Again, monks, he has unwavering loyalty to the Norm. . . . 
This is the second flood of merit, of good things, bringing 
happiness

Again, monks, he has unwavering loyalty to the Order. . . . 
This is the third.

Lastly, monks, the Ariyan disciple possesses the virtues 
dear to the Ariyans, virtues unbroken . . . which conduce 
to concentration of mind. This is the fourth flood.

1 Cf. Dhp, 109 (ayu9 vanna, sukhar), balay). Here and at S. iv, 
275, we should read Adhipateyya for adhi-.

2 Abhisanda. Cf. A. ii, 54. Corny. punna-nadiyo.



These, monks, are the four floods of merit, floods of good 
things, that bring happiness.

(ii) Flood (b).

Monks, there are these four floods of merit . . .  (as before 
for the three).

Then again, monks, the Ariyan disciple lives at home with 
heart free from the taint of stinginess.1 He is open-handed, 
pure-handed, delighting in self-surrender, one to ask a favour 
of, delighting to share charitable gifts. This, monks, is the 
fourth flood of merit. . . . These are the four floods of 
merit . . . that bring happiness.

(iii) Flood (c).

Monks, there are these four floods of merit . . .  (as before 
for the three).

Then again he is a sage, possessed of insight into the rise and 
fall of things, insight which is Ariyan, penetrating, going on 
to the utter destruction of 1112 This is the fourth flood of 
merit . \ . and these are the four floods of merit, floods of 
good things, that bring happiness.5

(iv) The path to the Devas (a).

Savatthi was the occasion . . . The Exalted One said:
4 Monks, there are these four deva-paths to the Devas,3 for 

the purification of impure beings, for the cleansing of foul 
beings. What four ?

Herein the Ariyan disciple has unwavering loyalty to the 
Buddha. . . . That is the first path.

Then he has unwavering loyalty to the Norm. . . . That 
is the second path. Also he has unwavering loyalty to the 
Order. That is the third path. Moreover he is blessed with

1 Cf. text, 351. 2 Cf. text, 197.
3 Devapadar) (explained in next Sutta), either 4 path to heaven5 or

‘ path trodden by heaven-far era.’ Here Corny, devdnmj nanena, deve 
vd ndnena ahlcantapaddni, adding 4 persons who have these four fruits
are reborn as devatd.’
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the virtues dear to the Ariyans . . . that is the fourth deva- 
path to the Devas, for the purification of impure beings, for 
the cleansing of foul beings.

(v) The path to the Devas (b).
(As before.) . . .  He has unwavering loyalty to the 

Buddha. . . .
(vi) Joined the company.1

Monks, the devas are glad to talk to one who is blessed with 
four things. What four ?

Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple is blessed with un
wavering loyalty to the Buddha . . . the Norm . . . the 
Order. Now those devas2 who, being likewise blessed with 
unwavering loyalty, have deceased here and risen up there, 
think thus: The Ariyan disciple is blessed with just the same 
unwavering loyalty to the Buddha as ourselves, who deceased 
there and rose up here. So they say to him: “ Come hither into 
the company of the devas.”

And it is the same with regard to unwavering loyalty to the 
Norm and to the Order.

Then one is blessed with the virtues dear to the Ariyans, 
virtues unbroken . . . that conduce to concentration of 
mind. Those devas who also are so blessed, who have deceased 
here and risen up there, think thus: The Ariyan disciple is 
blessed with the same virtues dear to the Ariyans as our
selves, who have deceased there and risen up here. And they 
say to him: “ Come hither into the company of the devas.”

‘ Monks, the devas are glad to talk to one who is blessed with 
these four things.’

(vii) Mahanama.
On a certain occasion the Exalted One was staying near 

Kapilavatthu in Banyan Park.
Now Mahanama the Sakyan went to see the Exalted One 

. . . and said this:
‘ Pray, lord, how far is one a disciple V

1 Sabhdgatar) (like parisa-g&to, and explebo numerum of Virgil, Aen. 
vi, 545; and deva-n&garar) or deva-purarj or sagga-padar) puresi).

2 Devata, here one who has died and gone to Devaloka.



‘ By going for refuge to the Buddha, Mahanama, to the 
Norm and to the Order, one is a disciple.’

6 But, lord, how far is a disciple virtuous ? 5 
* From the time when a disciple abstains from killing, from 

stealing, from wrong conduct in sensual lusts, from falsehood 
and from addiction to the neglect caused by intoxicants,—  
thus far, Mahanama, a disciple is virtuous/

‘ But, lord, how far is a disciple a believer %9 
c Herein, Mahanama, a disciple believes in the wisdom of 

the Tathagata, thus: He it is, the Exalted One . . . teacher 
of Devas and mankind, a Buddha, an Exalted One. Thus 
far, Mahanama, a disciple is a believer.5

4 But, lord, how far is a disciple given to generosity ?5 
‘ Herein, Mahanama, a disciple dwells at home with a heart 

freed from the taint of stinginess. He is open-handed, pure
handed, delighting in self-surrender, one to ask a favour of, 
one who rejoices in the dispensing of charitable gifts. Thus 
far, Mahanama, a disciple is given to generosity/

c Pray, lord, how far is a disciple blessed with insight V 
6 Herein, Mahanama, a disciple is a sage, blessed with in

sight into the rise and fall of things, insight which is Ariyan, 
penetrating, going on to the utter destruction of 111. Thus 
far, Mahanama, a disciple is possessed of insight/

(viii) Raining.
Just as, monks, when on the mountain-top the sky-god 

rains down big drops, that water flows down and in its course 
floods the mountam-gullies, clefts and spurs, and, flooding 
these, fills up the little pools: then the big pools, filling, flood 
the great lakes: the great lakes, filling, flood the rivulets: 
the rivulets, filling, flood the great rivers: the great rivers, 
being flooded, fill up the mighty ocean,— even so in the Ariyan 
disciple who has unwavering loyalty to the Buddha, the Norm 
and the Order, and has the virtues dear to the Ariyans, these 
conditions flow onwards and reach the further shore and lead 
to the destruction of the asavas.1
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(ix) Kali.
On a certain occasion the Exalted One was staying near 

Kapilavatthu, in Banyan Park.
Now the Exalted One, robing himself in the forenoon and 

taking bowl and outer robe, started off to the house of Kali- 
godha,1 the Sakyan lady, and on arriving sat down on a seat 
made ready. Then Kajigodha, the Sakyan lady, came to 
the Exalted One and saluting him sat down at one side. As 
she thus sat the Exalted One said this to her:

e Godha, the Ariyan woman disciple who is blessed with 
four things is a Stream-winner, one not doomed to the Down
fall, one assured, one bound for enlightenment. What are 
the four ?

Herein, Godha, the Ariyan woman disciple has unwavering 
loyalty to the Buddha, the Norm and the Order. She dwells 
at home with heart free from the taint of stinginess. She is 
open-handed, pure-handed, delighting in self-surrender, one 
to ask a favour of, one who delights in dispensing charitable 
gifts. Blessed with these four things, Godha, the Ariyan 
woman disciple is a Stream-winner.5

‘ Lord, as to these four limbs of stream-winning declared 
by the Exalted One, all of them are to be seen in me, and I 
do live according to those things. I do have unwavering 
loyalty to the Buddha, to the Norm and to the Order. More
over, whatsoever gifts of charity are to be made in the family, 
they are shared fully and impartially by the virtuous and 
good.5

‘ That is a gain for you, Godha ! It is a thing well gotten 
for you, Godha! You have declared the fruits of stream- 
winning, Godha!’

(x) Nandiya.
On a certain occasion the Exalted One was staying near 

Kapilavatthu, in Banyan Park.
Then Nandiya the Sakyan went to see the Exalted One, and 

on coming to him . * . said this:
* Pray, lord, if an Ariyan disciple is in every way, altogether,

-  ■;

1 For this family, cf. text, 371; Brethren, p. 315 n.



in every respect and utterly, without the four limbs of stream- 
winning, can he in such case be called £< An Ariyan disciple 
who lives remiss ”  V

c Of such an one, Nandiya, who . . . utterly lacks the four 
limbs of stream-winning, I declare him to be one who stands 
without, in the ranks of the manyfolk.

Moreover, Nandiya, I will tell you how the Ariyan disciple 
is one who lives remiss and one who lives in earnest. Do 
you listen. Apply your mind and I will speak.5

61 will, lord,’ replied Nandiya the Sakyan to the Exalted 
One. The Exalted One said: 

c And how, Nandiya, is the Ariyan disciple one who dwells 
remiss ?

Herein, Nandiya, the Ariyan disciple is blessed with 
unwavering loyalty to the Buddha. He is content with 
that unwavering loyalty to the Buddha, but he makes no 
further effort, either to get seclusion by day or meditation 
by night. As he thus dwells remiss he has no delight. Without 
delight m a thing there is no zest. Zest lacking, there is no 
calm. "Without calm one dwells in discomfort. In him who 
dwells in discomfort the mind is not tranquillized. In the 
mind that is not tranquillized the teachings do not show 
clear.1 Owing to the teachings being obscure to him he is 
reckoned one who dwells remiss.

Again, Nandiya, suppose the Ariyan disciple is blessed with 
unwavering loyalty to the Norm . . .  to the Order . . . and 
is blessed with the virtues dear to the Ariyans, virtues 
unbroken . . . which conduce to concentration of mind. 
He is quite content with those virtues dear to the Ariyans, 
but makes no further effort, either for seclusion by day or 
meditation by night. As he thus dwells remiss he has no 
delight. Delight lacking, there is no zest. No zest, no calm. 
If there be no calm, one lives m discomfort. In him who 
bo  lives, the mind is not tranquillized. To the mind not 
tranquillized the teachings do not show clear. Owing to the 
teachings being obscure he is one who dwells remiss.
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And how, Nandiya, does the Ariyan disciple dwell in 
earnest ?

Herein, Nandiya, the Ariyan disciple is blessed with un
wavering loyalty to the Buddha, the Norm and the Order; 
but he is not content with that unwavering loyalty: he makes 
a further effort to get seclusion by day and meditation by night. 
As he thus dwells m earnest, delight springs up. In him that 
is delighted, zest is born. The body of the zestful man is 
tranquillized. One whose body is tranquil lives at ease. 
In him who lives at ease the mind is concentrated. To the 
concentrated mind the teachings show clear. Owing to the 
teachings being clear he is reckoned one who dwells in earnest.

Moreover, Nandiya, the Ariyan disciple who is blessed 
with . . . the virtues dear to the Ariyans . . .  is not content 
with those virtues, but makes a further effort to get seclusion 
by day and meditation by night. As he thus dwells m earnest, 
delight springs up in him . . . because the teachings are 
clear to him he is reckoned one who dwells m earnest. ’

CHAPTER V.—FLOOD OF MERIT, WITH VERSES

(i) Flood or Capacious1 (a).

‘ Monks, there are these four floods of merit, floods of good 
things, that bring happiness. What are the four ?

Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple is blessed with un
wavering loyalty to the Buddha. That is the first flood of 
merit.

Then he is blessed with unwavering loyalty to the Norm 
. . . to the Order. These are the second and third floods of 
merit.

Then he is blessed with the virtues dear to the Ariyans. . . . 
That is the fourth flood of merit, of good things, that brings 
happiness. These are the four floods.

1 Sayhaha (sub-titie of this Sutta, but not in udddna) seems to mean 
capax. Sayha is gerund of sahati. See stanzas below and text, 391.



Now it is no easy thing to reckon up the measure of merit 
that accrues to the Ariyan disciple who is blessed with these 
four floods of merit, these four floods of good things, that bring 
happiness. One cannot say they are thus and thus in quantity. 
Nay, they are only to be described m terms like “  incalculable, 
boundless.”

Just as, monks, it is no easy thing to reckon the water in 
the mighty ocean thus: There are so many gallons of water, 
so many hundred, so many thousand, so many hundreds 
of thousand gallons of water in it. Nay, one can only say of 
i t : “  It is a mighty mass of water, incalculable and boundless.”  
Just so, monks, it is no easy thing to reckon up the measure 
of merit that accrues to the Ariyan disciple who is blessed 
with these four floods of merit, these four floods of good 
things, that bring happiness. One cannot say they are thus 
and thus. Nay, they are only to be described in terms like 
“  incalculable, boundless.”  ’ Thus spake the Exalted One:

The mighty sea, unmeasured mighty lake,
The fearsome home of multitudes of pearls,—

" As rivers, serving countless hosts of men,
Flow widely forth and to that ocean com e:
Just so on him that giveth food, drink, clothes,
Who bed and seat and coverlet provides,
Torrents of merit flood that mortal wise,
As rivers, bearing water, reach the Main.1

(ii) Flood or Capacious (b).
‘ Monks, there are these four floods of merit . . .  (as 

before). . . .
Herein the Ariyan disciple is blessed with unwavering loyalty 

to the Buddha, to the Norm and to the Order.
He dwells at home with a heart free from the taint of stingi

ness: he is open-handed, pure-handed, delighting in self- 
surrender, one to ask a favour of, one who delights in dispens
ing charitable gifts. This is the fourth flood of merit, flood 
of good things, that bring happiness.

i Cf. E.S. iv, 267.
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Now it is no easy thing to reckon up the measure of merit 
. . , (as above) . . . they can only be described in terms like 
“  incalculable, boundless.5’

Just as, monks, where1 these great rivers flow together, 
meet together, to wit: Ganges, Yamuna, Aciravatl, Sarabhu 
and Mahi, it is no easy task to reckon the quantity of water 
there, thus: so many gallons of water, so many hundred 
gallons and so forth . . .  it is only to be described in terms 
like “  incalculable, boundless/5 s

Thus spake the Exalted One. Then as Teacher he added 
this:

The mighty sea, unmeasured mighty lake (as above). . , .

(iii) Flood or Capacious (c).
‘ Monks, there are these four floods of merit . . .
Herein, monks, the Ariyan disciple is blessed with un

wavering loyalty to the Buddha, the Norm and the Order.
Moreover he is a sage, blessed with insight into the rise and 

fall of things, insight that is Ariyan, penetrating, going on to 
the utter destruction of 111. This is the fourth flood of merit, 
of good things, that bring happiness. Such, monks, are the 
four floods of merit . . .

Now it is no easy thing to sum up the measure of merit . . . 
(as before) , . . that great mass of merit is incalculable, bound
less/

Thus spake the Exalted One:

Desiring merit, in the good set firm,
Who cultivates the way to reach the Deathless,
He, winning to the essence of the Norm,2
Rejoicing in destruction of the taints,3
Quakes not to think: The Lord of Death will come.

1 Corny, reads yatthavd with v.l. of text.
2 Dhamma-saradhigamo. Corny. * The Ariyan Norm is called sdra ; 

dh. sdr. is to reach the fruits of it.’
3 Klmye rato= hdesa-Jckhaye rato. Corny.
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(iv) Very rich or Wealthy (a).
Monks, the Ariyan disciple who is blessed with four things 

is called c Rich, very rich, of great possessions,1 of great fame 9 
What four things ?

Herein the Ariyan disciple is blessed with unwavering loyalty 
to the Buddha, the Norm and the Order, and is blessed with 
the virtues dear to the Ariyans. . . . These are the four 
things.

(v) Very rich (b).
(Exactly the same as the above.)

(vi) Monks > or Puritan. 2

Blessed with four things the Ariyan disciple is a Stream- 
winner, one not doomed to the Downfall, assured, bound for 
enlightenment. What four 2

Herein the Ariyan disciple is blessed with unwavering 
loyalty . . .

(vii) Nandiya.
Kapijavatthu was the occasion . . .
As he thus sat at one side, the Exalted One said this to 

Nandiya the Sakyan:
‘ Nandiya, the Ariyan disciple who is blessed with four things 

. . .  is bound for enlightenment . .

(viii) Bhaddiya.
(The same.) . . .

(ix) Mahanama.
(The same.) . . .

(x) Limb.
Monks, there are these four limbs of stream-winning. What 

four ?
Consorting with the good, hearing the Good Norm, thorough 

mindful attention and practice in accordance with the Norm.
These are the four limbs of stream-winning.

1 Corny. k The Ariyan wealth (of saddhd, sila, hin, oitappa, snia, 
caga, pannd).’ *■»

2 Text has Suddaka for ? suddhiha.
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CHAPTER VI.—DISCREET1

(i) With verses.
Monks, blessed with four things the Ariyan disciple is a 

Stream-winner. . . . What four ?
Herein the Ariyan disciple is blessed with unwavering loyalty 

to the Buddha, the Norm and the Order, and the virtues dear 
to the Ariyans . . .

The Exalted One said this:

Whoso hath faith m the Tathagata 
Unwavering and fixed, whose life is good,
Praised by the Ariyans and dear to them;
Whoso is likewise loyal to the Order
And looks straight forth— 4 He is not poor,5 they say,
4 Not lived in vain the life of such a man.5 
Wherefore the wise should cultivate (these three)
Faith, virtue and clear-seeing of the Norm,
Bearing the Buddha’s message in his mind.2

(ii) Spending the rainy season.
On a certain occasion the Exalted One was staying near 

Savatthi, in Jeta Grove, at Anathapindika’s Park.
On that occasion a certain monk who had just spent the 

rainy season near Savatthi, had come to Kapilavatthu on some 
business or other.

Now the Sakyans of Kapilavatthu heard it said that a certain 
monk who had spent the rainy season at Savatthi was come to 
Kapilavatthu.

Then the Sakyans of Kapilavatthu went to visit that monk, 
and on coming to him saluted him and sat down at one side. 
So seated the Sakyans said this to that monk:

4 Pray, sir, is the Exalted One well and strong V
‘ He is, friends.5
4 Pray, sir, are Sariputta and Moggallana well and strong V
' They are, friends.’
‘ Pray, sir, is the Order of Monks well and strong V

1 The title comes from § 4. 2 As at text, 384.



4 They are, friends.’
4 Sir, during this retreat of the ramy season, have you heard 

anything face to face with the Exalted One ? Have you 
learned anything from him V

‘ Yes, friends. I have heard and learned this face to face 
with the Exalted One: “  Monks, few indeed are those monks, 
who, by destroying the asavas, have of themselves in this very 
life by their own knowledge realized the heart’s release, the 
release by insight, and abide therein. More numerous are 
those monks who, by destroying the five fetters of the lower sort, 
are reborn spontaneously (in the higher worlds), there to pass 
utterly away, destined not to return from that world.”

Moreover, friends, I heard this face to face with the Exalted 
One:

“  Monks, few indeed are those monks who, by destroying 
the five fetters of the lower sort, are reborn spontaneously (in 
the higher worlds), there to pass utterly away, not destined to 
return from that world. More numerous are those monks who, 
by destroying three fetters and wearing down lust, hatred and 
delusion, are Once-returners. Coming back once more to this 
world they will make an end of 111.”

Further, friends, I learned this face to face with the Exalted 
One:

“  Monks, few are those monks who, by destroying three 
fetters and wearing down lust, hatred and delusion, are Once- 
returners, who, coming back once more to this world, shall 
make an end of 111. More numerous are those monks who, 
by destroying three fetters, are Stream-winners, not doomed 
to the Downfall, assured, bound for enlightenment.”  ’

(ni) Dhammadmna.
On a certain occasion the Exalted One was staying near 

Benares, at Isipatana in the Deer Park.
Then Dhammadinna1 the lay-disciple came with five hundred

1 Corny. He was one of the seven laymen who had followings of 
500. The others were Visakha the woman lay-disciple, Ugga the house
father, Citta the housefather, Hatthaka Alavaka, CCila and Anatha
pindika the housefathers.
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lay-disciples to see the Exalted One, and on coming to him 
saluted him and sat down at one side. As they thus sat, 
Dhammadinna the lay-disciple said this to the Exalted One:

£ Let my lord the Exalted One admonish us ! Let my lord 
the Exalted One admonish us, that it may be for our profit 
and welfare for many a long day.5

‘ Then, Dhammadinna, thus must ye train yourselves: As 
to those discourses1 uttered by the Tathagata, deep, deep m 
meaning, transcendental2 and concerned with the Void,3 from 
time to time we will spend our days learning them. That is 
how you must train yourselves, Dhammadinna/

J Lord, it is no easy thing for us, living as we do in crowded 
houses,4 encumbered with children, enjoying the use of Benares 
sandal-wood, decking ourselves with garlands and unguents, 
handling gold and silver,—it is no easy thing for us from time 
to time to spend our days learning those discourses uttered 
by the Tathagata. . . . Let my lord the Exalted One teach 
us. some other teaching, to us who stand firm in the five 
precepts.’

‘ Then, Dhammadinna, ye must train yourselves in this way: 
We shall be blessed with unwavering loyalty to the Buddha, 
to the Norm and to the Order. We shall be blessed with the 
virtues dear to the Ariyans, virtues unbroken . . . which 
conduce to concentration of mind. That is how you must train 
yourselves, Dhammadinna.5

4 Lord, as to these four limbs of stream-winning taught by 
the Exalted One, those conditions are seen to exist in us 
already. We do live according to them. Lord, we do possess 
unwavering loyalty to the Buddha, to the Norm and the Order. 
We do possess the virtues dear to the Ariyans, virtues unbroken, 
whole, unspotted, untarnished, giving freedom, praised by the 
wise; virtues untainted (by craving or delusion) which con
duce to concentration of mind/5

1 Suttantd, Cf. JS. 1L 267; K.S. ii, 179.
- Corny. ' Such as the Asanlchata-sayyutta,’ etc. (S. iv, 360 Jf.).
3 Sunna= Nibbdna._ Cf. YM. 513. Corny, refers to Khajjanika- 

suiia, etcT’XiS'r'iii~'Sl’jT” .
4 Test, 353. 5 Text, 343.
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e Well for you, Dhammadinna! Well gotten by you, Dham- 
madinna! Y ou  have declared the fruits of stream-winning, 
Dhammadinna P

(iv) Visiting the sick.
On a certain occasion the Exalted One was staying among th e 

Sakyans at Kapilavatthu, in Banyan Park.
Now on that occasion a number of monks were busied making 

robes for the Exalted One,e for / said they, e when the rains are 
over, the Exalted One will go forth on his rounds.’

Now Mahanama the Sakyan heard it said: 4 A number of 
monks are busied making robes for the Exalted One, and so 
forth . . .’ and he went to the Exalted One, saluted him and 
sat down at one side. So seated Mahanama the Sakyan said 
this to the Exalted One:

41 hear it said, lord, that a number of monks are busied
making robes for the Exalted One with the idea that, when the
rains are over, the Exalted One will set forth on his rounds.
Now, lord, we have never heard1 from the Exalted One’s own
lips how a discreet2 lay-disciple who is sick, afflicted, suffering
from a sore disease, should be admonished bv another discreet * 7 *
lay-disciple.5

* A discreet lay-disciple, Mahanama, who is sick . . . should 
be admonished by another discreet lay-disciple with the four 
comfortable assurances, thus: “  Take comfort, dear sir, in your 
unwavering loyalty to the Buddha, saying: He it is the Exalted 
One, Arahant, fully enlightened One . . . Teacher of Devas 
and mankind, a Buddha, an Exalted One. Take comfort, dear 
sir, in your unwavering loyalty to the Norm, thus: Well pro
claimed is the Norm. . . . Take comfort, dear sir, in your 
unwavering loyalty to the Order. Take comfort, dear sir, in 
your possession of the virtues dear to the Ariyans,3 virtues 
unbroken . . . which conduce to concentration of mind.”  
A  discreet lay-disciple, Mahanama, who is sick . . . should be

1 Text, na Mio te etarj . . . sutarj; but Corny. na kho pan" etay—na 
kho amhehi eva.

2 Sappanno=sotapanno. Corny.
3 Text has ariyakantani silani, etc., which I think should be any a* 

kantehi sllehi, etc.
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admonished by another discreet lay-disciple with these four 
comfortable assurances.

Then, supposing he has longing for his parents, he should thus 
be spoken to:

If he say. “  I have longing for my parents,55 the other should 
xeply: “  But, my dear sir, you are subject to death. Whether 
you feel longing for your parents or not, you will have to die. 
’Twere ]ust as well for you to abandon the longing you have 
for your parents.55

If he should say: “ That longing for my parents is now 
abandoned,55 the other should reply: “  Yet, my dear sir, you 
still have longing for your children. As you must die in any 
case, 5twere just as well for you to abandon that longing for 
your children.55

If he should say: “ That longing for my children is now 
abandoned,55 the other should reply: “ Yet my dear sir, you 
still have longing for the five human pleasures of sense.55

Then, if he say, “ That longing for the five human pleasures of 
sense is now abandoned,55 the other should reply: “  My friend, 
the heavenly delights are more excellent than the five human 
pleasures of sense. 5Twere well for you, worthy sir, to remove 
your thoughts from them and fix them on the Four Deva 
Kings.”

Suppose the sick man say, “  My thoughts are removed 
from human pleasures of sense and fixed upon the Four Deva 
Kings,55 then let the other say: “  More excellent than the Four 
Deva Kings and more choice are the Suite of the Thirty- 
three . . . (and so on in order) . . . the Yama Devas, the 
Devas of Delight, the Creative Devas, the Devas who rejoice 
in the work of other Devas . . . the latter are more excellent 
and choice than the former . . .  so 5twere better for you to 
fix your thoughts on the Brahma World.55

Then if the sick man5s thoughts are so fixed, let the other 
say: “ My friend, even the Brahma World is impermanent, 
not lasting, prisoned in a person.1 Well for you, friend, if

1 Sakkdya pariydpanna (subject to individuality), as at S. iii, 85; 
K.S . iii, 71.



you raise your mind above the Brahma World and fix it on 
cessation from the person-pack.”

And if the sick man say he has done so, then, Mahanama. 
I declare that there is no difference between the lay-discipk 
who thus avers and the monk whose heart is freed from the 
asavas, that is, between the release of the one and the release 
of the other. ’ 1

(v) Four Fruits (a).
Monks, these four conditions, if cultivated and made much of. 

conduce to realizing the fruits of stream-winning. What four ?5
Following after the good, hearing the Good Norm, system

atic attention to it and living in accordance with the precepts 
of the Norm.

These four conditions, if cultivated and made much of. 
conduce to realizing the fruits of stream-winning.

(vi-viii) Four Fruits (b).
These four conditions, if cultivated and made much of, 

conduce to realizing the fruits of (a) once-returning, (b) not- 
returning, (c) Arahantship.

(ix-xi) Acquiring, growth and increase.
The same four conduce to acquiring insight, the growth 

bf insight, the increase of insight.

CHAPTEK VII.— GREAT INSIGHT

(i-xiii).
(The same fowr conditions as above) if cultivated and made 

much of, conduce to comprehensive, manifold, extensive, pro
found, unbounded,3 abundant, many-sided, swift, buoyant,' 
joyous, instant, sharp and fastidious insight.

1 Ndndharanay yadidarj mmuttiyd vimuttm ti. Corny. ‘ in the matte: 
of path-and-fruit penetration.’

2 Corny. refers to Patisarribhida, ii, 189 ff. (quoted in full at SA. 01

S . i, 63= K .S . i, 87). The qualities are all attributed to Sanputta.
8 Pts. has wrong reading assamanta (?) for appamatta (Smh MSS

asamatta). 4 Laku at Pts. '  Text has balmla-.
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BOOK XII

KINDRED SAYINGS ABOUT THE TRUTHS

CHAPTER I.—CONCENTRATION

(i) Concentration.
Savatthi was the occasion . . . The Exalted One said:

‘ Monks, do ye practise concentration. The monk who is 
concentrated knows a thing as it really is. And what does 
he know as it really is ?

In this connexion he knows as it really is, This is 111. This 
is the arising of 111. This is the ceasing of HI. This is the 
practice that leads to the ceasing of 1 1 1 .

Do ye practise concentration, monks. The monk who is 
concentrated knows a thing as it really is. Wherefore, monks, 
an effort must be made to realize: This is 111.. . . This is the 
practice that leads to the ceasing of 11 1 .

(ii) Meditation.
Monks, do ye apply yourselves to meditation. The monk 

who is meditative knows a thing as it really is. And what 
does he know as it really is ?

In this connexion he knows as it really is: This is 111.. . . 
This is the practice that leads to the ceasing of 111.

Monks, do ye apply yourselves to meditation. . . . Where
fore an effort must be made to realize: This is 111.. .  • This is 
the practice . . .

(iii) Clansman (a).
Monks, whatsoever clansmen have in time past rightly 

gone forth from the home to the homeless life,—all of them 
have done so to get full comprehension of the four Ariyan 
truths, as they really are.

•Monks, whatsoever clansmen shall in future time . . .  what-
852
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soever clansmen do now rightly go forth from the home to the 
homeless life,—all of them do so to get full comprehension of 
the four Ariyan truths. Of what four ?

The Ariyan truth of 1 1 1 , the Ariyan truth of the arising of 111, 
the Ariyan truth of the ceasing of 1 1 1 , the Ariyan truth of the 
practice that leads to the ceasing of 11 1.

Monks, whatsoever clansmen ..  . Wherefore an effort must 
be made to realize: This is 111. . . . This is the practice . . .

(iv) Clansman (&).
Monks, whatsoever clansmen in past time have rightly 

gone forth . . .  in future time . . .  in present time . . .  all of them 
have fully comprehended, as they really are, the four Ariyan 
truths. . . .

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize . . .

(v) Recluses and brahmins (a).
Monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins in time past have 

gamed the highest wisdom in its reality, all of them have done 
so1 by penetrating, as they really are, the four Ariyan truths. 
Whatsoever recluses in future time shall do so . . . whatsoever 
recluses and brahmins in the present time do gain the highest 
wisdom in its reality, all of them do so by penetrating, as they 
really are, the four Ariyan truths. What are the four ?

The Ariyan truth of 111. . . the Ariyan truth of the practice 
that leads to the ceasing of 111.

Whatsoever recluses or brahmins . . .
Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This 

is 1 1 1____
(vi) Recluses and brahmins (b).

Monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins in time past have 
declared that they have in very truth gained the highest 
wisdom, all of them have declared that they have penetrated 
in very truth the four Ariyan truths. . . . Whatsoever 
recluses or brahmins in future time . . .  in the present time do 
declare . . . Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made 
to realize . . .

1 Te£t should read abhisambujjhirjsu.
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(vii) Thoughts.
Monks, think not evil, -unprofitable thoughts, such as: 

thoughts of lust, thoughts of hatred, thoughts of delusion.1 

Why do I say so 2
Because, monks, these thoughts are not concerned with 

profit, they are not the rudiments of the holy life, they conduce 
not to revulsion, to dispassion, to cessation, to tranquillity, 
to full understanding, to the perfect wisdom, they conduce 
not to Nibbana.

When ye do think, monks, ye should think thus: This is 
111. This is the arising of 111. This is the ceasing of 111. This 
is the practice that leads to the ceasing of 111. Why do I 
say this ?

Because, monks, these thoughts axe concerned with profit,
they are rudiments of the holy life . . .  they conduce to Nibbana.
Wherefore an effort must be made to realize: This is 111.. . .*

(viii) Reasoning.
Monks, reason not ill, unprofitable reasonings, 2 such as: 

Eternal is the world or Not eternal is the world: Finite is the 
world or Infinite is the world: Life is the same as body, or 
Life and body are different: The Tathagata exists after death 
or The Tathagata exists not after death, or He both exists and 
exists not after death, or The Tathagata neither exists nor 
not-exists after death. Why do I say this ?

Because, monks, these reasonings are not concerned with 
profit. . .  they conduce not to Nibbana.

When ye reason, monks, reason thus: This is 111. . . . This 
is the practice that leads to the ceasing of 111. Why so ?

Because, monks, these reasonings are concerned with profit 
. . . they conduce to Nibbana. Wherefore an effort must be 
made to realize: This is E l.. . .

1 Quoted at Mil. Panh., 379.
2 Ma dkusalar) c%ttar) cmteyyatha. In the previous section we have

met akus. vitakke vitakkeyydtha. The contrast seems to be between
4 discursive thought * and 'directed thought.5 Gf. text, 44=6; K.S. iv,
276.
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(ix) Wordy warfare.
Monks, wage not wordy warfare, 1 thus: “ You know not 

about this Norm-discipline. I do know about this Norm- 
discipline. How could you know about it ? You have fallen 
on wrong views. I have come by right views. You spoke 
last what should come first, and first what should come last. 
I am speaking to the point, you are not. What you have 
thought out so long2 is quite upset. Your view is confuted. 
Go, explain yourself. You are shown up. Clear yourself 
if you can !”  Why do I say this ?

Because, monks, such talk is not concerned with profit. . . 
it does not conduce to Nibbana.

When ye talk, monies, talk about: “  This is 111. This is 
the arising of 111. This is the ceasing of 111. This is the prac
tice that leads to the ceasing of 111.”  Why do I say that ? 
Because, monks, such talk is concerned with profit . . .  it 
conduces to Nibbana.

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This 
is 1 1 1 . v . .

(x) Talk.

Monks, talk ye not childish3 talk of divers kinds, such as: 
talk about rajahs, robbers, great ministers: talk of armies, 
panic and battle :4 talk of food and drink and clothes, beds, 
flowers, garlands and perfumes: talk of relatives, vehicles, 
villages, suburbs, towns and districts: talk about women5 and 
champions:6 talk about streets7 and gossip at the well: ghost-

1 Cf. D . iii, 117; K.S. iii, 13 n.; DA. 1, 91.
2 Reading (as at S. ii, 12) adhicinnay, text’s v I. for acinnay.
3 Cf. Dialog. iii, 33 n.; DA. i, 89 (repeated here by Corny.). Here 

tiracchdnakathd (‘ animal talk5) is paraphr. by Corny, as ‘ not conducive 
to the path to heaven or to release.’

4 Text should read yuddhaka.
5 Text adds purisa- [of B. MSS.]. See Dialog, n. ad loc
6 8ura-k. Our Corny, adds to DA. saying4 there is a reading sura-k. 

{“  about drunkards ” ).’
7 Not m the sense of 4 street-gossip,5 but as Corny. 4 Talk of this or 

that street, as well or badly built, or inhabited by so and so.’
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stories, desultory talk and fabulous1 talk about (the origin of) 
land and sea: talk of being and not-being. Why do I say this ?

Because, monks, such talk is not concerned with profit, 
it is not the rudiments of the holy life . . .  it does not conduce 
to Nibbana.

Monks, when ye talk, talk about: “  This is 111. This is the 
arising of 111. This is the ceasing of 111. This is the practice 
that leads to the ceasing of 111.” Why do I say this ?

Because, monks, this talk is concerned with profit, it is the 
rudiments of the holy life; because it conduces to revulsion, 
to dispassion, to cessation, to tranquillity, to full under
standing, to the wisdom: because it conduces to Nibbana.

Wherefore, monies, an effort must be made to realize: This 
is 111. This is the arising of 111. This is the ceasing of 111. 
This is the practice that leads to the ceasing of 111.’

CHAPTER II.—THE FOUNDATION OF THE KINGDOM
OF THE NORM2

(i) Spoken by the Tathagata (a).
Thus have I heard: Once the Exalted One was dwelling near 

Benares, at Isipatana, in the Deer-Park.
Then the Exalted One thus spake unto the company of five 

monks :3
e Monks, these two extremes should not be followed by one 

who has gone forth as a wanderer. What two ?
Devotion to the pleasures of sense, 4 a low practice of

1 Akkhdyika, ‘ fabulous narratives.5
2 Sometimes translated as ‘ The setting rolling of the wheel of the 

Norm.5 Cf, Vin. i, 10. [In his Introd. to Buddhist Suttas, Prof. R. D. 
erroneously ascribes this Sutta to Anguttara N.] Preached originally 
on the full-moon day of Asalha (July-August), a festival still kept up in 
Ceylon.

3 The five co-wanderers were Kondanna, Vappa, Bhaddiya, Ma- 
hanama, and Assaji.

4 Text has several misprints: kamesu kamesu khallikawhich should be
kamesu kdma-sukh. . . . puthujjaniko . . . and further on, anupagamma.



villagers, 1 a practice unworthy, unprofitable, the way of the 
world (on the one hand); and (on the other) devotion to self- 
mortification, which is painful, unworthy and unprofitable.

By avoiding these two extremes the Tathagata has gained 
knowledge of that middle path which giveth vision, which 
giveth knowledge, which causeth calm, special knowledge,2 
enlightenment, Nibbana.

And what, monks, is that middle path which giveth vision 
. . . Nibbana ?

Verily it is this Ariyan eightfold way, to wit: Right view, 
right aim, right speech, right action, right living, right effort, 
right mindfulness, right concentration. This, monks, is that 
middle path which giveth vision, which giveth knowledge, 
which causeth calm, special knowledge, enlightenment, 
Nibbana.

Now this, monks, is the Ariyan truth about 111:
Birth is 111, decay is 111, sickness is 111, death is 111: likewise 

sorrow and grief, woe, lamentation and despair.3 To be con
joined with things which we dislike: to be separated from things 
which we like,—that also is 111. Not to get what one wants,— 
that also is 111. In a word, this body, this fivefold mass which 
is based on grasping,—that is 1 1 1 .

Now this, monks, is the Ariyan truth about the arising of 
111:

It is that craving that leads back to birth, along with the 
lure and the lust that lingers longingly now here, now there: 
namely, the craving for sensual pleasure, the craving to be 
born again, the craving for existence to end. Such, monks, 
is the Ariyan truth about the arising of 111.

And this, monks, is the Ariyan truth about the ceasing of 
111:

Verily it is the utter passionless cessation of, the giving up, 
the forsaking, the release from, the absence of longing for this 
craving.
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1 Gammo—gama-vasi nay santako. Corny.
2 Corny. ‘ of the four truths.’ *
3 These last omitted by the Vinaya version.
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Now this, monks, is the Ariyan truth about the practice that 
leads to the ceasing of 111 *

Verily it is this Ariyan eightfold way, to wit: Right view, 
right aim, right speech, right action, right living, right effort, 
right mindfulness, right concentration.

Monks, at the thought of this Ariyan truth of 111, concerning 
things unlearnt before, there arose m me vision, insight, 
understanding: there arose in me wisdom, there arose in me 
light.

Monks, at the thought: This Ariyan truth about 111 is to be 
understood,—concerning things unlearnt before, there arose 
in me vision, insight, understanding: there arose in me wisdom, 
there arose in me light.

Monks, at the thought: This Ariyan truth about 111 has been 
understood (by me),—concerning things unlearnt before, 
there arose in me vision, insight, understanding: there arose 
in me wisdom, there arose in me light.

Again, monks, at the thought of this Ariyan truth about 
the arising of 111, concerning things unlearnt before, there arose 
in me vision, insight, understanding: there arose in me wisdom, 
there arose in me light.

At the thought: This arising of 1111 is to be put away,—  
concerning things unlearnt before . . . there arose in me light.

At the thought: This arising of 1111  has been put away,—  
concerning things unlearnt before . . . there arose in me light.

Again, monks, at the thought of this Ariyan truth about the 
ceasing of 111, concerning things unlearnt before . . . there 
arose in me light.

At the thought: This ceasing of 111 must be realized,— con
cerning things unlearnt before . . .  there arose in me light.

At the thought: This Ariyan truth about the ceasing of 111 
has been realized,—concerning things unlearnt before . . . 
there arose in me light.

Again, monks, at the thought of this Ariyan truth about the

1 Here Burmese MSS. (v.l, of text) omit Ariya-, But we must omit 
ariya-saccar); otherwise the text would mean c the Ariyan truth about 
the arising of 111 is to be put away. Craving has to be put away/ 
The frame has obscured the picture here.



practice leading to the ceasing of 11 1 , concerning things un
learnt before . .  . there arose in me light.

At the thought: This Ariyan truth about the practice leading 
to the ceasing of 11 1  must be cultivated,— concerning things 
unlearnt before . . . there arose in me light.

At the thought: This Ariyan truth about the practice leading 
to the ceasing of 1 1 1  has been cultivated,— concerning things 
unlearnt before there arose in me vision, insight, understand
ing : there arose in me wisdom, there arose in me light.

Now, monks, so long as my knowledge and insight of these 
thrice revolved twelvefold Ariyan truths, in their essential 
nature, was not quite purified,—so long was I not sure that in 
this world, together with its Devas, its Maras, its Brahmas, 
among the hosts of recluses and brahmins, of Devas and man
kind, there was one enlightened with supreme enlightenment.

But, monks, so soon as my knowledge and insight of these 
thrice revolved twelvefold Ariyan truths, in their essential 
nature, was quite purified,— then, monks, was I assured what 
it is to be enlightened with supreme enlightenment with 
legarcf to the world and its Devas, its Maras, its Brahmas, 
and with regard to the hosts of recluses and brahmins, of Devas 
and mankind. Now knowledge and insight have arisen in 
me so that I know: Sure is my heart’s release. This is my 
last birth. There is no more becoming for m e/

Thus spake the Exalted One, and the company of five monks 
were glad and rejoiced at the words of the Exalted One.

Now when this sermon had been spoken, there arose in the 
venerable Kondanna the pure and stainless eye to see the 
Norm, to wit: Whatsoever is of a nature to arise is likewise 
of a nature to cease.

Moreover, when the foundation of the kingdom of the Norm 
had been thus established by the Exalted One, the Devas of 
the earth raised the cry: ‘ At Benares, at Isipatana, in the 
Deer-Park, hath been established by the Exalted One this 
kingdom of the Norm unsurpassed, this kingdom not to be 
overset by any recluse or brahmin, any Deva or Mara or 
Brahma, or by anyone whatsoever in the-world/

When the Devas of the Four Kings heard the cry of the
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Devas of the earth, they also raised the cry: ‘ At Benares 
. . . hath been established

When the Devas of the Thirty-Three, the Yama Devas, the 
Devas of Delight, the Creative Devas, the Devas who rejoice 
in the works of other Devas, and the Devas of the company 
of Brahma, heard the cry of the Devas of the Four Kings, 
they also raised the cry: ‘ At Benares, at Isipatana, in 
the Deer-Park, hath been established by the Exalted One this 
kingdom of the Norm unsurpassed, this kingdom not to be 
overset by any recluse or brahmin, any Deva or Mara or 
Brahma, or by anyone whatsoever in the world/

Thus at that very hour, at that very moment, in an instant 
of time the cry reached even to the Brahma World, and this 
thousandfold world-system quaked and quaked again: it was 
shaken to and fro, and an immeasurable mighty radiance 
shone forth, surpassing even the magic power of the Devas.

Thereupon the Exalted One uttered this solemn saying:
* Kondanna indeed has understood ! Kondanna indeed has 

understood P
Thus it was that the venerable Kondanna won his, namje 

of ‘ Kondanna-who-hath-understood. ?1

(ii) SpoJcen by the Tathagata (ft) .2

Monks, at the thought: This is the Ariyan truth about 111,— 
there arose in me, concerning things unlearned before by 
Tathagatas, vision, insight, understanding and wisdom, there 
arose in me light.

Monks, at the thought: This Ariyan truth about 111 is to be 
understood . . .  At the thought: This Ariyan truth about 
111 has been understood (by me),—there arose in me, con

1 Annata-Kondanna. ‘ Hereupon,’ says the Vinaya account, fi Kon- 
daMa asked for ordination, and it was given in these words: “ Come, 
monk ! Well proclaimed is the Norm. Live the holy life for the utter 
destruction of 111.” This was full ordination (upasampada) for that 
venerable one.’ Then Vappa and Bhaddiya gained insight, and a little 
later Mahanama and Assaji. Thus there were six in the Order.

2 In this Sutta the Qnly difference from the previous one is the in
clusion of the word Tathagatas.



cerning things nnlearned before by Tathagatas, vision, insight, 
understanding and wisdom, there arose in me light.

Monks, at the thought: This is the Ariyan truth about the 
arising of 1 1 1  . . . there arose in me light.

Monks, at the thought: This arising of 111 (according to the 
Ariyan truth) must be put away . . . has been put away, 
. . . there arose in me light.

Monks, at the thought: This is the Ariyan truth about the 
ceasing of 1 1 1  . . . there arose in me light.

At the thought This Ariyan truth about the ceasing of 111 
must be realized . . . has been realized . . . there arose in 
me light.

Monks, at the thought: This is the Ariyan truth about the 
practice that leads to the ceasing of 111 . . . there arose in 
me light.

At the thought: This Ariyan truth about the practice that 
leads to the ceasing of 111 must be cultivated . . . has been 
cultivated,— concerning things unheard before by Tathagatas 
there arose in me vision, insight, understanding and wisdom, 
there arose in me light.

(iii) Factors.
Monks, there are these four Ariyan truths. What four ? 

The Ariyan truth about 111, that about the arising of 111, that 
about the ceasing of 111, and the Ariyan truth about the 
practice that leads to the ceasing of 1 1 1 .

And what, monks, is the Ariyan truth about 111 ?
Ill, it should be said, is the fivefold factor of grasping: the 

grasping of body, of feeling, of perception, of the activities, 
of consciousness. This, monies, is called 4 the Ariyan truth 
about 1 1 1 /

And what, monks, is the Ariyan truth about the arising of 111 ?
It is that craving that leads back to rebirth, along with the 

lure and the lust that linger longingly now here, now there: 
namely, the craving for sensual delight, the craving to be born 
again, the craving for existence to end. This is the Ariyan 
truth about the arising of 1 1 1 .

And what, r&onks, is the Ariyan truth about the ceasing 
of in?
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Verily it is the utter passionless cessation of, the giving up, 
the forsaking, the release from, the absence of longing for this 
craving. This is the Ariyan truth about the ceasing of 111.

And what, monks, is the Ariyan truth about the practice 
that leads to the ceasing of 111 ?

Verily it is this Ariyan eightfold way, to wit: Eight view, 
right aim, right speech, right action, right living, right effort, 
right mindfulness, right concentration. This is the Ariyan 
truth about the practice that leads to the ceasing of 1 1 1 .

These, monks, are the four Ariyan truths. Wherefore an 
effort must be made to realize: This is 111. This is the arising 
of 111. This is the ceasing of 111. This is the practice that 
leads to the ceasing of 1 1 1 .

(iv) Sphere of sense.
Monks, there are these four Ariyan truths. What four ? 

(as above). . . . And what, monks, is the Ariyan truth 
about 111 ?

Ill, it should be said, is the six personal spheres of sense. 
What six ? ®

The sense-sphere of the eye, of the ear, the nose, the tongue, 
the body, the mind. This, monks, is called c the Ariyan truth 
about 1 1 1 /

And what, monks, is the Ariyan truth about the arising 
of 111 ?

It is that craving that leads back to rebirth (as above). . . , 
This is called ‘ the Ariyan truth about the arising of 111/

And what, monks, is the Ariyan truth about the ceasing 
of 111 ?

(The rest as above.) . . .
Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This 

is 111. . . .
(v) Bearing in mind (a).

4 Monks, do ye bear in mind the four Ariyan truths taught 
by me V

At these words a certain monk said:
4 1 , lord, do bear in  mind the Ariyan truths taught by the 

Exalted One/



e And how, monk, do you bear them in mind V 
‘ Thus, lord* I bear in mind that 111 is the first Ariyan truth 

taught by the Exalted One The arising of 111 is the second. 
The ceasing of 111 is the third. The practice that leads to the 
ceasing of 111 is the fourth Ariyan truth taught by the Exalted 
One. That, lord, is how I bear them in mind/

‘ Well done, m on k ! Well done, m onk! You rightly 
remember them. Ill was indeed taught by me as the first 
Ariyan truth. The arising of 111 was the second. The ceasing 
of 111 was the third. The practice that leads to the ceasing of 
111 was the fourth Ariyan truth taught by me.

Thus, monk, do you bear in mind the four Ariyan truths 
taught by me.

Wherefore, monk, an effort must be made to realize* This 
is 1 1 1 . . . /

(vi) Bearing in mind (b).
£ Monks, do ye bear in mind the four Ariyan truths taught 

by me V
At these words a certain monk said:

, I, lord, do bear them in mind/
‘ And how, monk, do you bear them in mind V 
' Thus, lord. I bear in mind that 111 is the first Ariyan 

truth taught by the Exalted One. Whatsoever recluse or 
brahmin should say: £i This 111 is not the first Ariyan truth 
taught by Gotama the recluse. Rejecting this 111 as first 
Ariyan truth, I will proclaim another 111,”  he could not do so.

The arising of 111 is the second Ariyan truth taught by the 
Exalted One . . . the ceasing of 111 is the third . . . the 
practice that leads to the ceasing of 111 is the fourth. What
soever recluse or brahmin should say: “ This practice that 
leads to the ceasing of 111 is not the fourth Ariyan truth 
taught by Gotama the recluse. Rejecting this practice, I will 
proclaim some other practice that leads to the ceasing of 1 11  
as fourth Ariyan truth , 55 he could not do so.

That, lord, is how I  bear in mind the four Ariyan truths 
taught by the Exalted One/

4 Well done, monk ! Well done, monk ! Ill is indeed the 
first Ariyan truth taught by me. Whatsoever recluse or
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brahmin should say . . .  he could not do so . . (as 
before), . . .

Thus, monk, do you bear in mind . . . Wherefore, monk, 
an effort must be made to realize: This is 111 . . . this is the 
practice that leads to the ceasing of 1 1 1 .5

(vii) Ignorance.
Now a certain monk came to see the Exalted One . . . and 

sat down at one side. As he thus sat that monk said this to 
the Exalted One:

e “  Ignorance ! Ignorance/ 5 is the saying, lord. Pray, lord, 
what is ignorance, and how far is one the victim of ignorance V

‘ Monk, being ignorant about 111, its arising, its ceasing and 
about the practice that leads to its ceasing is called “ ignor
ance/ 5 and one who is thus ignorant is a victim of ignorance.

Wherefore, monk, you must make an effort to realize: This 
is 111. . .

(viii) Knowledge.
Then a certain monk came to see the Exalted One. . . . 

So seated he said this:
c “  Knowledge! Knowledge/ 5 is the saying, lord. Pray, 

lord, what is knowledge, and how far is one possessed of 
knowledge ? 5

e Knowing about 111, its arising, its ceasing and the practice 
that leads to its ceasing is called “ knowledge, 55 monk, and he 
who has this knowledge is one possessed of knowledge.

Wherefore, monk, an effort must be made to realize: 
This is 111. . . . 5

(ix) Illustration.1
Monks, the Ariyan truth of This is 111 has been pointed out 

by me. Therein are numberless shades and variations of 
meaning.2 Numberless are the ways of illustrating this 
Ariyan truth of This is 111.

The Ariyan truth of This is the arising of 111 . . . This

1 Sahkdsand. Other synonyms are pakdsand, vivarand, vibhdyari' 
uttdni-karana, pannatti. UdA. 9; Netti 5, etc.

2 Vannd byanjand: 6 like a cook’s flavourings and sauces.’ Corny.
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is the practice that leads to the ceasing of 111 has been pointed 
out by me. Therein are numberless shades and variations 
of meaning. Numberless are the ways of illustrating this 
Ariyan truth of This is the practice . . .

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This

*S * (x) True.1
Monks, these four things are true, not false, 2 not alterable.3 

What four ?
The fact of 111, monks, is true, not false, not changeable. 

The fact of the arising of 111 . . . the fact of the ceasing of 
111 . . . the fact of the practice that leads to the ceasing of III 
is true, not false, not changeable. These are the four things 
that are true, not false, not "changeable. Wherefore, monks, 
ye must make an effort to realize: This is 111 . . . this is the 
practice that leads to the ceasing of 11 1 .

CHAPTER III.— KOTIGlM A

* ■* (i) Knowledge (a).
Thus have I heard. On a certain occasion the Exalted One 

was staying among the Vajjians at Kotigama.4 Then the 
Exalted One addressed the monks saying:

‘ Monks, it is through not understanding, not penetrating 
four Ariyan truths that we have run on, wandered on, this 
long long road, both you and I. What are the four ?

Through not understanding, not penetrating the Ariyan 
truth of 111  . . . we have run on, wandered on, this long long 
road, both you and I.

But now, monks, the Ariyan truth of 111 is understood, is 
penetrated, likewise the Ariyan truth of the arising, the 
ceasing of 111 . . . is penetrated. Uprooted is the craving

1 The adj. iatha—saccay. Cf tatha-bhdvo, the eternally, constantly 
true. Cf. $ . 11, 26; VM. ii, 494 ff.; M A . i, 49; quoted at Kathavatthu, 
11, 325; Pts. of C on tr189.

1 A-vi-tathar). 3 An-annathay. Text misprints in § 3.
4 Not found elsewhere except at Digha, n, $0 and JA, 11, 232, ‘ a 

village of the Vajjians, on the Ganges.’
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to exist, destroyed is the channel1 to becoming, there is no 
more coming to be.’

Thus spake the Exalted One. Then as Teacher he 
added this:

Who have not really seen the fourfold Ariyan truth 
A long long road must wander on thro5 many births.
Clean gone is that which leads to birth when these are seen; 
Torn up the root of 111. There is no more becoming.2

(ii) Knowledge (b):3
‘ Monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins understand not, 

as it really is, This is 111: this is the arising of 111: this is the 
ceasing of 1 1 1 : this is the practice that leads to the ceasing of 
HI,—such are not reckoned as recluses among recluses nor as 
brahmins among brahmins, nor have those worthies, in this 
very life, of themselves realized by their own knowledge the 
reality of recluseship or of brahminhood.

But whatsoever recluses or brahmins have understood, as it 
really is, the meaning of: This is 111 . . . those worthies have 
indeed of themselves, in this very life, realized by their o ^ i 
knowledge the reality of recluseship and brahminhood. 5

Thus spake the Exalted One. Having thus spoken the 
Happy One added this as Teacher:

Who understand not 111, and how 111 comes to be,
And how 111 ceases utterly without remains,
Nor know the Way that leads on to Ill’s ending,
Such lack the heart’s release, they lack release by insight. 
Helpless to make an end, to birth and eld they go.

But understanding 111 and how 111 comes to be,
And where 111 ceases utterly without remains,
Knowing the Way that leads on to Ill’s ending,
Blessed with the heart’s release, blessed with release by insight, 
They, able to end all, go not to birth and eld.

1 Bhava-netti (lit-. 4 conduit ’ ).
2 Cf. D. ii, 91; Yin. i, 231.
3 This Sutta occurs at Itivutt 105-6, and m a drfterent setting At

£n. v, 725; cf. SnA. 505:. Our Corny. passes it by.
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(iii) Fully enlightened.
SavatthI (was the occasion). . . . The Exalted One said:
6 Monks, there are these four Ariyan truths. What four ?
The Ariyan truth of 111 . . . These are the four.
Monks, by the fact of understanding, as they really are, 

these four Ariyan truths, a Tathagata is called “  Arahant, a 
Fully Enlightened One. 55

Wherefore, monks, ye must make an effort to realize: This 
is 1 1 1 . . . . 5

( i v )  Arahants.
Savatthi . . . The Exalted One said:
‘ Monks, whatsoever Arahants, fully enlightened ones, in 

past time had full understanding (of things) as they really are, 
all of them had full understanding of the four Ariyan truths as 
they really are.

Whatsoever Arahants, fully enlightened ones, shall in future 
time have full understanding of things as they really are, all of 
them will have full understanding of the four Ariyan truths as 
they relally are.

Whatsoever Arahants, fully enlightened ones, do now fully 
understand things as they really are, all of them have full 
understanding of the four Ariyan truths as they really are. 
What are the four ?

The Ariyan truth of 111 . . .
Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This 

is 111 . . . this is the practice that leads to the ceasing of 1 1 1 .5

(v) Destruction of the asavas.1

Monks, in him who knows, in him who sees, do I declare 
the asavas to be destroyed: not in him who knows not, who 
sees not. And what, monks, is the destruction of the asavas 
in him who knows, who sees ?

In him who knows, who sees: This is 111 . . . there is 
destruction of the asavas.

1 Cf. S. ii, 29; Pts. of Contr., i !6 .
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Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: 
This is 111. . . .

(vi) Friends.1

Monks, those for whom ye have fellow-feeling, those who 
may deem you worth listening to, your friends and colleagues, 
your kinsmen and blood-relations,—they ought to be roused 
to, admonished and established in, the comprehension of the 
four Ariyan truths as they really are. What four ?

The Ariyan truth of 111 . . .
Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This 

is 1 1 1 . . . .
(vii) True.

Monks, there are these four Ariyan truths. What four ?
The Ariyan truth of 111 . . . the Ariyan truth of the practice 

that leads to the ceasing of 1 1 1 .
Now, monks, these four Ariyan truths are true, not false, 

not alterable. That is why they are called Ariyan truths.
Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made . . .

(viii) The world.

Monks, there are these four Ariyan truths . . .
In the world with its Devas, its Maras, its Brahmas, its 

host of recluses and brahmins, of Devas and mankind, the 
Tathagata is an Ariyan. Therefore are they called ‘ Ariyan 
truths. 52

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made . . .

(ix) To be fully understood or Comprehended.

Monks, there are these four Ariyan truths . . .
Of these four Ariyan truths, one is to be fully understood, 

one is to be abandoned, one is to be realized, one is to be 
cultivated.

Which Ariyan truth is to be fully understood ?

1 Text, 189.
2 Corny. 4 They are called “ truths of the Ariy&ns,” not “ Ariyan

truths,” but are penetrated by way of the Ariyan truth.’
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1 1 1 , as an Ariyan truth, is to be fully understood. The 
arising of 111, as an Ariyan truth, is to be abandoned. 
The ceasing of 111, as an Ariyan truth, is to be realized. 
The practice that leads to its ceasing is to be cultivated. 
Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made . . .

(x) Gavampati.1
On a certain occasion a number of monks were staying 

among the Cetls2 at Sahajata.3
Now on that occasion a number of elder monks, after going 

their rounds and eating their meal, were sitting in the pavilion. 
As they sat there in company their talk chanced to fall on 
this subject:

tf Friends, he who sees 111 also sees the arising of 111, he also 
sees the ceasing of 111 and the practice that leads to the ceasing 
of 1 1 1 .9

At these words the venerable Gavampati said this to the 
elder monks:

c Friends, I have heard this, I have learned this from the
m rn*very lips of the Exalted One: “  Monks, whoso seeth 111 sees 

also the arising, the ceasing of 1 1 1  and the practice that leads 
to the ceasing thereof. Whoso seeth the arising of 111 sees 
also 1 1 1 , its ceasing and the practice that leads thereto- 
Whoso seeth the ceasing of 111 sees also 111, its arising and the 
practice that leads to the ceasing thereof. Whoso seeth the 
practice that leads to the ceasing of 1 1 1 , he also sees 1 1 1 , the 
arising of 1 11 and the ceasing of 1 1 1 .”  ’

1 Lit. 4 bull5 (lord of cows). A son of a Benares merchant; ordained 
by the Master in the very early days. Cf, Vin, i, 19; Brethren, p. 42; 
Dialog, ii, 373; Pts. of Conir., 133.

2 The Cetls (cf. Buddhist India, 28, 29), probably of Nepal. Text 
reads Cetesu,

3 Sinh. MSS. Sahajaniyay (-naya%)). Corny, Sahajatdyay; text (B),
JSahancanike (?). Cf, Vin, ii, 300; A. iii, 355 (Sahajdtiyay).
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CHAPTER IV.— SI1JSAPA GEOYE

(i) Siysa'pa.1

Once the Exalted One was staying at Kosambi in Siqsapa 
Grove.

Then the Exalted One, gathering up a few siqsapa leaves 
in his hand, said to the monks: 

e What think ye, monks ? Which are the more numerous, 
just this mere handful of siqsapa leaves I have here, or those 
m the grove overhead V 

e Very few in number, lord, are the leaves in the handful 
gathered up by the Exalted One: much more in number are 
those in the grove overhead. 5

4 Just so, monks, much more in number are those things 
I have found out, but not revealed; very few are the things 
I have revealed. And why, monks, have I not revealed them ?

Because they are not concerned with profit, they are not 
rudiments of the holy life, they conduce not to revulsion, to 
dispassion, to cessation, to tranquillity, to full comprehension, 
to the perfect wisdom, to Nibbana. That is why I have not 
revealed them.2 

And what is it, monks, that I have revealed ?
Just that This is 111. This is the arising of 111. This is the 

ceasing of 111. This is the practice that leads to the ceasing 
of 111. And why so ?

Because, monks, this is concerned with profit. It is the 
rudiments of the holy life. It does conduce to revulsion, to 
dispassion, to cessation, to tranquillity, to full comprehension, 
to the perfect wisdom. It does conduce to Nibbana. There
fore have I revealed it.

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This 
is 111 . . . this is the practice that leads to the ceasing of 1 1 1 .’

1 Of the tree Dalbergia Sisu or the A soka tree. Of. A . i, 1 36 ; D. i i ,  
316 ; M .P . 413. *

2 Of. D. ii, 100. r
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(ii) The acacia tree.

Monks, if anyone should say: £ Without penetrating, as it 
really is, the Ariyan truth of 111, without penetrating, as it 
really is, the Ariyan truth of the ceasing of 111, without pene
trating, as it really is, the Ariyan truth of the practice that 
leads to the ceasing of 1 1 1 , I will make an utter end of 1 1 1 /  
it would be an impossibility for him to do so.

Just as, if anyone should say: 4 1  will make a leaf-basket1  
of acacia leaves or of Judas-tree leaves or of myrobalan leaves, 
and fetch water in it, or use them for a fan/ 2 it would be im
possible for him to do so,— even so for him to make an utter 
end of 111 without8 penetrating these four Ariyan truths 
would be an impossibility.

But, monks, if anyone should say: 41 will make a leaf- 
basket of lotus-leaves or pulasa4 leaves or creeper leaves, or 
make a fan of them / it could be done. So also if one were to 
say: c I  will make an utter end of 111 by penetrating these four 
Ariyan truths/ it could be done.
® Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This 

is 1 1 1 . . . .
(iii) The stick?

Monks, just as a stick, when thrown up into the air, falls, 
now on its butt, now on its middle, now on its tip, even so 
beings, hindered by ignorance, fettered by craving, run on, 
wander on, pass on from this world to the next and thence 
come back again to this world. What is the cause of it ?

1 Putay. P a lm  fro n d s of d ifferent so rts  are u sed  fo r  b ask e ts in th e  
tro p ic s, an d  a  p lan ta in -leaf is  u sed  to  m ake a  cup . T h e  leaves here 
m en tion ed  w ould be  to o  sm all fo r  such  purposes.

2 Tdlapatta, the b re a d  leaves o f the p a lm yra  or of th e  ta lip a t  are  
u sed  fo r  fans an d  w ritin g  on. L it .  £ I  will fetch  w ater or a  palm - 
le a f.’

3 T e x t  should  re a d  anabhisamecca.
* Palasa  (used a b o v e  a s  the n am e of a  sm all leaf) can n ot s ta n d  here. 

I  re a d  pulasa (cf. JA. iii, 478) w ith  S in h . M SS. I t  is  a  jungle tree  
w ith  la rg e  leaves.

« Cf. 8 . ii, 185.
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Through, the fact of not seeing four Ariyan truths. What 
four ? The Ariyan truth of 111 . . .

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This 
is 1 11. . . .

(iv) Turban?-

‘ Monks, when one’s turban or head is ablaze, what is to be 
done V

i Lord, when one’s turban or head is ablaze, for the ex
tinguishing thereof one must put forth extra desire, effort, 
endeavour, exertion, impulse,2 mindfulness and attention. 5

4 Well, monks, letting alone,3 paying no heed to, the blazing 
turban or head, for the comprehension, as they really are, 
of the four not penetrated Ariyan truths, one must put 
forth extra desire, effort, endeavour, exertion, impulse, mind
fulness and attention. What are the four ?

The Ariyan truth of 111 . . . Wherefore, monks, an effort 
must be made to realize: This is 111. . . .’

(v) A hundred years.
Suppose, monks, a man whose span of life is a hundred 

years.4 Then they say to that man who lives a hundred years: 
‘ See here, good fellow ! At early dawn they will torture you 
with a hundred spears, again at midday and again at eventide. 
Now look you, friend, thus tortured day by day with three 
hundred spears, you will live on to a hundred, reach a hundred 
years of age. At the end of a hundred years you shall compre
hend four Ariyan truths hitherto not comprehended. 9

Well, monks, a clansman who had any sense might well 
undertake it.5 Why ?

Because, monks, incalculable6 is the beginning of this faring

1 Cf* S. i, 108, iii, 143 n. (ref. a t  VM . ii, 645); A, ii, 93.
2 Appativani (* unfettered actions ’ ).
3 Ajjhupekkhitva; this word curiously has two opposite m ean in gs: 

to attend to  and to neglect (look with com placency on). H ence som e
M SS. read  anajjkh. (The sim ile is ref. to a t  PvA. 149, in a  sim ilar 
sense.) Cf1 mpra  ̂69 n. 4 T ex t should read  vassa-sata-jivin tarn enarj.

5 Alar) upagantur) ($ ie torture).
6 Anarmtagga ( ‘ un-thought of-beginning ’). Cf. K .8 . ii, cap . xv ff.



on. The earliest point is not revealed (of the pain) of blows 
from spears, swords and axes. Even if this were to befall one, 
monks, I would not deem the full comprehension of four 
Ariyan truths to be won with sorrow and woe, but with joy  
and gladness. What are the four

The Ariyan truth of 111 . . Wherefore, monks, an effort 
must be made to realize. This is 111. . . .

(vi) Living creatures.
Suppose, monks, a man should cut up all the grass, sticks, 

branches and stalks m this Jambudlpa2 and gather them 
together in a heap; were to bind them together and make a 
stake thereof. Then, having made a stake of them, suppose 
he spitted all the mighty creatures m the mighty ocean on 
mighty stakes; likewise all the creatures of middle size on 
stakes of middle size; likewise all the creatures of minute 
size on stakes of minute size.

All the bulky creatures in the mighty ocean might thus be 
used up: but, though he should use up and consume all the 
grass, .sticks, branches and stacks in this Jambudlpa, yet 
would there still remain in the mighty ocean a majority of 
the minute animals which could not be impaled on stakes. 
Why so ? Because of the minuteness of their bodies.

Even thus widespread is the ruin of things. Yet from such 
widespread ruin he is saved who has the gift of sight to see, 
who understands, as it really is, This is 111 . . . who under
stands, as it really is, This is the practice that leads to the 
ceasing of 1 1 1 .

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This 
is 1 1 1 . . . .

(vii) The 'parable o f the sun (a).

Monks, just as the dawn is the forerunner, the harbinger, 
of the arising of the sun, even so is right view the fore
runner, the harbinger, of fully comprehending the four 
Ariyan truths.
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1 T ex t m isprinte vadami, 1. 7, pharasu (1. 4), an d  a t  1. 8 om its abhi 
samaya/Q. 2 Ind ia. *
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. Of a monk who has right view it may be expected that he 
will understand: This is 111, as it really is . . . that he will 
understand, as it really is, This is the practice that leads to 
the ceasing of 1 1 1 .

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This 
is 111. . . .

(viii) The parable of the sun (b).
So long, monks, as moon and sun arise not in the world, 

so long is there no shining forth of great light, of great 
radiance. Then is there gloom and darkness, a murk of 
gloom and darkness, no telling whether it is night or day, 
no telling of months or half-months, no telling of the seasons 
of the year.

But, monks, when moon and sun shine in the world, then is 
there a shining forth of great light, of great radiance. Then 
is there no more gloom and darkness, no more murk of gloom 
and darkness, but one can tell whether it is night or day, one 
can tell the months and the half-months and the seasons of 
the year.

Just so, monks, so long as a Tathagata arises n otin  tlys 
world, even so long is there no shining forth of the light, 
of great radiance. Then is there gloom and darkness, a 
murk of gloom and darkness, then is there no proclamation 
of the four -Ariyan truths, no teaching, no setting forth, 
no establishing, opening up, analyzing or making of them 
plain.

But, monks, as soon as a Tathagata arises in the world, 
then is there a shining forth of great light, of great radiance. 
Then is there no more gloom and darkness, no more murk of 
gloom and darkness; then is there proclamation of the four 
Ariyan truths, then is there teaching, setting forth, establish
ing, opening up, analyzing and making of them plain. Of 
what four Ariyan truths ?

The Ariyan truth of 111. . . Wherefore, monks, an effort 
must be made to realize: This is 111. . . .
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(ix) Foundation stone.

Monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins understand not, 
as it really is, the meaning of: This is 111 . . . such 
maybe scan the face of1 some recluse or brahmin and 
conclude: Surely this worthy is one who knowing knows and 
seeing sees!

Just as, monks, a tuft of cotton-wool or a ball of thistle
down, lightly wafted on the wind, is cast down on level 
ground, and the east wind whirls it west, and the west wind 
whirls it east, the north wind whirls it south and the south 
wind whirls it north. What is the cause of that ? Monks, 
it is the lightness of the ball of thistledown.

Just so, monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins understand 
not, as it really is, the meaning o f : This is 111 . . . such maybe 
scan the face of some recluse or brahmin and conclude: Surely 
this worthy is one who knowing knows and seeing sees ! What 
is the cause of that ? It is through not seeing clearly the four 
Ariyan truths.

But whatsoever recluses or brahmins do understand, as it 
really is, the meaning of: This is 111 . . . such scan not the 
face of some recluse or brahmin and conclude: Surely this 
worthy is one who knowing knows and seeing sees !

Again, monks, just as an iron pillar or threshold of a door2 
or some deep-set pedestal is unshakable, unquakable: if there 
came from the eastern quarter a violent blast of wind and 
rain, it could not shake it, could not make it quake and quake 
again. If likewise from the west and north and south there 
came a violent blast of wind and rain, yet it could not shake 
it, could not make it quake.and quake again. W hy not? 
Because, monks, that threshold is deep set, that pedestal is 
deep set.

Even so, monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins under
stand not, as it really is, the meaning o f : This is 111 . . . such 
need not to scan the face of some recluse or brahmin and

1 MuJchvr) ullokenti—ajjhasayar) (d isposition ). Corny.
2 Cf. te x t ,  2 7 0 ; Dhp . 18, 2 9 8 ; Sn. 229 {S n A . 185).
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conclude: Surely this worthy is one who knowing knows and 
seeing sees! Why so ? Because of seeing clear the four 
Ariyan truths. What four? The Ariyan truth of: This is 
IU_______

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This 
is 111* . . .

(x) jDogmatists (vadino).
Monks> whatsoever monk understands, as it really is, the 

meaning of: This is 111 . . . suppose from the east there 
comes a recluse or brahmin looking for dogma, searching for 
dogma, in hopes of refuting such dogma, it would be impossible 
for such recluse or brahmin to shake that monk in his belief, 
standing as he does on truth:1 it would be impossible to make 
him quake or waver. Likewise if there came from west or 
north or south a recluse or brahmin looking for dogma, search
ing for dogma, in hopes of refuting such, it would be impossible 
for such recluse or brahmin to shake that monk in his belief, 
impossible to make him quake or waver.

Suppose, monks, a stone column sixteen cubits long, and 
eight cubits of it are sunk in the ground below the pedestal, 
while eight cubits are above the pedestal. Then from the 
east and west and north and south there comes a blast of 
wind and rain,—it could not shake it, could not make it 
quake or waver. What is the cause of that ? Because 
monks, the pedestal is deep set, the stone column is deep dug.

Just in the same way, monks, whatsoever monk under
stands, as it really is: This is 111 . . . suppose from east and 
west and north and south there comes a recluse or brahmin 
looking for dogma, searching for dogma, in hopes of refuting 
such dogma, it would be impossible for such recluse or brahmin 
to shake that monk m his belief, standing as he does on truth, 
impossible to make him quake or quaver. Why so ? It is 
because he clearly sees four Ariyan truths. What four ? 
The Ariyan truth of: This is 111. . . .

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This 
is HI_____

r
1 jSaha-dhammena=dAammena. I t  m ight mean ‘ by fa ir m eans.5
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CHAPTER V.— THE PRECIPICE

(i) Reasoning. .
On a certain occasion the Exalted One was staying near 

Rajagaha, in Bamboo Grove, at the Squirrels' Feeding Ground.
Now on that occasion the Exalted One addressed the monks, 

saying:
4 Once upon a time, monks, a certain man left Rajagaha 

with this intention: “ I will speculate about the world and 
he came to Sumagava1 Lotus Pond On reaching it he sat 
down on the bank of the lotus pond and fell to speculating 
about the world.2

Now, monks, that man saw an army with its four divisions 
(of elephants and horses, chariots and infantry) entering a 
lotus stalk. On seeing it he thought: I must be mad! I 
must be out of my mind,3 for I have seen what does not exist 
in the world !

Well, monks, that man went into the town and told a great 
crow<l of folk: “  Sirs, I must be mad ! I must be out of my 
mind, for I have seen what does not exist m the world

44 How’s that, good fellow ? How are you mad ? How are 
you out of your mind ? What have you seen that’s not m the 
world 1 ”

66 Why, sirs, it’s like this. I left Rajagaha with this in
tention: 4 1  will speculate about the world and I came to 
Sumagava Lotus Pond. When I got there I sat down on the 
bank of the pond and fell to speculating about the world. 
Then, sirs, I saw an army with its four divisions entering a 
lotus stalk. 4 That, sirs, is how I must be mad, must be out 
of my mind, for I saw what does not exist in the world.’ '

1 Text has Sumagadha, but Sinh. MSS. and Corny., which I follow, 
Sumagava (a tank near Rajagaha).

2 Loka-cmta. Corny. c Such as: Who made the moon and sun V 
Who made the earth, the ocean, bemgs, mountains, mangoes, coconuts, 
etc. V

3 Viceto=vikhtfta-citta. Corny.
4 Here the Asuras would seem to be fairies cx nature-spints.
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“  Indeed, good fellow, yon are mad, you are out of your 
mind ! What you saw does not exist in the world !”

Now, monks, what that man saw was real, not unreal.
Once upon a time, monks, the hosts of the Devas and the 

Asuras were arrayed for battle, and in that battle the Devas 
won the day, the Asuras were defeated; and the Asuras, 
defeated and panic-stricken, entered Asura Town by way of 
a lotus-stalk, in terror of the Devas. 1

Wherefore, monks, reason not about the world2 thus: 
“  Eternal is the world or Not eternal is the world. Finite 
is the world or Infinite is the world. Life is the same as body 
or Life and body are different. The Tathagata exists after 
death or The Tathagata exists not; or He both exists and 
exists not; or The Tathagata neither exists nor not-exists 
after death/ 5 Why do I say this ?

Because, monks, it is not concerned with profit, it is not the 
rudiments of the holy life: because it conduces not to revulsion, 
to dispassion, to cessation, to tranquillity, to comprehension, 
to the perfect wisdom, because it conduces not to Nibbana.

When ye reason, monks, reason thus: This is 111. This is 
the arising of 111. This is the ceasing of 111. This "is the 
practice that leads to the ceasing of 111. Why do I say so ?

Because, monks, such reasonings are concerned with profit 
. * . they conduce to Nibbana.

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This
is i n . . . .5

(ii) The precipice.
On a certain occasion the Exalted One was staying near 

Rajagaha, on the hill Vulture's Peak. Then the Exalted 
One addressed the monks, saying: 4 Monks, let us go to Splendid 
Spur3 for the noonday rest. 5

‘ So be it, lord, 5 replied those monks to the Exalted One.
So the Exalted One with a number of monks came to

1 Text bTidyamdnd, but v.ll, and Corny. mohayamdnd, expl, as devanay 
attar) mohatta.

2 Text, 418.
3 Patibhdna-kuto (? prati-bhd-, ‘ splendour5). Not mentioned else

where. Corny. 4 a great mountain-like perforated rook.’



Splendid Spur. Now a certain monk saw the great precipice 
and on seeing it said to the Exalted One: 

c Lord, this is indeed a great precipice T This is indeed a 
fearsome precipice, lord J Pray, lord, is there anywhere a 
precipice greater and more frightful V 

‘ Yes, monk. There is indeed a precipice greater and more 
frightful. And what is that ?

Monks, whatsoever recluses or brahmins understand not, 
as it really is, the meaning of This is 111 . . . such delight 
in activities that lead to rebirth, that lead to old age, to death, 
sorrow, grief, woe, lamentation and despair. Thus taking 
delight, they compose a compound1 of activities that conduce 
to rebirth . . . lamentation and despair. Thus composing 
a compound of activities that lead (to such ends), they fall 
down the precipice of rebirth, of old age, of death . . . they 
fall down the precipice of lamentation and despair. Such are 
not released from rebirth . . . lamentation and despair. 
They are not released from 111, I declare.

But, monks, those recluses or brahmins who do understand, 
as it really is, the meaning of This is 111 . . . such take not 
'deligit in activities that conduce to rebirth . . . lamentation 
and despair. Not taking delight therein the}" compose not 
a compound of activities that conduce to rebirth . . , lamen
tation and despair. Not composing a compound of activities 
that so lead, they fall not down the precipice of rebirth, old 
age, death . . . lamentation and despair. They are utterly 
released from rebirth . . . they are released from 1 1 1 , I  
declare.

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: 
This is 111 . . . this is the practice that leads to the ceasing 
of 1 1 1 .5

(iii) Distress.
‘ Monks, there is a Hell called “  The Great Distress/’ 

Therein, whatsoever object one sees with the eye, one sees 
it as repulsive, not attractive: as repellent, not as charming: 
one sees it as unpleasant, not as pleasant.

lv i , x ii , v , iji] Kindred Sayings about the Truths 3 7 9

1 Sankhare dbhisankharonU. Cf. S. iii*3 87; K.S. iii, 73.
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Whatsoever sound one hears with the ear, one hears it as 
repulsive . . . whatsoever taste . . . whatsoever smell . . . 
whatsoever tangible one contacts with body, one contacts 
it as repulsive . . . whatsoever mental states one is conscious 
of with mind, one is conscious of them as repulsive, not attrac
tive: as repellent, not as charming: as unpleasant, not as 
pleasant.’

At these words a certain monk exclaimed to the Exalted 
One:

‘ Lord, that is indeed a great distress! A great distress 
indeed, lord ! Pray, lord, is there any other distress greater 
or more fearsome V

‘ There is indeed, monks, a distress greater and more fear
some. And what is that ?

Whatsoever recluses or brahmins understand not, as it 
really is, the meaning of: This is 111 . . . 5 (the whole as in 
previous Sutta to the end).

(iv) The peaked house.

6 If anyone, monks, should say: “  Without comprehending, 
as it really is, the Ariyan truth of 111 . . .  I will make an 
utter end of 111,”  it would be impossible for him to do so.

Suppose, monks, one should say: 44 Without building the 
lower part of a house, I will fix the upper part/ 5 he could not 
do it. Just so, monks, if one should say: “  Without fully 
comprehending, as it really is, the meaning of: This is 111 . . . 
I will make an utter end of 1 1 1 ,55 he could not do it.

But if one should say: “ By fully comprehending, as it really 
is, the meaning of the Ariyan truth of This is 111 . . .  I will 
make an utter end of 111/ ’ he could do so.

Suppose, monks, someone should say: “ After building the 
lower part of a house I will fix the upper part, 55 he could do so. 
Just so, if one should say: “  By fully comprehending, as it 
really is, the meaning of the Ariyan truth of This is 111 . . . 
I will make an utter end of 1 1 1 ,55 he could do so.

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This 
is 111. . . /
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(v) The keyhole.1

On a certain occasion tlie Exalted One was staying at Vesali 
in Great Grove, at the Hall of the Peaked Gable.

Now the venerable Ananda, robing himself in the forenoon 
and taking bowl and outer robe, went into Vesali to beg.

Then the venerable Ananda saw a number of Licchavi 
youths in the gymnasium,2 making practice at archery,3 
shooting even at a distance through a very small keyhole, 
and splitting an arrow, 4 shot after shot, without ever a miss.

Now when the venerable Ananda saw it he exclaimed to 
himself: ‘ Practised shots are these Licchavi youths! Well 
practised shots indeed are these Licchavi youths, to be able 
to shoot like this even at a distance!’

So when the venerable Ananda had gone his rounds in 
Vesali, had returned and eaten his meal, he went to see the 
Exalted One, and on coming to him saluted him and sat down 
at one side. So seated the venerable Ananda said this to the 
Exalted One:
- 4 H&re, lord, robing myself in the forenoon and taking 
bowl and outer robe I set out for Vesali on my begging rounds. 
Then, lord, I saw a number of Licchavi youths in the gym
nasium making practice at archery, shooting even from a 
distance through a very small keyhole, and splitting an arrow, 
shot after shot, with never a miss. And I said to myself, 
lord: “ Practised shots are these Licchavi youths! Well 
practised shots indeed are these Licchavi youths, to be able 
even at a distance to splinter an arrow through a very small 
keyhole, shot after shot, with never a miss !”  ’

‘ Now what think you, Ananda ? Which is the harder, 
which is the harder task to compass: To shoot like that or

* 1 Chiggala. In next Sutta it has a different meaning.
I 2 Santhagdre. Corny, sippa-ganhana-sdlayar).

3 Updsanay karonte. For amazing feats of archery see JA. v,
130 ff., referred to below.

4 Asanarj atipatente—kandarj atikkamentex ‘ getting the better of a 
shaft * Comr. (who explams that the arrow ̂ following split the one 
before it).
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to pierce one strand of a hair, a hundred times divided, with 
another strand V1 

fi Why, lord, of course to split a hair in such a way is the 
harder, much the harder task/

‘ Just so, Ananda, they who penetrate the meaning of: 
This is 111 . . . pierce through something much harder to 
pierce.

Wherefore, Ananda,you must make an effort to realize: 
This is 111 * . /

(vi) Gross darkness.

The Exalted One said . . .
fi Monks, there is a darkness of interstellar space,2 im

penetrable gloom, such a murk of darkness as cannot enjoy 
the splendour of this moon and sun, though they be of such 
mighty magic power and majesty. 9 

At these words a certain monk said to the Exalted One.« 
c Lord, that must be a mighty darkness, a mighty darkness 

indeed! Pray, lord, is there any other darkness greater and 
more fearsome than that V 

‘ There is indeed, monk, another darkness, greater and more 
fearsome. And what is that other darkness ?

Monk, whatsoever recluses or brahmins understand not, 
as it really is, the meaning o f : This is 111. . . such take delight 
in the activities which conduce to rebirth.3 Thus taking 
delight they compose a compound of activities which conduce 
to rebirth. Thus composing a compound of activities they 
fall down into the darkness of rebirth, into the darkness of old 
age and death, of sorrow, grief, woe, lamentation and despair. 
They are not released from birth and death . . . and despair. 
They are not released from 111, I declare.

1 Corny, (referring to the feats of Jotipala at JA. v, 130), if I under
stand it aright, says: * Splitting a hair into a hundred strands he takes 
one (? strand) and binds an egg-plant (vatingana, misinterpreted at 
JA. trans. in the Cambridge /Series) on its middle, and binds another 
strand to the tip of his arrow. Then standing at the distance of one 
usabha (? 140 cubits) he pierces, with the end tied on his arrow, that 
which is tied to the egg-plant.’ Cf. DhpA. i, 288. 

a Lolcantarika agha. 8 Text, 449.



But, monk, those recluses or brahmins who do understand, 
as it really is, the meaning o f : This is 111 . . . such take not 
delight m the activities which conduce to rebirth. Thus not 
taking delight they compose not a compound of such activities. 
Thus not compounding . . . they fall not down into the dark
ness of rebirth . . . old age . . . sorrow . . . and despair. 
They are released therefrom. They are released from 111, I 
declare.

Wherefore, monk, an effort must be made to realize: This 
is 1 1 1 ____ 5

(vii) Yoke-hole (a).1

c Suppose, monks, a man should throw into the mighty 
ocean a yoke with a single hole, and there were a blind turtle 
to pop up to the surface once in every hundred years.

Now what think ye, monks ? Would that blind turtle 
push his neck through that yoke with one hole whenever he 
popped up to the surface, once at the end of every hundred 
years V

4 It might be so, lord, now and again, after the lapse of a 
long time.’

c Well, monks, sooner I declare would that blind turtle 
push his neck through that yoke with one hole, popping up to 
the surface once in a hundred years, than would a fool who has 
gone to the Downfall become a man again.2

What is the reason for that ?
Because, monks, here prevails no practice of the holy life, 

no righteous living, no doing of good deeds, no working of 
merit, but just cannibalism and preying on weaker creatures. 
W hy so ?

It is through not seeing the four Ariyan truths, to wit: 
The Ariyan truth of 111, the Ariyan truth of the arising of 111,

1 Chiggala. Cf. above and M. iii, 169; 'Expos, i, 80; Sisters, 173; 
Brethren, 30; Mil. P a n k 204.

2 A t M. iii, 169, he may become a man again, but only in a low caste, 
in miserable conditions. Apparently those who fail to reach the state 
of Stream-winning by the end of the Icalpa are ‘ thrown down 5 and 
have to begin again an elementary condition when the next halpa 
starts.

lv i ,  x i i , v , vii] Kindred Sayings about the Truths 3 8 3
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the Ariyan truth of the ceasing of 111, the Ariyan truth of the 
practice that leads to the ceasing of 1 1 1 .

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This 
is 1 1 1 . . . . 5

(viii) YoJce-hole (b ) . 1

£ Suppose, monks, this mighty earth were one mass of water, 
and a man were to throw down thereon a yoke with one hole. 
Then comes a wind from the east and wafts it west, and a wind 
from the west wafts it east: a north wind wafts it south and 
a south wind wafts it north. Then once at the end of a hun
dred years a blind turtle pops up to the surface. Now what 
think ye, monks ? Would that blind turtle push his neck 
through that yoke with one hole whenever he popped up to the 
surface at the end of a hundred years V

£ It is unlikely,2 lord, that the blind turtle would do that ’
4 It is just as unlikely, monks, that one will get birth in 

human form, just as unhkely that a Tathagata should arise 
in the world, an Arahant, a fully Enlightened One; just as 
unlikely, monks, that the Norm and Discipline proclaimed 
by a Tathagata should be shown in the world.

But now indeed, monks, this state of human birth is won, 
and a Tathagata has arisen in the world, and the Norm and 
Discipline proclaimed by the Tathagata is shown in the world.

Wherefore, monks, ye must make an effort to realize: This 
is 111 . .

(ix) Smeru (a).

i Suppose, monks, a man should lay down on Sineru, lord 
of mountains, seven grains of gravel as large as beans.3

Now what think ye, monks ? Which is the more, those 
seven grains of gravel as large as beans laid there, or Sineru, 
lord of mountains V

1 This Sutta introduces the passages (from Jf. iii) omitted in the 
previous one.

2 A ’dhiccai). Corny, iday adhicc’ uppatihay (viz. provided that the 
yoke did not rot away, or the sea dry up, or the turtle die), and suggests 
the meaning as yad’ iccha-vasena (‘ at pleasure 5) I

3 Cf.S. ii, 134-7; K.S. ii, 95 jf.



4 Why, lord, this is greater, this Sineru, lord of mountains. 
Very small are the seven grains of gravel laid down as large 
as beans. They cannot be reckoned, cannot be compared 
with i t : they do not come to the merest fraction of a part when 
compared with Sineru, lord of mountains.’

4 Even so, monks, for the Ariyan disciple who is blessed 
with vision, for a person of understanding, far greater is this’ 
111 which he has destroyed, which he has used up, and 
infinitely small is that 111 which remains It cannot be 
reckoned, cannot be compared therewith. It does not come 
to the merest fraction of a pa^t of it, when set beside that 111  
which he has destroyed, which he has used up,—that is, it is 
just a period of seven lives at most, 1 for the man who under
stands, as it really is, the meaning of: This is 111. . . .

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This 
is 1 1 1____ ’

(x) Sineru (b).

4 Suppose, monks, Sineru, lord of mountains, should come 
to2 extinction, should come to an end, all save seven grains 
of grarvel as large as beans. Now what think ye, monks ? 
Which is the more, that part of Sineru, lord of mountains, 
which has come to extinction, come to an end, or those seven 
grains of gravel as large as beans ? ’

e Why, lord, that part of Sineru, lord of mountains, is the 
more. Very small are seven grains of gravel as large as beans. 
They cannot be reckoned, they cannot be compared with it : 
they do not come to the merest fraction of a part when set 
beside all that part of Sineru which is extinguished, which has 
come to an end.’

4 Just so, monks, for the Ariyan disciple who is blessed with 
vision, for a person of understanding, far greater is this 1 11  
which he has destroyed, which he has used up . . .’ (as above).
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1 SaMakkhattu/r) paramatd. Cf n. to K.S. n, 95. Corny. ‘ a measure 
of seven existences (rebirths)5; i.e., such a man is a Stream-winner.

2 Cf. S . ii, 138. Text inserts yam here, onlitted by Smh. MSS., but
required in next §.

25
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CHAPTER VI.— COMPREHENSION1

(i) Tip of the nail.
Then the Exalted One, taking up a little dust on the tip of 

his finger-nail, said to the monks:
‘ Now what think ye, monks ? Which is the greater, this 

little dust I have taken up on the tip of my finger-nail, or this 
mighty earth V

‘ Greater, lord, is this mighty earth. Exceeding small2 is 
this little dust taken up on the tip of the Exalted One’s finger
nail: it cannot be reckoned, it cannot be compared therewith. 
It does not come to the merest fraction of a part of it when set 
beside the mighty earth,3—this little dust taken up on the tip 
of the Exalted One’s finger-nail. 5

4 Well, just so, monks, for the Ariyan disciple who is blessed 
with vision, for the person who has understanding, far greater 
is this 111  which he has destroyed, which he has used up, and 
infinitely small is that 111 which remains. It cannot be 
reckoned, cannot be compared therewith. It does notr come 
to the merest fraction of a part of it when set beside that 111  
which he has destroyed, which he has used up,—that is, it is 
just a period of seven lives at most for the man who under
stands, as it really is : This is 111. . . . This is the practice 
that leads to the ceasing of 1 1 1 .

Wherefore, monks, ye must make an effort to realize: This 
is 1 1 1 . . .

(ii) The tank.
4 Suppose, monies, there were a tank of fifty yojanas in length, 

fifty yojanas in width, fifty in depth, full of water, brimful, 
so that a crow could drink therefrom; and thence a man draws 
water on the tip of a blade of grass.

Now what think ye, monks ? Which is the more, the water

x All the similes of this chapter are nearly the same as those at 
8. ii, 133.

2 Text should read appamattaki’ dyay B. r
3 Text should read -pathaviT) ; and dukkhan ti (p. 460,1. 3).



drawn up on the tip of a blade of grass or the water that is 
in the tank V

i This, lord, is the more, the water in the tank. Yery little 
is the water drawn up on the tip of a blade of grass: it cannot be 
reckoned, cannot be compared therewith. It does not come 
to the merest fraction of a part of it when set beside the water 
in the tank,1—that water drawn up on the tip of a blade of 
grass. 5

‘ Just so, monks, for the Ariyan disciple . . .’ (as above).

(iii) Confluence (a).
* Suppose, monks, that where these great rivers, to w it: 

Ganges, Yamuna, Aciravatl, Sarabhu and Mahi flow together, 
meet together, a man draws two or three drops of water.

Now what think ye, monks ? Which is the more • those two 
or three drops of water thus drawn up or the water at the 
confluence V

6 Why, lord, this is the more, the water at the confluence. 
Exceeding small are the two or three drops of water drawn up : 
•$iey cannot be reckoned, they cannot be compared therewith. 
They do not amount to the merest fraction of a part of the 
water at the confluence,— these two or three drops of water 
thus drawn up.’

‘ Just so, monks, to the Ariyan disciple . . (as above).

(iv) Confluence (b).
‘ Suppose, monks, that where those great rivers the Ganges, 

Yamuna, Aciravatl, Sarabhu and Mahi flow together, meet 
together, the water wastes away and comes to an end, except 
two or three drops.

Now what think ye, monks ? Which is the greater: the 
water at the confluence, which has wasted away and come to an 
end, or those two or three drops that remain V

i Why, lord, this water at the confluence, that has wasted 
away, come to an end, is the greater. Exceeding small are 
those two or three drops that remain: they cannot be reckoned,
  *    -

%
1 Text should read polckharaniya.
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cannot be compared therewith. They do not amount to the 
merest fraction of a part of the water at the confluence, which 
has wasted away, come to an end,—these two or three drops 
that remain/

4 Just so, monks, to the Ariyan disciple . . .’ (as before).

(v) The earth (a).

‘ Suppose, monks, that a man lays together on the mighty 
earth seven balls of clay as big as kola-stones.1

Now what think ye, monks ?„ Which is the greater: those 
balls of clay as big as kola-stones, thus laid together, or this 
mighty earth V

‘ Why, lord, this mighty earth is the greater. Exceeding 
small are the balls of clay as big as kola-stones: they cannot be 
reckoned, they cannot be compared therewith. They do not 
amount to the merest fraction of a part of this mighty earth,— 
those balls of clay as big as kola-stones. 5

‘ Just so, monks, to the Ariyan disciple . . (as before).

(vi) The earth (6 ).

‘ Suppose, monks, the mighty earth should waste away, come 
to an end, all except just seven balls of clay as big as kola- 
stones.

Now what think ye, monks ? Which is the greater: that 
part of the mighty earth which has wasted away, come to an 
end, or those seven balls of clay, as big as kola-stones, that 
remain V

‘ Why, lord, greater is that part of the mighty earth which 
has wasted away, come to an end. Exceeding small are the 
seven balls of clay as big as kola-stones that remain: they 
cannot be reckoned, cannot be compared therewith. They 
do not amount to the merest fraction of a part of the mighty 
earth that has wasted away, come to an end,—those seven 
balls of clay as big as kola-stones. 5

‘ Just so, monks, to the Ariyan disciple . . /  (as above).
r

1 The fruit of the jujube tree.
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(vii) The ocean (a).
c Suppose, monks, the water in the mighty ocean should 

waste away, be used up, all except two or three drops of water.
Now what think ye, monks ? Which is the m ore: that water 

of the mighty ocean which has wasted away, been used up, or 
those two or three drops of water that remain V

‘ Why, lord, greater is the water of the mighty ocean . . . 
exceeding small are those two or three drops of water that 
remain. . .

c Just so, monks, to the Ariyan disciple . . (as above).

(viii) The ocean (6 ).
‘ Suppose, monks, the water in the mighty ocean should 

waste away, be used up, all except two or three drops of water.
Now what think ye, monks ? Which is the more: that water 

o f the mighty ocean which has wasted away, been used up, 
or those two or three drops of water that remain ? ’

‘ Why, lord, greater is the water of the mighty ocean . . . 
exceeding small are those two or three drops that remain. . . /

* Just so, monks, to the Ariyan disciple . . /

(ix) Simile o f the mountain (a).
‘ Suppose, monks, a man should lay down together on 

Himalaya, lord of mountains, seven grains of gravel as large 
as mustard seeds.

Now what think ye, monks ? Which is the greater: those 
seven grains of gravel as large as mustard seeds, or this Hima
laya, lord of mountains V

e Why, lord, greater is this Himalaya, lord of mountains. 
Exceeding small are the seven grains of gravel as large as 
mustard seeds thus laid together. They cannot be com
pared . .

fi Just so, monks, to the Ariyan disciple . .

(x) Simile o f the mountain (b).
4 Suppose, monks, that Himalaya, lord of mountains, should 

waste away, cojne to an end, except for seven grains of gravel 
as large as mustard seeds.
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Now what think ye, monks ? Which is the greater: that 
part of Himalaya, lord of mountains, that has wasted away, 
come to an end, or those seven grains of gravel as large as 
mustard seeds V 

‘ Why, lord, this is the greater, Himalaya, lord of mountains. 
Exceeding small are the seven grains of gravel as large as 
mustard seeds. They cannot be reckoned, cannot be compared 
therewith: they do not amount to the merest fraction of a part 
when laid beside that part of Himalaya that has wasted away, 
come to an end,—those seven grains of gravel as large as 
mustard seeds.’

‘ Well, monks, it is just so to the Ariyan disciple who is 
blessed with wisdom, to the person who has understanding. 
Far greater is this III he has destroyed, used up, and infinitely 
small is the 111 that remains. It cannot be reckoned, cannot 
be compared therewith. It does not amount to the merest 
fraction of a part when laid beside that 111 he has destroyed, 
used up,—that is, it is just a period of seven lives at most, for 
the man who understands, as it really is, the meaning of: 
This is 111. This is the arising of 111. This is the ceasing of 
111. This is the practice that leads to the ceasing of 111.

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: 
This is 111 . . Z1

CHAPTER VII.— CYCLIC-REPETITION

(i) Other than.
Then the Exalted One, taking up a little dust on the tip of 

his finger-nail, addressed the monks, saying:
‘ Now what think ye? monks ? Which is the greater: this 

little dust I have taken up on the tip of my finger-nail, or this 
mighty earth V 

e Why, lord, this is the greater, this mighty earth . . /  (as 
before). . . .

1 Here the third sipaile of S. ii, 139 (of Sineru and beans) is 
omitted*
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‘ Just so, monks, few are those beings that are reborn among 
men: more numerous are these beings that are reborn other 
than men. What is the cause of that ?

It is through not seeing1  four Ariyan truths. What four ? 
The Ariyan truth of 111, the Ariyan truth of the arising of Ill} 
the Ariyan truth of the ceasing of 111, the Ariyan truth of the 
practice that leads to the ceasing of 1 1 1 .

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This 
is 1 1 1 . . . /

(ii) Outlying.

Then the Exalted One, taking up a little dust . . .  (as 
before). . . .

Just so, monks, few are those beings that are reborn in the 
middle districts: more numerous are they that are reborn in 
the outlying districts, among the unreasoning barbarians.2

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made . . .

(iii) Insight
. . . (As before.) . . .

, Just so, monks, few are those beings that are blessed with 
the Ariyan eye of insight: more numerous are these beings 
that are sunk in ignorance and bewilderment.

(iv) Intoxicating liquor.

. . . Just so, monks, few are those beings that are abstainers 
from intoxicants, fermented3 or distilled, producing indolence: 
more numerous are they who are non-abstainers therefrom.

1 Text should read aditthattd.
2 Avinndtaresu milakJchesu (Skt. mleccha) in the sense of the Greek 

barbaroi. Cf. DA. i, 177; SnA. ii, 397= 8 A. on 8. i, 188. ‘ Such as 
Damila (Tamils), Kirata, Yavana (Milakkha),’ Dravidians of S. India, 
etc. Corny.

3 Corny. sura—piffha-surd (barley-ferment), odaniya-surd (rice- 
ferment), puva-surd (sweetmeats ?), Jcinna-pakfchitta (yeast-mixture), 
sambhdm-sayyuttd (a concoction of kafiji), which are called ‘ the fivefold 
secretion (asava) of flowers but does not mention any sort of toddy, 
though I think j)uva (? jaggery) which is made from fermented kitul- 
palm juice, would include such. *
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(v) Water-born.
. . . Just so, monks, few are those beings that are born on 

land: more numerous are they that are born in water. What 
is the cause of that ?

(Through not seeing the four Ariyan truths. ) 1  . . .

(vi) Reverent to mothers.

. . .  Just so, monks, few are those beings2 that reverence3 
their mothers: more numerous are they that reverence not their 
mothers. . . *

(vii) Reverent to fathers.
. . .  Just so, monks, few are those beings that reverence 

their fathers: more numerous are they that reverence not their 
fathers. . . .

(viii) Reverent to recluses.4

. . . Just so, monks, few are those beings that reverence 
recluses: more numerous are they that reverence not re
cluses. . . .

(ix) Reverent to brahmins.5

. . . Just so, monks, few are those beings that reverence 
brahmins: more numerous are they that reverence not 
brahmins. . . .

(x) Respect to elders.6

. . .  Just so, monks, few are those beings that pay respect 
to the elders of the clan: more numerous are they that pay 
not respect to7 the elders of the clan. . . .

1 Text thus far. Presumably § 1 is referred to.
2 Text should read satta.
3 These terms (vi-ix) occur at Pv. ii? 7; PvA. 104.
4 Samannd—samana-pujaka, del at text, 25.
5 Here in the derived meaning of bahita-papa-pujakd. Corny. e a 

synonym for those who have attained perfection.*
6 Text follows uddana in wrongly printing Pacayika, which should 

read apacayiJca. *
7 Text again wrong in reading jetthdpacdyino (taking it as negative of 

pacayika) in the second instance. It should be jetth&napacdyino.
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CHAPTER VIII.— FEW  ABSTAIN 1

(i) Life.
(As in previous Suttas.) . . .
Just so, monks, few are those beings that abstain from 

taking the life of creatures: more numerous are these beings 
who do not so abstain. What is the cause of that ?

It is through not seeing four Ariyan truths.

(ii) Not given.
. . . Just so, monks, few are those beings that abstain from 

taking what is not given. . . .

(iii) Sensual lust

. . . Just so, monks, few are those beings2 that abstain from 
wrong practice in sensual lust. . . .

(iv) Falsehood.
. . . Just so, monks, few are those beings2 that abstain from 

falsehood. . . .
(v) Slander.

. . . that abstain from slander. . . .

(vi) Harsh speech.

. . . that abstain from harsh speech. . . .

(vii) Idle chatter.

. . . that abstain from idle chatter. . . .

1 For this chapter see D. i, 5 ff. (Brahmajala-sutta); Dialog, i, 5 
(where the Buddha is represented as saying: ‘ These are the trifles 
of mere morality which the unconverted man, when praising the 
Tathagata9 would speak in praise of ’). These^are the practices deemed 
unfit for a monk.

a Text should read satta.
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(viii) Seed.
. . . that abstain from spoiling1 the different sorts of 

crops2 and vegetation.8 . . .

(ix) Unseasonable.

' . . . that abstain from eating at unseasonable hours.4 . . .

(x) Scents and unguents.
. . . that abstain from the use of flowers, scents, unguents 
as adornments and finery: more numerous are these beings 
that do not abstain from such use.

CHAPTER IX.— UNCOOKED-GRAIN REPETITION5

(i) Nautch.
. • . just so, monks, few are those beings that abstain from 

going to see exhibitions6 of nautch-dancing and singing:"more 
numerous are they that do not so abstain. . . .

(ii) Bed.
. . . from high and broad beds. . . .

(iii) Silver.

. . . from accepting gold7 and silver. . . .

1 Cf. A. ii, 197; DA. 77, 81. Corny. blja-gama=mula-? khandha 
agga-9 phalubija-bijay.

2 Bhuta-gdma=nila4ina-rukkMdi (DA. reads alla-tina).
3 Samdrambha, * uprooting or cutting down.’
4 I.e., after midday.
5 As at D. i, 5. This chapter is merely a continuation of the previous 

list from which Corny, does not separate it.
6 Visuka-dassand. Corny. (as at DA. i, 77) explains as patani-bhuta 

(? exhibited) and includes peacock-dancing.
7 Jatarupa is uncoined gold.
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(iv) Uncooked grain.
■ • • from accepting gifts of uncooked grain. . . .

(v) Uncooked flesh .
. . . from accepting gifts of uncooked flesh. . . .

(vi) Girls.
. . . from accepting women or girls. . . .

(vii) Female and male slaves.

. . . from accepting female and male slaves. . . .

(viii) Goats and sheep.
. from accepting goats and sheep. . . .

(ix) Fowls and swine.
. . . from accepting fowls and swine. . . .

(x) Elephants.
. . . from accepting elephants, cattle, horses and mares. . . .

CHAPTER X .—MORE NUMEROUS 

(i) Fields.
. . . Just so, monks, few are those beings that abstain from 

accepting fields, whether cultivated or waste: more numerous 
are they who do not so abstain.

(ii) Buying and selling.

. . . from buying and selling. . . .

(iii) Errands.%
. . . from sending messengers or going as such. . . .
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(iv) Giving false measure.
. . . from cheating with scales, copper vessels or measures.1

(v) Perverting justice.
. . . from taking bribes to pervert justice, cheating and 

crooked ways.2 . . .

(vi) Flogging, plundering and violence.
. . . Just so, monks, few are those beings that abstain 

from cutting, flogging, binding, highway robbery, plundering 
and violent deeds: more numerous are these beings that do 
not so abstain. What is the cause ?

It is through not seeing four Ariyan truths. What four ?
The Ariyan truth of This is 111. . . . This is the practice 

that leads to the ceasing of 1 1 1 .
Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This

is in _____

CHAPTER X I.—THE FIVE DESTINIES,

(i) The five destinies (the same title for all).
Then the Exalted One, taking up a little dust on the tip of 

his finger-nail, addressed the monks, saying:
£ Now what think ye, monks ? Which is the greater: this 

little dust I have taken up on the tip of my finger-nail, or 
this mighty earth V

eWhy, lord, this mighty earth is the greater. Exceeding 
small is this little dust taken up on the Exalted One’s finger
nail. It cannot be reckoned, cannot be compared therewith.

1 Tula-, kaysa-, mana-kutci. Corny, takes kar)sa-k. [as at DAJ\ as 
* passing off bronze vessels as gold ones5; Dialog. i, 6 ,4 bronzes,9 perhaps 
copper coins. I think the context requires the meaning to be c pots for 
measuring,’ e.g., liquor.

2 Ukkota'na-vancana,;  mkati-saci-yogd. Cf. PuggA. 240. The first
is taken to meanc taking bribes in giving a verdict about landownership,
etc.9 Text misprints sazi-y.
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It does not amount to the merest fraction of a part when laid 
beside this mighty earth,— this little dust taken up on the 
Exalted One’s finger-nail. 5

c Just so, monks, few indeed are those beings that, deceasing 
as human beings, are reborn among human beings: more 
numerous are these beings that, deceasing as human beings, 
are reborn in Purgatory. . . .

(ii).
. . . more numerous are these beings that, deceasing as 

human beings, are reborn in the womb of an animal.

(iii).
. . . that are reborn in the Realm of Ghosts. . . .

(iv-vi).
. . . few are those beings that, deceasing as human beings, 

are reborn among the D evas: more numerous are these beings 
that, deceasing as human beings, are reborn in purgatory . . . 
in  the womb of an animal . . .  in the Realm of Ghosts. . . .

(vii-ix).
. . . few are those beings that, deceasing as Devas, are 

reborn among the Devas more numerous are these beings 
that, deceasing as Devas, are reborn in Purgatory . . .  in the 
womb of an animal . . .  in the Realm of Ghosts. . . .

(x-xii).
. . . that, deceasing as Devas, are reborn among men: more 

numerous are these beings that, deceasing as Devas, are reborn 
in Purgatory . . . the Realm of Ghosts. . . .

(xiii-xv).
. . . that, deceasing from Purgatory, are reborn among 

human beings: more numerous are these beings that, deceasing 
from Purgatqjy, are reborn in Purgatory . . . the Realm of 
Ghosts* . . .
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(xvi-xviii).
. . . that, deceasing from Purgatory, are reborn among the 

Devas: more numerous are these beings that, deceasing as 
Devas, are reborn in Purgatory . . .  the Eealm of Ghosts. . . .

(xix-xxi).
. . . that, deceasing from life as animals, are reborn among 

human beings: more numerous are these beings that, deceasing 
as animals, are reborn in Purgatory . . . the Eealm of 
Ghosts. . . .

(xxii-xxiv).
. . . that, deceasing as animals, are reborn among the 

Devas, more numerous are these beings that, deceasing as 
animals, are reborn in Purgatory . . .

(xxv-xxvii).
. . . that, deceasing from the Eealm of Ghosts, are reborn 

among human beings: more numerous are these beings that, 
deceasing from the Eealm of Ghosts, are reborn in Purgatory 
. . .  in the womb of an animal. . .  in the Eealm of Ghosts. . . *

(xxviii).
. . . that, deceasing from the Eealm of Ghosts, are reborn 

among the Devas: more numerous are these beings that, 
deceasing from the Eealm of Ghosts, are reborn in Purgatory.

. . . that, deceasing from the Eealm of Ghosts, are reborn 
among the Devas: more numerous are these beings that, 
deceasing from the Eealm of Ghosts, are reborn in the womb 
of an animal.

(xxx).
. . .  Just so, monks, few indeed are those beings that, 

deceasing from the Eealm of Ghosts, are reborn among the 
Devas: more numerous are these beings that, deceasing from 
the Eealm of Ghosts, are reborn in the EeaJm of Ghosts. 
What is the cause of that ?



It is through, not seeing four Ariyan truths. What four ?
The Ariyan truth of 111: the Ariyan truth of the arising of 

111: the Ariyan truth of the practice that leads to the ceasing 
of 1 1 1 .

Wherefore, monks, an effort must be made to realize: This 
is 111. This is the arising of 111. This is the ceasing of 111. 
This is the practice that leads to the ceasing of 111. 5

Thus spake the Exalted One. And those monks were 
pleased with what was said by the Exalted One and took 
delight therein.

T he Great Chapter of K indred  Sayings  is E nded
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HERE ENDS SATJYUTTA-NIKAYA
or

THE BOOK OF THE KINDRED SAYINGS





INDEX

I.—GENERAL.
A b a n d o n in g , 44, 113 
Abhaya, Prince: questions the B.

on condition and cause, 107 
Abstinence from faults, 393 ff. 
Aciravatl, river, 32, 344, 387 
Adept (defined), 154, 204 f f .9 

265 
Aloofness, 55 
Ambapalfs Grove, 119 ff. 
Analysis, 184, 248 ff. 
Anathapindika: sickness and cure 

of, 329 f f ;  taught about fear, 
333; Park of, 1, 58, 121, 140, 
153, 269, 301, 319, 346 

Angas, the, 200
Anjana Grove (or Park), 60, 194 
Antelope (Deer) Park, 60,194 
Anuruddha: at Saketa, 153; at 

Jeta Grove, 261, 269; at Cactus 
Grove, 264; at Sal-tree Hut, 266; 
at Ambapalfs Grove, 267; in 
Dark Wood (sick), 268 

Arahant, 170, 176, 181, 183, 367 
Arising, 64
Ansmgs (see Stations) of Mind

fulness, 119-68 
Arittha (monk), 278 
Ariyan: Eightfold Way, 1-50; 

disciple, 170, 200, 298, 308, 317, 
334; woman, 340; profitable 
things, 69, 226; straight ways, 
146; insight, 173, 198; release, 
198; method, 334; truths, 353 ff. 

As before, above, after, below, 249 
Asoka (monk), 313 
AsokI (nun), 313 
Assa3i, 360 n.
Associated, 19 
Asuras, 213, 377-8 
Attention, 71, 78, 87, 161 
Ayodhya, 153 n.
Ananda: sees Janussoiii, 4; in

structs Bhadd£, 14; with the B. 
at Vesali, 130 ff., 151; instructs
V

nuns, 134; withCunda, 141; com
forts Sirivaddha, 155; taught 
about old age by the B., 230; 
teaches Unnabha at Kosambi, 
243; questions the B. about his 
psychic powers, 252-5; at Great 
Wood, 284; taught breathing 
exercises, 286; mindfulness, 
291^.; with Sanputta, 301,316, 
330; questions the B. at Brick 
Hall, 312; taught the Mirror of 
the Norm, 313; with the Lic- 

_ chavl, 381 
Asavas, 45, 165, 367

Bamboo acrobat, 148 
Bamboo Gate (village), 307 
Bamboo Grove, 66 f f ,9 155, 377 
Banyan Park, 290, 320, 338, 340, 

349
Bases of psychic power, 225-60 
Bahiya (Bahika), monk, 145 
Beat (native), 125 
Becoming, 45 and reps.
Before . . . behind, etc., 249 
Beluva, village, 130 
Benares: sandalwood, 308; First 

Sermon at, 359 
Bhadda,_ lay-disciple, 313; monk, 

with Ananda, 14,151 
Bhaddiya, 360 n.
Bharadva/ja, 199 ff.
Birth, spontaneous, 301 
Boar’s cave, 209
Body: arising of, 161; discomfort 

of, 184; decay of, 192; powers 
of, 236, 257; constituents of, 
250, physical and mind-made, 
252; weakness of, 277, 281 n.; 
of contemplation, 287 

Bondage* 119, 114 
Bonds (see Fetters), 48 
Bo-tree, 80
Brahma-viharas, 98 n.9 289 n,

26401
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Brahma-world, 208, 236, 252, 257, 
350

Brahma Sahampati, appears to 
the B. at Uruvela, 207 

Brahmin practice, 315 
Breathing, 275-95 
Brick HaH, 211
Buddha, loyalty to the, 304 n. 
Buoyancy, 253

Cactus Grove, 265 
Calm, 5
Capala Shrine, 225, 230, 234 
Carnal tamt, 56 
Causal occasion, 270 
Cause and condition, 107 Jf. 
Cessation, 73,113 
Cetl, the, 369 
Chamberlains, 303 
Chants, 106 
Checks, 79
Clairvoyance (deva-sight), 238, 

etc*
Clansmen, 352 
Clothsellers5 Grove, 138 
Cock’s Pleasaunce, village, 14,151 
Co-factors, 235, 239 ff. 
Compassion, 99,112 
Composure, 158 
Comprehension, 44, 368 
Conceits, 44, 81
Concentration, 9, 19, 94, 123 n., 

275 if., 342 
Conduct, 21 
Confluence, 387 
Conscience, 5 
Consciousness, 102,159 
Contemplation, 157,160, 275 ff. 
Control, 61.
Controlling Faculties, 169-222 
Corruptions, 78 
Cravings, 46 
Creatures, 65 
Crossing over, 22 
Cultivation, 158, 160 
Cunda: the Great, sickness and 

cure of, 68; novice, 141

Darkness, body of, 201; of space, 
302

Dark Wood, 268 
Death, 112; fear of, 332 0 
Deathless, the, 7, 44, 50, 160, 195, 

208 
Deeds, 36#.

Deer (Antelope) Park, 347; First 
Sermon at, 359 

Dement, 124
Desaka district, 70, 148, 150 
Desire (chanda), ll ff .9 28, 159; as 

basis of psychic power, 225 n.\ 
classified, 239, 249; sensual, 70, 
81,243 

Destinies (the five), 396 
Destruction: of fetters, 25; of 

asavas, 26, 367; of craving, 72 
Detachment, 5
Devas, classes of, 350, 378; paths 

to the, 337 
Dhammadinna, lay-disciple, 347 
Differences, 177 
Direction of mind, 136 
Disciple (Ariyan), defined, 338 ff. ; 

woman-, 340; discreet, 349; two 
great, 144 

Discoloured (corpse), 111 
Discomfort, 184 
Dispassion, 113,158 
Distaste, 113 

! Distress, the Great (Hell), 379 
: Dighavu, layman; sickness and 
i death of, 299
! Doctrine m brief, 121; doctrines,
: 131,142

Dogmatists, 376 
Doubt, 93,106,124 
Downfall, the, 327, etc.
Dread, fivefold, 333 
Drowsiness, 52 
Drugged, 131, 141 
Dust-hole life, 305

Earnestness, 29, 115, 341 
Earth, 388
Eastern Gatehouse, 195 
East Park, 191, 197, 241 

i Eastward, 32, etc.
I Effort, nght, 8,173 

Eightfold Way, the, 1-50; (First 
Sermon), 357 

Elation of mind, 97 
Elements: five sensual, 20; four 

great (essentials), 318 
Elephant (treasure), 82 
Endurance, 5
Energy, 5; as limb of wisdom, 

51-118; 173, 255 ff.
Enlightened, 228
Equanimity (as l̂imb of wisdom), 

51-118
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Equipped, 19 
Errands, 395
Excitement (hindrance), 81, 93, 

134
Experience, 11, 12 
External, 92,122, 261 
Eye, 193

Factor (anga), 84; factors (5), 41, 
49, 75; co-, 229, 239; mental, 
276; of grasping, 361 

Faculties, sense-, 61,181; control
ling, 169-222; of sex, 179; of 
gnosis, 179; of knowledge, 270 

Failure m training, 324 
Faith, 5, 138, 175, 196; -cure, 330 
Falcon, 125 
Falsehood, 393 
Fear (see Dread), 322 
Feature, alluring, 52; repulsive, 88 
Feelings (3), 19, 46, 165, 268 
Fetters, 25, 49, 117, 167, 221-4, 

295, 347 
Fields, good and bad, 328, 395 
Fire, 96
Fist of teacher, 132 
Flogging, 396
Floods (4), 47, 116, 221, 336,
,  342*
Flurry, 81, 93, 124 
Food, S5ff.
Foot, 34, 206 
Former births, 237 
Fortune, 309 
Foul, 111%., 112 
Foundation, 375 
Friends, 318, 368
Friendship with the lovely, 2, 27, 

29 ff.
Fruits: of recluseship, 23; of 

liberation, 79; two, 110, 211; of j 
non-return, 157; seven, 278; \ 
four, 351 

Full understanding, 159, 368

Ganges, 32 ff.9 42, 114, 143, 
214 ff., 223, 272, 387 

Garuda birds, 213 
Gavampati, monk, 369 
Generosity, 339 
Ghosita Park, 63, 199, 204, 243 
Gloom, 133
Gnosis, 57 n.9 197 ff.9 238 284,

311 •
Goatherds’ Banyan, 147, 161, 207

Godha the Sakyan, 322; Godha, 
340

Good, the, 76; states, 122, 145, 
164

Goodwill, 5, 88, 98, 112 
Gotama Shrine, 230 
Grasping, 26; factors of, 41, (4), 

48
Gravel, 384
Great benefit, etc., 110,114 
Great Wood (Grove), 283, 335, 

381

Habits, 62
Haliddavasana, town, 98 
Happiness and unhappiness, 188j§f. 
Happy One, 13, 65, 297 
Harbinger, 27, etc.
Harmlessness, 5
Heap (of merit), 124,163; of dust, 

288
Heart-wood, 35, 206 
Heedfulness, 5 
Heir Apparent (treasure), 82 
Hell, 379, etc.
Higher Fetters, 49, 221 
Himalaya, 37, 51, 127, 389 
Hindrances (5), 49, 52, 76 jf.9 81, 

91 ff.t 98, 108, 140 
Hither shore, 226 
Holy life (righteous), the, 2 ff  , 

6 ff. ; highest, 24, 25 jf.9 43 n.9 
190

Horse (treasure), 82
House, peaked, 63, 194, 203, 308;

(name), 230, 235, 283, 381 
Housefather (treasure), 82 
Householder, 17 
Hundred years (life of), 372 
Hunter of monkeys, 127

Iechanangala, village, 289, 291
Ignorance, 1, 364
IU, 6, 69, 205, 347, 3 5 2 # , 3 6 1 #
Illustration, 364
Impermanence, 113
Increase, 79
Indolence, 249
Insight, 28, 198, 339, 350, 391 
Instruction, 70 
Intelligent, 83 
Intoxicants, 391 
Investigation (of Norm), 226 ff- 
Isidatta, chamberlain, 303 

! Isipatana, 347, 359
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Jambudlpa, 373 
Jasmine, 35 
Janussoni, brahmin, 4 
Jeta Grove, 1, 58, 121, 153, 261, 

269, 301, 305, 316, 319, 346 
Jewel (treasure), 82 
Jotika, housefather, 299 
Judas tree, 371
Kakudha, layman, 313 
Kapilavatthu, 290, 320 ff., 338, 

340, 345, 349 
Kappma, the Great, 279 
Kassapa, Buddha, 208 
Kassapa, the Great, 66 
Katissaha, layman, 313 
Kaligodha, Sakyan lady, 340 
Kalinga, layman, 313 
Kasi, 305
Kimbila, monk; Kimbila, village, 

286
Knowing, 26, 70; knowledge, 271, 

364, 366 
Koliyans, 98 
Kondanna, 360 
Kosalans, 122, 202, 304 
KosambI, 63, 199, 204, 243, 370 
Kotigama, village, 365 
Kundaliya, wanderer, 60

Lay-disciple, decease of, 312 ff.;
sick, 349 

Laying hold, 175 
Learner (see Pupil), 13, 150, 204, 

289, 290 
Licchavi, the, 334, 381 
Life (see Holy)
Limbs: of wisdom, 51-118,277; of 

stream-winning (anga), 302, 345 
Lion, 292 
Liquor, 391 
Living, right, 8 
Lomasavangisa, monk, 290 
Longings, 43, 115, 350 
Looker-on, 56, 294 
Lovely, the, 2, 27, 29 ff.
Lower (fetters), 49, 157, 347 
Lust, 52, 92, 393, etc.

Magadha, 304 
Magadhese, 141 
Maghava, 208 
Magic power, 241 
Mahanama, Sakyan, 290; asks the 

B. about his death, 320 ff.; 
about Sarakani, 323 ff.; about

disciples, 338; about comforting 
sick, 349 

Mahi, river, 32, etc., 387 
Malevolence, 52, 81, 108 
Mallas, the, 203, 304 
Manyfolk, 178 
Many Sons Shrine, 231 
Market, town, 200 
Material food, 53 
Manadmna, housefather, 156 
Mara, 83, 126, 179, 230 
Meditation, 352 
Merit, 124, 163, 342 ff.
Method, the Ariyan, 90, 119, 147, 

162,179, 334 
Middle Way, the, 1-50, 356 ff. 
Midway release, 177 
Migara’s mother, 197, 241 
Mind, 5; elated, 97; non-direction 

of, 136; -made body, 252; -read
ing, 236, etc.

Mindfulness, 113; ansings (sta
tions) of, 119-169; of body, 150, 
158 f f ,  163; resort of, 193; 
established, 201; in concentra
tion, 275 

Mirror of the Norm, 312, 314 
Modes, four best, of life, 98 n. 
Moggallana the Great, 67,144,153; 

miracle of, 241; 256, 264; visits 
devas, 319 

Monkey-trap, 127 
Monks, 1 n.
Mountain, 51, etc.

Name and body, 151 
Nandaka, Licchavi, 335 
Nandana Grove, 296 
Nandiya, Sakyan, 340, 345;

Wanderer, 10 
Native beat, 125 ff.
Nalagamaka (of Magadha), 141 
Naianda, 138 
Neglected, 158, 226 
Neither shore, 225 
Neranjara, river, 147, 207 
Nibbana, 7, 10, 34; resort of, 193 
Nikata, lay-disciple, 313 
No food (for hindrances), 88 
No more (birth), 68 
No return, 110; fruits of, 157 
Norm, the, 17, 142 f f .; duration 

of, 152; foundation of, 356; 
investigation ofr 51-118; car of, 
4 ; -follower, 177
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Novices, 123
Nuns, lodging of the, 134; taught 

by Ananda, 1 3 4 #

Natika, 311

Obligations, the, 163 
Obstructions, 45 
Ocean, 33, 389, etc.
Old age, 191 
Once-returner, 180, 347 
One-seed-er, 180
Order of monks, director of the, 

132; virtues of, 297 
Otherness, 143 
Outlying districts, 391 
Outsider, 178 
Outwardly, 249 
Oyersluggish (desire), 249 
Overstrained (desire), 249

Pains, 46
Pair of disciples, 144 
Park, Anathapmdika’s, 275 ff. 
Partially, 177, 227 
Pasenadi, rajah, 2 n. 1, 209 n. 3, 

305, 314 n. 3 
Passion, 29 ff.
Pataliputta, 14, 15, 151 
Peac®, 5 ; from bondage, 110 
Peaked house, 63, 203, 283, 380 
Penetration, 73, 151 
Pepper Tree Grotto, 66 
Perfection, 178, 221 
Permanence, 151 
Perversion, 16 
Pmdola, 199 n. 1, 296 n. 5 
Pleasantness of life, 114 
Pleasures, 48 
Point of view, 171 
Practice, 16, 255 
Prince, 35
Profitable things (Ariyan), 69, 226 
Psychic powers, 225,236,246,251, 

256, 269 
Pupil (see Learner), 265 
Purana, chamberlain, 303 
Pure Abodes, 58, 177, 180, 254 
Puritan, 169, 183, 277 
Purana Kassapa, views of, 107

Rain-cloud, 40 
Range, 163
Rajagaha, 6 6 # , 107, 155, 209 
Rajah, 59, 296 *
Realization, 110

Reasonings, 354
Recluses, 23, 170, 184, (and

brahmins), passim 
Refuge, 143 
Regret, 52 
Release, 26, 60, 198 
Relics (of Sariputta), 141 ff. 
Remiss, 341 
Remorseful, 137 
Repugnant, 101, 279, 281 
Repulsive feature, 88 
Repulsiveness, 112 
Resort, 193 
Restraint, 3 0 # , 79 
Reverence and respect, 392 
Revulsion, 69 
Right View, etc., 150 
Righteousness, 5
Rise and fall, 75, 173, 175, 263, 

337
Roller of the Wheel, 81 # ,  296 
Roof-peak, 35 
Royal Park, 314 
Rudiments, 121, 145, 163

Sahajata, village, 369 
Sahaka, monk, 208 
Sahampati, Brahma, 147,162, 208 
Sakka, heaven of, 293 n. 3 
Sakkara, 2
Sakyans, 2, 290, 320, 346, 349 
Sangarava, brahmin (on chants), 

102Santuttha, lay-disciple, 312 
Sarabhu, river, 32, 387 
Sarakam, Sakyan, 323-9 
Sadhuka, town, 303 
Saketa, village, 60, 153, 264 
Sala, village, 122, 202 
Sal Tree Hut, 266 
Salha, monk, 312 
Sarandada Shrine, 231 
Sariputta, 3, (on seven limbs of 

wisdom), 58; visits Upavaoria, 
62; questions the B. about 
superman, 137; declares faith 
in the B., 138; death of, 141; 
with Moggallana and Anu- 
ruddha, 153; on the Deathless, 
195; on gnosis, 197; on faith, 
200; on reverence for the B., 
209; questions Anuruddha, 
265 Jf.; teaches Ananda, 301; 
on stream-winning, 302, 316; 
visits §jick man, 329
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SavatthI, 1-58, 81-112, 121-200, 
207-224, 235-280, 301-6, 314- 
35, 352, 367 

Scrap-gatherer, 109, 296 
Season, right and wrong, 95 ff. 
Seclusion, 31-3 
Security from yoke, 209 
Seed, 37; seed-er, one-, 180 
Seeing, 108
Self, the, 122, 143, 145, warding 

of the, 149; -possession, 29 
Sense: elements, 20; -faculties (6), 

61, 181, 193; -spheres, 362; 
-dehghts, 43, 47-8; -desire, 79, 
92, 102 

Shame, 2 
Shrines, 230
Sick man, 66, 68, 155, 299, 329, 

(exhorted), 349 
Sickness of the B., 131 
Sirjsapa Grove, 370 
Similes: bearded wheat, 9, 39; 

pot, 19, 38; sunrise, 27, 65, 84; 
rivers, 32; foot, 34; roof-peak, 
wood, heart-wood, jasmine, 
prince, moon, sun, cloth, 35-6; 
seed, snake, 37, 50; tree, 38; 
sky, 39; ram-cloud, ship, 40; 
guest-house, 41; Ganges and 
course, 42; rajah’s wardrobe, 59; 
postures of animals, 65; faults 
of gold, 77; parasitic trees, 80; 
kindling and quenching fire, 
96-7; bowl of water, mixed with 
dye, heated, overspread, ruffled 
by wind, set m dark (and the 
reverse), 103-6; falcon and 
quail, 125; hunter, monkey and 
pitch-trap, 127; cook and sauces, 
129; cart and helps, 132; border 
town and warden, 139; bamboo- 
acrobat and self-warding, 149; 
fire-stick, 187; peaked house, 
194; elephant’s foot, 206; heart- 
and sandal-wood, 206; cotton
seed, iron ball heated, 253; 
lamp and wick, 283; rain m 
drought, 285; dust at crossways, 
288; raising fallen, showing 
light, etc., 311; jar of butter and 
pool, 321; falling tree, 321; rain- 
flood, 339; water m oce^n, 343; 
leaves of trees, 371; stick thrown 
up, 371; turban ablaze, 372; 
hundred years of tortnre, 372;

grass, etc. in Jambudlpa, 373; 
sun scatters gloom, 374; tuft of 
cotton and wind, 375; iron 
pillar, 375; stone column, 376; 
gravel, etc. on Sineru, 385 ff ; 
dust on nail, water in tank, 
386-91; confluence of rivers, 
387; clay balls, 388; water in 
ocean, 389; gravel on Himalaya, 
389

Sineru, Mt., 384 
Smvaddha, housefather, 155 
Skeleton, study of, 109-11 
Sloth and torpor, 52, 88, etc., 124 
Sluggishness, 249 
Snake, 37, 50 
Sole way, 119 
Solitude, 11, 261 
Span of life, 231 
Speculations, 378 
Speech (see Talk), 393 
Splendid Spur, 378 
Spontaneous birth, 301 
Squirrels’ Feeding-ground, 67,298, 

377
States, good, 122,145; various, 292 
Stations (arismgs) of mindfulness, 

39, 60, 119-68 
Stream-winner, 167, 171,177„ 181, 

296-351, 302, 316, 346 
Strength, 36, etc.
Struggling, co-factors of, 239 
Subhadda, lay-disciple, 312 
Substrate, 113 
Sudatta, lay-disciple, 312 
Sujata, lay-disciple, 312 
Sumagadha Lotus Pond, 377 
Sumbha, the, 74, 148, 150 
Superman, 137 
Suppabuddha, 301 n.
Suppression, 12 
Sutanu, river, 263 
Sympathy (m the Four Moods), 

99 112
Systematic, 28, 54, 64, 71, 77-8, 87 

Taint, 56
Talk: frivolous, 310; childish 

(divers), 355; harsh, false, 
slanderous, 393 

Tathagata: chief of beings, 33; 
released by knowledge, 60; his 
body kept going, 132; passing of, 
153; powers of? 252 ff., 257; 
way of life of, 289; faith in, 331
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Teacher’s fist, 132 
Teaching in brief, 145, 163-4 
Tendency, 26, 48, 295 
Thirsts (3), 47
Thirty-three, Devas, 213, 350 
Thought, systematic, 28, 29;

-process, 136; unprofitable, 354 
Torpor, of mind and body, 52, 81, 

92-3, 108, 124 
Trances, 9, 174, 271-2, 276 n , 

281 ff.
Tranquillity (limb of wisdom), 

50 ff.; of body and mind, 94, 
178

Tree, falls as it bends, 38, 321; 
various trees, 86; coral, trumpet, 
silk-cotton, 213 

Turban, 372 
Turtle, blind, 383

Udayi (or -in), monk, 7 2 #
Udena Shrine, 230 
Ukkavela, town, 143 
Unheard of, things, 157 
Unlovely, the, 283 
Unnabha, brahmin, 192, 243 
Unprofitable, states, 16 
Unseasonable, 394 
Unsystematic, attention, 52, 71, 
”* 78

Unworthy, 18 
Upavana, monk, 63 
Uprising, 13 
Uruvela, 147, 161, 207 
Uruvelakappa, town of Mallas, 

203
Uttiya, monk, 20, 146

Vajjl, the, 304, 365 
Veludvara, 307 n.
Vesall, 119, 120, 130 / / ,  2 3 0 # ,  

283, 335, 381 
View, right and wrong, 1-50;

point of, 171 
Virtue, 27, 55, 61, 65 
Virtuous, 339

Vitality, 179
Vultures’ Peak, hill, 67, 107, 209, 

378

Wanderers, of other views, 6, 25, 
26, 91 n., 95, 289; Park of, 90, 
98

Warding self and others, 149 
Wardrobe, rajah’s, 59 
Washing, outward, 336 
Waste, the, 330, etc.
Wavering, 81, 93, 106, 108; of 

body, 279 
W ay: the Eightfold, 1-50, 3 5 7 # ; 

sole, 119; of life, Ariyan, 289; 
out, 26; of the B., 12; of woe, 
296

Wealth, Ariyan, 345 n.
Wearing out, 44
Well-to-do, 83
Wheel (treasure), 82
Wisdom, 5; on the side of, 211;

limbs of, 51-118 
Witless, 83
Woeful Lot, the (see Way of woe), 

316-7, etc.
Woman (treasure), 82 
Woods, various sorts of, 35 
Wordy war, 355
World: heaven, 316, 319, etc.;

-system, 256; without end, 201 
Worm-eaten (corpse), 111 
Wretched, 83
Wrong: view, etc. (see Eightfold 

Way), 1-50; season, 95, 97; 
practice, 17

Yama Devas, 350, 360 
Yamuna (Jumna), river, 32 # >  

344 
Yojanas, 386
Yoke: of Norm-car, 5; security 

from the, 209, 232; -hole, 3 8 3 #

Zest, 87, 90, 135, 293 
Zestful, 9, 188 (see Trances)
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II.— SOME PALI W ORDS IN TH E NOTES.
Akkhayika, 356 
Accasararj, 193 
Ajjhattika, 84 
Ajjhaparar), 193 
Ajjharuha, 80
Ajjhupekkhita, 56, 294, 372 
Anna, 57, 238 
Annata-Kondanna, 360 
Atthikatva, 79 
Atta-sambhava, 234 
Adhicca, 384 
Adhippaya, 91 
Anamatagga, 201, 372 
Anagamm, 157, 194 
Anuggahaka, 142 
Anuddaya, 149 
Anupabbajjar), 55 
Anupada, 26 
Antara-pannibbayi, 57 
Apatthaddha, 125 
Aparapara, 158 
Appativani, 372 
Appossukka, 234 
Abhisameta, 75 
Aram, 186 
Avaddhamana, 125 
Asubha, 111 
Asecanaka, 285 
Agantuka, 41 
Agamma, 3 
Acara-gocara, 163 
Anapana-sati, 275 
Apana, 200 
Ayu-sankhara, 234 
Arambha-dhatu, 54, 87 
Aloka-sanni, 235 
Avibhava, 236 
Asabhi, 138, 268

Iti-vada, 60 
Iddhi-pada, 225 
Indriyam, 169

Ukkot ana-vane ana, 396 
Uj j hay anti, 324 
TJddhata, 241 
Uddhambhagiya, 49 
Uddhumataka, 111 
Unnal.a, 241 
TJpakkilesa, 77 
Upahacca, 57, 177 
Upasana, 381 
ITpekkha, 185

Uppatika, 187 
Ummagga, 14, 151

Ekodi-bhuta, 123 
Ela-muga, 83

Ogadha, 193 
Opapatika, 301 
Qrambhagiya, 49, 156 
Olarika, 231

Kanha-dhamma, 22 
Katha-pabhatar), 141 
Kammatthana, 281 
Kalya na, 2 
Kayika, 94 
Kussubbha, 37 
Kuta, 213 
Kotthaka, 195 
Khalii, 307 
Khila, 45, 77

Gamma, 357 
Gotrabhu, 271

Candala, 148 
Capala, 241 
Citta-sankhara, 276 
Cetasika, 94 
Cetiya, 230
Chanda, 28, 159, 225, 235, 243 
Chiggala, 383

J anapada-kalyani, 150 
Jhana, 276

Naya, 17, 118, 179

Thanaso, 40, 285 
Tatha, 365 
Tathatta, 76 
Tadanvaya, 198 
Tamatagga, 133 
Talapatta, 371 
Tiracchana-katha, 355 
Tula, 396 
Thapati, 303

Dlpa, 133 
Dukkhata, 45 
Deyya-dhamma, 306 
Deva-manussa, 233 
Deva-padag, 337
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Deva-samuppada, 323 
Dhamma, 17; kanlia-, 22; -san-

naha, 5 
Dhamm’ anvaya, 139 
Dhamma, 131, 142 
Dhammanudhamma, 232
Nantakani, 296 
Nama-rupa, 161 
Nikkama, 54, 87 
Nigha, 46 
Mdana, 4 
Nibbana-dhatu, 7 
Nibbedha, 73 
Nimitta, 52 
Niramisa, 293 
Mssarana, 103 
Nissaya, 239 
Mv<arana, 49
Pakkhika, 176 
Pane’ oddita, 127 
Patikkula, 100 
Patigacc’ eva, 142 
Patigha, 52 
Patipada, 16 
Patibhati, 68 
Patibhana, 378 
Patisagvedi, 275 
P#tisa$harami, 135 
Patisaranag, 193 
Patihacca, 57, 212 
Padesena, 11, 12, 154, 177, 227 
Padhana, 225 
Pabbhara, 38 
Pamokkha, 60 
Payata-panI, 306 
Parakkama-dhatu, 87 
Parimbbayl, 57 
Paryadaya, 40 
Pariyutthita-citta, 231 
Panvicaya, 93 
Parisavacara, 60 
Patimokkha, 163 
Pabhatarj, 141 
Paricchattaka, 213 
Pubba-nimitta, 27 
Pubbenaparar), 134 
Pettika, 126

Balani, 169 
Bahiddha, 205 
Bahira, 85 
Bimba, 192 
Buddha-teja, 19], 
Bodha-pakkhika, 203

Bhattu, 128 
Bhaddaka, 14 
Bhava-netti, 366 
Bhuta-gama, 37, 394 

! Bhecchati, 9 
Bho, 307 
Bhonto, 238 
Brahma, 4
Brahmacanya, 2, 24, 43 
Brahmacarm, 15
Manku, 60
Mattaso, 326
Madhuraka-jata, 131
Mahapurisa, 137
Milakkha, 391
Mukkara, 241
Muttha-ssati, 241 • • w
Yaca-yoga, 306 
Yoga-kkhema, 209
Rajapatha, 305
Lina, 95 
Lepa, 127 
Loka-cmta, 377
Vikubbana-iddhi, 253 

| Vmeyya, 119 
i Vibhava, 46 

Viraddha, 21 
Vega-missaka, 132 
Vodana, 271
Sa-upanisa, 19 
Sarjvatta-kappa, 237 
Sattakkhattug, 385 
Sattamba-cetiya, 231 
Santaka (sa-antaka), 244 

| Saddh’ annsarm, 176 
I Sappatihariya, 233 
j Sabbatthika, 98 
! Sabha-gata, 338 
1 Samatta, 227 
| Samatha, 54 
; Samadhi-gati, 293 
■ Sampabhasa, 310 
! Sahagata, 109 
' Sikkhati, 275 

Sikkha, 326 
Simbali, 213
Suddhika (suddhaka), 152,169 
Subha-nimitta, 52 
Sukara-khata, 209 
Sekha, 1*23 
Somanassa, 183
Hasu-panna, 324



410 Errata and Additions

ERRATA AND ADDITIONS TO ‘ KINDRED 
SAYINGS,’ YOLS. I-IY.

(Including those already listed.)

VOL, I.

Preface, p. viii, 1.22; read Sdrattha-, and next page, 1.6.
P. 21, n. 2: for vibhajetva read vibhajitvd.
P. 26 n., 1. 2: for five read seven.
P. 30, n. 5 : for 266 read 269.
P. 35,1. 7: after ‘ as m a knot,* next line:—

4 In whom is no fault found, nor may there be 
Forsaking o’t, there’d be no wrath t’appease:
How then in such a case were one (proved) good V

P. 51, n. 4 : Corny. has 4 In time of trouble, though he be dirty, yet does 
she reckon him . . .9 

P. 53, n. 1: 462 refers to text. Corny. has nipphatti.
P. 61,1. 10: after stain add the.
P. 63, n. 1: for 355 read 335.
P. 65, n. 1: for4 from (the hip) 9 read on,
P. 65, n. 2,1. 5: for 224 read 244.
P. 67, n. 2 : for 175 read 174.
Pp. 67, 69, 71, 73: headlines should read Magha, Kamada, Tayana, 

Suriya.
P. 69, last line: Sinh. texts read abuddhd.
P. 92, n. 3 : Sangharaja. Corny. has sanjharaga, ‘ the flush of the 

evening sky.’
P. 94,1. 3 : Belatthi’s son. Mrs. R. D. prefers ‘ of the Belatthis,9 but 

Corny. has Belattha and paraphrases Belatthassa-putto.
P. 94,1.10: cf. Manu, iv, 135/., which omits 4 fire,’ and has 4 brahmin 

for ‘ bhikkhu.9 
P. 95,1. 22: for good-will read good well.
Pp. 97, 99, 101, 103: headlines should read 6 The King; Self-guarded;

At the Seat of Judgment; Sacrifice.9 
P. 105, n. 1: for ‘ in case he should . . . life9 read * that they might 

act as informers to him.9 
P. 116, n. 1,1. 4 : for appatti read uppatti.
P. 118, n. 4, last line: for chaddhalca read chaddaka.
P. 119, last line: read As opposed . . . 4 the colour . . . stake.9— Corny.
P. 127 n., 1. 11: read gens d’armes.
P. 129, n. 2 : dhammani text), Sinh. t. vammani. In my edition of

Corny., p. 169, I read ghammanie in time of drought.9 
P. 135, n. 2 : for fooling* read footing.
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P. 138, n. 6 : for Jcaveyya read Mveyya, and see SA, l, 176 for emended 
reading.

P. 151, n. 5 : dele line under khandha.
P. 155, 1. 20: read, departed.
P. 156, 1. 14: after ‘ said to him * read ‘ 0  recluse, we would be thy

devoted slaves.9 
P. 157,1. 13: read daughters.
P. 160, n. 3, last line: for atthikinl read atthinl.
P. 162 n., 1 .1 : for cuts read spins.
P. 165, 1. 7 : (e twixt eyebrows ’) should be 4 eyelashes,’— i.e., in your 

very presence.
P. 166, n. 5 : for Ydma read Yama.
P. 172,1. 6: dele only.
P. 177, n. 2 : ref. S. vi, p. vii (B) is to Index Volume.
P. 181: n. 1 refers to 1. 6.
P. *185, 1. 4 : after like read as.
P. 186, n. 1, 1. 5 : for vupa's read rupa's.
P. 190, n. 2 : for informal read infernal.
P. 207, n. 6 : for gandhe read ganthe. After the stanzas of para. 7 add: 

‘ When he had thus spoken, Puritan the Bharadvaja said: . . . ’ 
Continue as at end of next section, § 8.

P. 212, n. 8 : read Tcharibhdro.
P. 217: transpose * to 41 weed.’
P. 21$, n. 1: read Sn. v.
]?. 236, n. 4 : arato. At SA. i, 269 I read arano.
P. 236, n. 2 : atha satfhi-, etc. . . .  At SA. i, 2701 read atha cha-mssitd. 
P. 237, n. 1: read patighe.
P. 245, n. 1 : ‘ thought the Master ’ apply only to the words ‘ I must 

show . . .’
P. 250, n. 4 : read Corny. sardydmase. Text has sdraydmase, ‘ we 

remind.’
P. 253, n. 1 : for finger read thumb (angutthaka).
P. 256, n. 5 : read vissamana-.
P. 257, n. 5 : tr. comma to after adornments.
P. 258: tr. ref. 2 to after Holy.
P. 258: n. 1, 1. 3 : read 277.
P. 266,1. 1: read 4 who know this.’
P. 290, 1. 13: ‘ our tasks . . .’ should be repeated m last stanza.
P. 292, n. 1 : for gold read silver.
P. 297, n. 1 : Corny, defines cetyd as citti-kat’ atthena (in sense of 

4 reverence ’ ).
P. 303,1. 4 : self-armed. Attadanda — ‘ stick-taken ’ (atta from ddadati). 
P. 303 n., 1. 3 : read pafikkhipanti.
P. 305, 1. 13: add * with the Asuras.’
P. 315,1. 5 : for^ read 91.
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P. 317 (Pali) Attha, 1. 9: read ubMnnam.
P. 319: Paccagu, see SA. i, 171: paparj; read -dana-.
P. 320: Ycmatar), see SA. i, 52.

VOL. II.
Title-page: for F. H. read F. L. Woodward.
Errata: read p. 109.
P. 7,1. 5: read ‘ before, vision arose.5
P. 13, n. 1: read 4 Corny. reads kinti atta me ti V
P. 38, n. 1: his name, Kalara, aco. to Corny., means 4 tusker.’
P. 39,1. 2: for and read that.
P. 40,1. 24: read 4 By self-deliverance.’
P. 40, n. 2: read 4 from within.’
P. 55, title to 6; 4 Tree ’ (rukkha of text should read dukkha, 4 111 ’).
P. 91,1. 24: dele 4 in a tumbril.5 
P. 91,1. 27: read prince's.
P. 109, n. 4: read 4 are much-heard.’
P. 192, n. 3: read -makkha-.
P. 194: correct page number.
P. 197: read 4 Devadatta 108, 163 / . ’

VOL. in.
P. 31, n. 3 (upasamo) : refers to n. 2. Dele 3 after 4 not yours.’
P. 88,1.17 : for 4 that question,’ etc., read 4 Ye have been trained by 

me in discussion [by question and answer] of those things thus 
and thus.’

P. 112, n. re Channa: Corny. on S. iv says the latter was4 another Channa.’ 
P. 118,1. 26: read Ayojjhd and add to Index, p. 211.
P. 127, 11. 1, 3, 4, 14: read 4 self.’
P. 131, n. 2: add 4 and revised at K.S. v, 40.’
P. 212: read Devadaha.
P. 213: [Makkhak]: read (Gosala for ghosala).

VOL. IV.
P. 9, n. 1: read 304 for 364.
P. 41, n. 1,11. 3, 4: read d for d (in darjseti).
P. 68, n. 1,1. 6: for shred read sherd.
P. 123, n. 4: read M. ii.
P. 130, n. 7,1. 3: read 4 evarjkan, the . . .’
P. 200,1. 8: read 4 He that cometh.’
P. 220,1.12: read sherds. Omit note, and cf. S. v, 70.
P. 229,1. 6: for 4 white with men’s bones ’ read 4 afflicted with mildew, 

and c/. A. i, 160. So at 1. 26.
P. 262, n. 2: dele comma after which.
P. 262, n. 4 : read Seftha.
P. 289: insert Mddha, 25 'after Baft.
P. 290,1.3: read 128. After Sundparanta read 35 for £5.
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